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Speech at the Opening Ceremony of
Beijing Forum 2010

Hao Ping
Vice Minister of Education, P. R. China

Distinguished guests and scholars,
Ladies and gentlemen,
Good morning.
I am greatly honored to attend the opening ceremony of Beijing Forum 2010.

Beijing Forum is an annual event for scholars of humanities and social sciences from
home and abroad. It has enhanced international exchanges of China爷 s higher
education, promoted development and prosperity of China爷 s humanities and social
science and become an important platform for cross鄄cultural communication and
dialogues among civilizations. State Councilor of China, Ms. Liu Yandong met with
representatives of the Forum and made a speech for the future development of the
Forum. The UN Secretary鄄General Ban Ki鄄moon, speaking highly of the Forum,
also sent greetings to Beijing Forum 2010.

The world today is experiencing unprecedented development, transfor鄄 mation
and adjustment. Multi鄄polarization and economic globalization grow vigorously;
science and technologies are undergoing breakthroughs; and industries are showing
new trends. Common interests and interdependence of countries are increasing,
especially when facing global challenges such as climate change, financial security,
terrorism, food security, severe natural disasters, transnational crimes, energy
security and so on. The fate of people around the world has never been linked so
closely and peace, development and cooperation have never been demanded so
badly.

With the main theme of “The Harmony of Civilizations and Prosperity for All-
Commitments and Responsibilities for a Better World 冶, Beijing Forum 2010
expresses great concern for many important issues in the world today. As the biggest
developing country and emerging economy, the future of China is closely linked to
the world. In the new historical period, the Chinese government put forward some



international relations theories like “harmonious world冶, “mutual benefit冶 and “to
expand humanity exchanges 冶, projecting an image of responsible power. The
harmonious world should be a world of dialogues and cooperation with diversification
and tolerance. All the countries and regions in the world, no matter what historical
traditions, cultural backgrounds, religious beliefs, social systems, values or
development stages they have, differ in one way or another. That爷 s why human
civilizations are so diversified. We should work together to create a fair and rational
international political and economic order.

Education, as an important force for constructing harmonious world, shoulders
crucial missions of training talents, spreading thoughts and shaping the society and
plays an indispensible role in inheriting and innovating process of mankind. In July
this year, the Chinese government held a national education meeting and
promulgated 2010 - 2020 National Outline for Mid鄄 and Long鄄Term Educational
Reform and Development, drawing a blueprint for the development of education in
the next ten years. The Outline proposes a working guidance: “ to give priority to
education, to place importance on training, to reform and innovate, to promote
justice and to improve quality 冶 . It sets the strategic goal to realize education
modernization, build a learning society and become an advanced country in human
resources. It stresses that each level of governments should give priority to the
development of education and investment in education. To be specific, we should
make universal preschool education to high school education; further enhance
popularization of higher education; provide fair education which benefits all the
citizens and do not allow any school dropouts due to family financial difficulties or
problems in study; provide more quality education to meet the need of diversified
education of the public; build overall life鄄long education to make sure what they
learn is practical; improve a vigorous modern educational system with Chinese
characteristics and world level. Chinese government has also decided to increase
education investment to 4% of the GDP by 2012; to improve teachers爷 teaching
abilities and their treatment; to speed up education informatization and
modernization in teaching contents and methods.

The Outline pays special attention to high鄄level educational exchanges in broad
fields. We should learn from advanced educational ideas and experi鄄ences in the
world, bring in high quality educational resources and attract more renowned
experts and scholars to do teaching, researching and management work in China,
bring in talented people and research teams from abroad in a planned way and
encourage Chinese higher education institutions to set up overseas branches. The
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Outline also points out that we should promote cultural exchanges and increase
understanding of different countries and cultures. We should strengthen our
cooperation with international organizations like UNESCO to build a platform for
high鄄level educational exchanges, cooperation and policies. All the above provides
great oppor鄄tunities to deepen cooperation with overseas education institutions. And
Chinese education will achieve healthy, fast, overall, scientific and sustaina鄄ble
development in the ten years to come.

Beijing Forum has been held successfully for six years and become a
significant event for scholars to exchange ideas and learn from each other. We
would like to thank Mr. Chey Jae鄄won, Vice Chairman of SK Group and Kim Jae
Youl, President of the Korean Foundation for Advanced Studies for their generous
support for Beijing Forum.

Finally, on behalf of the Chinese Ministry of Education I would like to extend
my warm congratulations for the opening of Beijing Forum 2010 and my gratitude
toward our friends from home and abroad who have supported and helped us. The
Chinese Ministry of Education will actively support Chinese education as always and
by carrying out the Outline we will expand international exchanges in various forms
and make our greatest contribution to the harmony and common prosperity of world
civilizations.

Thank you.
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Speech at the Opening Ceremony of
Beijing Forum 2010

Chey Jae鄄won
Vice Chairman, SK Group

Honorable President of the China Society for Human Rights Studies Luo
Haocai,

Honorable Chairman of the Chinese People爷 s Association for Friendship with
Foreign Countries Chen Haosu,

Honorable Vice Minister of Education Hao Ping,
Honorable President of Beijing University Zhou Qifeng,
And distinguished guests,
I am greatly honored once again to be part of the Beijing Forum. And I am

especially pleased to be back in the great and happy city of Beijing —a city that
never loses her ability to surprise and delight her visitors, not only with her world鄄
class physical infrastructure and dazzling, ever鄄expanding skyline, but also with her
soul, which is nourished by China爷s vibrant culture and rich history.

I believe that this harmonious marriage of body and soul is the true source of
Beijing爷s greatness and happiness. The Romans called it “Mens Sana in Corpore
Sano. 冶 In ancient Chinese wisdom, it is “ xing shen ju bei (形神具备) . 冶 We
could translate both into English as “A healthy soul in a healthy body. 冶

The people of Beijing proudly exemplify this wisdom. They are a
compassionate people eager to communicate the content of their souls and coordinate
the efforts of their bodies to continuously make their city greater.

And I believe that such communication of the soul and coordination of the body
is the key to happiness for an individual,for a country, or for our global community
as much as for a city.

So let this Forum draw inspiration from the people of Beijing to help us
recognize that progress on the issues we will discuss—the environment, health
care, education, global economics, and interfaith dialogue—depends equally on
both physical and spiritual contributions.



The spiritual contribution is communication; we must speak with open minds
and open hearts; we must admit our weaknesses as well as our strengths; and we
must respect each other爷s cultural differences.

The physical contribution is coordination: we must synchronize our efforts and
share our material resources with generosity.

But is such open鄄hearted communication and generous coordination really
possible? Why should people from different nations, different cultures, and
different backgrounds be willing to share ideas and resources with strangers from far
away?

It is because Happiness for each of us—as individuals, as residents of cities
around the world, and as global citizens—depends on living in Harmony with those
around us. And such Harmony is not possible unless those around us are also
Happy.

No man, nor city, nor country, nor civilization is an island. I hope that this
Forum will teach us that although we may be separated physically, we depend on
one another for our Happiness. We are separated in body but united in spirit, and
we must find Harmony amidst our Diversity. That is why our Global Community will
not be happy if we do not achieve Harmony of Civilizations and Prosperity for All.

I believe that once we realize that Harmony with others and Happiness for
Others is essential for our own Happiness, then our Responsibilities to one another
will no longer feel like a burden, but like a Commitment that we undertake
voluntarily and willingly. Open鄄hearted communication and generous coordination
will become integral parts of who we are as human beings who strive, in whatever
way we can, to act as “our brothers爷 keepers. 冶

I hope that the Beijing Forum can serve as a proving ground for the power of
coordination and communication to bring about a Happy, Harmonious, and
Prosperous Global Community.

Thank you.
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Speech at the Opening Ceremony of
Beijing Forum 2010

Michael Ussery
Former US Deputy Assistant Secretary of State

Good morning.
It爷s a great honor to be here today at this prestigious forum, to be among such

distinguished participants, and especially to be here today with the President. And
I would also like to give special thanks to Peking University President Qifeng, the
Secretary General Yan and to all those here at the panel today.

I don爷 t think if you look around the world, you could find a grander and more
noble forum than we are at today. You can find forums on many topics, all issues
that confront us, but nobody can be thinking bigger, grander, more strategically
than this, Beijing Forum—“ Harmony of Civilizations and Prosperity for All 冶
thinking globally, about the responsibilities and commitments we all share. Nothing
is bigger than talking about civilizations, not just talking in terms of nations. When
talking in terms of nations, nations often talk about trying to find peace, or the
absence of conflict. But if nations get together to discuss the future of our
civilizations, they talk of building a better world, cooperating under grander
schemes, and the harmony that comes from that cooperation.

If we look back at previous conferences we find many other distinguished
people who talked at this podium before myself, including the former President
George Herbert Walker Bush, whom I had the pleasure to serve for as the
ambassador in Morocco during his term of office, and Under Secretary General of
the United Nations Joseph Verner Reed, who was actually a mentor of mine in my
early years in the US State Department. They all have great hopes for this
conference. Also I want to send greetings from Fawn Wang, who is Assistant
Secretary at Yale University and we all know how willing they have been to embrace
and to support Beijing Forum every year.

What struck me about this conference is that it爷 s the only international
conference I爷 ve been to this year which encompasses politics, economics, and



eternal spiritual and ethical matters. I think this is one of the great reasons why we
are all here today. As we all know, we are currently going through an economic
crisis. One of the aspects that bothers me most about the crisis, is what I consider
to be the increasing gap between the haves and have鄄nots. To use a psychiatric
term, we all live in a bipolar world. In some parts of the world we are developing
genetic cures that will be available to people in the next ten or twenty years. In
another parts of the world we are still finding ourselves unable to fulfill basic human
needs, provide the vaccination that people need, and reduce rates of infant
mortality. We are going to build great water systems and desalination plants with
billions of dollars; but we are still unable to provide clean water to many people in
developing countries.

And while we build marvelous beautiful cities, let me call your attention to
refugee affairs. Some refugees have been in North African and South Asian refugee
camps for over 35 years now. This was never the purpose of these camps. Refugee
camps are always supposed to be temporary places of refuge. And now we have
people who were born in refugee camps and have since become parents. We have
people who have never known life outside refugee camps.

It is this kind of imbalance in the modern world that most concerns me, and I
would like to draw attention to it in today爷 s great panel. I爷m here with two main
goals. One is to emphasize the importance of cooperation. I爷m very pleased this
year爷s theme is “Harmony of Civilizations and Prosperity for All,冶 while also
addressing the responsibilities and commitments that we all share. That nations
around the world share. It爷 s been said that there are four “E冶 s that concern the
development of civilizations—environment, ecology, economics and my favorite,
education, which I think has been undervalued and underfunded in global
development for a long time now.

Over this year, I have gone down several times to Haiti, and I爷 ve been
working down there. And it爷 s a situation where the world came together for a
moment and they did a remarkable job during the rescue period, that is to say the
first weeks after the earthquake. However, now it爷s become a study of failure and
of our inability to plan and deliver sustainable results. So I hope we will keep in
mind that if you look at Haiti and all the projections for the future, it will still be
the poorest nation in our hemisphere by the middle of the century and no matter how
many millions are spent on infrastructure, we will not be able to turn things around
and provide a long term educational system, one that provides for the needs that
people have there. I爷d like to say that I believe the best thing we can export to any
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country is education and knowledge.
Thank you.
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Speech at the Opening Ceremony of
Beijing Forum 2010

Zhou Qifeng
President, Peking University

Honorable President of the China Society for Human Rights Studies Luo
Haocai,

Distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen,
Good morning.
On the occasion of Beijing Forum 2010, I would like to extend my warmest

welcome to all the guests, scholars and friends and express my sincere gratitude
toward those who have shown great concern and support for Beijing Forum on behalf
of Peking University.

Beijing Forum always advocates equal dialogues among different civilizations
and cultures on a worldwide academic platform, so as to promote harmony of
civilizations through combining academic research and social advancement. The
theme “ Harmony of Civilizations and Prosperity for All—Commitments and
Responsibilities for a Better World冶 has much connotation for us to explore and
discuss. On one hand, symbolically, homeland is where the heart of busy modern
people is and stands for the structure of feeling and ethics that keep people
together. On the other hand, realistically, homeland is the community and city
where we live. Thus, the concept of homeland involves aesthetics, ethics,
environmental science, economic transition, city planning and public policies.
Crisis of homeland needs to be solved in a multidiscipline approach. Particularly,
homeland is also closely related to values representing harmony in eastern cultures.
Only by properly handling the relationship between self developments and
respecting nature can we achieve the ideal of great harmony.

“Our common homeland冶 not only refers to abundant illustrations about the
ultimate fate of human beings in different civilizations but also infers that no country
is alone in solving problems in a world of increasing interdependence. Only all the
countries strengthen cooperation, can every global citizen share safe resources and



beautiful environment equally and finally protect our common homeland.
Therefore, Beijing Forum of this year hopes to increase dialogues and

communication among different civilizations, to absorb wisdom from classic works
and historical experiences and to advocate interdisciplinary exchanges so as to draw
up plans for actions in the future. I believe in the following days, scholars and
experts can find out more common views of human civilizations to make contribution
to building harmonious society and homeland.

Ladies and gentlemen, over the past seven years, Beijing Forum has
developed to one of the world class international academic conferences in
humanities and social sciences and an important platform for scholars around the
world to exchange ideas. This achievement is benefited from scholars爷 academic
sincerity and searches for truth. Here on behalf of Peking University and the
Organizing Committee of Beijing Forum I would like to express my heartfelt
gratitude to those who have offered support and assistance to Beijing Forum爷 s
development.

I wish Beijing Forum 2010 a great success.
Thank you.
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Global Challenges; Global Imbalances;
Responsibilities for All

Ernesto Zedillo
Former President of United Mexican States

Member of the Trilateral Commission
Member of the Foundation Board of the World Economic Forum

Director of the Yale Center for the Study of Globalization, Yale University

I am honored to be part of the Beijing Forum 2010. Professor Richard Levin,
President of Yale University, asked me to convey to you all his warmest regards and
sincere wishes for a successful Forum. I celebrate that this year爷 s event is
convened with a theme that encompasses key concepts for the present and future of
our planet. The words “civilization,冶 “harmony,冶 “prosperity,冶 “commitment,冶
and “ responsibility,冶 when put together in the idea that guides this assembly, tell
us a lot about how lucky we are to have this as our time but also how extensive is
the onus we bear.

Unquestionably we have inherited from our immediate predecessors a level of
progress unimaginable only a few generations ago. Our onus consists of doing what it
takes so that by the end of the present century our descendents will think of us the
same way we now think of our elders. For this to happen, however, we ourselves,
and our children will have to preserve what we have now, make it better, and —
very importantly — make it accessible to many more billions of people.

This task is not trivial. True, we are now on a trend of scientific and
technological advancement that seems to be unlimited. We possess an amazing
physical and human infrastructure. And very significantly, the unprecedented degree
of interaction, interconnectedness and interdependence, known nowadays as
globalization, has become a formidable lever for economic growth and develop鄄ment,
to which China爷s contemporary experience attests.

Paradoxically, globalization, as much as it drives progress, also multiplies the
complexity of the challenges to be surmounted if we truly want to preserve and
enhance what has already been achieved.



Because of globalization, more than ever before in history ours is a world of
common opportunities, but also of shared risks. And this means that the world爷 s
promise can be realized and its perils restrained only through ambitious cooperation
among nations.

Of course the value of international cooperation has been known for a long
time. With shared vision and collective action, major accomplishments have been
realized in the past. Indeed, the fact that the recent financial crisis did not
become—as conceivably could have been the case—the great depression of the
early 21st century provides solid evidence of what even a modicum of international
coordination can deliver.

And yet, despite the evidence that cooperation is in the national interest of all
states, achieving it consistently and sufficiently continues to be elusive. This
elusiveness stems from the very nature of what international cooperation is meant to
provide: global public goods.

As explained in the Report of the International Task Force on Global Public
Goods, these goods are those that pursue goals that are broadly conceived as
important to the international community, that for the most part cannot or will not
be adequately addressed by individual countries acting alone and that are defined
through a broad international consensus or a legitimate process of decision鄄making.

Global public goods are hard to obtain for several reasons. Governments and
their citizens are unwilling to accept binding international rules or simply reject
international monitoring of their own compliance with agreements. In other words,
they look at the boundaries of sovereignty as immovable. Also, governments and
societies have differing preferences and priorities. What might be a highly desirable
public good for one country or group of people might not be so for another.

There is also the “ free rider冶 problem, where there is an incentive for every
party to wait until another provides the desired global public good and then enjoy its
benefits. Additionally there is the “weakest link冶 problem where in the provision of
some global public goods—such as in efforts to eradicate an infectious disease—
success can be eroded by a single act of non鄄compliance.

Finally, there is the “summation冶 problem, which occurs where the successful
production of a particular global public good is literally the result, or sum, of the
individual efforts of all the separate participants—such as mitigating global climate
change.

Yet over time it has been possible to secure the provision of important global or
regional public goods. In some instances, adopting coordinated schemes has been
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possible only through small incremental steps; in others, however, it has taken
major shocks, even huge tragedies, before countries have been willing to cooperate
among themselves. The immediate reaction to the financial catastrophe of the fall of
2008 is the latest example of how countries are more likely to come together to
organize collective action only under the stress of overwhelming disturbances.

Think of the launching of the G20, which after many years of being proposed
to improve global economic governance, was finally assembled under the impulse of
the crisis that erupted in September of 2008.

Their first Washington Summit of November 15, 2008 yielded an accurate
diagnosis of the crisis and started to outline some of the further actions that needed
to be taken. Leaders were right on target when they said:

“Major underlying factors to the current situation were, among others,
inconsistent and insufficiently coordinated macroeconomic policies, inadequate
structural reforms, which led to unsustainable global macroeconomic outcomes.
These developments, together, contributed to excesses and ultimately resulted in
severe market disruption. 冶

Also their Washington commitment to reject protectionism and keep the global
economy open was particularly meaningful at a time when global trade was literally
collapsing.

The most remarkable outcome of the April 2009 London Summit was the
allocation of significantly larger resources to the IMF which allowed the institution to
put out fires before they spread in some emerging countries that became under
financial stress.

The Pittsburgh meeting of September 24 -25, 2009 produced both good and
not so good news. It acknowledged the importance of addressing the global
imbalances, particularly at a time when the economic recovery was already in sight.

Although the language to stress the importance of the global imbalances was
subdued relative to that used in the Washington Communiqu佴, it is clear that the
imbalances continued to be a central concern of leaders. In fact, so much so that
they launched something that they called “Framework for Strong, Sustainable, and
Balanced Growth冶, which among other things states that they will work together to
“ ensure that fiscal, monetary, trade and structural policies are collectively
consistent with more sustainable and balanced trajectories of growth,冶 and also will
collectively“ undertake macro prudential and regulatory policies to help prevent
credit and asset price cycles from becoming forces of destabilization. 冶 One can call
this statement of purpose, and its accompanying compact, impeccable.
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However, and this is the bad news, the way for implementing the framework
agreed by the leaders seemed to me right away condemned to be ineffectual.

They adopted “ a cooperative process of mutual assessment,冶 a sort of peer
review mechanism, giving the IMF an essentially advisory and a secretariat role in
the process.

My fears of ineffectuality were confirmed by the outcome of the St. Andrews
G20 Ministerial Meeting on November 7, 2009 where more details about the process
were revealed. No third party—which obviously should be the IMF—had been
given the teeth to make countries at least submit consistent policy templates for
macroeconomic adjustment, and least of all for enforcing what could eventually be
considered the necessary contribution of each country toward rebalancing the global
economy.

What was delivered both at the spring ministerial meeting and the G20 meeting
of June 26-27, 2010 in Toronto suggests that the process to implement the framework
is rather shallow and would hardly serve the purpose of having robust and effective
“revised mutual assessment and policy recommendations for final consideration by the
Leaders at their summit in November 2010. 冶

It is not auspicious of leaders爷 willingness to do as they said repeatedly, up
through the Pittsburgh meeting, that at the latest summit in Toronto they quietly
dropped their goal—previously stated ad nauseam—of concluding the WTO Doha
Round. So I almost take for granted that on the key question of macroeconomic
policy coordination, the November G20 meeting will deliver at best another wish list
of good coordinated macroeconomic behavior without any institutional mechanism to
make such behavior more likely.

Confirmation of this fear will be very unfortunate.
Not doing what it takes to correct the factors that make the global economy

have a strong bias towards developing substantial macro imbalances among the key
economies is an invitation to another disaster or even worse. A reflection on the
causes of the recent crisis should suffice to make the point. We may start by
rejecting explanations that, as cause of the crisis, trace just one single event,
market failure, or policy stand in the United States ( the country from which the
crisis irradiated to the rest of the world) or in another individual country.

A crisis of the magnitude endured could not have been engendered by a single
factor. Unchecked market failures, regulatory deficiencies and / or outright
malpractice in the financial sector, housing bubbles, excessive leverage, loose
monetary policy in the largest economy, excessive precau鄄tionary accumulation of
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international reserves by Asian and Middle East countries, are all circumstances
that influenced the occurrence and the magnitude of the crisis.

But I join others in strongly believing that the crucial enabling force of the
crisis was the global macroeconomic imbalances—massive borrowing by some,
massive lending by others—and of course the policies and structural factors
underlying such imbalances.

The truth is that every key player of the global economy “cooperated冶— but in
a negative sense—to create the mess that has been, and will continue to be, so
costly. The problem now is not what has happened but what may happen in the
future. Some people take comfort now in the fact that the macro imbalances have
shrunk considerably since 2007. Their comfort is not warranted. The correction
achieved is more the result of the 爷 08 -爷 09 recession and much less of any
fundamental change in policies or structural reforms.

It is not hard to envision that as deficit developed countries try to escape the
post鄄recession low growth high unemployment trap, while the surplus emerging
economies stick to the export鄄led strategies that yielded high growth and strong
recovery, the global imbalances will widen again.

Even worse, the imbalances may not widen again but for the wrong reason.
What if each key player engages in a tit鄄for鄄tat strategy to undo its perceived
competitor or competitors爷 own strategy, and in the end the imbalances don爷 t
widen because economic growth and trade is destroyed?

There is already evidence of the kind of contention that could lead to the worst鄄
case scenario.

Unfortunately China, somehow, is in the eye of the storm. It is being accused
of being stubbornly attached to a weak RMB policy to sustain its export鄄led growth
model at the expense of other economies 爷 expansion. The RMB 爷 s recent
appreciation has done little to placate accusations of currency manipulation and
threats of trade sanctions.

With some reason China is pointing to the correction of structural factors
chiefly too low savings rates—by deficit countries, in particular in the United
States, as a condition sine qua non to avoid a re鄄run of the huge macro imbalances.

Rather drastic ideas to fix one or another of the purported culprits have popped
up in recent months, China, however, being the chief subject of most proposals.
Bills in the U. S. Congress to apply discriminatory import tariffs on China;
imposition of capital market restrictions to prevent China from purchasing U. S.
Treasury bills; countervailing currency interventions to upset China 爷 s own
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intervention in foreign exchange markets; asking China to adopt dual exchange
rate; and even outright suggestions to declare trade war with China; all are
examples of ideas put forward by otherwise reasonable people. Some of these
proposals, irrespective of being advanced for the most part by serious people, could
be characterized as impractical, counter鄄productive or even silly.

But this agitation of extreme ideas must not be ignored. All in all, this sounds
like the drums of a currency and trade war. It may remain just noise, but the
dispute may well become a real and bloody battle.

From each country爷s perspective, it may look like a battle worth fighting. But
it isn爷 t because there is a better option for each one, if only they got organized to
pursue it. The problem is that increasingly the large surplus and deficit economies
are, as in the classic dilemma, captive in the prison of mercantilism. As long as
they are trapped in this edifice, each one爷s unilateral actions might be effective to
hurt the competitor, but also will boomerang with great force and damage on the
originator.

Yet, global friction is real and dangerous and unless the present circumstances
change drastically, it can only get worse. Actions, or at least talk, by a number of
monetary authorities—from Japan爷s intervention to hold down the yen to the U. S.
Fed announcement that it will reload quantitative easing, transiting through Brazil爷
s taxation on capital inflows and a host of other steps taken by both developed and
emerging countries—all carry clearly a strong unilateralist imprint.

The blame game around the global imbalances and the unilateralist instincts
must be defused at once because it is folly.

The solution lies in having the G20 leaders truly do as they say. They must do
it under the reasonable principle that all parts have a role and the responsibility to
play it and all available policy instruments should be part of the adopted strategy.
The bipolarity that has characterized the debate is futile — it爷s up to China, no it爷
s up to the U. S. ; it爷s about the RMB, no it爷s about the lack of frugality in the U.
S. —and should be discarded at once.

What is needed is for the G20 to commit to a Grand Compact, more specific
and comprehensive than the one they sketched at their Pittsburgh meeting.

Indispensably, they must commit to a reform that truly empowers the IMF to
carry out its surveillance responsibility. This is too big an issue to be discussed in
this opportunity, but let me insist that without such reform no Compact will work,
however good and balanced it looks.

Also it is essential for that Compact that leaders not shy away from saying
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clearly that for rebalancing to happen, on the one hand, deficit countries need both
to save more and sell more to the rest of the world so that greater savings are
accompanied by an increase in net exports, and on the other hand, surplus
countries must spend more domestically and sell less to the rest of the world.

All sides must compromise, adjusting synchronically in the right direction and
at the proper speed.

It must be done in a way that meets some essential conditions. For deficit
countries, it must allow the elimination of the massive excess capacity that currently
affects them and it must not compromise imprudently their future fiscal
consolidation. For surplus countries, the agreed adjustment must not compromise
their future economic growth, by unduly requiring, for example, an abrupt
compression in savings rates.

The idea that the correction of the imbalances is fundamentally a G2
(US China) issue should once and for all be trashed. It is wrong and misleading.

Every significant economy deficit or surplus—has not only a stake but also a
responsibility for correcting the macroeconomic imbalances.

This is clearly the case for Germany that for a long time it has sustained large
current account surpluses, not much talked about before because they were
disguised in the Eurozone爷 s nearly balanced current account. The truth is that
Germany爷 s surpluses were, among other things, feeding consumption binges in
Greece, supporting exuberant construction booms in Spain and Ireland, funding
unsustainable fiscal deficits in Portugal and even helping to inflate the real state
bubble in the U. S. as not a few of the German banks爷 balance sheets painfully
revealed in due time. Germany must commit in the Compact to reduce its large
surplus in a way that both helps to correct the global imbalances and enhances the
probability of recovery of its Euro partners.

Japan is another large surplus country that needs to take an active part in the
rebalancing, undertaking at last structural reforms that would make it less
dependent on foreign demand to drive its economic growth.

The same applies to those emerging countries with large surpluses. They would
find it healthier and more sustainable to rebalance their growth towards domestic
demand, attract more exports from deficit countries and, in the process, take some
current account deterioration. This adjustment must, of course, be part of the
Compact, where those countries 爷 appetite for large accumulations of foreign
exchange reserves should be mitigated with greatly enhanced multilateral insurance
against international liquidity droughts. Korea, the host of next week 爷 s G20
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meeting, is totally right in pursuing vigorously a firm agreement on this crucial
point.

For very valid social and political reasons, China must seek to preserve its
high rate of economic growth, which, by the way, is good not only for this country,
but also for the world at large, and certainly for other developing countries. It is
understandable that as part of that objective of high growth, China rejects unduly
compromising a key ingredient of its economic success: its large domestic savings
rate. However, China, as it proved exemplary in the recent crisis, needs to
continue being supportive of an international economic environment propitious for its
own economic growth.

Just as all the other significant players, China, as part of the Grand Compact,
needs to adapt some of its policies, albeit in a pro鄄growth framework. This involves
a mix of even more increased domestic investment accepting some temporary fiscal
deterioration and credit expansion, and a somewhat more dynamic adjustment path
of the RMB, but certainly not to the extent that some pundits demand in
Washington and in other capitals of rich countries.

Let me insist that China is in the fortunate situation of being capable of
reducing its current account surplus by raising investment, which in turn will raise
growth. Furthermore, Chinese growth would be less dependent on net exports if
distortions that now favor excessively the traded鄄goods sector were corrected. Those
are distortions that by compressing the cost of capital, labor, land and other
resources, end up excessively biasing production towards the export and import
substitution sectors. This correction could be complemented with polices to foster
productivity in the non鄄traded goods and services sector.

Undoubtedly, among the largest countries, the U. S. has the most difficult
balancing act to accomplish. It must, on the one hand, escape the low growth
high unemployment equilibrium in which now it seems trapped and, on the other,
must undertake a practically unprecedented effort to stop and reverse the growth of
its national debt.

Some of the slack in the U. S. economy would be fixed by the larger demand
for its exports from the surplus countries as these comply with the Compact. But
more than that stimulus may be needed. Going straight for a stimulus of domestic
consumption would not be wise. The U. S. household爷 s sector deleverage must
continue for a while. Private investment will be forthcoming only if there is
additional demand, some of which would come from increased exports, but more
would be needed if unemployment is to be abated to a decent level.
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A boost on expenditure in public infrastructure would seem to be the ideal
solution. Short term, it fills the demand gap; long鄄term it expands the economy爷 s
productive capacity. New hires could also be fostered with temporary relief in pay鄄
roll taxes, a reduction that could eventually be made permanent in exchange for a
carbon tax.

Needless to say, the Grand Compact will commit all deficit countries, with
deteriorating public finances, to undertake the necessary fiscal consoli鄄dation as soon
as prudently possible. For the U. S. , such fiscal consolidation would be less painful
the faster it escapes its low growth high unemployment trap, particularly if it does so
with a lower bias toward current account deficits that would be made possible by the
international coordination instilled in the Compact.

I have bored you with this description of what a possible Grand Compact to
rebalance the global economy would entail for each of the key participants because
it is important to show that there is a way out of the present mercantilist dilemma.

I am absolutely convinced that addressing the present predicament in a
cooperative way is the litmus test of whether the international community will be
capable of managing interdependence as a positive force for global peace and
prosperity.

If we fail this test, then it will be harder, if not impossible, to address other
imbalances of greater complexity that will be encountered in the not so distant
future. Just consider that the so鄄called rich countries will have reduced their
participation in world output from 55% in 1990 to 30% in 2030—mere twenty
years from now. China爷s GDP alone will be twice as large of that of the U. S. This
is a monumental rebalancing in the distribution of economic power.

To proceed in harmony and prosperity, rather than through a confrontation of
civilizations, will require firm commitment and heightened responsibility, not by
just few, but by all members of the international community. As a friend and
sincere admirer of the history, culture and achievements of this great country, I am
absolutely confident that China will do its part.

Xiexie.
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On a Culture of Life in the
Dangers of This Time

J俟rgen Moltmann
Professor Emeritus of Systematic Theology, University of T俟bingen

I want to speak on what since some time concerns me most:

摇 摇 —a culture of life
stronger than the terror of death

—a love for life
overcoming the destructive forces in our world,

because I believe strongly:

摇 摇 “Wo aber Gefahr ist,
w覿chst das Rettende auch冶
But where there is danger
salvation also grows(Fr H觟lderlin)

I begin with some of the dangers of our time in Part I and answer in Part II
with dimensions of a liveable world and the vitality of love.

I

The terror of universal death today
1. Human life today is in danger. It is not in danger because it is mortal. This

was always the case. It is in danger because it is no longer loved, affirmed and
accepted. Albert Camus wrote after World War II: This is the mystery of Europe:
Life is no longer loved. Whoever had suffered in this murderous war, knows what
he meant. A life no longer loved is ready to kill and being killed.

Today a new religion of death is confronting US: “Your young people love
life冶, said the Mullah Omar of the Taliban in Afghanistan, “our young people love
death冶 . After the mass鄄murder in Madrid on March 11, 2004, we found letters



with the same message: “You love life, we love death冶 . This seems to be the
modern terrorist ideology of the suicide鄄assassins. We have had this in Europe as
well some 60 years ago: “Viva la muerte冶, cried an old fascist general in the
Spanish civil war: Long live death! And you can爷 t deter a suicide鄄assassin, he has
broken the fear of death, he doesn爷 t love life anymore, he wants to die with his
victims.

2. Behind this terrorist surface a greater danger is hidden: Peace鄄and non鄄
proliferation鄄treaties between nations have a silent presupposition: The will to
survive, the will to life on both sides. But what happens if one partner doesn爷 t
want to survive but is willing to die if with his death he can destroy this whole,
“wicked冶 or “ godless冶 world? What happens when a nation possessing nuclear
weapons becomes obsessed by this “ religion of death冶 and turns out to be a
collective suicide鄄assassin to the rest of the human world, because it is driven into a
corner and gives up all hope? Deterrence functions only so long as all partners have
the will to life and want to survive.

The attraction of destroying the world, seen as old, wicked or godless, can
grow into a universal death鄄wish. One becomes willing to sacrifice one爷s own life,
which appears to be useless and meaningless, if one can destroy this whole hostile
world. This apocalyptic “ religion of death冶 is the real enemy of the will to live, the
love for life and the affirmation of being.

3. Behind this present political dangers of the common life of the nations there
is still an older threat lurking: The nuclear threat. The first atomic bomb on
Hiroshima in August 1945 brought World War II to an end, and was at the same
time the beginning of the end鄄time for the whole of humankind. End鄄time is the
age, in which the end of humankind is possible at any moment. No human being
can survive the “nuclear winter冶 which will follow a great atomic war. Humankind
was at the edge of such a great atomic war during the Cold War for more than forty
years. It is true: since the end of the “Cold War冶 in 1990 a great atomic war is not
very probable. We live in relative peace. But there are still so many atomic and
hydrogen bombs stored up in the arsenals of the great nations ( and some smaller
ones as well), for the self鄄annihilation of humankind. “Who fires first, dies as the
second冶: This was for more than forty years the so called “mutually assured
destruction冶 . Most of the people had forgotten this atomic threat until president
Obama revived last year in Prague the old dream of a “world free of atomic bombs冶
and started new disarmament negotiations with Russia. Then many of us became
suddenly again aware of this dark destiny hanging like a dark cloud over the
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nations. Strangely enough we feel the presence of the nuclear threat publicly in
what American psychoanalysts call “ the nuclear numbing 冶 . We repress our
anxiety, try to forget this threat and live as if the danger were not there, but it is
gnawing in our subconsciousness, impairing our love of life.

4. In difference to the nuclear threat the climate change is not only a threat
but already an emerging reality everywhere. The people know it because everyone
can see it, feel it and smell it.

The destruction of the environment which we are causing through our present
global economic system will undoubtedly seriously jeopardize the survival of
humanity in the twenty鄄first century. Modern industrial society has thrown out of
balance the equilibrium of the earth爷 s organism, and is on the way to universal
ecological death, unless we can change the way things are developing. Scientists
have shown that carbon dioxide and methane emissions are destroying the ozone
layer in the atmosphere, while the use of chemical fertilizers and a multitude of
pesticides is making the soil infertile. They have proved that the global climate is
already changing now, at the present day, so that we are experiencing an increasing
number of “natural冶 catastrophes, such as droughts and floods—catastrophes which
are actually not natural at all, but man鄄made. The ice in the Arctic and Antarctic
is melting, and in the coming century, the scientists tell us, coastal cities such as
Hamburg, and coastal regions such as Bangladesh and many South Sea islands, are
going to be flooded. All in all life on this earth itself is under threat.

This ecological crisis is in the first place a crisis brought about by Western
scientific and technological civilization. That is true.

But it is mistaken to think that environmental problems are problems for the
industrial countries of the West alone. On the contrary, the ecological catastrophes
are intensifying still more the already existing economic and social problems of
countries in the Third World. Indira Gandhi was right when she said that “poverty
is the worst pollution冶 .

We know all this but we are like paralysed. We don爷 t do what we know is
necessary to prevent the worst consequences. This paralysis may be called
“ecological numbing冶 . Nothing accelerates an imminent catastrophe so much as
paralysed doing nothing.

We don爷 t know whether humankind will survive its self鄄made destiny. And
this is good so. For if we would know that we would not survive, we would do
nothing; if we would know that we shall survive, we would also do nothing. Only if
the future is open for both we are forced to do today what is necessary to survive
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tomorrow. Because we can爷 t know whether humankind will survive we must act
today as if the future of life depends on us, and must trust at the same time that we
and our children will win life and survive.

5. Must a human race exist, or are we lust an accident of nature? There live
today already more than 6 billion human beings on earth and our number will grow
rapidly. The earth could be uninhabited as well. The earth lived without human
beings for millions of years and may survive perhaps for millions of years after the
human race disappears. This raises the last and deepest question:

Are we on each only by chance, or is it part of the evolution of life that we
human beings had to come? If nature would show a “strong anthropic principle冶 we
could feel “at home in the universe冶 (Stuart Kauffman) . If this cannot be proved,
the universe gives no answer to this existential question of humankind. Neither the
stars nor the genes say, whether a human being should be or not. But how can we
love life and affirm our human being if humankind is only an accident of nature, as
such superfluous and without relevance for the universe, perhaps only a mistake of
nature? Is there a “duty to be冶 as Hans Jonas told us? Is there any reason to love
life and affirm the human being? If we find no answer every culture of life is
uncertain in its fundaments and built on shaky grounds.

域

A culture of life must be a culture of common life in the human and
the natural world

1. Can we “ live with the bomb冶? I think we can grow in wisdom, but how?
President Obama 爷 s dream of a “ world without atomic weapons 冶 is an

honorable dream, but only a dream. Humankind will never again become incapable
of what can be done now. Whoever has learned the formula of atomic fission will
never forget. Since Hiroshima 1945 humankind has lost its “atomic innocence冶 .

But the atomic end鄄time is also the first common age of the nations. All the
nations are sitting in the same boat. We all share the same threat, everyone can
become the victim. In this new situation humankind must organize itself as the
subject of common survival. The foundation of the United Nations in 1946 was a
first step. International security鄄partnership will save peace and give US time to
live, and some day perhaps a transnational unification of humankind will keep the
means of nuclear destruction under control. By science we learn to gain power over
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nature, by wisdom we learn to gain power of our power.
The first lesson we learn is this: Deterrence doesn爷 t secure peace anymore.

Only justice saves peace between the nations. There is no other way to peace in the
world but Just actions and harmonious balance of interests. Peace is not the absence
of violence but the presence of justice. Peace is a process, not a property. Peace is
a common way in reducing of violence and constructing of justice in the social and
the global relationships of humankind.

2. The “ reverence for Life冶
If in a life鄄system, connecting a human society with the natural environment,

a crisis in the dying of nature happens, a crisis of the whole life鄄system emerges as
well. What we call today the “ ecological crisis冶 is not only a crisis in our
environment, but a total crisis of our life鄄system, and can 爷 t be solved by
technological means only, it also demands a change in our life鄄style and a change
in the leading values and convictions of our society. Modern industrial societies are
no longer in harmony with the cycles and rhythms of the earth as it was the case in
the premodern agrarian societies. Modern societies are programmed on progress and
expansion of the projects of man. We reduce the nature of the earth to “ our
environment冶 and destroy the life鄄space of other forms of life. Nothing works so
destructive as reducing nature to a human environment.

We need a change from the modern domination of nature to a “ reverence for
life冶 as Albert Schweitzer and the Tao鄄te鄄king are teaching us. This is the respect
for each single form of life, for our common life in the human and the natural world
and for the great community of all the living. A postmodern biocentrism will replace
the western and modern anthropocentrism. Of course, we can爷 t return to the
cosmos鄄orientation of the old and premodern agrarian world, but we can begin with
the necessary ecological transformation of the industrial society. For this we must, I
think, change our concept of time: The linear concept of progress in production and
garbage must give way to the concept of the circular time of “ renewable energy冶
and a “ recycling economy冶 . Only the circulations of life can give stability to our
world of progress.

The Earth鄄charter of the UNO of 1992 points into this direction:

摇 摇 “Mankind is part of nature.
Every form of life is unique, warranting respect
Regardless of its worth to man冶 .

We are “ part of nature冶 and can therefore only survive by preserving the
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integrity of nature.
3. The life of love in times of danger
Human being is not only a gift of nature but also the task of being human. To

accept this task of humanity in times of terror required a strong courage to live. Life
must be affirmed against terror and threat. To say it simply: Life must be lived,
and then the beloved life, the common life in the human and the natural world is
stronger than the threat of universal annihilation. I see 3 major factors for this
courage to live:

摇 摇 a) Human life must be affirmed because It can also be denied As we all
know, a child can only grow in an atmosphere of trust. In an atmosphere of
rejection the child will fade away in soul and body. The child learns to accept
itself when it is accepted. What is true for the child is true for human beings
lifelong: Where we are accepted, appreciated and affirmed, we are motivated
to live, where we feel a hostile world of contempt and rejection, we retire into
ourselves and become defensive. We need a strong affirmation of life that can
deal with such negations of life. Each YES to life is stronger than every
negation of life, because it can create something new which negations cannot.

b) Human life is a participating and sharing life. We become alive where
we feel the sympathy of others, and we stay alive where we share our life with
others. As long as we are interested, we are alive. The counterproof is easy to
make: Indifference leads to apathy. Total apathy is a completely unlived life, it
is the dying of the soul before the physical death.

c) Human life is alive in the pursuit of happiness. Human life gains it
vitality from this inborn striving. “ The pursuit of happiness冶 is since the
American Declaration of Independence one essential human right. To pursue
one爷s happiness is not only a private human right but a public human right as
well. We speak of the “good life冶 or the “meaningful life冶 and we mean a life
that lives out its best potentials in the public life of a good and harmonious
society.

When we take this “pursuit of happiness冶 seriously we are meeting the
misfortune of the masses of poor people and begin to suffer with the
unfortunates. The compassion by which we are drawn into their passion for life
is the reverse side of the pursuit of happiness. The more we become capable of
the happiness of life, the more we become also capable of suffering and
compassion. This is the dialectics of human life.
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At the end I am reminded of a famous statement of the German philosopher
Friedrich Hegel, a friend of H觟lderlin since their student time at T俟bingen
University. Hegel wrote the first sentence of his dialectical thinking in his
“Phenomenology of the Spirit冶 1807:

摇 摇 “Not a life that shrinks away from death
or remains untouched by devastations,
but a life that endures death
and holds its grounds in death
is the life of the Spirit冶 .

A life truly loved and lived is overcoming the contradictions of terror and
threat. Every true religious spirituality reveals the great YES to life, to the earth
and the future in spite of dangers. One may call this the unity of the dialectic and
the great harmony of life.
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Wise Ethnical Choice Points out the Only
Way through the Survival Bottleneck

Pan Wenshi
Professor, School of Life Sciences,Peking University

No matter how advanced the scientific technology and how affluent the
commercial capital is, the modern human with the selfishness and shortsightedness
inherited from the late homo sapiens rapidly blow up its presence through propagation
and expansion. The over鄄exploitation of the nonrenewable resources and damage to
the ecological system have led to the extinction of tens of thousands of species as well
as the consequence that the human beings themselves are stuck in a predicament, i.
e. , they are struggling to go through the survival bottleneck.

Mankind爷s Survival Bottleneck

Attending the rich material life brought by the science, there was population
explosion in the 20th century. In 1900 the world population was 1.2 billion; by 1999
it increased to 6.2 billion. The population is still growing at an unchanged rate such
that the current world population almost approaches 7 billion. Actually growth of
consumption goes hand in hand with the increase of population.

By “ecological footprint冶, scientists measure the productive land and shallow
sea occupied for human survival. A research report on the ecological footprint in 52
countries and regions in 2000 reveals that 17 countries and regions including
Australia and Brazil boast surplus ecological footprint whereas the other 35 countries
and regions such as the United States and Singapore show the deficit in this respect.
The statistics that in 1993 the per capita footprint deficit throughout the world was 0.
7 and in 1999 it was up to 0.8 shows that the maximum of the world爷s accommodating
capacity is being rapidly approached. If the U.S. consumption standard was followed
across the globe, 4 and more earths would be needed to support 7 billion people; if
everyone on the earth was willing to be vegetarian and left a paltry portion of food to
the livestock and poultry, the 1. 4 billion acres of arable land on the earth would



suffice for the survival of around 10 billion people.
A report on the population development predicts that if the population keeps

growing at the current rate, the world population will reach 14.4 billion by 2050; if
the birth rate decreases to 2.1 percentage points or ever lower, the figure will be 8. 9
billion by 2050; nowadays the mankind is actively taking various measures to curb
the population growth and the world population will be around 9 to 10 billion by the
end of this century. If soil erosion and underground water pumping are continued as
they are, pollution of the rivers and lakes can爷 t be effectively controlled and the
mankind tends to over鄄consume, the mankind is bound to suffer shortage of food
supply. Within the next less than 100 years, we must take good care of our living
environment. Whether our offspring can survive and lead a secure and happy life
depends on whether the mankind can make it through the survival bottleneck in the
21st century.

The Modern Human in Evolution

The paleontologists divide the homo sapiens into the early and late ones which
appeared around 200 thousand years ago.

The early homo sapiens in a few species had small brains with their cerebral
capacity being 1150ml only and used very simple tools. Though they were capable
of capturing some animals, they were prone to be preyed on by other carnivorous
animals. It is clear that early homo sapiens didn爷 t pose a threat to the biodiversity,
but underwent coevolution with the other plants and animals under the same
environment.

Around 60 to 100 thousand years ago, the homo sapiens leapt into a brand new
stage of evolution since they could make better tools with their cerebral capacity
being up to 1150ml and thence they were taken as the late homo sapiens. With the
expansion of their species and the use of improved tools, their hunting was much
more efficient. The mankind爷 s struggle against the other creatures and their
damage to the biosphere thus started.

60 thousand years ago when Australia was uninhabited by mankind there were
many colossal terrestrial animals including the flightless Genyornis newtoni weighing
80 to 100kgs, the Macropus titan as large as a rhinoceros and the unicorn tortoise
with the size of an automobile. After the first batch of late homo sapiens migrated to
Australia, those extraordinary colossal animals became extinct as a result of human
hunting and killing.
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The late homo sapiens living 10 thousand years ago are called the modern
human. History records that the modern human inherit the nature of the late homo
sapiens and play the part of a killer in each and every corner of the world.

誗 1500 years ago, there were no more than 100 colonists in New Zealand who
turned out to kill 160 thousand dinornis within a very short time.

誗 The modern human first landed on Madagascar 1200 years ago. Soon
afterwards, the animals with a weight of 10 kg and above were eliminated.

誗 It is aptly said that those from the late homo sapiens to the modern human
tend to eat up the food chain from the palatable large鄄size herbivorous animals to
the fierce carnivorous ones and down to the agile and small ones.

The above鄄mentioned three cases reflect that ever since 60 thousand years ago,
the killing nature is evident in the late homo sapiens as well as the modern human.
The Garden of Eden once seized by them tends to be reduced into a slaughterhouse.

Why should the modern human treat the nature they depend on in such a
stupid and ruthless way? The depth of human nature is worth exploring. Such a
nature is passed down from the Paleolithic period. For nearly 100 thousand years
whether the late homo sapiens or the modern human they live in a closed circle of
kinsmen and friends. Those working towards short鄄term goals may be better鄄off,
enjoy a longer lifespan and bring up more offspring while those setting sight on long鄄
term goals are endowed with unselfishness which stands chances of being passed
down from generation to generation. But speaking from the current stage of human
evolution, so far the time for the DNA modification and the related choice
conditioned by the environment is too short, so it follows that it is still impossible
for the valuable qualities of cherishing long鄄term goals and being selfless to
dominate among the human race. Hence the modern human still carry the same
nature as their forefather homo sapiens to a great extent and remain a relatively
unchanged species yet to be further evolutionized.

Seeking the Best Way Out

Over the past three decades, I leading the research team of Peking University
made concentrated investigation into the survival strategies of three endangered
animals unique in China and developed methods on protecting them as well as the
bio鄄diversity in their habitats in light of their specific natural and historical
conditions as well as the special characteristics of the human communities
concerned so as to lift them out of survival predicament and restore them to normal
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life.

A. Forest Protection is Prerequisite for Panda Protection in Qinling
Mountains
The natural refuge of the pandas in the Qinling Mountains should be located

through concentrated study and then the state stipulation should be in place to ban
logging and allocate funds to properly transfer the lumbermen; the natural reserve
should be established and expanded up to the point that the wilderness of the South
Slope of the Qinling Mountains is restored; and necessary assistance should be
extended to the locals to improve their living standard by relying upon themselves.

Since we entered the forest area under logging in the South Slope of the
Qinling Mountains in 1984, we have been studying the complicated relation鄄ship
among the environment, pandas and mankind.

We made two crucial findings in 1988:
1) The natural force of the South Slope in the middle stretch of the Qinling

Mountains made the 1350m contour into a cross鄄section between the “ Forest
Biological System冶 and the “ Mountain Agricultural Ecological System 冶 . The
agricultural development in the mountainous region was restricted below the
contour, thus the vast area above the contour became the natural refuge of dozens of
wild animals including pandas.

2) Considering that the forest industry went through the cross鄄section and
intruded into the natural refuge of the wild animals on one hand and the Changqing
Forestry Bureau complied with the Forest Law of the state and maintained the
sustainable use of the forest and ensured the employment of the lumbermen on the
other, we put forward a proposal reminiscent of the Utopia, i. e. , “Let the pandas
and man share the environment in harmony 冶 . However, driven by economic
benefits the Changqing Forestry Bureau had nearly shaved the Qinling Mountains by
1993 with very cruel means, wreaking so much destruction on the South Slope,
which all but eliminated the future for the pandas and the hope of the local people.
We must battle it out and whether we can succeed or not is up to how we do with
the pristine forest in the main range of the Qinling Mountains.

In October 1993, we wrote to related state leaders requesting measures to be
taken to address the ecological crisis in the Qinling Mountains. Days later, the then
current Premier Zhu Rongji instructed, “ Stop logging at once! The lumbermen
should be transferred and a new natural reserve establish鄄ed. 冶 In May 1994, the
Changqing Forestry Bureau stopped all logging; in 1995 the Changqing Natural
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Reserve was set up. I feel happily relieved that there is a prospect for some pandas
to live a stable life ever since.

In the autumn of 1996 we concluded our 12鄄year鄄long research here. When I
passed by Huayang Township nestling in the crossing between the mountainous
farming area and the wilderness, I found the township once full of bustle and hustle
had become deserted and the shops, inns, eateries, and post offices all shut down
and my otherwise good mood was thus shrouded by anxiety and distress. Am I to
blame?

In 2010 we have found welcome changes have taken place in the South Slope
of the Qinling Mountains once shaved and ravaged and the natural habitats as well
as the human community have been restored.

1) The forest system of the middle and up has been restored, which signifies
that colossal animals including pandas, takins, golden monkeys and leopards
getting used to the wilderness can rove freely in the natural refuge composed of the
mixed needle and broad鄄leaved forest and the needle鄄leaved forest.

2) The human community below the middle section is also in the process of
being restored. The farmers in the Huayang Township improved their livelihood by
planting herbs, raising animals and developing ecological tourism, built new tile鄄
roofed houses and support their kids to and through colleges.

3) The Changqing Natural Reserve is of ecological service since it provides a
favorable natural environment for the neighboring human communities for free.

The researchers from Peking University continue to investigate into the
potentials on building a habitat corridor among the panda habitats. By making the
South Slope into a whole can the pandas and the forest system of the Qinling
Mountains as well as the biodiversity there be effectively protected. As thus the
wilderness there can be maintained for a long term and preserved as the natural
heritage.

The most important thing I have gained in my 26鄄year鄄long research into the
Qinling Mountains is that it is a common undertaking for the mankind to protect the
nature. The enthusiasm and perseverance of a minority of people can not do. It is
necessary to integrate the wisdom and power contributed by various fields such as
science, politics, economics, ethics and morals.

B. Wellbeing of the Locals Goes ahead of Protection of White鄄headed
Langurs
The key issue of the conservation biology research on protection of animals in
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the poverty鄄stricken Nongguan mountainous region is how to protect the biodiversity
as far as possible while trying to improve the local people爷s living standard.

In order to find the nearly extinct species of the white鄄headed langurs, we
came to the Nongguan mountainous region in the southwest of the Guangxi Zhuang
Autonomous Region to study the intricate relationship among population, land and
wild animals.

The natural environment of the arid place encircled by karst limestone hills
suffers near devastating damage. In spring one can爷 t see plants bloom and the field
is fraught with voles, but there is no sign of snake and frog and the white鄄headed
langurs are on the verge of extinction. Besides, we found that the land had been
reclaimed to the maximum to the extent that the farmers爷 logging went too far above
the biomass of plants. Aside from the small piece of life鄄saving land, people own
nothing. The difficulty brought by the population increase compounded by harsh life
subjects the locals to the vicious circle of poverty, reclaiming and poaching.

Under such conditions it is a must to solve the local farmers爷 problems of food
and clothing, gradually improve their living standard and restore biodiversity under
the support of the government so as to protect the natural environment of the
Nongguan mountainous region. Poverty elimination in the Nongguan mountainous
region lies in firstly changing the farming species under the local government爷 s
support, i. e. , planting sugar cane instead of the rice and grains to increase the
farmers爷 income; another fairly significant move is to help farmers build the biogas
digester so that they no longer go logging in the mountains. Ever since 2005 the
plants enjoy the life cycle of blooming, seedling and ripening, which gives rise to
the lush and pleasing scene in the mountainous region and the natural biological
environment is restored in a timely fashion. With the trees flourishing, there are
more birds, snakes and carnivorous animals and thus the number of pests and mice
is decreased. The farmers refrain from using pesticides or apply pesticides
sparingly, which not only contributes to the clean environment, but also lowers the
farming cost. With the time and energy for logging and hunting put to farming, the
farmers enjoy bumper harvest. Meanwhile, under the support of the domestic and
overseas friends and the non鄄official organizations our research team helped the
rural communities build hospitals, primary schools and drinking water projects and
other relatively smaller projects in the new socialist countryside construction to help
improve the life of the local villagers. Through 14 years of endeavor, the Nongguan
mountainous region regains vim and vitality: The biodiversity in the North tropical
monsoon forest is being restored; the number of the white鄄headed langurs rose from
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96 in 1996 to 660鄄plus in 2009; the per capita income of the farmers in this region
rose from 300-400 yuan in 1996 to 1500-1600 yuan in 2009; at present nearly 30
-40% percent of the farmers use their savings to build reinforced concrete houses
to replace the sod abode with thatched roofs left behind by their elder generations.
An article carried in New York Times depicts the scene that “a cluster of villages are
rescued and a group of leaf monkey protected冶 . By the way, it is worth mention
that our basic research comes to fruition at an unexpected moment thanks to the
enthusiastic help and support of the local government and people.

The case that“Vigor and vitality is restored to Nongguan mountainous region冶
sheds light on the survival mode for the 25 million people in 11 ethnic groups living
in the karst mountainous region covering 42% of the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous
Region.

C. Try to Realize Win鄄win in Economic Development and Environment
Protection
It is the sincere cooperation among the government, scientists and enterprises

that counts to the protection of the Chinese white dolphins and the Sanniang Bay
shallow sea ecological system on which they depend on.

The Chinese white dolphins once dominated the best part of the shallow sea in
the southeast to China. But in the past 30鄄odd years, they are listed as the
critically endangered species by the International Union for Conservation of Nature
( IUCN) . An overview of the biological information about the species reveals that
the Chinese while dolphins in the Sanniang Bay of Qinzhou, Guangxi Zhuang
Autonomous Region, is the last healthy local population standing good hope of
surviving and thriving, but still they are in face of cruel reality. What falls into our
research is the complicated relationship among the sea, the dolphins and the human
society.

Three interconnected factors determine the destiny of the Chinese white
dolphins and the biodiversity embodied by it:

1) A healthy natural ecological system of the Dafeng River and the Sanniang
Bay is prerequisite for the health of the Chinese white dolphins in this sea area.

2) The economic development in the northern bay brings pressure to the
environment and the Chinese white dolphins in this sea area as well.

3) There must be a ceiling for the economic construction in the northern bay
so that the protection of the natural environment can be ensured.

Our continued research is focused on the Chinese white dolphins in the sea area
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of the Qinzhou city while our protection work is started out of ethnical considerations.
Our research indicates that the Chinese white dolphins are concentrated in the
Sanniang Bay of Qinzhou which boasts rich varieties of creatures even today and thus
is well worthy of protection, but at the same time is in the midst of various ongoing
and potential crises. As a new economic development zone, Qinzhou sees the
industries, ports, raising business and tourism in the frenzy of construction. In 2004
the area around the Sanniang Bay was also incorporated into the industrial
development zone, signifying that this bay would be reduced into a dustbin lumped
with industrial waste and there was no future to speak of for the Chinese white
dolphins. We suggest to the Qinzhou government that it is advisable to modify the
blueprint of economic development with a view of the long鄄term interests.

In 2005 the government modified the overall layout planning for in鄄dustrial
development, moving the industrial zone originally set in the eastern coast by the
shallow sea and likely to jeopardize the biodiversity of the Chaojian Belt in the
Sanniang Bay to the western coast by the deep sea.

In early 2009 we reported to Zhang Xiaoqin, party secretary of Qinzhou city
that the shipyard if to be built by the Dafeng River in light of the planning may
change the ecological order existing as of the time immortal and impose negative
influence upon the Chinese white dolphins and the sea area. In the same year
Secretary Zhang told me the shipyard that could have drawn an investment of 3. 8
billion yuan was cancelled.

An overseas鄄funded paper pulp plant also accepted our suggestion, taking the
initiative to realize nearly zero emission by purchasing the most advanced 300
million yuan鄄worth sewage treatment equipment to reduce its sewage discharge
already acceptable in accordance with the standard stipulated by the state
environment evaluation committee.

The above facts indicate wise ethical choice may help unify recognition that the
thing of paramount importance is to consider whether one should rather than could do
something or not in addressing problems by the concerted efforts of the “government,
scientific teams and social enterprises冶 . We are full of hope for the economic
development and protection of the natural environment in Qinzhou. Only when the
new Qinzhou developed under the culture of sustainable development embraces the
following three things, i. e. , robust economic growth, brisk production of the fishing
industry and the Chinese white dolphins capable of stimulating people爷s wisdom and
inspiration roaming in the azure sea, can the northern bay enjoy security and
prosperity and can our offspring lead a happy life.
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In Conclusion

Over the past 30 years, we have committed ourselves to the nature protection
campaign under the common concern of all human beings, which awards us the
greatest enlightenment that “ the mankind can never afford to be alone in the world,
but co鄄exist with varieties of other creatures. 冶

Our outlook upon the world has been broadened from our own interests to the
interests of the masses, from our nation to the mankind, and from our generation to
the offspring.

We do things more actively since it has sunk in our minds that it is impossible
to accomplish anything alone. Only through concerted efforts can the ideal of
serving the public can be realized.

All in all, the most significant realization is that the modern human are rapidly
awakening to the truth that it is a realistic goal for the mankind by virtue of wise
ethnic choice and incessant progress of scientific technology to make a blueprint of
sustainable development and prudently get themselves as well as other species out of
the survival bottleneck within the limited period of time in the 21st century and
protect the coexistence of a majority of creatures on the earth and strive for a better
future for themselves.
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The Challenge of Otherness: Differences
and Analogies between Systems of
Multireligious Presence in Europe

Alberto Melloni
Unesco Chair for Religious Pluralism and Peace

Abstract:摇
One of the most important experience made by the Roman Catholic Church

in the 20th Century concerns the meaning of “ the other冶 . Since the Middle
Ages one of the defining point of the Christianitas was its difference in
comparison to the other which was by definition an enemy. The Muslim, the
Jew, and mostly the Heretic were paradigms of an unremedied distance between
the sphere of salvation and the sphere of damnation: the role of the law was
exactly that of identifying at whatever price the other and expel him from the
Christian body.

Modernity challenged this idea from outside: it tries to teach and to impose to
the Churches a neutral space of citizenship and rights where ecclesiastical laws and
condemnations had to be uneffective. The result of this effort in the 19th - 20th
century was very important and what is now called western constitutionalism comes
from such a separation between church and state under a principle of laicit佴.
However, these measures were accepted as a “ secular冶 pressure, and in the
intransigent Catholicism were rejected as an imposition. A similar refusal of a
neutral political authority can be found in different religious contexts, where
secularization instead of eradicating religious fundamentalism is feeding it.

The real change came for Roman Catholicism from inside: inside its spiritual
experience, inside its historical self鄄perception, inside its theo鄄logical framework.
Scientific exegesis did show a different Jesus, rooted in Jewish tradition and
eschatological Messianism. The missionary experience of the 10th century imposed
to the Christian agenda—first of all in Anglican and Protestant milieu, later among
Catholics—the issue of unity among those who professed the Name of Jesus: the



ecumenical movement ( since 1948 represented by the World Council of Churches
and since 1965 accepted by Vatican II for the Roman Catholic Church) gave a
positive meaning to the most obvious “other冶 experience available to the common
people, and it made of the “other Christians冶 brother to be loved and understood.
Last but not the least, the pontificate of John XXIII gave a new language to the
Roman Catholic magisterium: the other in confessional terms, the other in religious
terms and mostly the Jews became the subject of a common quest for what unifies
instead of a research of the divisional reasons.

Such an impulse was solemnly defined at the Second Vatican Council in the
declaration Nostra 覺tate: it was planned on a document on Jewish鄄Christian
relations after the Shoah, but it was apparently watered with other religions in order
to avoid political conflicts with Arab countries and Arabian Christians. Nonetheless
this choice made out of an intrinsecist paradigm(Christianity cannot think of itself
without Judaism) a universal paradigm of otherness: as a source of what is different
and therefore vital to think of one爷s identity.

This experience and this “inner冶 paradigm is very important in the end of the
20th century when the idea of a clash of civilization, interpreted and vitalized by
religious experience, became a way to understand the political instability of the post鄄
cold鄄war times. Inter鄄religious dialogue so emerged during the pontificate of John
Paul II not as a polite respect for a foreigner, but as a tool to re鄄establish a proper
harmony among differences based on internal resources and not simply relying on
external orders which call for disobedience.

Looking over the “divine surprise冶

One of the facts that shock an observer of this last decade is that religions are
more and more liable to enter the scene of political conflicts, and sometimes they
seem able to inform the entire meaning of a conflict: the Irish pattern—where
confessional difference has been absorbed within national identity—looks like an
old style war. 淤 Clash of civilizations and clash of religions come so close that the
media are unable to discern the difference between the religious foundation of a
conflict and a religious conflict. 于

Our post鄄cold鄄war times have given the chance to each and every group and
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even individuals to wage war: after decades in which only two men were able to
start a doomsday conflict, now even kids ( as in Zaire)淤 and youths ( as in
Algeria) can kill—and they can also do this as “believers冶 . 于 War in the name of
a faith is not a new creation, but after a century of ideological struggle it looks like
a ghost: new catalogues of martyrs and heroes are splitting the victims into opposing
sides.

Literature is hurrying breathlessly running to get a convincing explanation of a
“divine surprise冶,盂 which often turns itself into an abyss of horrors, as we have
seen in the Balkans. 榆 To my knowledge the best attempt to explain the
phenomenon is the framework offered by a stimulating book of Huntington: he
predicts a clash of civilizations, and he describes a cultural ( hidden) stereotype
which is often used to frame facts. Namely that religious difference is one of the
basic, unchanging axes which separates peoples and countries: from this point of
view “ the world冶 is only a marketing abstraction; different “worlds冶 are what does
really exist, with a desire for peaceful coexistence and a corresponding inclination
to misunderstand each other. Each one of these “worlds冶 looks at the presence of
other worlds within its border as a challenge, a risk or even a real problem.
According to Huntington, the revenge of God turns itself into a struggle between
humans. 虞 The existence of multireligious cohabitation—as in many European
cities—is an uncomfortable reality: both the media and individual consciences are
attracted much more easily by the contemplation of difficulties.
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摇 摇 In facts problems do exist: and a lack of interpretation is evident in western
reflection—either historical, juridical, or political. Current explanations are
conflicting and weak. Some authors are tempted by a neo鄄Victorian view of the
international scenario: multireligious coexistence reflects a capacity created by the
western tradition of tolerance. Modern Western tolerance is aquid which other
countries, cultures and religions need. If they are unable to accept it by consent,
an appropriate dose of violent, in spite of humanitarian interference, can teach
these savage people the art of tolerance. 淤 A different approach thinks that
multireligious coexistence cannot be confronted with tolerance in the meaning that
tolerance assumed after Peace of Westphalia. 于 The coexistence of religions is and
has to be dealt with as a truly new issue. After the death of God, religions have

inherited from him an unexpected capacity to shape identity and ethnicity:盂 a
perspective which can be faced only through a secularized appeal to a fundamental
ethic. Only the search for new patterns—like a world ethic, or a secularized
reading of religious sources—can be helpful. 榆

Both these approaches, however, are seriously challenged by the whispering
impotence of a tolerance system in the West and by its capacity to orient other areas
through trustworthy leadership. Where a search for religious identity is consistently
massive, words differing from “ fundamen鄄
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talism冶 are lacking. 淤 The chador,于 women爷 s rights, polygamy and children
reincarnating great masters — do not fit into a system which, even when it matches
freedom and rights, is unprepared to manage freedom conflicting with rights. 盂 The
impasse is hidden under a sense of superiority: it does exist, and it calls for
comprehension. But what type of comprehension? A comprehension consisting of
purely sociological description? An extreme case for constitutional law? A platform
for futurist projections?

The assumption of this paper is that history (along with sociology or a juridical
approach) can be helpful: in fact the process and the problems of a multireligious
society can pose new questions. They can push historical research to revise—as
also happens for political equilibrium—stable truths and truisms.

The long run questioning of two commonplaces

If one looks at the arguments used in debating on the limits and possibilities of
multireligious coexistence, one gets that a certain number of historical assumptions
are taken for granted, whereas they are inconsistent or under severe revision.

One of the commonplaces at work in the discussion is the wrong assumption
that tolerance (and a parallel doctrine of rights) is a modern tool created by modern
western societies to curb the native, violent inclination of established churches. 榆

An image of tolerance as the antagonist of a religious and therefore intolerant
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background is often accepted unquestioningly. 淤 Such a perspective holds that the
ideas of tolerance and human rights were created ex nihilo by modern philosophy as
a remedy for religious wars and conflicts. In such a perspective Antiquity and the
Middle Ages are considered to have been intolerant, because of a conceptual
impotence. The Constantinian change becomes irrelevant. 于 From Aristotle, to
Roman law up to Thomas Aquinas, ancient philosophy shared a view of “ right冶 as
referring to an existing entity. Only an unexpected deviation from the tradition—
due to William of Ockham—allowed for an interpretation of ius as being a subjective
characteristic of human beings. Ockham爷 s “ aberration冶—so to say—would have
pioneered tolerance in political thought. 盂

This leitmotif, disseminated throughout the historical literature, was slightly
modified by an apologetic neo鄄Thomist perspective. 榆 Authors such as Maritain or
Finnis, maintained that Thomas Aquinas爷 concept of right fits perfectly within the
framework of a new ( and therefore more tolerant ) Christendom—but similar
changes do not affect the general historical scheme recalled above. 虞

Only recently have historians cracked this stereotype. New analysis on Roman
antiquity shows the value of a pax deorum based on the unknown and unknowable
nature of God. 愚 There is increasing reflection on the historical meaning of
christianizing the Empire: not simply as a change which “ perverted冶 an original
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purity of the Church, but rather as a move which changed the density of available
arguments. 淤

In the past twenty years we have become more conscious of differences and
changes: the clash between great churches and heretic churches is no longer
considered a blatant struggle of classes, but rather as a complex reality, with
varying degrees of violence, severity and arguments. 于 The transposition of “pagan冶
violence against religious minorities into Christian intolerance against the pagan has
been moderated or criticized by various authors, who were able to mix the killing of
the errantes and the killing of the mistake. 盂 The Jewish themselves—the target of a
hate subculture—experienced varying degrees of tolerance ( in the Christian East as
well as in the Christian West) until the end of the 15th century—precisely the time
which is usually considered to be terminus a quo for a history of tolerance. 榆As for
individual and natural rights, Brian Tierney爷 s most recent work has carefully
examined the origins of ius and has proved definitively that a subjective
comprehension of ius can be traced back to medieval canon lawyers:虞 even if the
express definition of a natural religious rights came late in the debate, the
conceptual instruments are traditional. I do not know a parallel work on Islamic
jurisprudence and the origins of the millet, but Bernard Lewis爷 study of Jews under
Islam has shown, since various decades, that a sophisticated regulation of religious
differences can be traced from Quran foundations. 愚

This of course does not mean that the Christian emperor or the medieval lawyer
developed an acceptable degree of coexistence between religious experience. It
simply tells us that a simplification can often be an oversimplification. To reaffirm
that modern tolerance has medieval roots does not change the pattern of facts, but
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affects the level of interpretation against a “ falsified notion冶 of tolerance. 淤 What
history is finding out is something else: over the last centuries western society has
incorporated into her own experience and conscience that it has to be “ tolerant冶: it
has, in other words, developed a “ perfect冶 system to prevent intolerance from a
religious factor, and (even when it is unable to acknowledge basic human rights to
others) this has a pedagogic motivation in order to implement a better order.
Tolerance is a truly modern tool, but it has inherited—silently—previous arguments
and criteria: this is not simply a matter of change in chronology. It is important
because it tells us that within a Christian society, and within Christian tradition—
even when a culture of the enemy was hegemonic—it would have been possible to
argue in terms of rights ( or only in terms of tolerance?) . A fortiori it should be
possible for the Churches to reflect on this subject in a pluralistic context, not
simply from a passive position of institutions regulated by civil powers, but playing
a positive, active role.

Another argument coming in the discussion on the limits and possibilities of
multireligious coexistence is much more a matter of prejudice, than a historical
analysis. It is easy to hear and read that the contemporary coexistence
of religions in the very same political space is something new. 于 Something new, of
course, exists, and by definition one should mistrust the equivalence between long
term perspective and rigid continuity. It is surely wise to underline that in the past
four centuries, definitions of the limits of religions爷 influence have been more
clearly delimitated than in some previous times: but situations of multireligious
neighbourhood or coexistence did exist, in the past, along a limes which crosses
cultures and continents, and within the very body of European Christendom.

When we talk of cohabitation, we should underline a difference between
confessional borders and religious differences. Even if Christians, after the 16th
century, got used to talking about themselves as “ religious冶, the coexistence is by
no means related to their presence ( ruled according to the principle of “modern冶
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tolerance) . 淤 A really multireligious presence did exist, and it worked. Thanks to
the Jewish community and economic exchanges with Islamic countries, a complicatio
took place: it was not because of a tightness of religious obligation that antisemitism
became more violent, rather in correspondence with the strengthening of the regime
Christendom. This balance of conflict and coexistence, however, has roots which
have not been properly explored. Much research is needed to understand the border
between Christianity and other religious worlds ( one might remember that the
encounter between Buddhism and Christianity does not belong to America 爷 s
contemporary history, but the Middle East of the fourth century;于 or we would
welcome studies on the real impact of repressive manifestoes in European juridical
history, which can reveal a harsh hate as well as lack of implementation in
repression; and when Christianity and Islam did meet, among Christians there was
a theory of voluntary martyrdom, which explains how the 7th century saw the
“challenge冶 of a new religion盂) .

In Europe爷 s past and in the deepest strata of its history there is also the
experience of a meeting which took place far from home. The renegades question,
for instance, is very interesting: prisoners of Islamic countries, the “ renegades冶,
had quitted Christianity for Islam. When some of them had the luck to escape, they
posed serious problems to the religious authorities: as living witnesses of a possible
encounter, they were a heresy for Christendom. 榆 Far from the Mediterranean,
merchants and travellers found the challenge of cohabitation: the heavenly harmony
within Indians爷 tribes and natives爷 villages of the new world—as well as the
sophisticated culture in Chinese courts—impressed the European observer.

These are only seeds of future research, rather than definitive conclusions.
Nonetheless they show that deeper historical knowledge—able to maintain a balance
between general trends, particular histories, dormant realities—can be useful.
When one goes back to revise the two dominating theses concerning the issue of
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multireligious relationships in our world—the ideological character of current
explanations becomes self鄄evident. Neither by underlining the tool of tolerance nor
the novelty of a “necessitata冶 coexistence of religious difference can one trace the
origins of our present uncertainty. If there is a spreading perception of danger, and
a threat to western tolerance, this has to be explained by a different background.

If one loses this diachronic depth there will be no understanding, and even the
danger of something worse. Only a passive, cynical acceptance of the shoah爷 s
effects may conceal the fact that a European Jewry did exist, though in a condition
of discrimination and persecution;淤 and beside this, a Christian presence—affected
by colonialist echos—did exist within Islamic society or Buddhist kingdoms. The
massive number of immigrants arriving from Islamic countries, and the formation of
a considerable non鄄Christian community of peoples from Africa and Asia, has
deeply affected the degree of complexity within Europe; but they have not created a
multireligious society. And the limits of European tolerance are challenged not only
by an identity revenge of competing minorities, but from an internal, genetic limit,
which pertains to the realm of the political relation between churches and societies.

The juridical background of a missing analysis

The lack of comprehension I have talked about, is mostly a deficit of historical
depth, which affects political elites as well as religious leaders. It is expressed
through an undefined fear about the future—a fear which is seeking juridical
protection. Paradoxically the mistrust for the other is expressed in terms of a threat
to ( or a violation of) legal order, and the lack of historical perspective are
concealed by the demand to respect a confessional history which is a habit of recent
privileges. 于 A realistic approach to the juridical instrument and situation de facto
created or regulated, shows that it is characterized by a double movement.
European legislation shows differences in laws matched by analogous results in
practical life. Contradictory evidence of this process is easy to find.
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On one side, Europe knows a rich plurality of systems regulating religious
difference and the relationship between states and churches. 淤 Finland, Sweden,
Norway, Denmark and in some ways Great Britain have a constitutional State
Church. In a reformed system secularization and control over ecclesiastical affairs
seem to match each other with a certain degree of plausibility: only isolated
reformers like Kierkegaard criticized such a situation from a “ religious冶 point of
view. Even in Sweden, where a constitutional reform deprived the Lutheran Church
of the status of ecclesias鄄tical reflex of national identity—Church still has particular
privileges. 于 Even the disestablishment of the relations between the Crown and the
Church of England does not imply a systemic change of basic attitudes. . . 盂 Greece
—and recently Serbia, Bulgaria and Romania榆—have a different system
discriminating between a national dominating religion and other cults tolerated to
various degrees: like fascist Italy and Spain, the difference between the people爷 s
religion and the other beliefs can affect many practical aspects of minoritarian
communities爷 life, but the Greek solution—adhering to the principle of the
European convention on human rights—seems to be acting as a model for East
European countries. A good many of the European countries with a catholic
“majority冶 ( sociologically speaking) regulate their ecclesiastical affairs through a
constitutional reluctance to commit the State to one confession, and a practical
bilateral regulation of the issue. Concordats were stipulated in Germany, Italy,
Spain and Portugal,虞 and influenced the entire architecture of the system: even
other confessions and religions ( either as corporation or federation) have been
attracted into an orbit of bilateral relations. A proportion ( or disproportion) of
forces and the national ( or international) character of religions is the exchanging
platform for solutions. 愚Some scholars—like Silvio Ferrari—argue that separationist
countries—France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Ireland—are defined only ex
opposito:舆 how can one define a common identity of nations which have written into
their constitution the invocation of the Trinity ( like Ireland), or the principle of
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laicit佴 ( like France)?淤 Usually, these differences—although culturally neglected—
are described to extract the core of a European ius commune: the primacy of
individual consciousness seems to be the really dividing line between Islamic
countries and western countries. Arranged in different ways, western laws and
constitutions seem to guarantee from a prohibition of the free exercise because of
cultural superiority ( things are more difficult about the statement that no law shall
be made to respect an establishment) . 于

Apparently the only thing which will never be subscribed to by Europan States is
the interchangeability of their system. Ideological and national pride will not allow the
admission that so different methods produce comparable results. People of different
Christian denominations can live in the same way in different countries: actually the
condition of an acknowledged and established religious minority in England do not seem
preferable to that of an Italian one, and vice versa. Even where the churches had for a
long time asked for a “ special冶 status proportional to the religious identity of the
country (like the Catholic church in Italy or the Orthodox church in Greece), practical
discrimination does not work any more on an individual basis: the guarantee of
freedom—infra fines—can be compatible with unequal treatments. 盂 One perceptive
thesis maintains the principle that there is, indeed, a “constant冶 at work: while the U.
S. has been assuming the issue of equality and imposes limitations on confessions which
prevent affecting the association of people in any other way, Europe has developed a
system where freedom is privileged, even if an unequal cooperation with corporate
churches can create a difference. 榆

The contradiction of evidence is the outcome of a process: for decades different
systems produced different situations, particularly in relation to the proper goal of
these solutions. The system of toleration ( toleration of a neutral state, or of a
confessional kingdom ) was built to guarantee peace among conflicting
Christianities. Changes on the level of inter鄄Christian relations did affect the
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meaning of a system which has performed extraordinarily well as far as expected
results are concerned: if it seems evidently inadequate for new needs this takes us
back to the questions raised in the beginning.

Learning from changes

No matter about difficulties: is the substance of a tolerant system a universal
value, which has only to be sponsored by or imposed on other countries? Does the
vacillating stability of this system in countries where great populations爷 migrations
are occurring, mean something more than a simple extension of an actual therapy to
a larger population? Can solutions ( born into a world where religious difference
meant Christian confessional pluralism) be adapted to a world where a huge
religious market is now populated and confronted by a vocal Islam, a rooted
Buddhism, a resurgence of violent Hinduism (not to mention the persistence of a
Catholic / Anglican war within the EC itself!)?

In fact, historically speaking,淤 one should focus on something else: namely
the impact of the ecumenical movement and its ties with multireligious issues.
Contemporary theology usually reflects on the relation between ecumenism and
interreligious dialogue in terms of continuity, or development. 于 Sometimes even
some guidelines of ecumenical effort ( dialogue, the search of points in common,
doctrinal statement, convergence) are presented as a model for an interreligious
encounter. Maybe this is positively useful: I think nevertheless that the changes
that have occurred in the churches爷 conscience over the last half鄄century can offer
new resources to the issue of a multireligious society.

Ecumenical experience modified the scenario and affected the problem,
because it forced us to step up from a reluctant acceptance of tolerant society as a
hypothesis to a consideration of freedom as a positive space in which the conscience
can experience its proper vocation. Since tolerance was an “outsider冶 coming in to
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regulate interconfessional antagonism, a great deal of reflection deriving from
patristic writings on the tolerantia Dei and His 自仔紫滋紫淄

!

! was wasted and left
aside. If鄄when the churches prove themselves able to regulate and overcome their
conflict in a perspective of communion, a new path will open up and all the
previous solutions will need to be updated. 淤

The very concept of truth should be updated. Tolerance and freedom have been for
at least two centuries a big issue for the Christian, particularly the Catholic, as far as
they were unable to approach truth without a particular conception of truth, claiming
absoluteness for it. 于 The freedom opposite to the religion爷 s virtue which Leo XIII
condemned in Libertas (June 20, 1888), was considered a serious threat to a stable and
established equilibrium,盂 but actually it was the declaration of shameful impotence:
where the tyranny of truth comes to feed violence, when the State acts as tertium
between religious differences and adopts rules able to prevent a situation of religious
conflict—this means that a deep perversion of Christian purposes did occur. When, on
the contrary, truth and its absoluteness finds a path for communion, tolerance ceases to
be a civil imposition and it acknowledged as something proper to the Christian
experience of freedom.

Civil instruments to regulate the conflict—the principle of cujus regio,
confessional establishment, separation and concordats—obviously become similar as
far as effects on confessional differences are concerned. And obviously they seem
ineffective and unable to regulate a quite different phenomenon like multireligious
coexistence. Something effective can only come from a deep reflection on truth: the
more Christian theologians are able to grasp within their own religious traditions the
dimension of a welcoming truth, to understand the meaning of otherness as a
fundamental dimension of truth, to express evangelization in terms of revelation of
an Otherness — the more European societies will be delivered from the aporia they
are living in. 榆 Can our situation be described as a secularized culture using a
system of moral references based on Christian history, to enforce a superiority
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complex of mistrust and denigration toward other forms of religious thought?
Such an effort can support the due extension of the idea of freedom. One of the

great and painful efforts of the 20th century Catholic theology—and later of
doctrinal teaching—has been that of accepting the State爷 s neutral position not
simply as hypothesis, but rather as a thesis, coherent with Christian positions and
worries concerning freedom of conscience. Churches—and the Catholic Church in
particular—did not walk on this path alone. 淤 The 1948 Declaration of the UN于 on
human rights spelt out a world where human beings were free to speak and believe:
the legal reflection on “Church and State冶 had been confronted by the disaster of
WW2 and the challenge of Communist regimes underlined a definition of human
rights capable of marking the difference between capitalist and socialist societies.
Each religious formation understood his place in this system in different and
changing way during these years: in the US Baptist Bible Belt, as well as in the
Catholic Veneto or Bavaria, a religious majority did exercise a strong pressure to
guarantee their privileges not on a basis of “ truth冶, but rather as a defendant of a
legal, political majority and its own rights.

Only little groups, or cultured circles reflected on the issue of freedom since
the early Fifties without a “ tactical冶 approach: that particular situation shortened
the list of those who decided to take the risk of publication ( one could recall
Catholic Intellectuals or the Catholic Conference for Ecumenical Questions as
promoter of meetings and exchanges盂 ) . Even very prudent positions were
suspected, and at the same time the “objects冶 were not removed by condemnation:
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looking again within the Catholic ghetto, the silencing of John C. Murray淤 did not
prevent Pius XII from voicing inquietudes about Feeney爷s intransigent conception of
the Church and State relationship. The double and conflicting 1953 statements—the
Ottaviani address on the confessional State, and on the other side Pius XII爷 s
address Ci riesce—show that traditional positions were ready for a new enforcement
or a deep revision, but for sure were untenable as such. 于

Vatican II and Pacem in terris marked the turning point:盂 avoiding the trap of
rights as immunities or empowerment, Pietro Pavan (who drafted the encyclical)
offered a solid basis to Gaudium et spes and to Dignitatis human覺. 榆 The
assumption of the human beings爷 dignity as core of the argument, and peace as
horizon ( titulus) of the ecclesiastical intervention—opened up a new way: freedom
has not to be a disturbing intruder in the realm of truth, but rather the companion of
a church which becomes available to acknowledge the mirabilia dei outside its own
borders.

Perspectives

To enlarge the idea of freedom does not mean to surrender responsibility—but
to move that problem on to the political plane.

Constitutional laws and governmental styles had proved themselves able enough
(not always!) to guarantee human rights and religious freedom rights to minorities,
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even when the pressure of majorities had been strong and politically organized. 淤

Different believers can participate in such a process —as Gutierrez said in a
fascinating title—drinking at their own sources. Differences in the guarantee of
religious freedom still affect Europe: so we can also feel the irony of the Holy See爷
s plea against the Patriarch of Moscow, who seems able to get from his Duma things
that the Pope has been asking for a long time from the Italian Parliament. . . 于

However, when difference becomes irritating, often the problem arises from a
deficiency in the religious understanding of its own tradition and life, and not
always in religious legislation. It might be thought that those residual deficiencies
will act according to the “ prophecy冶 on this century by Gustav Mahler in the
famous final D of his last symphony: it can last much more than you expect, but it
will end, sooner or later. But precisely our post鄄cold鄄war times make us conscious
that the accomplishment of secularization and modernization through democratic
rules even on human rights,盂 is part of the problem, not the solution.

Others can look to the ecumenical pattern as a way to clone a successful
method: such an ambiguous position—relevant also in a signal event like the Assisi
meeting and its repetition—assumes that interreligious relationship can be based in
terms of proximity. The effectiveness of the “undivided church冶 myth, should be
reproduced through another temporary myth: an undivided religious anthropology,
the link among all those who acknowledge monotheism or spiritual conception of life
and death—the mutual acceptance on this basis is much better than conflict, but
worse than an awareness of the meaning of differences.

Both the crisis and the success of the ecumenical movement are basic to our
understanding of the terms of relationship with other religions, not only because
they can suggest models and patterns. The real issue is otherness and the capacity
of each religious system to understand on his own theological basis the right, the
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existence, and the meaning of the other. 淤The point is not
a simple theology of rights,于 but a right proper to theology to reflect on a veritas
filia temporis. 盂

In practice this means that the problem of western law and society is not to sit
and wait, proud of his solution of tolerance and its objective results in terms of
freedom and equality. It is not enough to wish Islamic nations would find a way to
implement a tolerance which will only provoke fundamentalism. Mostly it means
something for the churches: now a temptation is coming, namely to appeal first to
political powers rather than to other churches, first to parliaments rather than to
religions. Signs of a different approach are visible: even with its own ambiguities
and uncertainty the “Assisi 爷86冶 sets a standard. 榆And therefore the Churches can
also be enabled to acknowledge the challenge of a multireligious society as grace
and opportunity to serve the universal community of human beings. Three
temptations were common in the past and may possibly become operational again in
the future:

摇 摇 —a demand from the State to churches in order to guarantee a civil
religion虞
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摇 摇 —a demand from the Churches to the State on moral issues (a tyranny of
values?)淤

—a demand from public opinion ( and / or media ) to express in
confessional (or religious) terms, the uncomfortable search for identity in a
society becoming not simply multiconfessional, neither secularized and
multiconfessional, but rather multireligious as such. 于

In the limits of democracy proper to a complex society ruled by media consent,
the task to link reconciliation, memory and justice is the challenge for religions. If
the believer can—if the believer wants to invest in such a service to the unity of
humankind—which is the earthly name of their gods—they will be able not simply
to receive a civil benefit from outside,盂 but to deepen their own faithfulness to their
vocation to a superior duty. Possibly this “ listening冶 to the difference can teach
and can sound like a voice calling to conversion, speaking the word in different
ways, and singing on unknown tunes. What a theologian and passionate fighter of
ecumenism like Jean鄄Marie Tillard wrote, is true: that the Spirit is talking to the
Churches through other Churches;榆 this is true and is the “ sacrament冶 of a
meaning of each and every otherness. This could be a way to discover what
evangelization is, beyond the multiple and sticky caricatures imposed by a colonial
culture. The conflict between respect and mission is a post colonial heritage and
debt: even for early modern theologians and canonists an “unjust冶 conquest was to
refuse and condemn. 虞 The opportunity and the challenge of a multireligious society
is to receive the Gospel and to walk, looking for an “ elsewhere冶, where the
evangelization can discern God himself working to build unity and to make
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understanding grow. 淤
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The main contradiction of modernity is that under the influence of globalization
processes the world community, in fact, becomes more and more, according to all
the parameters of social life, a single holistic system. At the same time, there are
no governance mechanisms adequate to this holism. Moreover, global governance,
which cannot emerge spontaneously, is not being built intentionally and theoretical
discussions about it are rather rare today, not being in the center of everyone爷 s
attention as they deserve to be. Besides, governance in general and global
governance in particular, unlike regulation, cannot emerge spontaneously. This
issue is to be discussed below; now I would like to make some points about why it
happens.

First, we talk about a principally new, unprecedented situation related to
governing an extremely complicated and huge socio鄄natural system, which human
beings never encountered in their history. This situation is exacerbated by the fact
that experience accumulated by the humankind and the certified approaches to
resolving complex problems are not valid any more. At the same time, no new
approaches have been worked out.

Second, the world community, in spite of the increasing interdependence of
different countries and peoples, still remains fragmented, divided into autonomous
and self鄄defining structures, which function in accordance to their own laws
targeting, first of all, their private profits and interests. These are nation鄄states,
multinational corporations, and confessional systems, such as Christianity, Islam,
Buddhism, etc.

And third, globalization itself and its numerous consequences remain a subject
of serious discussions. Such discussions often conceal the main thing: globalization
is, first of all, an objective historical process and not a project specially designed



by someone, or someone爷s insidious plan and intention.
This should be emphasized because if rethinking globalization processes and

their circumstances we would focus on subjectivity and pay attention, first of all, to
who benefits from it and who behaves in which way, than we would start searching
perpetrators and discussing globalization scenarios. In this case one faces inability
to distinguish between the objective, natural course of events of social development
and the subjective human activity. The former, of course, is the basis of such a
development but it is not sufficient to provide governing complex systems without
adequate structures and mechanisms. Thinking globally, on can not help
recognizing the state of affairs: there are no structures and mechanisms of
government adequate to the holistic global world. That is why, in my opinion, it is
not productive to look for perpetrators or those responsible for globalizations.
Moreover, such approach engenders illusions and is dangerous because it
complicates the business and distracts from real solutions for the topical problems.

In case of understanding globalization first of all as an objective historical
process ( this is my position), one should look for means of resolving globalization鄄
engendered problems ( including governing social systems ) in the sphere of
structural changes of world society. This approach is based on a proposition that
complex systems, or, at least, biosystems (human being is a part of them) in their
development are regulated naturally, basing on natural laws. Here one can talk
about self鄄regulation of complex systems. Apart from that, social systems are also
governed, because an active element plays an important role in their development.
This active element is a human being who, limited by his / her capabilities,
consciously influences various parameters of development. It is evident that
planetary鄄scale social system, being formed now, should also be not just self鄄
regulated but also governed.

It is important to distinguish between regulation and government, because they
are not the same. Government is a higher type of regulation, as well as development
is a higher form of movement. That is why there can be no development without
movement while we can commonly see movement without development. Similarly,
governance presupposes regulation, while regulation can take place ( occur )
without governance.

Thus, via regulation (as well as self鄄regulation) one can solve the task of the
most optimal functioning of a system, creating the most favorable conditions for
interaction of different components of this system. Regulation is aimed at concerted
actions of various part of a whole and can be done consciously (when a human
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being plays the regulative role), or spontaneously ( when we talk about self鄄
regulating systems) . For example, the biosphere as a whole is a self鄄regulating
system, whose balanced development is supported by the law of struggle for
survival.

Unlike regulation, governance is always done with purpose and presupposes
achieving a concrete result. Thus, general governance and global governance in
particular can not emerge spontaneously or naturally. It only can take place in a
society and can only be built consciously, purposefully and following certain logic,
which provides specific parameters of such a governance. Here, unlike in the case
of regulation, one always can find an active source—subject of governance, setting
some goals and providing their achievement.

In this context we can talk about historical dynamics of development of social
relations. For example, primitive people in the period of savagery and, at the large
extent, in the period of barbarity, relations were regulated by force and survival of
the strongest. As for governing social relations in the full sense, it emerges later,
together with settled way of life, labor division, formation of a state and, finally,
formation of the first civilizations. Such governance is already based on realization
of certain interests and purposefulness. It does not replace natural regulation, but
rather is supplementary to it, making social development more predictable and less
contentious. This is how all social systems evolve, of which nation鄄states have
become the largest and the most well鄄built.

From the mid鄄20th century the situation has principally changed, because due
to globalization process the whole of humankind becomes a holistic system. It more
and more looks like a single holistic organism basing on the central parameters of
social life ( economic, political, informational, etc. ), on its interaction with
natural environment, on exploring world ocean, outer space, etc. In other words,
the anarchy of international relations has been gradually put in order.

So,“during the last two centuries there has emerged increasing number of less
or more implicit principles that regulate the establishment of nation鄄states and their
behavior within the framework of the global state system. This very system has
spread all over the land surface of the world. Even uninhabited Antarctica was
provisionally parceled among seven nation鄄states. Moreover, the U. N. Convention
on the Law and the Sea (1982) allows each coastal nation state to exercise full
sovereignty over a territorial sea up to 12 nautical miles and limited jurisdiction in
an exclusive economic zone up to 200 nautical miles. The development of the
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unclaimed sea bed is to be regulated by an international organization冶淤.
From this viewpoint, it is evident that humankind has reached a frontline,

behind which spontaneous regulation of social relations can not last any longer. It
should be supplemented with conscious and purposeful building of systemic
governance, because the world of global relations without effective global
governance would encounter serious testing.

Nowadays our world is like a tall ship, which has so far no steering wheel, but
is already being brought by wind from a relatively safe haven to the open sea. Its
crew, stuck in conflicts and making no efforts to provide governing the ship,
inevitably becomes hostage of circumstances and natural elements. The world
community, having entered the era of global interdependence, should acknowledge
the danger of uncontrolledness of the modern world and to start acting in concord
and with purpose. If not, this state of affairs promises nothing good for it. Without
effective governance, the world community will only slide more and more into the
abyss of increasing conflicts and contradictions.

Thus, the modern humankind simply has no alternative to global governance,
which should be built at any price and as soon as possible. But to solve this task, it
is needed to answer several principal questions:

摇 摇 —How global governance is generally possible and what is the logic of
this governance?

—Which are the main tasks of global governance?
—Which prepositions for building global governance we already have?
—What kind of international organizations and bodies corresponds ( or

will be able to correspond after some degree of reform) with the essence and
principles of global governance?

—Which obstacles can be found in the way towards building global
governance?

—Which principal decisions and at which level should be made as the
first and the next steps in achieving the goals set?

—Who can and should take responsibility for building global governance?
—Finally, what is the price and who should pay it?
So, how global governance is generally possible?
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In the decision of this problem we already have the certain theoretical and
practical results. Theoretically this problem was seriously investigated by I. Kant,
V. Solovyov, N. Berdyaev, K. Jaspers and others淤.

If we shall address to practice we shall see, that the world community has
accumulated, during its history, a significant experience of governing large social
systems—states, empires, kingdoms, confederations, unions, blocs, etc. State has
proven in practice to be the most wide鄄spread and vivid form for organizing social
life. Morality and law are the central instruments of social governance, through
which one can provide the strongest influence on social consciousness and human
behavior. We should also emphasize ideology, politics, economy, finance, culture,
etc. , through which social systems are also directly or indirectly governed. But
morality and law, with no doubt, dominate these factors, because they literally
penetrate and fasten together all the other spheres of social life, being, by this or
that way, subdued to moral and legal norms and laws. Today, when globalization
makes the whole world community a holistic system, governing this system becomes
a demand of the time and it should be built taking into consideration the whole
experience accumulated by humankind in this sphere.

It is also evident that global governance should be based on the historically
tested principle of separation of legislative, executive and judiciary powers.

In this regard one can and should talk about the World Parliament, World
Government and World Law. To see them realized, as well as to build an effective
planetary system of governance, we should create adequate conditions, of which the
most important are:

Universally meaning moral foundations, i. e. we should form universal values
and universal morality for the planet. They should not replace, but enforce and
amplify morality and values of different peoples. It seems that the Universal
declaration of human rights, equating all people in their right to life, freedom and
property, should be the starting point for the formation of such a morality.

A single legal system is another necessary condition for global governance,
together with a planetary system of adaptation and implementation of legal norms
universal for all countries and peoples. We should emphasize, that we talk not
about international law, being already well鄄developed at the level of interstate and
regional relations, but about global law, which would be really universal. Such a
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law does not presuppose abolishment of legal systems of separate states or regional
structures, of international legal acts and institutions. It is important, but, that the
former should be brought with correspondence with the latter and should not
contradict them.

Global governance also means providing cooperative security and uniting efforts
in maintaining it through various forms of cooperation. First of all, we talk about
economic cooperation, which already successfully evolves in the modern world in the
form of multinational corporations, consortiums, joint ventures, etc. World trade
has already made all peoples of the planet involved into the single market of labor,
goods and services.

Planetary political cooperation is the next needful condition for global
governance. It should provide resolution of conflicts and peaceful coexistence
through compromising and resolving disputes taking into consideration the maximum
of interests of different parts. Global political cooperation, unlike economic one,
still is to be built, because in this sphere relations are built so far on absolute
priority of national and corporative interests.

Military cooperation, existing nowadays at the regional level and meeting the
defense tasks of separate countries and peoples ( i. e. , protecting them from
external threats), should be replace by police forces providing law and order,
protection from criminal activities.

The last world financial crisis has shown once again that coordinated planetary
financial policy is a necessary condition for global governance. It is evident, that it
is hard and even impossible to implement coordinated financial policy without a
single currency.

Religious tolerance is necessary as the most important condition for peaceful
coexistence and constructive interaction of different people, independent on their
religious beliefs or non鄄beliefs.

Scientific and technological cooperation, as well as cooperation in the sphere of
health and education presuppose building conditions for a balanced cultural and
social development of various continents and regions of the planet.

Common ( world ) language for international communication is needed to
support conversation in various spheres of social life and to develop intercultural
interaction. As known Korean philosopher Yersu Kim marks: “A culture can be
compared, within limits, with a language. A culture, like a language, is a system
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of symbolic meanings that serve the common needs of its members冶淤.
Of course, we have not listed all conditions needed for building a system of

global governance. But these are the most important ones, without which the rest
will have no sense.

Now let us talk about the central tasks for global governance to resolve. First of
all, it should provide adaptation and implementation of universally coordinated
decisions allowing to regulate social relations in the main spheres of social life
purposefully and effectively. This means, of course, providing sustainable and
balanced world socio鄄economic development and financial regulation, resolving the
issues of health, education, environment and nature management, fighting
international crime, preventing armed conflicts, etc.

Do we now have premises for the formation of global governance? It seems to me
that we can definitely answer “yes冶 . First of all, it is related to the sphere of social
consciousness being globalized more and more.

In fact, we have to deal now with a world outlook, which was born in the
Antique time and is called “ cosmopolitanism冶 . But there is a huge difference
between the past and the present in this regard. In the ancient times, starting from
cynics, who were the first ones to proclaimed themselves citizens of the world, and
up to the middle of the 20th century, cosmopolitan ideas remained a domain of a
very insignificant part of broad鄄minded people. Absolute majority of the population
considered such ideas, at best, ironically. Now the global vision of the world and
feeling of belonging to the whole humankind becomes more and more a mass
phenomenon.

Here it is important to note, that global it is not necessary to oppose local. As
the Japanese philosopher Naoshi Yamawaki has properly told: “The global and local
viewpoints are seen as interdependent, and particularity and universality ( or
transversality) is regarded as inseparable. . . The cosmopolitan Self understands
himself or herself as a member of the Earth, i. e. a cosmos in which all of
humankind lives. Yet, it must be emphasized that this notion of cosmopolitan Self
must be combined with other dimensions of understanding of the Self that are
characterized by cultural鄄historical differences or particularities. Each individual
who holds each multidimen鄄sional Self has the responsibility for his or her past and
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must make efforts to understand others who live in different cultures冶淤.
We can, thus, talk about the emergence of global consciousness at the planetary

scale, based on common values and behavioral norms. For example, all people,
independently on their status and residence, nationality, confession or race, behave,
in principle, in the same way and follow common ethics and logic of conduct at an
international airport, or aboard a plane, at a railway station, or in a carriage, at
supermarkets, during sport contests, at world resorts, international exhibitions,
festivals, conferences, and so on. There are no significant discussions here on such
issues as good and evil, justice and injustice, what is “good冶 and what is “bad冶,
decent or non鄄decent. Common wellbeing, security and respect to human dignity are
perceived in such situation as indisputable values because of their evidence.

The above鄄said is, of course, a necessary condition for building the system of
global governance, but not a sufficient one. Among the existing premises to
implementation of global governance one can stress also a well鄄developed at a
planetary scale transportation network allowing to move along the Earth within
hours. It is possible not only for political and business elite, but for a significant
part of the active population of the planet. We should also mention a single
information zone, which emerged on the basis of modern telecommunication
technologies, along with space communication and monitoring systems, modern
mass media allowing each inhabitant of the planet to be (on鄄line) virtually at every
spot of the Earth. This provides a possibility to make decisions quickly and to
control their implementation on鄄line independently on distances. Without this,
global governance is not possible.

A single language of communication is also important for global governance.
By nowadays, the English language has become such a one due to several reasons
we have no possibility to dwell on.

Now let us talk about basic obstacles being in the way of building global
governance.

Absolute majority of modern states is functioning on the basis of principles,
which had been formed when humankind remained fragmented and demonstrated no
holism. Ruling elites of various actors of international relations, which have become
an organic part of the existing network, continue thinking fragmentarily even now,
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in spite of changes demanding a systemic, global vision of the world. From these
positions they produce and sustain unfounded fears regarding the loss, as a result of
globalization, of original cultures of different people, of national identity, etc.
Devoted to the position of independence and national sovereignty, conducting active
policy of patriotism and nationalism they are not ready to share even insignificant
part of their authorities with supra鄄national structures. But we talk about relatively
significant authorities, which will have to be handed over to World Government and
the other global governance structures.

First of all, we mean security issues. This presupposes gradual reforming and
diminishing national armed forces with final integration of them into a single system
with common command. Police structures, remaining locally and regionally based,
will also require common planetary coordination.

Global law is another necessary element of global governance system. It is not
equal to international law and is to be constructed in the future. While international
law related to bi鄄 and multilateral relations between international actors functions for
a long time and is relatively effective, global law, which would embrace the whole
planet, we have not yet managed to build. Even offensive crimes of Somalian
pirates, harmful for many countries involved into ocean trade, have not forced
international community to create a legal barrier to this outrage. This state of affairs
is mainly caused by the absence of adequate world structures and necessary
procedures, which would provide working out, adaptation and unequivocal
implementation of legal norms obligatory for all countries and peoples. This task in
principle can not be resolved outside global governance system. But global
governance is also not possible without legal support. Thus, the processes of
building global law and global governance should be conducted simultaneously.

Socio鄄economic backwardness of a significant part of world community and a
huge gap between excessive wealth and poverty at the planetary scale is another
important obstacle in the way of building global governance. This task also can not
be solved without mechanisms of coordination of global socio鄄economic development
and planetary system of financial regulation.

Introduction of a single currency has become the demand of the time. It has
been demonstrated by the last world financial crisis. Now dollar in a way plays the
role of the world money, but it can not resolve the problem in principle, because of
its being a national currency depending on decisions of one state—the U. S. World
currency as a universal purchasing unit should be equally independent from various
actors of international relations, of which states are the most important ones. It is
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evident that such currency, as well as world language as the means of intercultural
and international communication, should be indispensible conditions for building an
effective global governance.

Now let us discuss the issue of which international organizations and structures
correspond (or could correspond after some reforming) the essence and principles of
global governance.

Since modern states are sustainable and effective enough social systems, while
modern political elites last for self鄄sufficiency and independence, the humankind is
to fulfill a complicated and not so short passage to organized and governed world
community. Thus, a confederation of nation鄄states can be, in the foreseeable
future, the most optimal form for organizing social life for the purpose of global
governance. It would provide reasonable balancing between global and national
interests. Complicated but generally positive experience of the European Union is a
basis for sound optimism with regard to this issue.

The World Constitution should be based on the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. Although it is not perfect from the viewpoint of various cultures and
traditions, it has fully proven its humanistic orientation, as well as effectiveness and
vitality.

Basing on the principle of separation of powers, the U. N. can pretend to
become the legislative power, or World parliament. But this organization should be
seriously reformed to acquire the functions of the legislative power. Since it will
adopt laws and legal norms mandatory for all countries and peoples, it is important
to ensure their equal representation in this legislative body of global governance.
Evidently, the formation of the World Parliament should be gradual: from
representatives of separate countries to direct elections. First steps and evolution
of, for example, the European Parliament, may serve a good example in resolving
this issue.

The executive power is to be created virtually from a scratch. In some extent,
G7, which, under the influence of the last financial and economic crisis started to
evolve into G20, could become in the future a prototype of an executive power
structure where all countries and nations are represented equally. But this prospect
is too distant and hardly foreseeable, what makes resolution of this issue particularly
topical against the background of increasing global problems. Evidently, serious
contractions the humankind will inevitably face in the near future, will open new
opportunities for a radical decision in this regard.

Judiciary power, directly connected with the formation of global way, should
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be built up from a scratch. The world community has some experience in this regard
and it can become the basis for the future world court, whose sources can be seen
in the Nuremberg, Hague and European human rights courts.

Some words regarding which principal decisions and at which level should be
made initially and afterwards to achieve the goals set.

Decisions regarding building the global system of governance should be made,
of course, at the planetary level. A World Conference, roughly analogical to the
World environmental conference in Rio鄄de鄄Janeiro (1992), could become the first
step. It could also be a Word summit of heads of all states, which would work out
principal approaches to global governance. In the future operative tactical and
strategic decisions would become more and more the prerogative of the newly
emerging structures.

Finally,who can and should take responsibility for building global governance
and what is the price and who should pay it?

First of all, this responsibility lies on the world academic, political and
business elites, i. e. , on people having adequate worldview, possessing necessary
knowledge, have the strongest authorities and material resources. On the other
hand, the most developed countries ( the USA, the EU, China, Russia, India,
Brazil and others) should take initial basic responsibility for building the system of
global governance. They also should carry the main burden of financial support of a
reform of modern international relations. This does not mean, however, that there
should be countries or nations at our planet, which would be free from their own
reasonable contribution into common expenses.

Someone may say that it is all a utopia, and that global governance is
impossible, while above鄄listed arguments in its support are insufficient. This
viewpoint has its right to exist, because we can not so far provide a final proof of
the truth of our statements. Someone can question correctness and sequence of the
steps proposed and this person may also be right, because we discuss a topic having
no analogies in human history. That is why it is so important to observe the
possibility of global governance from different angles, including the position of
philosophy, which, unlike science, is oriented not so much towards finding
concrete, final solutions but towards broadening the scope of various approaches to
resolution of a problem. Such philosophical analysis is especially valuable where
exact scientific methods have not been worked out yet, but the situation needs
immediate resolution. The problem of governing contemporary global world is such
a case.
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The Tolerance and Harmony of
Chinese Religion in the Age of Globalization

Liu Jinguang
Senior Fellow, Center for Religious Research of China

Distinguished Participants, Ladies and Gentlemen,
The current world has been impacted by the wave of globalization. Everyone

couldn爷 t shake off the influence of globalization. Globalization is a new stage of the
progress during the development of world history which has been increasing the
interaction of human being. It not only has been increasing the social mobile, the
opportunity of exchange each other, closing the relationship between different
nations and ethnics, making people to commonly enjoy the achievements of spiritual
and material civilization of human being, but also going up the friction even conflict
between different cultures, religions, systems and ideologies. Especially after the
Cold War, the distinctive features of international religion are quite complicated
with the development of globalization: the development of religious fundamentalism
is very fast on the one hand, the trend of religious secularization is also developing
very quickly on the other. The contradictions, clashes and even conflicts in the
name of religions or caused by religions are sharpening on the one hand, the
appeals for peace, tolerance and harmony by religious groups and leaders are also
rising to an unprecedented height on the other hand. The global migration and
cultural exchange are enhancing on the one hand, the phenomena of cultural
barriers and guarding against each other are nothing new on the other.

Under the global interaction, there is a mingling of good and bad, so you can爷
t easily tell them apart. Therefore, our global family will not be able to enjoy the
achievement brought by the globalization comfortably and happily. For the sake of
changing this situation, the international community has been making a sustained
efforts. Different kind of dialogues, symposia and conferences have been carrying
on continuously.

China now has 23 million Muslims, over 20. 3 million Protestants and 5 million
Catholics. Most Buddhist monasteries are packed with endless streams of pilgrims



and believers and they are too many to be numbered. There are over 105,000
religious sites for Buddhism, Taoism, Islam, Protestantism and Catholicism. Clergy
and other religious workers total over 300, 000. There are more than 3, 000
religious bodies and 78 religious seminaries and colleges in China. The Chinese
religious communities has established links with their partners in nearly 80 countries
and regions in the world.

How the Chinese religions react to the tide of globalization? I believe that
Chinese religions reply the challenge of globalization through their accustomed
tolerance and harmony.

First of all, the Chinese splendid civilization along with a long history and
upholding “ harmony冶 has provided a rich growing soil for the tolerance and
harmony among different religions in China. On the several thousand years history
of Chinese civilization, there were few scornful and violate mutually between
different civilizations but more respect and appreciate each other; there were less
cases in which the weak were the prey of the strong but more tolerance; there were
a little of competition between superior and low鄄grade but more equal treatment and
moderation; there were less indulging in self鄄admiration but more mutually
complementary in the civilization. All of these characteristics focus on one point,
that is “ harmony but difference, mutual appreciation and peaceful coexistence. 冶
Whatever it爷 s the native鄄born one or the non鄄native, the Chinese religions have
been growing on this soil with this traditional Chinese culture. Therefore, as time
passes, the Chinese religions have had the characteristics of Chinese culture,
otherwise, they also have made contribution for the shaping of Chinese culture.
Facing the impact of the tide of globalization, we can have the confidence that the
Chinese religions are standing on this kind of land, and basing themselves on this
kind of tradition, which will definitely benefit world religious tolerance and
harmony.

Secondly, the Chinese religions have shaped their own characteristics of
tolerance and harmony during the development of themselves respectively. Only the
Taoism is the indigenous one among the five main Chinese religions, all of the
others was introduced from the outside of China. Nowadays, however, all of them
have become Chinese people爷 s own religion. During this process, these religions
spread from the other countries have been adjusting themselves to the Chinese
situation continually, assimilating and melting in the Chinese traditional
civilization.

For example, Buddhism spread into China from India more than 2000 years
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ago; it had inherited the thought of nonviolence and non鄄killing of living things from
Brahmanism and Jainism, furthermore, it had assimilated this thought to be its
basic commandments. Chinese Buddhism encourages people to put out the desire,
non鄄killing of living things, all living creates are equal, don爷 t allow racial oppress
to existence. So, the peaceful coexistence between societies, nations and people
could be guaranteed. These thoughts of equality and mercy have become the
cornerstone of the Chinese Buddhist thought of peace, tolerance and harmony. The
Buddhists always have mercy at heart.

Chinese Taoism had inherited the peaceful thought of Taoist School ( note:
school of thought originating in the pre鄄Qin period, with the main representatives
being Laozi and Zhuangzi, advocating nature and the natural course of things)
which is “ the essence is consistent with the nature冶, and advocate that the human
being must adopt natural laws when dealing with the relationship between all
creatures and himself. The human being must take the heaven and earth as norm,
and defend the innate nature of all creatures爷 growing process but don爷 t destroy the
innate nature artificially. There are many peaceful thoughts covered in Taoist爷 s
scriptures, such as Lao鄄tzi, Classic of the Way and Virtue, Pao鄄p爷u 鄄tzu, which are
still making contribution for the world peaceful cause.

Chinese Islamism had kept up the fundamental religious doctrine after its
spread into China at 651 of Tang Dynasty, it also integrate with Chinese traditional
culture. Finally a Chinese Islamism with Chinese characteristics had taken shape
which hold peace and pure, favour dialogue, not confron鄄tation, and moderation.

It was a short time for Protestantism and Catholicism to enter into China after
the “Opium War冶 in 1840, and they were entirely the foreign religions for Chinese
people at that time. Undergoing the movement of “ Three鄄selves and patriotic冶,
Chinese Christians have reached the goal of maintaining church independence and
keep the initiative in their own hands. They advocate that “ harmony with the
heaven, harmony with the people, harmony with the society冶, and they also
positively promote the principle of “peace冶 and “harmony冶 which is covered in the
Bible so as to guide the Christians to live in harmony with the other Chinese people
and commonly defend the cause of peace.

All of the five main religions in China have absorbed the thought of “harmony
is prized冶 from the Chinese traditional culture, and assimilated into their religious
doctrines, creeds, canons and behaviors. They also melted and absorbed each
other, and finally the situation of “multiple co鄄existence and harmony冶 of Chinese
religions has been shaped. Additionally, Chinese religions have also melted with
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the dominant ideology Confucianism for a long time; they are influent and infiltrate
each other. For instance, the phenomena of Confucius, and Buddha and Laozi are
commonly worshiped in one temple can be seen everywhere in China. The
experience of Chinese religions could be drawn on by the international religious
community in this regard.

Thirdly, the traditional characteristics of Chinese religious tolerance and
harmony has been carried forward in the new times, and have been making new
contribution for China爷 s social harmony and world harmony. In recent years, the
Chinese religious circles have tried their best to positively explore the methods and
channels of how to play the positive role of religion on promoting social harmony,
and have got plentiful results. On the one hand, the Chinese religious circles exert
themselves to develop the fine tradition of “being glad to give to charities, rescuing
the endangered and succoring the poor, serving for the society, concern and care
the crowd. 冶 Every religion positively exploits its advantages to the full to participate
in the activities of “ helping the poor and providing disaster relief冶 ( such as
tsunami in Indonesia, earthquake in Sichuan and Yushu of China, disaster caused
by a windstorm in Taiwan, and so on), supporting and help the learners, helping
the disabled people, protecting ecological environment, and so on, striving for
setting up every social public welfare and philanthropical projects.

On the other hand, the Chinese religious circles have been making efforts to
bring out the idea of “harmony冶 from every religious scriptures and doctrines, and
to do their best to make explanation of these religious scriptures, doctrines which
could adapt to the development of times and meet the requirement of social
progress. Chinese Buddhism has been devoted itself to the practice of “Buddhism
on Earth 冶 . For example, the Buddhist Association of China and the China
Religious Culture Communication Association had jointly organized two sessions of
the “World Buddhist Forum冶 in April, 2006 and March, 2009 respectively. The
first session focused on the theme of “A harmonious world begins in the mind. 冶
The second one was “A harmonious world, a synergy of conditions冶 . Both the two
forums were aimed to discuss how Buddhism can contribute to building a
harmonious world. These events have exerted an influence on the world widely and
deeply.

The Chinese Protestantism is positively carrying on the Reconstruction of
Theological Thought in recent years, in order to construct an ethical and moral
religion. All of these efforts have made Chinese Protestantism to appear a new face.
China has printed nearly 70 million copies of Bible during more than 20 years.
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There were 9 million copies among them were printed for the oversea churches,
which made the Bible also “Made in China冶 . The Chinese government grants Bible
printing and distribution a policy of exemption from taxation, the price of one copy
of Bible in China is only around one US dollar. From 2004 to 2007, China
Christian Council had organized the “ The Exhibition of Chinese Church Bible
Missionary冶 in Hong Kong, America (Los Angeles, Atlanta and New York) and
Germany (Kalong and Bavaria) . Now CCC are preparing a new Bible Exhibition in
Washington DC next year.

Chinese Taoism has the fine tradition of upholding and promoting harmony.
They are actively exploiting “ Living Taoism 冶 . In April, 2007, the Taoist
Association of China organized the “ International Forum on Tao Te Ching冶, which
put forward a slogan “A harmonious world through the way of Tao冶 . The forum
issued a declaration which said mutual respect and peaceful co鄄existence of different
culture, nationalities and religions are the foundations for building a harmonious
world. “May the great Tao infuse the world and all under heaven live in great
peace,冶 the declaration said.

Chinese Islamism is conducting the explanation of Koran in order to further
bring out the fine tradition of Islamism so as to adapt the social progress. Chinese
Catholicism is enhancing the construction of system and vigorously promoting to
handle the church in a democratic way.

At present, the five main religions of China are carrying out an activity of
creating “harmonious Chinese religion, harmonious temples and churches冶 . In the
meantime, the Christianity and Islamism of China are promoting religious dialogue
each other in order to explore some experiences to contribute world religious
dialogue. In addition, the five main religions in China have organized the Chinese
Religious Peace Commission which aims at unite Chinese religious groups and
believers to defend and participate in world peaceful cause, and to develop the
friendly exchanges with the other religious peace organizations in the world in order
to commonly promote and safeguard world peace. They have participated in a lot of
world peaceful activities. Meanwhile, the Chinese religions also positively
participate in different kind of international dialogue on civilizations such as ASEM
Interfaith dialogue.

Finally, the Chinese government has made a lot of policies and laws to
guarantee and maintain the tolerance and harmony of Chinese religions. The policy
of freedom of religious belief practiced by the Chinese government is the most
tolerant one in history of China. Chinese government treat every religion equally
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regardless of it爷s big or small, strong or weak, there is no any unfair for religions.
There are neither state religion nor dominate religion in China. All of the religions
in China have enjoyed the equal position and treatment regardless of the original
religion or the foreign religion. In fact, the lowest one of the development and the
smallest one of the scope among the five main religions in China is the indigenous
Taoism. The Chinese government doesn爷 t give special treatment to original Taoism.

The other tolerant policy is the entire Chinese citizen enjoys the equal position
and treatment regardless of religious believer or unbeliever. Although there are more
than one hundreds million population believe different religion in China, compare
with the huge population of the whole country, the population of religious believer
are still in the minority. In order to protect the minority religious believers who only
account for 10% of the population, the government had formulated strictly policies
and laws to forbid discriminating and persecuting minority religious believers. It
absolutely will be punished in accordance with the law if it happened. It爷 s to say
that the citizen爷s right of freedom of the religious believes is protected by the law.
Not only has the Constitution of P. R. China regulated the principle of “citizen has
the right of freedom of religious belief, every religion in China is equal, the religion
and politics is separated冶, but also the newest Regulations for Religious Affairs
which was implemented in 2005 aim at “safeguard the citizen爷s right of freedom of
religious belief, uphold religious concord and social harmony. 冶 In the meantime,
the religious believers in China must obey the laws, and can爷 t interfere in the
state爷s politics, education and judicature. The Communist Party of China doesn爷 t
believe any religion, however, it could treat every religion equally, and it could
maintain an even鄄handed attitude for every religion. To handling the relationship of
every religion, the Chinese government institutes the principle of “ solidarity and
cooperation on politics, mutual respect on faith冶 for different believers. At the
same time, the Chinese government positively supports every religion to do its best
to bring out and carry forward the contents of benefit to the progress of the times and
social harmony, in order to better serve for the society, benefits the crowd. For the
foreign relations, the Chinese government supports the Chinese religious groups to
positively carry out friendly contacts with its partners in other countries on the basis
of independence; equality and friendship, mutual respect each other, and widely
participate in the causes of world peace, environment protection as well as
disarmament, so as to play Chinese religious groups爷 positive role on building up
the harmonious world. Especially after the reform and openness, China put into
practice a policy of further tolerating the new foreign religions which are outside the
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five main religions in China, because with the development of globalization, there
are more and more foreigners coming into China for the purpose of engaging in
trade, study, work, travel, and even settling down in China. Fully considering
their religious background, the Chinese government has made more tolerant policy
and regulations in order to respect and protect the freedom of their own religious
believes.

The above鄄mentioned several viewpoints are both the necessary approach for
the Chinese religions to ensure religious tolerance and harmony facing the impact of
globalization and the vital foundation for the Chinese religions to make contribution
for the global religious tolerance and harmony. I am sure that through the Beijing
Forum, it must further enhance the mutual understanding and communication
between different countries and different faiths; deepen their trust and friendship
each other. I also believe that the Chinese religious circles would like to work hand
in hand with their partners in the world so as to abandon prejudice, carry out
dialogue honestly, enhance communication, share experiences, therefore, the
Chinese religions must make their own contribution for the world religious tolerance
and harmony.
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Religious Harmony: A Fresh Concept
in the Age of Globalization

Wang Zuo爷an
摇 Director,State Administration for Religious Affairs of P. R. China

Abstract:
It is important to build and promote the new concept of religious harmony

so as to meet the challenges posed by religious diversity in a globalized world.
On the basis of recognizing religious diversity and differences, all religions
should enhance mutual understanding and empathy through dialogue, shoulder
the common responsibility of upholding peace and justice through cooperation,
and foster intra鄄 and inter鄄religious harmony and harmony between the religious
community and the larger society. It is imperative to promote the principle of
“harmony without uniformity冶 and learn to respect each other and jointly
shoulder social responsibilities. The use of religion for ill purposes should be
opposed and religious extremism should be guarded against.

In today爷 s globalized world, growing exchanges and interactions between
religions and a stronger trend towards religious diversity are bringing about new
opportunities and challenges to religious relations. On the one hand, as exchanges
among different religions are becoming more frequent, more opportunities are
provided to religions to conduct mutual learning and strengthen cooperation. In the
history of all humanity, particularly in some countries and regions in the east, we
have already accumulated ample experience and wisdom in regard to cultural
diversity. On the other hand, challenges such as religious disputes or even conflicts
are rising even as the trend towards religious diversity is driving forward exchanges
and cooperation. In some countries and regions, religious distrust is growing almost
as a result of religious diversification, aggravating people爷s worries over new
religious conflicts.

Faced with opportunities and challenges, governments, religious communities
and other relevant parties need to shoulder responsibilities and advocate religious



harmony, resolve religious disputes and conflicts, promote social harmony, and
uphold world peace. This is the theme of my speech today.

By religious harmony, I mean the harmonious and common development within
and between individual religions as well as between the religious community and the
larger society which is realized through the dialogue鄄generated enhancement of
mutual understanding and empathy and the sharing of the common responsibilities of
peace and justice on the precondition of recognizing religious diversity and
differences. Within a religion, it is important to approach issues of faith and
doctrine with tolerance, and enhance coordination and cooperation between different
denominations. When addressing inter鄄religious issues, we should respect and
accommodate each other, enhance empathy through dialogue and build trust
through cooperation. In handling relations between religious groups and govern鄄
ments, we need to be committed to the freedom of religious belief and the
separation of church and state. We need to ensure that religious groups and
governments fulfill their respective obligations and promote virtuous interactions
between them. The religious communities should adapt to social progress and
development by making self鄄readjustments, obey secular laws, respect public
customs and contribute to social development by putting into full play their unique
advantages.

Freedom of religious belief is a common consensus of the international
community and also the precondition and foundation for religious harmony. Without
it, there will be no religious harmony to speak of. However, we are aware that
freedom of religious belief alone does not preclude hatred or conflicts among
religions. Religious harmony takes the freedom a step further to offer us a new
vision with which to address religious disputes and conflicts.

There are many ways to realize religious harmony, among which religious
dialogue is an important one. Only when religious harmony is considered the
highest spiritual objective can the dialogue have clear direction and inexhaustible
drive. We need to start from now, start with ourselves, start with small steps, and
push towards this goal in an unyielding spirit.

To promote religious harmony, we need to advocate the idea of
“harmony without uniformity. 冶 There is one saying in the Doctrine of the Mean
of the Book of Rites which goes, “All things on earth grow together without one
doing harm to another and all doctrines in the world develop in parallel with each
other without coming into conflict. 冶 This is an accurate expression of “ harmony
without uniformity. 冶 The idea of “ harmony without uniformity冶, a high spiritual
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accomplishment in itself, is the kernel of religious harmony. Many religions have
developed in parallel and in harmony in China for thousands of years. The most
important reason is that all Chinese religions embrace the culture of harmony. We
know that the flourishing of one means the flourishing of all and the demise of one
the demise of all. Therefore, we accommodate and look out for each other. My
bowl of rice is your bowl of rice. You are well, so I am well, so everybody is well.
The word “ harmony冶 is of vital importance in the concept of “ harmony without
uniformity冶, yet it is not realized by way of forced uniformity. On the contrary, it
is achieved on the basis of respecting diversity and difference in culture and faith.
In cooking we make different flavors work together and in composing music we make
different notes work together. If we force uniformity or use one religious culture to
reshape another, the end product will surely be disputes or conflicts. As Mr. Shi
Bo, a thinker in the Western Zhou Dynasty ( 1046 - 771 BC ), remarked,
“Harmony procreates and sameness kills. 冶 Only when religious differences are
recognized and their legitimacy respected, can different religions enjoy their
respective growth and develop in harmony. The call for cultural diversity is more
and more popular in today爷 s world. Yet it is very difficult to realize. There are
hopes that inspirations can be drawn from the Eastern culture, which champions
uniformity鄄less harmony.

To promote religious harmony, we must learn to respect each other.
Religions of the world, large or small, old or new, are no better or worse than one
another. Racism and cultural ego鄄centrism have no popular support. Yet it seems
that few people dare to say anything on religious supremacy. As a matter of fact,
religious equality and non鄄discrimination became consensus long ago. The problem
is that many things happening in reality are quite unsettling. Since Christian
churches have bell towers, Islamic mosques should have their minarets. Laws,
conventions and other instruments alone cannot ensure real religious equality.
Different religions need to learn to respect each other. Like people, religions also
need to show due respect to each other. When you threaten to burn the scriptures of
another religion, you are lighting the flame of hatred and conflict. Without respect,
dialogue and exchanges will be difficult. Without dialogue and exchanges, there
will be no understanding or cooperation to speak of. One dead knot for interfaith
dialogue is that each religion claims that it holds absolute truth and no truth exists
beyond itself. In fact, truth exists in objective terms and the lived reality serves as
the only criterion for truth. Every religion has the right to pursue truth. There are
many non鄄interfering roads leading to truth, as to Rome. To seize truth for one爷 s
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own and obstruct others爷 pursuit for truth is in itself against truth. Religious
harmony can be understood as friendly coexistence among different religions. It is
not necessary to have winners in every race. One should forgive others whenever it
is possible, because one step back earns you a broader way ahead. It is said in the
Bible that if you are stricken by someone on the right cheek, turn to him the other
also. If we are tolerant to such an extent, the conflicts in the world will be halved.
If religions are more inclusive and less exclusive, it will be easier for us to live
together. And our coexistence is after all what religions should strive for in the first
place.

To promote religious harmony, we should shoulder social responsibilities
together. Religion appeared at the very beginning of civilization and constitutes a
major part of it. The role played by religion changes as civilization develops. In the
face of the trend towards a multi鄄polar world and economic globalization, all
religions need to join hands, share responsi鄄bilities, perform good deeds and
contribute to world peace, social stability and people 爷 s well鄄being. We are
currently inundated with a great many global issues, including natural disasters,
starvation and the spread of diseases, local conflicts, terrorist activities and social
turbulences. In all these, religion can play a positive role. Religions prove their
value not only through moral edification and spiritual purification but also through
taking social responsibilities. There is no exception. When every religion steps
forward and assumes responsibilities, the effect will exponentially increase. A great
thinker in ancient China by the name of Xunzi pointed out, “Harmony gives rise to
unity; unity gives rise to strength. When combining strengths we gain power and
with this power we conquer. 冶 With this observation, Xunzi is saying that individual
forces add up to invincible power if they manage successfully to live in harmony.
The sharing of responsi鄄bilities and the experience of working together will generate
mutual trust and respect among different religious groups.

To promote religious harmony, we need to oppose any use of religion for
ill purposes. Deeply rooted in today爷s world, religion is intertwined with political,
economic, social, ethnic and other issues and shows a particular complexity. In the
past and at present, there have always been groups and individuals who seek to
exploit faith for dark purposes. A country may use religion to interfere in the
internal affairs of another. A group may engage in activities aimed at sabotaging
national unity and territorial integrity under the pretext of religion. An individual
may undermine others爷 rights and social stability under the banner of religion. All
these behaviors not only discredit faith but also harm public interests. All religions
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should protect the purity of faith and give back to religion its original face, so as to
eliminate any room for evil doings by groups or individuals. Today爷 s world is
marred by continued disputes due to political motives and economic interests and
frequent conflicts on territorial, resources and ethnic issues. Religion should help
to promote reconciliation and resolve disputes. We should prevent religious factors
from becoming part of the disputes or conflicts, as it will only make the situation
more complex and the issues more difficult to resolve. We should also resist and
condemn the use of religion as a banner to provide sacred ground to conflicts.

To promote religious harmony, we need to guard against religious
extremism. All religions seek peace, oppose violence, champion universal love
and preach goodness. However, when people veer away from the right path, they
might become susceptible to bigotry and fanaticism and eventually fall into the traps
of extremism. The incitement of hatred or even terrorist activities under the banner
of religion is terribly destructive and has come to threaten the whole world.
Religious extremism has deep historical and social roots. The international
community should commit itself to establishing a new international political order of
justice, promote common development and prosperity and remove the breeding
ground of extremism. In addition, all religions should tap into their doctrines and
carry forward tenets of love, compassion, moderation and restraint. They should also
take it on themselves to resist and prevent any development towards extremism,
maintain internal order and take an unequivocal stance against terrorism. At the same
time, we should not attribute terrorism to any single religion as that will lead to more
hatred. Finally, we need to prevent double standard in fighting extremism and
terrorism. Otherwise, we are lifting rocks only to drop on our own feet, benefiting
nobody in the process.

The trend towards a multi鄄polar world and globalization have ushered us into
an age of global village where we live in inter鄄dependence and with interconnected
interests. It can be said that one country爷s mountains are easily the window鄄scene
of another. The Beijing Forum takes as its theme “The Harmony of Civilization and
Prosperity for All冶 in an active response to the mounting social responsibilities to be
fulfilled by various countries and regions, groups and individuals. Religious
diversity is not to be feared. Religions conflicts are not unavoidable. It is only that
we need to tackle them with the right attitude and in an active manner. Promoting
favorable interfaith relations and embracing the concept of “ religious harmony冶 is
one crucial step towards the building of a harmonious world of lasting peace and
common prosperity. To recap my talk in one sentence: religious harmony should be
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a fresh concept in our age of globalization.
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Chinese Cultural Resources in Building a
Harmonious World—A Review on the

Exploring Achievements Made by Chinese
Senior Scholars

Zhang Zhigang
Professor, Department of Philosophy, Peking University

Introduction: Interreligious
Dialogues and the World Peace

摇 摇 Over the past few decades, “ interreligious dialogues冶 has been becoming a hot
topic and a frontier field in the international religious academic circle. Hans K俟ng,
who is the chief drafter of Declaration Toward a Global Ethic, emphasizes many
times that without the peace among religions, there could be no peace among
nations, countries or cultures; without the dialogues among religions, there could
be no peace among religions; without religious studies, there could be no dialogues
among religions. His argument is actually a “syllogism that explains the importance
of interreligious dialogues冶 . According to its inference, interreligious dialogue is so
important that it concerns not only the peace among religions, but also the peace
among countries and cultures. Back to the end of 1980s, many people held the
view that Hans K俟ng爷s syllogism had overestimated the importance of interreli鄄gious
dialogues. However, 20 years later, with the growth of the problems and
phenomena of religions after the Cold War, and the obvious impact of religious
elements or background to the conflicts among nations, countries and cultures, the
importance of interreligious dialogues has become a consensus in global politicians,
religious leaders and scholars of religious studies.

Paul F. Knitter, the well鄄known American theologian, hits the nail on the
head in terms of the urgency of interreligious dialogues. He embraces that, in the
development of the geographical鄄political event, fear causes anger, anger causes
violence, and it is more and more the case in some nations and countries. For many



people, Samuel Huntington爷 s view has been verified, and the conflicts among
civilizations have become more and more serious. What is more worrying and
threatening is that, the conflicts among religions have added to the brimming pot of
hatred. Terrorists and Imperialists defend their evil deeds by means of religious
beliefs. They call others “evil冶, while at the same time consider themselves to be
“good冶 . It is actually a religious declaration, which means “God is with me, so let
me punish you. 冶 In this way, religion has been used as a tool to help the growth of
the conflicts among civilizations, and this is part of the reason why religion has
become a global problem. However, religious belief could and should help promote
the dialogues and cooperation among civilizations, for all religious personages would
achieve a consensus if they stand by the teachings of the founders and the classics
of their religions: religious faith must promote the world鄄peace, rather than turning
off to the thought resources of violence. 淤

For as much as the importance and urgency of interreligious dialogues,
academic circle at home and abroad has more and more emphasized the religious
cultural tradition both in the east and west in order to find the historical experiences
and ideology resources that help to promote the religious dialogues, resolve the
civilization conflicts and establish a harmonious society. This essay is an elucidation
of the relevant theoretical inquiry of the scholars of the elder generation, which
mainly includes three parts. First, it is a reconsideration of the historical characters
of Chinese religious cultures. Second, it is a summary of the tradition of Chinese
religious cultures. Third, Chinese traditional culture can supply the ideology
resources of promoting interreligious dialogues, resolving the civilization conflicts
and creating a harmonious world.

The Historical Characters of
摇 Chinese Religious Cultures

摇 摇 If we want to argue that Chinese religious cultural traditions can help to
promote the religious dialogues, resolve the civilization conflicts and build a
harmonious world, we must know the historical characters of Chinese religious
cultures. However, ever since the cultural encounter between the east and the west
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in the end of Ming Dynasty and the beginning of Qing Dynasty, how to interpret
Chinese religious traditions and its characters has always been a tough problem.

Ninian Smart, the well鄄known scholar in comparative religious studies
introduces Chinese religious like this, “ the westerners always feel confused about
the religions in China. . . from the point of view of our westerners, Chinese religion
is indeed a hodgepodge. 冶淤 What is more, scholars like Hans K俟ng claim that,
“ scholars in the west once inferred that there was no religious life in ancient
Chinese society. 冶于 Why is it the case? We can find some thought鄄provoking clues
in C. K. Yang爷 s Religions in Chinese Society. The “ introduction冶 of this book
contains a section—“some points of view concerning the characters of the religions
in Chinese society,冶 in which Yang mentions that the missionaries first came to
China found something that is completely different from Christianity—the religious
belief for the Chinese is superstitious belief. From that time on, this view began to
prevail in the western world. The other important reason is that Confucian ethics
determines the social value system most of the time in Chinese history, which
functions as the religious ethics as Christianity in the west. Therefore, there were
no religious organizations, nor any long鄄time conflicts between the government and
the church. For this reason, western scholars that study Chinese culture hold the
view that Confucian tradition is secular in terms of value system and agnosticism in
terms of religious thought. This is actually a negation of the role religion plays in
Chinese society. Influenced by the view of western scholars, Chinese scholars in
modern times developed the view point that “Chinese society is non鄄religious冶 . For
instance, Liang Qichao doubted “ whether we could write a history of Chinese
religion冶; Hu Shi considered that “China is a country without religion, and Chinese
is a nation that doesn爷t have superstitious belief of religion冶; Chen Duansheng held
the view that “Chinese is non鄄religious. China doesn爷 t have great religion. . . . 冶 盂

The reason that I mention the above academic background is to emphasize the value
of the following research.

In order to eliminate the negative influence of “ western viewpoints冶 on
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Chinese religious studies, Prof. Lou Yulie includes the ten features of Chinese
religious tradition in many conferences and lectures recently.

First, it never occurred in Chinese history that the authority of god overtopped
that of the emperor. The view that “all the lands belong to the emperor, and all the
people live on these lands belong to the emperor冶 had always been the leading
standpoint ever since Xia, Shang and Zhou dynasties. Therefore, the authority of
god had been always subordinate to that of the emperor. While in the middle ages
which lasted for thousands of years, it is just the opposite case.

Second, the“belief in one god冶 never occurred in Chinese history; instead, it
was always the “belief in many gods冶 . Although there are all kinds of names that
designate the superior god, just as “Di冶, “God冶, “Heaven冶 and “ the One冶, they
are by no means absolute beliefs. Therefore, there is no command that “you can
only believe in this god rather than that god冶 . The folks always burn incense
whenever they see a temple, go down on their knees whenever they see a statue of
god. It is completely different from the western Christianity that “ it is only allowed
to worship God冶 .

Third, worship the ancestors. The gods in China are always the ancestors. For
example, “Di冶 and “God冶 in oracle mainly mean “ the ancestors of the primitive
tribes冶, namely, the heroes that once made great contributions to the tribes.
People believed when these ancestors died, they would bless their posterity. This is
in fact a kind of worship of the heroes, or the sage. However, in Zhou dynasty,
this point of view began to change. These gods of the ancestors or the sages never
blessed their posterity blindly, rather, they blessed them according to whether they
were virtuous or not. For example, the thought that “ the Heaven is just, only
blesses people who are virtuous冶 first came into existence in Zhou dynasty; in the
Spring and Autumn period, there were thoughts as “ what the Heaven sees is
actually what the people see, what the Heaven hears is actually what the people
hear冶, “people is the master of the gods冶 . In this way, ever since the Western
Zhou dynasty, the culture tradition of “ people鄄oriented humanism冶 gradually
developed.

Forth, people don爷 t obey the authority of the gods, don爷 t believe the gods
have the absolute right; rather, they handle the relationship between god and the
people as they deal with interpersonal relationship. Confucius says, “ if you cannot
handle the secular affairs, how can you deal with the affairs concerning gods?冶 He
also says, “ in order to help people lead a good life, we should teach them to
respect the gods, but never attempt to go near to the gods. This is what we call
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wise. 冶 Liang Qichao once pointed out that the religions in the west can be called
“ the religion of the divine logos冶, while the religions in China can be called “ the
religion of the human logos冶, which means, in Chinese culture, the emphasis on
the personal relationship overrides the relationship of the human beings and the
gods.

Fifth, Chinese religious belief is characterized by its worldliness and
utilitarianism, while divinity is what it lacks. Just as the case in Tan Jing,
“Buddha Dharma is right in the secular world, so one doesn爷 t need to look for it
beyond the world. It is as silly as looking for the horns of the rabbit to search for
the Buddha Dharma outside the world. 冶 Prof. Fei Xiaotong steaks out his position
that the Chinese have very practical attitudes towards ghosts and gods. We worship
them in order to ask for timely wind and rain for raising crops, and to escape from
the disasters. Our sacrifices and worships are like standing treat, offering a bribe to
somebody. Ghosts and gods for us are rights, powers instead of ideals; financial
resources instead of justice.

Sixth, Chinese religious beliefs are more rational rather than emotional. Ever
since the modern times, some people have argued that Buddhism is religion, some
hold that it is philosophy, some say it is both religion and philosophy, while there
are still others hold that it is neither religion nor philosophy, but rather a kind of
method—Buddha Dharma. The reason why people have argued a lot is that there
are many rational elements in Buddhism. From another perspective, Buddhism is a
kind of “ religion without gods冶, for it rejected the view that “God creates the
world冶 with its theory of “Yuan Qi冶 and “Ye Bao冶 . It suggests looking for the
ultimate reason from within things, which is “self do, self have冶 .

Seventh, Chinese religious belief emphasizes “ the inner transcendence of the
self冶 . Chinese culture that is directed by Confucian thought is a kind of “culture of
cultivating morality冶, namely, to cultivate oneself, to transcend oneself by means
of “Xiu Shen冶 . Under this circumstance, Chan Zong, the largest sect of Chinese
Buddhism, has completely developed the humanism of self鄄freeing of Buddhism,
which emphasizes thinking through your own problems, knowing yourself
completely; getting to know that the nature of all human beings is Buddha makes
one to be a Buddha. It is the feature of Chinese religion that emphasizes the ethical
cultivation of body and soul. Daoism takes Taoism as its base, which respects
nature and advocates natural inaction. In the final analysis, it is to respect the
nature of human beings and to develop spontaneous activity as completely as
possible.
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Eighth, Chinese religion lacks the intense missionary spirit. It largely relates
to Chinese traditional culture. Confucianism is a typical example. As it is said in
Liji (The Book of Rites), “people come from all around to learn Li, rather than the
Li is spread by the teacher initiatively. 冶 It is Jiang Ziya went fishing—freedom is
always for the volunteers. Buddhism and Daoism are also the same. Buddhism
doesn爷 t force someone to believe. Buddha helps who has “Yuan冶 with him. How
could western missionaries have this attitude? The missionary work of the western
religions is aggressive, while the Chinese religions are conservative.

Ninth, the emperor and the government in Chinese history were tolerant about
religions, and they allowed all kinds of religions to co鄄exist. The authority of the
emperor always had the leading position, so it adopted a tolerant attitude that
reconciled and used all kinds of religions, which let these religions compete with
each other, and helped the consolidation of the power of the emperor and the
government. This makes all religions communicated frequently in teachings and
ceremonies. These religions assimilated each other within themselves, while at the
same time kept the independence of themselves.

Tenth, China is a country with many religions, so China has many problems
concerning ethnic religions. Ethnic religions have something in common with the
above stated religions, but they are also different. For example, the Buddhism from
Tibet and from the Southern China is different from that from Han area. The former
two have combined with the local ethnic culture, and they even become the symbol
of their ethnic culture. 淤

The scholars in domestic academic circles all know that Prof. Mou Zhongjian
has devoted his life to the history of Chinese religions studies, and he completed a
great work that has nearly a billion words—The History of Chinese Religions ( two
volumes, 2000) . In the last chapter of this book, Prof. Mou summarizes five
characteristics of Chinese religions. They are, first, the continuing existence and
development of an original religion; second, the authority of the emperor always
overrides that of religions; third, diversity and inclusiveness; fourth, humanization
and secularization; fifth, the connection and disconnection of the three structures.
We can draw these conclusions if we compare Prof. Mou爷s 5 points and Prof. Lou爷
s 10 points.
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First, the two persons have consensus in many aspects. Point 2 of Prof. Mou is
what Prof. Lou emphasizes in point 1, “it never occurred in Chinese history that the
authority of god overtopped that of the emperor,冶 in other words, “ the authority of
the emperor always overrides the authority of religion. 冶 However, this consensus is
more expressed in the following aspect.

Second, the points 1, 3, 4 of Prof. Mou are more general than that of Prof.
Lou. For example, with regard to the point 1, Prof. Mou pointed out that, in
accordance with the long鄄time existing patriarchal society, the original religions,
namely, the worship of nature, of ghosts and gods, and of ancestors has been kept
completely, developed and strengthened, in contrast to what happened in Greece,
Egypt, Persia and India, where their original religions were gradually replaced by
creative religions. In this way, the worship of Heaven, the god, ancestors has been
combined with the authority of the emperor, which formed a religion of patriarchal
society. This explanation not only contains the points 2, 3 of Prof. Lou, but also
helps us to understand its historical reasons. When it comes to point 3, the
“diversity and inconclusiveness冶, Prof. Mou emphasizes the diverse鄄unity structure
of Chinese traditional culture, the philosophy of Confucianism, the view of
“ accommodating divergent views 冶 and the tolerant circumstances of Chinese
society. It thus includes the points 2, 9, 10 of Prof. Lou. What 爷 s more,
“humanization and secularization冶, the point 4 of Prof. Mou, includes the points
4, 5, 6, and their main points are almost the same as well, as the ethics,
secularity, utilitarianism, humanity and rationality that the Chinese cultural
tradition has .

Third, although these two scholars share different viewpoints, they both have
their deep insights, which can help us use their views as references and get to know
the whole characteristics and the complexity of the culture tradition of Chinese
religions. For example: what Prof. Lou pointed out in 7, 8, namely, “Chinese
religions emphasizes the inner transcendence冶 and “ Chinese religious traditions
don爷 t have intense intent of missionary冶 . Another example: what Prof. Mou
elucidates in the point 5, namely, the beliefs of the Chinese are mainly constituted
by “official belief冶, “scholar belief冶 and “ folk belief冶 . The three kinds of belief
are consistent with each other, but relatively independent, even don爷 t have much
relation. Therefore, we cannot summarize the characters of beliefs of Chinese
people with a simple judgment.

Hans K俟ng keenly pointed out that “ the China as the western scholars who do
research in Chinese cultures see it冶 and “ the China that the Chinese see it冶 are
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totally different. 淤 With what is discussed above, we can draw the conclusion that
views of the cultural tradition of Chinese religions are also totally different for “ the
former Chinese scholars冶 and “ the Chinese scholars nowadays冶 . Now it爷 s time to
see how elder scholars summarize the fine tradition of Chinese religious culture
based on the contemporary researches.

The Fine Tradition of Chinese Religious Culture

Based on the long鄄time research of the history of Chinese religions, Prof. Mou
summarizes the tradition of Chinese religious culture into 5 points.

(1) One of the remarkable historical features of Chinese religious culture is
diversity鄄unity, namely, diversity and harmony, or, difference within harmony.

China is a large country with multiple ethnic groups, religions and beliefs, but
these three kinds of multiplicities by no means make China placed in a situation of
division and hostility. Instead, all the ethnic groups become more and more
harmonious in difference, the beliefs become more rational with communication, and
different religions become more abundant in interaction. 于

In the first instance, China is a multi鄄ethnic country with fifty鄄six ethnic
groups. Various ethnic groups in China live in peace with each other and constitute
the Chinese nation together. As a community of oriental ancient culture, the
Chinese nation has great cultural cohesion. China is also a unified country for
thousands of years and still in the process of revival, which is really unique in the
world.

Secondly, China is a multi鄄belief country. It not only has Confucianism which
is characterized by humanities and rationality, but also has numerous religious
beliefs characterized with Shinto worship. Philosophy, religion, literature mingle
with each other, making the Chinese philosophy possess some religious sanctity and
mystique, and also some strong humanities and rationality at the same time.
Therefore, neither strong excommunication currents nor mighty religious fanaticism
has ever appeared in the Chinese history.

Thirdly, China is a multi鄄religion country. There were in history national
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religions that worshiped Heaven, ancestors and the state, Daoism that occurred and
developed in mainland China, religions from outside of the country as Buddhism,
Christianity and Muslim, and once there were Judaism, Manichaeism and
Zoroastrianism. China is like a “ religious garden冶, religions from original religions
to world religions can co鄄exist in peace. There never was big bloodshed among
religions in Chinese history, nor were there cruel and long鄄lasting wars that
happened in western history of religion.

(2) Another remarkable historical feature of Chinese religious culture is that it
paid great attention on doing good in order to accumulate merits, teaching the
people morality, and placing eliminating the evil at the first place. This is the chief
spiritual purpose of Chinese religion.

For instance, Buddhism teaches mercies,“ the deep and broad mercies of all
people冶, namely, to have mercies on all living beings. Influenced by the thought
of “ respecting the Dao and Virtue冶 and “Paying back hatred with virtue冶 of Laozi,
Daoism emphasized a lot the key function of morality and virtue in practicing Dao.
There were conflicts of Confucianism, Buddhism and Daoism in the Northern and
Southern Dynasties periods. In the end the they reached a consensus that though
they are different in three, they are one in terms of teaching human beings to do
good. These “ three religions冶 are actually three ways of teaching human beings to
be moral. Therefore, the essence of the traditional Chinese religions is to cultivate
public morality. This kind of moral tradition also had great impact on Muslim and
Christianity ( including Protestantism) in China, making the moral characters of
their teachings enlarged and protruded.

In China, all kinds of religions could survive and develop only by virtue of
their good moral reputation. Religious denominations that preach vendetta and
panderism are seen as evil cults, thus can by no means be welcomed in broad
daylight. Therefore, the Chinese religion with such profound moral tradition could
help to purchase more moral force instead of extremism.

(3) The third feature of Chinese religious culture is that it is good at combing
loving the religion with loving one爷s country.

China became a vassal of western imperial powers after the Opium War, thus
suffered a lot from western colonialism. Japan the imperialist invaded China,
making the Chinese face the danger of losing their own country and race. In the war
for the independence and liberty of our nation, almost all the personages from all
different kinds of religions who loved the country joined actively in the social
movements that defended their own country. Buddhism teaches that “benefiting all
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the living beings, making the world we live solemn冶 . During the War of Resistance
against Japan, the Grand Master Hongyi appealed to the society that “ you should
never forget to save the country even when you are praying to Buddha. 冶 He called
forth all the monks to resist the invasion of the Japanese. Chen Yingning, the
master in Daoism advocated the spirituality of Daoism, saying that “one believes in
Daoism in order to preserve oneself, one promotes Daoism in order to save the
nation. 冶 Muslim in China established “ Muslim Association for saving the
country. 冶 Muslim scholar Hu Songshan put forward that “Muslim is responsible for
the rise and fall of the country. 冶 Muslim hero Ma Benzhai organized the “group of
Muslim冶, vowed to “ ask for the blood back for the sake of our country and our
people冶 .

In China, the love for one爷 s religion must be combined with the love for one爷 s
country. A religious believer who doesn爷 t love one爷 s country cannot live in this
society. The religious believers that helped the imperialists invade China were
condemned by the people. . . . At the same time, the mainstream of the religious circle
in China is not constituted by the narrow nationalists. What the believers struggled
for were the revival of the country and the equality of all ethnic groups. What they
fought against were the oppression of the strong to the weak, the ugly deeds of the evil
to the good. They wish to get well along with all the religions and ethnic groups all
over the world, resolve the hatred, fight against the war, and defend the peace of the
world.

(4) Chinese religious culture also has the fine tradition of advancing with the
times, being ready to innovate.

For example, Buddhism had been innovating in its theory since it was
introduced to China, ended up with Chanzong that bears Chinese characters, and
“Buddhism in the World冶 that established in the modern times. Another example,
from “Waidandao爷s theory of the immortality of the body冶 to “Neidandao爷s double
exercises of nature and life冶, from “ new theory of Spirituality of Daoism冶 to
“Daoism in life冶, Daoism has been writing its history in consistent innovation.
Muslim combined with Chinese culture, making innovation in both teachings and
ceremonies, especially diluting the idea of “ the Divine War冶, emphasizing the
spirit of peace and mercy. Catholic and Christianity all faced the problem of
localization. At the end of Ming Dynasty and the beginning of Qing Dynasty, Jesuits
respected the propriety and Confucianism in China, which received praise from the
Chinese, while Dominicans and Francis attempted to use the authority of the Pope
to forbid the religious ceremonies in China, naturally ended up with being excelled
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by the Chinese. In the Republic of China, there was “ movement of non鄄
Christianity冶 . Christianity made an effort to establish “ the Chinese Church冶,
which aimed to “ on the one hand, ask for the Chinese Christians to take their
responsibility, on the other hand, make good use of the grand eastern culture, to
eliminate the belittled name of Yangjiao of Christianity. 冶 The patriotic movement of
the “Three Spontaneities冶 since the 1950s, and the theology establishment since
the 1990s, are the expressions of consistent innovations as well.

(5) It is, too, one of the good traditions of Chinese religious culture to stress
importance of one 爷 s humanity and cultural qualities so as to make more
contributions to social and cultural prosperity.

For example, Buddhism and Taoism, with their respective broad and rich
cultural systems, have been exerting extensive and far鄄reaching influences over
Chinese philosophy, Chinese morality, Chinese literature, Chinese arts, Chinese
folklore, as well as China爷s science and technology and exchanges between China
and other countries, thus becoming constituent parts of Chinese superior culture. In
terms of philosophy, Buddhist wisdom in experience鄄based enlightenment and
Taoist doctrine of life and character have their respective features and both have
played promoting roles in the enrichment and development of such aspects of
Chinese philosophy as cosmology, ontology, mind鄄nature theory, life theory,
epistemology, personal accomplishments and dialectics. Among the three
theoretical peaks in the history of Chinese philosophy, including wisdom of Zen
Buddhism, Neo鄄Confucianism and Internal Dan of Taoism, two were related to
Buddhism and Taoism, while Neo鄄Confucianism thriving in the Song Dynasty and
the Ming Dynasty was innovated by absorbing nourishment from Buddhism and
Taoism. In terms of morality, traditional moral values advanced by Confucianism
have been supplemented and enriched by three retributions, mortal livings and five
commandments and later ten command鄄ments, which belong to Buddhism, and by
quietness and passivity, redemption from bitterness, and severe treatment of self to
benefit others, which belong to Taoism. 淤

Mr. Mou爷 s ideas, summed up as above, have never felt lonely, and on the
contrary, they are common views shared by the elder generation of Chinese
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scholars. Mr. Fang Litian, when discussing on the important roles religion plays in
the construction of a harmonious society, briefly summarizes the superior traditions
of Chinese religions into the following four points:

(1 ) Tolerance among different religions. As shown in religious history,
different religions, in spite of their conflicts, have a tendency of being reconciled
with each other. For instance, Buddhism and Taoism are reconciled after a period
of conflict, and Taoism has long been in reconciliation with folk religions. Different
faiths between different Chinese religions have never caused long鄄termed conflicts,
nor even caused wars between different religions. On the contrary, different
religions enjoy their own proper places while getting well along with each other.

(2) Loving and benefiting others. For instance, Buddhism holds ideas of
equality, mercy, tolerance and generosity, and Taoism holds ideas of equally
mercifulness and goodwill between different kins, and Christianity and Islamism
hold ideas of loving, mercy, charity and public benefit, and all these ideas are
conducive to harmonious relationships between one and others and between man and
society.

(3) Attachment to the state and the church. It is showed both in history and
reality that Chinese religions favor the unity of attachment to the state and
attachment to the church, leading to a positive maintenance of national sovereignty,
national independence, national honor and national fundamental interests. For
instance, Buddhism holds ideas of sovereign land with people enjoying happiness,
and Taoism holds ideas of searching for the way of saving the country by spreading
Taoism, while Islamism holds that every Muslim has a share of responsibility for the
fate of his country. All these ideas reflect a noble patriotism and flinty protection of
the country among Chinese religions.

(4) Treatment of nature with care. Chinese religions generally acknowledge
that universe is a whole and man and nature form a whole, too. For instance,
Conditioning Cause and coexistence of Buddhism holds that man and nature
coexist, complementary to each other, according to various causes and conditions.
Taoism considers heaven, earth and man as a whole. They all pay much respect to
nature, asserting a good treatment of all natural things and a harmonious
coexistence of man and nature. 淤
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In a comparison between the summarizations made by Mr. Mou and those
made by Mr. Fang, two impressions are left. On one hand, it is obvious that the
former three points, among five points summarized by Mr. Mou and four points
summarized by Mr. Fang, on the superior traditions of Chinese religions, together
with their proving arguments, are in substantial agreement, which may be
synthesized into three superior traditions, including advocating of all鄄embracing,
attention to morality and ethics, and solid attachment to the state and the church.
On the other hand, the latter three points made by both Mr. Mou and Mr. Fang,
though expressed from different angles, are complementary to each other, all are
conducive to a more complete elaboration of the superior traditions of Chinese
religions in the future. As for the theoretical values and practical significance of this
study, Mr. Mou explains as follows:

When looking back and observing the journey of Chinese religious culture in the
light of crossing different cultures and in the vision of comparative religious studies,
we will find out some traces and characteristics of Chinese religious culture quite
different from those of western religious culture, with the traditions of Chinese
religious culture standing out valuable in many respects. Especially in the world
nowadays when national religious conflicts are getting more and more violent, and
the antagonism between the United States with the background of Christianity and the
Arabian countries with the background of Islamism is getting bitterer, the superior
traditions of Chinese religious culture shows still more obviously its distinctive values
and strong points, of which we can be proud, and which we are required to inherit
and advance, and it is important to do so, for propelling the stability and prosperity
of the Chinese society and for promoting the world爷 s peace and development. 淤

Ideology Resources of the
摇 Chinese Cultural Tradition

摇 摇 Based on the above two sections, our train of researching thought may as well
go deeper to explore the inner relationship between the outstanding characteristics
and superior traditions of Chinese religions, as discussed in previous sections, and
ideology resources of the Chinese cultural tradition. Why should it be explored?
Because religion, as Mr. Lou Yulie points out, “ is an important social cultural
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phenomenon. Religion, as an important part of culture, covers its values, thinking
patterns, ways of life and religious customs, while being closely related to the
whole cultural ideas and concepts. Therefore, studies of a religious culture,
whether national, regional or historical, cannot be made without the whole cultural
environ鄄ment it depends upon, otherwise its cultural characteristics would never be
precisely revealed. 冶 淤 This opinion is applicable not only in studying the
characteristics of Chinese religious culture, but also in understanding the cultural
traditions of Chinese religions. So, only by exploring the ideology resources
Chinese religious culture depends upon, putting Chinese religious culture into the
whole Chinese culture, can we make a thorough understan鄄ding of the reasons why
Chinese religious culture possesses the outstanding characteristics and superior
traditions summarized above.

It is generally acknowledged in Chinese academic circles that the Chinese
cultural tradition mainly embraces three ideology headstreams, such as
Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism. Mr. Fang Litian has made a concise
description of this as follows. The Chinese traditional culture, under the unique
Chinese geographical conditions and historical background, mainly consists of
Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, as three supporting pillars. Their essential
thoughts are alike, all paying attention to humanistic values, but their connotations
are remarkably different, presenting different branches of each other爷 s cultural
tradition. According to Mr. Fang, in order to carry forward the superior traditions
of Chinese culture, the most urgent of all necessary tasks is to carry forward
Chinese traditional philosophy, or mainly the superior traditions of Confucianism,
Taoism and Buddhism. History indicates that the superior traditions of the three
philosophies, with wide spread and enduring influence, have long been nurturing
and soaking the spiritual world of the Chinese people and, as an intrinsic force to
promote social harmony and national development, have been playing a positive role
in aspiring social progress and encouraging national advance. 于 This advocacy on
the importance of carrying forward the traditional ideology resources of Chinese
philosophy is in high affirmative to the background of Chinese culture, learning and
ideology. Mr. Fung Yu鄄Lan pointed out that “ the place philosophy occupies in
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Chinese civilization is always as important as that religion occupies in many other
civilizations. 冶 淤 Here, let us make some appraisals on how the elder generation of
Chinese scholars elucidated the philosophical ideology resources of Confucianism,
Taoism and Buddhism, by keeping to key theoretical issues and practical questions.

Can the Chinese cultural tradition make new contributions to the coexistence of
civilizations? That is the question Mr. Tang Yijie has been thinking about for his
refuting the theory of civilization conflict. In his essay “ Conflicts between
Civilizations and Coexistence of Civilizations冶, Mr. Tang focuses on the positive
ideology resources provided by the philosophy ideas of Confucianism and Taoism.
The following are some essential points.

1. Some positive ideology resources provided by Confucian humanity
It is said in The Bamboo Slip from Guodian Chu Tombs that “Dao comes from

feelings. 冶 Here Dao indicates humanity, that is, the principles in human relations
and social relations. Human relations begin to be set up from feelings, and that is
the starting point of Confucian Humanity. According to Confucius, to be humane is
to love people. Where does humanity come from? Confucius said, “humanity means
loving people, among whom family and relatives are the foremost. 冶 Loving one爷 s
family and relatives is the essential feeling that naturally exists in human beings.
What is more, loving people goes even further. In Confucian Humanity, loving one爷
s family and relatives expands into loving all people. That is to say, the feeling of
loving one爷s own people expands into a larger sense of loving all people.

It is not an easy job to expand loving one爷s own people into loving all people.
In order to love all people, to be honest and considerate is the code. One should
“ treat others in the same way as one would like to be treated冶,and “ if one wishes
to stand firm, one should help others stand firm, too, and if one wishes to be
successful, one should make others successful, too. 冶 When humanity is spread
into the society, it is what Confucius said about “controlling oneself and regaining
order冶 . Zhu Xi, later, gave a further explanation, “ to control is to fight against,
and oneself covers one爷 s own private desires; to regain is to return, and order
includes the laws of nature and universal morals. 冶 That is to say, one should get
over one爷s own private desires and make one爷 s conduct in conformity with grace
and propriety. Fei Xiaotong pointed out that “only by controlling oneself can order
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be regained, and controlling oneself and regaining order is one of the essential
require鄄ments for one to step into the society as a social being. One of the key
differences between eastern culture and western culture perhaps lies in controlling
oneself in the east and indulging oneself in the west. 冶

Humanity is man爷s inner morality, and order includes grace and propriety that
normalize people爷 s conduct. “ It is better to normalize people爷 s conduct by
peaceful means. 冶 So people normalize their conduct from spontaneity and
consciousness, and from a heart of loving people. As Confucius said, loving people
is one爷s own free will and humanity can never be reached by external forces. With
a conscious pursuit for humanity, hearts of loving people may be expected in
accordance with grace and propriety in the whole society, which is sure to be
harmonious and peaceful. “Once self is controlled and order regained, the world
returns to humanity. 冶

These Confucianism thoughts are hardly of less significance for the rulers of a
country and for the ruling clique of developed countries in today 爷 s world
(especially for the United States) . It is through “ benevolent governance冶 and
“kingly ways冶, instead of “ tyranny ways冶, that a country is well governed and the
world is made peaceful. Different cultures may coexist and develop together where
benevolent governance or kingly ways prevail. If tyranny ways prevail, conflicts
between civilizations will arise, and cultures are apt to go in one direction so as to
breed cultural hegemony. If Confucian humanity theories are applied to dealing with
relations between different civilizations, no conflicts nor even wars will aroused
between them, and their coexistence will be realized. 淤

2. Some positive ideology resources provided by Taoism
In Tao Te Ching by Laozi, Tao is a basic concept, with natural inaction as its

fundamental characteristics, which is said in Wang Chong爷s Lunheng as a universal
truth.

Natural inaction advocated by Laozi may be understood as follows: never do
anything against people爷 s will, and so comes social tranquility and world peace.
Laozi quoted from ancient sages, “ If I am in natural inaction, people will be
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naturally humanized; if I am in tranquility, people爷 s conduct will be naturally
normalized; if I make no disturbances, people will naturally get rich; if I have no
desire, people will be naturally modest. 冶 That is to say, rulers of a country should
not much interfere with people (should be in inaction), should not disturb people爷
s normal life ( should be in tranquility), should not do anything against people爷 s
will (should make no disturbances), and should not greedily exploit people(should
have no desire), so that people will humanize themselves, normalize their conduct
on their own, get rich at their own efforts, and prefer a modest way of life.

In today 爷 s interpretation of the above passage, natural inaction has
significance not only for a country爷 s internal peace but also for removing conflicts
between different civilizations. Further interpretations of the above passage may be
added as follows. The more a country interferes in other countries爷 affairs, the
more disorderly the world will be. If big countries or powerful countries are apt to
use force or threaten to use force, the world is getting more and more turbulent and
disorderly. If big countries or powerful countries plunder small countries or weak
countries in name of assisting them, small countries or weak countries will become
poorer and poorer. If developed countries contend, from an ever鄄increasing desire,
for the wealth and the reign of the world, it will become a terrible world destitute of
morality. I think, therefore, “ natural inaction冶 may be a good remedy for the
leaders of the new empire. If they accept that idea, the world will get peace and
tranquility. 淤

3. Some positive ideology resources provided by Chinese Buddhist
philosophical ideas

In the modern society and in the course of the world爷 s modernization, has
Chinese Buddhist philosophy certain values? If it has, what are they in modern
terms? That is the question Mr. Fang Litian answers in the conclusion of his
magnificent book The Essences of Chinese Buddhist Philosophy. Therein, Mr. Fang
firstly investigates in “ fundamental characteristics and fundamental contradictions of
the human society冶, and then, having an eye on the development trends in the 21st
century, he explains some basic ideas of Chinese Buddhist philosophy, such as
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“conditioning cause冶, “ cause and effect冶, “ equality冶, “mercy冶, “ harmony冶,
etc. And finally, in view of the three basic contradictions in the contemporary
human society—contradictions between man and ego, between man and his fellow
men, between man and nature, he elucidates the modernist meanings, one by one,
of Chinese Buddhist philosophy. Among them, what is discussed in the second
part, under the title of “harmonizing the contradiction between man and his fellow
men so as to maintain world peace冶, is closely related to what we are discussing
now.

Mr. Fang points out those relations among human beings, including multiple
relations between man and his fellow men, between man and society, between man
and his nation, between man and his country. Judging from this view, there are two
big problems in today爷 s world: one is disturbances and conflicts in some parts of
the world, caused by such factors as national conflicts, religious conflicts,
territorial disputes, contentions for resources and interests, from which some local
people in those troubled areas are suffering; meanwhile nontraditional security
problems such as terrorism become more and more serious. The other is ever鄄
widening gap between the rich north and the poor south of the world, owing to
which, quite a number of people are living in poverty.

With the two problems mentioned above, peaceful coexistence stands out. The
two world wars in the 20th century slaughtered millions upon millions of people,
and if world wars repeat in the 21st century, the whole mankind will possibly be
doomed. In order to avoid wars, the causes of war must be rooted out. One of the
causes of war is ignorance of the truth that human beings must coexist, relying on
each other and be self鄄interested while altruistic. Also ignored are communication
and reconciliation, and other lives are not respected. The Buddhist concept of
equality stresses on equality between all human beings, who are all equal in
nature, in personality, in dignity. Equality means respect and peace, and peace
comes from a deep understanding of equality between one and others, and only
based on equality can peace be real and enduring. Therefore, the Buddhist idea of
mutual respect is conducive to human coexistence, and to their common pursuit of a
pure land on earth. In addition, such theories of “mercy saving the world冶, “ five
commandments冶 and “ ten commandments冶, all puts “ no killing冶 at the first
place, prominently revealing Buddhist noble qualities in respecting life and
respecting other fellows. And Buddhist idea of mercy incarnates sympathy and
affection with other fellows, far above war and showing care for peace. Since Master
Taixu initiated human Buddhism, Chinese Buddhism has been paying attention to
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world peace, longing for world peace, and appealing for world peace. It may as
well be said that to maintain world peace has become one of the utmost Buddha
Dharma for contemporary Buddhism to carry forward, and Buddhism has been
playing a unique and irreplaceable role in promoting world peace.

The wide gap between the rich north and the poor south and the poverty some
people live in do not only concern the existence of disadvantaged groups and toiling
masses, but also become root causes of social disorders, and constitute a direct
threat to regional or even world peace. Buddhist ideas of equality and mercy
provide directions for the solution to those questions. Buddhism has always been
attaching importance to mercy saving the world, so as to relieve people爷s pains and
make people happy. It is an important Buddhist practice to practice generosity,
giving welfare to others from a mind full of compassion, providing others with
money, goods, strength and wisdom, thus making others happy and wise.
Nowadays, Buddhists between the Cross鄄straits are making great efforts to promote
Buddha爷s all kindness and mercy to help all living creatures from sufferings while
seeking no comfort for themself, and they are emphasizing their function of
philanthropy in helping the poor, providing medical care, supporting Hope
Projects, converting delinquents and criminals, so that the beneficiaries are not
only adequately provided for, but also promoted in their human qualities.

The significance of Chinese Buddhist philosophy in modern times lies in the
fact that its important principles have been well elucidated and their functions have
begun to be highlighted after their elucidations with originality. If the philosophical
thoughts of Chinese Buddhism are applied to relieving human social contradictions,
they are sure to be conducive to the promotion of people爷s human qualities, to the
alleviation of people 爷 s present sufferings, to the meeting of people 爷 s new
demands, and even more, to the facilitation of the peaceful coexistence and
common development of the human society. 淤

4. The Essential Philosophical Spirit of the Chinese Cultural Tradition
In the previous passages, the important practical significance of the ideology

resources provided by Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism has been reviewed
respectively. The Chinese cultural tradition, blended by the three ideology
headstreams, is obviously an organic whole. And then, what is the philosophical
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essence of the whole Chinese cultural traditions? What kind of important ideology
resources may this philosophical essence provide for the promotion of religious
dialogues, for the reconciliation of conflicts between civilizations, and for the
construction of a harmonious world? Those two questions may well be said the
frontier subjects Chinese scholars have long been exploring since China爷 s opening
and reform, especially for the recent dozen years. Among enormous available
academic achievements, those theoretical explorations made by the elder generation
of Chinese scholars, whose knowledge expands to cover both the East and the
West, are the most notable ones deserving attention and having referenced values.

At the beginning of the 1990s, Mr. Ji Xianlin summed up the essence of
Chinese traditional culture in one sentence: it is unity of heaven and man, and it is
harmony. Nowadays, most Chinese scholars stress on the idea of harmony, when
dealing with the philosophical essence of the Chinese cultural tradition, and explain
harmony by a Confucius爷 s term “ to reach a state merging but differences冶 . But
only this term is not adequate, though we understand the idea of harmony through it
as a main ideology resource. It should be raised to one of the basic categories of the
Chinese philosophical tradition so as to reveal the Chinese philosophical wisdom it
contains. Let us see some understandings and interpretations made in this category
by Fung Yu鄄Lan and Zhang Dainian, the two inaugurators of the discipline of
Chinese philosophy history.

Confrontation is not only conflict, but also too often contrary to conflict, called
harmony. Harmony is no sameness, and those in harmony with each other are not
necessarily similar to each other. Harmony is not unity, either. Those in harmony
with each other, though forming a unity owing to relations with each other, reflect
another relation outside the unity. Harmony consists of four aspects: the first is
difference, that is to say, never absolutely the same; the second is no mutual
destruction, that is to say, no negation of each other; the third is complementation,
that is to say, supporting each other; the fourth is a balance maintained between
each other. 淤

That is Mr. Zhang Dainian爷 s definition for harmony, which is raised to the
level of philosophy thinking and understood as one of the basic concepts of
dialectics. So is Mr. Fung Yu鄄lan爷 s train of thought. His New Version of the
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History of Chinese Philosophy ( in 7 volumes), completed at the age of 95,
concluded with the demonstration of the historical enlightenment of the idea of
Supreme Harmony(Taihe) . He points out that Zhang Zai, a philosopher in the
Song Dynasty, summarized the laws of dialectics in a few sentences: “a phenomena
must have two opposite sides, which must go in opposite directions. When they are
opposite to each other, they must hate each other and fight against each other. As a
result, their mutual hatred and fighting must tend to be harmonized and dissolved. 冶
(“Supreme Harmony冶, Discovery of Veiled Truths) Harmonization is an important
category in Zhang Zai爷 s philosophical system, and he says at the beginning of
Discovery of Veiled Truths: “ Supreme harmony is wisdom of Dao, where are
conceived factors opposite to each other, such as ascending and descending,
floating and sinking, motion and inaction, and wherein start antipathies, conflicts,
fighting, victories and defeats, shrinking and stretches. 冶 So what is to be
harmonized is full of contradictions and conflicts, not on the contrary. “ Factors
opposite to each other, such as ascending and descending, floating and sinking,
motion and inaction,冶 are contradictions, while “ antipathies, conflicts, fighting,
victories and defeats, shrinking and stretches冶 are struggles. Therefore, according
to Zhang Zai, a normal state of the society is a state of harmonizing contradictions,
and so is the normal state of the universe. This state is called “ Supreme
Harmony冶 . Mr. Fung goes on, with a deeper understanding, with the following
conclusion:

In classical Chinese philosophy, “ harmonization 冶 is different from
“sameness冶 . “Sameness冶 can not tolerate “differences冶, while “harmoniza鄄tion冶
tolerates “differences冶, and can not be called as it is without “differen鄄ces冶 to be
harmonized.

It is an objective dialectics that “hatred must be harmonized and dissolved冶 .
No matter how people may wish, the modern society, especially the international
community, has been developing in accordance with this objective dialectics.

Modern history has been developing in the direction of harmonization of
hatred, but the procedure of the development of history is usually circuitous, taking
necessary time as centuries. . . Human beings are the most wise and rational of all
creatures, and they will never take the road of “keeping hatred to the end冶 . So,
harmonization represents the future of both the Chinese philosophical tradition and
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philosophy worldwide. 淤

The above perceptions of Mr. Fung and Mr. Zhang not only represent the
identification of the basic philosophical essence of Chinese cultural traditions among
Chinese scholars, but also find echoes among learned scholars in other countries.
For instance, Hans K俟ng, advocate of religious dialogues and global ethics, when
introducing Chinese religious cultural traditions to the western television audience,
said that in the whole tradition of Chinese philosophy, a consistent trend is the
seeking for a harmony between heaven and earth. Even up to now, the Chinese
people are still seeking for the harmony between heaven and earth, between man
and nature, between mortal and immortal, between oneself and the society. He
calls this tradition of Chinese philosophy the “great harmony冶, and believes that it
not only have a great significance for China爷 s future, but also will make a great
contribution to the construction of world ethnics. 于

As for the development prospect of the human society and world culture, Mr.
Fei Xiaotong has a wise saying, “ one appreciates one 爷 s own beauty and
appreciates others爷 beauty, too, and a mutual appreciation of each other爷s beauty
leads to a universal harmony in the world. 冶 Can this “harmonious spirit冶, full of
“appreciations冶, provide “Chinese experience with ancient wisdom冶 for promoting
religious dialogues, dissolving conflicts between civilizations, and building up a
harmonious world? My answer to it is yes.
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Abstract:
Short鄄lived climate forcing agents (SLCFAs) such as black carbon and

ozone offer important policy opportunities to reduce radiative forcing in the
short term ( this decade), while also reducing air pollution impacts. Because
of the combination of high absorption, a regional distribution roughly aligned
with solar irradiance, and the capacity to form widespread atmospheric brown
clouds in a mixture with other aerosols and ozone, emissions of black carbon
are the second strongest contribution to current global warming, after carbon
dioxide emissions. The interception of solar radiation by atmospheric brown
clouds leads to dimming at the Earth爷s surface with important implications for
the hydrological cycle, and the deposition of black carbon darkens snow and
ice surfaces, which can contribute to melting, in particular of Arctic sea ice.
Reducing SLCFAs is a challenge as they are emitted and produced across a
wide spectrum of source鄄sectors. In this paper we summarize our capabilities
to predict the impacts of short鄄lived forcing agents, and their local, regional
and global extents, building upon studies done in Asia. We also discuss
possible policy measures for reducing them.

Introduction

High aerosol loadings are prevalent throughout the atmospheric environment in
many parts of the world. This rich mixture of aerosols and their precursors comprise
what is commonly referred to as Atmospheric Brown Clouds ( ABCs ) . The



anthropogenic component of ABCs consists of primary particles and secondary
aerosols produced from chemical reactions involving pollutant gases, such as
nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, ammonia, ozone and hundreds of organic gases and
acids. Widespread ABCs result from the combustion of biofuels used in cooking and
heating, open biomass burning, and fossil fuels used broadly throughout diverse
economic sectors. These aerosol components and gas phase pollutants such as ozone
are major air pollutants and also important short鄄lived climate forcing agents. Black
carbonaceous aerosol (BC) is a particularly important component of atmospheric
particules because of its dual roles in health and climate. BC contributes
significantly to surface mass concentrations of fine particulate matter ( PM2. 5 ),
exposure to which is linked to increased mortality and pulmonary disease ( e. g. ,
Pope et al. , 2002; Schwartz et al. , 2008) . In addition, BC is a strong short鄄lived
climate forcing agent. Through its direct absorption of incoming shortwave
radiation, BC is estimated from models and observations to have a global direct
radiative forcing within the range of 0. 2 to 1.2 W / m2(Forster, 2007; Ramanathan
and Carmichael, 2008) . Its efficacy as a climate forcer is also very high when
deposited on snow (Hansen et al. , 2005) . These aspects combined have made BC
a target for mitigation efforts with health and climate co鄄benefits (e. g. , Jacobson,
2002; Bond, 2004; Unger et al. , 2010 ) . Yet, the potential impact of BC
emissions reductions on climate may be counteracted by the degree to which the
potential for co鄄benefits is modulated by co鄄emission of BC with reflective, cooling,
aerosol (Aunan, 2009; Bauer et al. , 2010; Chen et al. , 2010; Ramana et al. ,
2010) . These issues underscore the need to improve our understanding of the
distributions and impacts of BC and other SLCFAs.

Models play a critical role in linking emissions through to climate and
environmental impacts. The chain of analysis is illustrated in Figure 1, where
emissions are used in chemical transport models (CTM) to produce 4 dimensional
distributions of SLCFA, which are in turn used to drive radiative transfer models
(RTM) and climate models (CM) to produce climate responses and to assess
impacts. The power of this chain of analysis is that it enables the study of changes
in impacts (metric) of interest with respect to changes in sectoral (e. g. , power,
industry, residential, transport) emissions. This information is needed to help
inform policies that target reductions in health and climate impacts. However,
considerable deficiencies persist in our ability to model, and hence understand and
regulate, BC and other SLCFAs. Black carbon simulations over the U. S. show
many obvious shortcomings, including high biases in winter, poor representation of
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the urban excess, limited skill in representing temporal variability, and obvious
emissions biases ( e. g. , Spak and Holloway, 2009) . While resolving the basic
seasonality of BC, daily time series comparisons with surface measurements vary
dramatically; at times models are only capable of explaining a fraction of the
observed variability ( Spak and Holloway, 2009 ) . Models lack processes for
resolving important differences in the transport of these species; large鄄scale
transport processes affecting rural areas are better simulated than local emissions
and dispersion from urban areas, while temporal relationships in between BC, OC,
and total fine particle mass in regional models were stronger than in observations.
Additionally, a significant fraction of the uncertainty in regional BC simulations is
due to variability in modeled particulate aging and wet deposition.

Issues in the basic simulation of BC become more pronounced when turning to
global鄄scale simulations of concentrations and absorption. The emissions inventories
themselves are recognized to have 50% uncertainty in global totals, and have
estimated errors of a factor two to five in specific regions (Bond et al. , 2004;
Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008) . Further, recent work (Koch et al. , 2009)
has highlighted significant, and at times conflicting, discrepancies between the
accuracy of BC mass concentrations vs biases in estimating total column absorption,
demonstrating that present models lack skill in representing BC vertical distributions
and microphysical properties. Consequently, models have large uncertainties in the
net climate forcing from BC (Bauer et al. , 2010; Chen et al. , 2010) . These
limitations collectively lead to large uncertainties in attributing BC and its radiative
forcing to specific economic sectors ( e. g. Unger et al. , 2010) at the level of
spatial specificity needed for targeted policy action, especially when isolating the
effects of BC from co鄄emitted gas and aerosol species.

Reducing Uncertainties

We need to reduce the uncertainties in the analysis chain described above.
Uncertainties are reduced through laboratory and field experiments that improve our
understanding of key processes and provide data to help constrain model
predictions. For example, constraining modeled aerosol distributions through the
use of remotely sensed information on aerosol optical depth and single scattering
albedo has been shown (Adhikary et al. , xxxx,; Chung et al. , 2010) to produce
distributions that are much closer to observations. Example results are shown in
Figure 2 for Asia, where constrained annual mean surface distributions of dust,
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BC, sulfate and total PM2. 5 are shown. Sulfate and black carbon are significant
components of Asian aerosols. They play an important roles both in health and
climate impacts. BC absorbs radiation and thus is a SLCFA that warms the climate;
while sulfate scatters incoming radiation and acts to cool the climate and mask the
warming caused by the greenhouse gases. The sulfate distribution shows the highest
concentration in the Indo Gangetic plain and East China. These regions are highly
populated areas with substantial fossil fuel consumption ( largely coal), which leads
to high sulfate concentrations. In contrast, the BC distribution has high values
extending into more rural regions, as shown in southern India and SE Asia. This
reflects the fact that BC has diverse emission sources including biofuels, open
biomass burning and fossil fuel sectors. Wind blown dust is a significant source of
particles throughout much of Asia during dry seasons. While the bulk of the dust
emissions occur in the coarse鄄mode, the fine鄄mode emissions are also appreciable
and contribute to the PM2. 5 levels in and downwind of the desert regions of China
and Western Asia.

An immediate value of the observationally constrained estimates of BC mass is
to reduce uncertainty in estimates of health impacts such as human mortality
(Carmichael et al. , 2009) . The high aerosol levels in Asia have a direct impact on
human health. Figure 2 shows the population weighted exposure to PM2. 5 levels
greater than the WHO annual guideline of 10 g / m3 ( for grid cells with
concentrations > 10 g / m3 the PM2. 5 concentration is multiplied by the population in
that grid using annual population from the Gridded Population of the World Version
3 [GPWv3] available at http: / / sedac. ciesin. columbia. edu / gpw) . Over 3 billion
people in Asia live in areas that exceed the WHO annual guideline for PM2. 5 . This
may represents a conservative estimate of exposure as seasonal exposure levels can
be significantly higher than the annual mean values, and sub鄄grid concentration
“hot spots冶 also exist that can not be represented by the grid spacing used in the
present simulations. The result shows that the Ganges Valley in India, the Pearl
River Delta and Eastern China regions, and the Asian megacities are primary
hotspots for PM exposure. Recently these data have been used by health specialists
in Asia to estimate the health impacts due to exposure to these levels of aerosol
(Ramanathan et al. , 2008)) . Using concentration response relationships from the
existing literature, it is estimated that exposure to each increase in anthropogenic
PM2. 5 of 10 g / m3 results in ~ 165,000 excess deaths per year in India and China,
with a 95 per cent confidence interval of 90,000—250,000. This outdoor exposure
risk is in addition to a WHO estimate of 381,000 and 407,000 for China and
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India, respectively, from indoor air pollution caused by solid fuel use.
BC is of particular interest from a climate perspective as it is an absorbing

aerosol and thus contributes to warming (BC warming potential is ~ 55% of that
due to CO2 [ top of the atmosphere forcing of BC is + 0. 9 vs. + 1. 6 W / m2 for
CO2], Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008) . Collectively ABCs have given rise to
major areas of concern, some of the most critical being the observed decrease in the
Indian summer monsoon rainfall, the north鄄south shift in eastern China rainfall
patterns, and the accelerated retreat of the HKHT glaciers and decrease in snow
packs. All these have led to negative effects on water resources and crop yields in
Asia (Ramanathan et al. , 2007) .

The observational constraints for the SLCFA aerosol distributions when used to
estimate BC direct radiative forcing (Chung et al. ,2010), produced values that are
at the upper end of current radiative forcing estimates (0. 9 W / m2) . The presence
of absorbing aerosols alters net surface radiation, latent and sensible heat fluxes
(Denmen et al. , 2007), which, depending upon the altitude of the aerosols, can
either increase or decrease cloud fraction ( semi鄄direct effect; Grassl, 1975) and
atmospheric stability (e. g. , Penner et al. , 2003, Grell et al 2010) .

Policy Implications

The wide鄄ranging impacts of SLCFA爷 s strongly suggest that reducing aerosol
emissions can contribute to multiple environmental improvements. From the health
perspective, reducing PM2. 5 levels will greatly reduce excess mortality and
morbidity due to air pollution. From the climate change perspective, aerosols
currently play an important role in masking the true impact of the greenhouse gases.
Thus to minimize the impacts of GHGs it is desirable to change aerosols in the
future in a manner that maximizes the net cooling (masking) effect of SLCFAs ( i.
e. , by decreasing the absorbing to scattering ratio in ABCs) . Thus strategies to
meet this goal should consider the effect of ABC composition on climate response.
A win鄄win strategy is to reduce ABCs ( thus decreasing the health impacts) in a
manner where absorbing aerosols decrease more rapidly than the scattering
components ( thus minimizing the warming) . This requires the identification of
emission reduction strategies that preferentially reduce BC emissions. Furthermore,
as discussed in Raman et al. (2010) and Ramanathan and Carmichael (2008),
BC from different source sectors have different absorption properties ( e. g. , BC
from fossil fuel sources are stronger absorbers than those from biomass burning
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sources) . As BC is emitted along with other aerosols and aerosol precursors, the
effectiveness of reduction in BC from a climate perspective depends strongly on the
ratio of absorption to scattering. We have proposed that the BC to Sulfur (BC:S)
ratio is one metric that captures this relationship, such that effective strategies from
air pollution and climate perspectives would be those that reduce both the BC mass
in the atmosphere and the ratio of BC to sulfate.

It is important to analyze sector based contributions to impacts, as emission
control measures will be developed by sector and not by species. We have
calculated the sector base contribution to predicted BC and sulfate surface
concentrations for various locations in Asia (Figure 3) . These results show that the
sectoral contributions to sulfate and BC aerosols differ significantly, with sulfate
dominated by power and industrial sources that utilize coal. Biofuels used for
domestic purposes (cooking and heating) currently are the largest source of BC in
South Asia, and play a significant role in Southeast and East Asia. Fossil fuel
sources ( industrial and transport uses) are the major contributors to BC in China.
The contribution of biofuels to surface concentrations can be larger than that shown.
For example, over the Indian subcontinent the contribution of biofuels to surface BC
can reach 70% -90% while the values range from 20% -80% over China. The
aggregate national emissions of BC and sulfur dioxide are comprised of the
contributions from all the sectors, and the total emissions as well as the ratio of BC:
S in the emissions vary between countries depending on the sectoral importance,
and how they change over time.

We examined the trend in BC:S in the emissions and in the calculated ambient
aerosol in Asia for the period 2000 to 2008 (Figure 4) . The emission inventory
estimates indicate that while emissions in India and China have increased
significantly during this period, the BC: S ratio in China has remained fairly
constant, while in India it has deceased. Also shown are the BC:S ratio for the
fossil portion of the inventories, which show that the ratio is significantly lower in
the fossil component than in the total emissions.

To see how PM2. 5 and the relative amounts of BC and sulfates may change in
Asia by the year 2030 we performed simulations using the A1B, A2, B1 and B2
scenarios from IPCC defined development pathways. Each of these simulations were
done for a single year using 2004 meteorology and results compared to the 2004
simulations using the base emissions. Figures 5a and 4b show the changes in PM2. 5

concentration at the surface layer in two future scenarios. These results show the
influence of changes in emissions. In the A1B emission scenario the domain鄄wide
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BC and SO2 emissions relative to the base case changed by -30% and +130% ,
respectively. This scenario shows an annual increase of PM2. 5 mass concentration of
more than 15 滋g / m3 over the highly populated Ganges valley and eastern China
regions. Significant increases in aerosol mass are also found in outflow regions as
seen over the Bay of Bengal and the East China Sea / Pacific Ocean. The B1 emission
scenario (with domain鄄wide BC and SO2 emissions changes of -50% and +12% ,
respectively, relative to the base case) also shows an increase in aerosol mass over
much of South Asia, but only a slight increase over China. In both of these
scenarios, the health impacts of ABCs would increase.

The ratio between BC and sulfate AOD over Asia for the current year is shown
in Figure 4d. The areas with the highest BC to sulfate ratios are those with large
contributions of biofuels and open burning, e. g. , South and Southeast Asia,
because biofuel sources have much higher BC than sulfur emissions. In the A1B,
B1 and B2 scenarios, the BC from biofuels decrease significantly (see Figure 4e);
however only for the B1 and B2 scenarios do the total BC levels in Asia decrease.
The BC to sulfate ratio is shown for present and future emissions in Figure 4f for
three megacities in Asia that have different emission source profiles. Model
simulations show that for both A1B and B1 the BC to sulfate ratios decrease
compared to the base year; however, only B1 shows a significant decrease in BC
mass as well.

These future scenarios show that there are ways to decrease the BC contribution to
ABCs. Targeting biofuel reductions is a key strategy and has the added benefit of
reducing indoor levels of carbonaceous aerosol, dramatically decreasing human
exposure. Controls focused on diesel emissions from vehicles are also an important
target for BC emission reductions. Unfortunately, these future scenarios still show an
increase in PM2. 5 levels due to increases in energy consumption and continued reliance
on coal with attendant increases in SO2emissions.

However, there are ways to reduce both BC and sulfate. For example, a
variety of emission reductions measures were put into place for the recent Beijing
Olympics. These included permanent measures ( e. g. , improved quality of
transport fuels, closing of some industries) as well as temporary ones ( e. g. ,
banning cars from use on certain days, halting of construction) . Our preliminary
analysis suggests that these measures reduced emissions of both SO2 and BC in the
region, and that the BC:S ratio was also reduced (as shown in Figure 4) . There
are lessons to learn from these efforts, and clearly more work is needed to identify
possible actions focused on SLCFAs that can improve both health and climate
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impact, as both must be considered when identifying mitigation targets.
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Figure 1摇 Schematic of the analysis chain that links sectoral emissions through
atmospheric transport, radiation and climate models to produce estimates of impacts.
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Figure 3摇 Dry season mean surface concentrations of BC and sulfate along with

emission sector contributions at various locations in Asia for year 2006.
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Figure 4 摇 BC to sulfur ratios for emissions from all sources and fossil fuel
sources in India and China for various years. Simulated mass ratios of surface BC
and sulfate concentrations are also shown.
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Figure 5摇 The change in surface layer PM2. 5 concentration from the year 2030
to the base year via IPCC A1B emissions pathway (a); B1 emissions pathway (b);
Carbonaceous aerosols ( from bio-fuel emissions alone) contribution to AOD ( c),
modeled BC / SO4 AOD (d), and regional average BC column concentration (滋g /
m2) illustrating the sectoral contribution ( e) and ratios of BC / sulfate column
loadings from base and projected future emissions at selected megacities ( f) .
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Abstract:
China has demonstrated extraordinary leadership under the Montreal

Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer by implementing
stringent regulations on industrial and agricultural ozone鄄depleting chemicals.
It is significant that every country in the world is Party to the Montreal
Protocol ( the only United Nations Treaty with full participation ) . Also
significant is that developing countries have binding obligations under the
agreement, and that all countries are on schedule to phase out these
substances. Less appreciated is that ozone鄄depleting substances (ODSs) are
potent greenhouse gases. The implication is that China has already helped
protect the climate and can again be a key driver for resolving climate
protection and threats to bio鄄security.

The listing of methyl bromide (MB) and other ODSs for phase out under the
Montreal Protocol represented one of the biggest global challenges facing China and
agriculture in the last century. ODSs were highly effective industrial chemicals used in
medicine, refrigeration and air conditioning, electronics, fire protection and consumer



products. MB is a very effective soil fumigant that substantially increased yields in
horticultural crops worldwide and controlled pests on stored fruit, nuts, and grain.
China爷 s willingness to support key regulatory and political changes has and will
continue to play a key role in ODS reduction worldwide.

Further challenges now face the world—including climate change, biosecurity,
water supply, and food production—this presentation explains how lessons from
Chinese leadership on the Montreal Protocol can guide the way forward on other
issues.

Present and future progress on environment issues, however requires a fine
balance between economic wealth, social responsibility and political will. The key
remaining challenges under the Montreal Protocol include halting methyl bromide
from uses without clear alternatives, halting the use of ODS as refrigerants and
foam鄄blowing agents while avoiding HFC greenhouse gases, and holding together
the spirit of cooperation for other environmental protocols, MB also supports
international trade and biosecurity but its future is being questioned and it is
destined for further regulation. Will this be a threat to world food security?

The successful transition to alternative ODSs in developing countries has been
supported by a financial mechanism (The Multilateral Fund) and this provided the
economic incentive through payment of the agreed incremental costs of transition to
alternatives. Without this economic stimulus, developing countries in particular
have less political will to accord with the direction of global environmental treaties.

This paper will explore some of the major economic, social, political and
technical issues related to future regulation of global climate related products, using
the two examples above as case studies. It will show why science has been so
important to the success of the Montreal Protocol and why politicians could consider
the use of this model to guide the design of climate change institutions when the
Kyoto Protocol is updated. It will discuss the benefits of phase鄄out of ozone
depleting substances to both the ozone layer and climate. It will also relate this
success to food security and biosecurity.

It shows how international scientists accepted models of global measurements
and how validation and technical robustness have been successful and provided
significant steps towards showing how mankind can sustainably coexist with the
environment in the future.
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Introduction

The Vienna Convention (1985) and its Montreal Protocol (1987)has shown that
mankind is able to achieve remarkable reductions in anthropogenic (caused by man)
pollutants on the environment (Anon 2009a and 2009b) . The Protocol has led to the
reduction in consumption of xxx g tonnes of ozone depleting (ODS) gases across both
developed and developing countries and reduced ODS gas concentration in the
stratosphere. It has been so successful that the ozone hole is reducing with full
reduction of the ozone hole anticipated later in this century. The Protocol is a
rigorous model for politicians and technical experts to use to assist success of future
climate treaties.

The ozone layer forms a thin shield in the stratosphere, protecting life on Earth
from harmful ultraviolet radiation. Emissions of ozone depleting substances (ODS)
used in many sectors ( such as refrigeration, air鄄conditioning, foams and fire
fighting) destroy stratospheric ozone. Increased ultraviolet radiation from major
depletion of stratospheric ozone can cause increases in skin cancer and cataracts,
weaken the human immune systems, damage some agricultural crops, impact
natural ecosystems and degrade materials such as plastic. The Montreal Protocol on
Ozone Depleting Substances seeks worldwide phase out of the production and
consumption of ODS. Scientists confirmed that the Protocol is working and that the
ozone layer is on its way to recovery around the year 2060.

The Montreal Protocol is an international environmental treaty based on the
philosophy of the “ precautionary principle. 冶 In the absence of scientific
consensus, the precautionary principle allows immediate action to be taken to avoid
suspected risk of causing irreversible or unacceptable harm to the public or to the
environment. In effect, it shifts the burden to polluters to prove to the public and
environmental authorities that the harm from their actions is less valuable to society
than the possible consequences.

The Montreal Protocol is a Global Success

The Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer is the most
successful multilateral environmental agreement to date for the following reasons:

摇 摇 誗 Near complete phase鄄out of targeted ozone鄄depleting substances in the
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past 20 years with extraordinary climate co鄄benefits because the
ozone鄄depleting substances (ODS) are also potent greenhouse gases;

誗 Every country in the world a member of the treaty, with near perfect
compliance by all countries over two decades;

誗 Approximately US $ 3 billion of investment contributed by developed
countries fuelling the developing country market transformation—with little
impact on product price, and no unwanted change in lifestyle; and

誗 Lean and effective institutions and supporting networks respected by all
governments and industry stakeholders.

The Protocol has obligations for both developed and developing countries with
developed countries financing the incremental costs of developing countries,
compliance assistance backed up with the necessary trade controls, and UN
institutions available to execute their responsibilities in a pragmatic manner in close
cooperation with national authorities.

The Montreal Protocol community of diplomatic, technical, and financial
delegates from all countries in the world, who have worked together for many years
for the benefit of the atmosphere, can take action to mitigate climate faster and
more effectively than any other global network. They have already achieved much
but they can do still more.

The Montreal Protocol Protects the Ozone Layer

Without the Montreal Protocol, the atmospheric abundance of chlorine and
bromine would have increased to levels threatening life on earth. Ultraviolet light
would have caused millions of additional cases of skin cancer and cataracts, would
have weakened the human immune system, and would have reduced the yields and
sustainability of agricultural and natural ecosystems. Every two percent decrease in
ozone was predicted to decrease agricultural yields of investigated crops by one to
two percent.

The original 1987 Montreal Protocol controlled only a handful chemicals, but it
was “Amended冶 in London (1990), Copenhagen (1992), Montreal (1997) and
Beijing (1999) to control additional chemicals; now almost 100 substances (Fig
1) . In addition, the Montreal Protocol was “Adjusted冶 to accelerate the phase鄄out
of various substances. Furthermore, the Parties to the Montreal Protocol frequently
“Decide冶 to take additional voluntary actions to further protect ozone and climate.
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Figure 5 shows the atmospheric concentrations of the total of all ozone depleting
substances (ODSs) expressed as effective equivalent stratospheric chlorine (EESC) .
This metric allows a direct assessment of the impact of ODSs on the stratospheric
ozone depletion and in particular takes into account the fact that bromine radicals
(from MB and halons) are 60 times more effective in ozone depletion than chlorine
radicals from CFCs etc . The data show that EESC peaked in the late 1990s and is
now in decline by about 0. 8% per year.

Figure 5 also shows a strong correlation between observed ozone losses above
Halley Bay in Antarctica ( the Antarctic ozone hole) and the rise and recent fall of
EESC. The data suggest that ozone recovery in Antarctica may have commenced
and, from above, we now know that the biggest single driver of the start of the
ozone recovery at present is the decline in methyl bromide ( MB ) in the
atmosphere. As a consequence of the MB and other gases which have much longer
half lives in the stratosphere (Clerbaux, C. & Cunnold, D. , 2007), the complete
ozone recovery over Antarctica ( the closing of the ozone hole) is possible and
expected to occur some time in the second half of this century. This is a great step
for mankind.

Figure 1摇 Effect of“Amendments冶 to the Montreal Protocol since 1987 on reductions
of predicted abundance of ozone depleting substances in the atmosphere
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Figure 2摇 Changes in observed Halley Bay, Antarctica, total ozone (荭 ozone, DU)
(actual) 鄄 solid line, (predicted)—dashed line (BAS 2008 data) and changes in EESC
(荭 chlorine, ppb) - , based on observations in the atmosphere and the WMO 2007 A1
scenario (Daniel and Velders, 2007) . ( from Krummel. & Fraser , 2006 and Porter et al,
2009) .

The Montreal Protocol Protects the Climate

Because ODSs and their substitute fluorocarbon gases are also greenhouse
gases, actions under the Montreal Protocol to phase out ODSs and / or increase the
use of substitute gases have consequences for climate forcing. Thus, reductions in
atmospheric ODS concentrations, achieved to protect ozone, also serve to protect
climate. This dual protection of ozone and climate by Montreal Protocol has been
far more successful at protecting climate than actions so far under the 1997 Kyoto
Protocol of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) . 淤
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Figure 3摇 Carbon dioxide equivalent emissions of ozone鄄depleting substances

Only Fast Action by all Nations Can Make
the World Safe for Future Generations

摇 摇 More than 120 countries, including all countries with major emissions of
GHGs, have agreed under the 2009 Copenhagen Accord to keep global average
temperature increase below 2毅C. This maximum acceptable temperature increase is
based on recommendations by numerous scientific studies that warn that global
temperature increases in excess of 2 毅C can trigger climate鄄tipping points, with
unmanageable consequences to water supply, agricultural productivity, sea鄄level
rise, human habitability, and global security. 淤 This goal is all the more urgent
because many of the most respected atmospheric scientists estimate that the Earth
has already exceeded the safe concentration of CO2 and other climate鄄forcing
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substances in the atmosphere. 淤

China爷s Leadership in Stratospheric Ozone Protection

China has demonstrated great leadership, diplomacy, and technical prowess in
the Montreal Protocol and their decisions have greatly enhanced global phase鄄out of
ODSs.

In 1990, Chinese and Indian delegations crafted the consensus for developing
countries to take on binding obligations to phase鄄out ozone鄄depleting substances in
exchange for 1) financing of the agreed incremental costs of transition; 2) a “grace
period冶 for control and phase out of ODS of typically ten years after developed
countries to allow technology to mature, achieve economies of scale, and become
competitively available; and 3 ) agreement, in principle, to make technology
necessary to protect the ozone layer available to all countries.

In 1998 in conjunction with funds from United Nations Environment Program
(UNEP) and support from the Victorian State Government in Australia, China
prepared a comprehensive strategic framework to consider controls on methyl
bromide, a soil and commodity fumigant which was expanding rapidly throughout
the country due to its ability to increase food production. A year later China signed
the Copenhagen Amendment, which requires controls and phase鄄out of methyl
bromide. See case study presented below.

In 1999, China hosted the Montreal Protocol Meeting of Parties where it was
agreed to further strengthen the Protocol under the Beijing Amendment. China
diplomatically supported agreement to the Amendment prior to the meeting by
announcements and elaborate presentations by NGOs and youth groups, and also by
professionally guiding the logistics of the meeting attended by more than 175
national delegations and dozens of non鄄government and United Nations
organizations.

In 2007, China was instrumental in diplomatic negotiations to accelerate the
phase鄄out of HCFC鄄22 in order to capture the additional ozone protection and
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climate benefits. This required complex coordination with its climate negotiators
who had not made similarly strong concessions in negotiations under the Framework
Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) and its Kyoto Protocol.

In 2009,China supported open discussion on Amending the Montreal Protocol
to control hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) greenhouse gases that are the chemical
substitutes for some ODSs. This is significant because HFCs are ozone鄄safe
greenhouse gases that historically replaced about 15 -20 percent of the chemicals
controlled by the Montreal Protocol. HFCs are currently controlled by the Kyoto
Protocol but have been neglected under that treaty because they are viewed as a
small part of current climate forcing. However, the pending Montreal Protocol
phase鄄out of HCFCs will drastically increase the use of high鄄GWP HFCs unless
action is taken to “ leapfrog冶 these unsustainable chemicals to environmentally
superior technology. For example, the least鄄cost substitute for some HCFCs is
HFC鄄134a with a GWP of 1440, but for a slightly higher cost HFO-1234yf (GWP
= 4) can be used.

Thus, the phase down of production and use of ozone鄄depleting HCFC
greenhouse gases requires leapfrogging over high鄄GWP HFCs and further action is
needed to take out the high鄄GWP HFCs that already replaced CFCs. It is also
important to collect and destroy ODS and HFCs in the “ banks冶 of discarded
products and equipment and to shift feedstock and process agent uses not achieving
minimal ODS and GHG emissions from global exemption to essential use
exemption.

China爷 s contribution is commendable in many other areas. They were the
first developing country to agree national production phase鄄out strategies for ODSs
and the first to agree to undertake the final phase鄄out under a simplified finance
structure for all activities under the one project. They have been explanatory in
moving faster in phase鄄out than required by the Treaty and in working with
chemical export customers to harmonize their investments to phase鄄out as Chinese
chemical facilities close early. Two Chinese experts serve on the Montreal Protocol
Technology and Economic Assessment Panel ( TEAP) and a dozen more experts
on TEAP爷 s topical Technical Options Committees ( TOCs) . Overall, Chinese
participation has been greater than the portion of Chinese ODS use to global
production.
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Next Steps in Chinese Leadership

There is every indication that China will be a leader in the final difficult steps
in the Montreal Protocol actions, including reaching consensus for:

摇 摇 誗 Adding HFCs to the Montreal Protocol,
誗 Minimizing quarantine and pre鄄shipment methyl bromide exemp鄄tions,
誗 Controlling feedstock uses where alternatives and substitutes are

available, and
誗 Taking the lessons of success from the Montreal Protocol to climate

negotiations.

China will balance its own national interests and the interests of global
environmental protection and, if the past history is prelude to future action, the
results after normal diplomatic horse trading will be far better than if China had not
contributed.

Case study: China plays a huge role in global phase鄄out
of a major ODS substance, methyl bromide

摇 摇 Methyl bromide was listed under the Montreal Protocol as a class one ozone
depleting substance in London in 1990 and subject to controls under the
Copenhagen Amendment in 1992. The scheduling of methyl bromide (MB) for
phase鄄out in 1998 under the Montreal Protocol represented one of the biggest global
challenges facing agriculture in the last century. MB is a very effective soil
disinfectant which has historically provided excellent yields and high profits for
industry, but it is a major ozone depleting substance and, with the other ozone
depleting substances, led to the emergence of the Antarctic ozone hole during the
1980s. There has been fierce international debate about retention of MB for soil
disinfestation and commodity treatments—many countries embracing its phase鄄out
for environmental and social reasons and others keen to retain its use because of
economic growth for their industries.

In 1995 developed countries were faced with a stepwise phase鄄out by 2005 and
developing countries a 20% reduction on their use by 2005 and total phase out in
2015. In 1994, countries considered MB irreplaceable as it would cause significant
market disruption to world economies, cause massive losses to crops with disease
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and spread of insect pests and pose problems to national food security and
biosecurity against pests and diseases. China had a more pressing problem. Methyl
bromide had just been introduced as a preplant soil fumigant for many horticultural
crops as it resulted in dramatic yield responses often over 100% and could be
applied by peasant farmers without the need for sophisticated technology. In the
next 3 years the use of methyl bromide increased to 2,300 tonnes and was predicted
to increase to over 100,000 tonnes. This was a huge threat to the Montreal
Protocol, the ozone layer and the resultant damage to humans and natural
ecosystems.

Figure 4 摇 Recent historical consumption of MB in developed (non
A5) and developing countries (A5) in relation to the baseline levels of
MB capped by the Montreal Protocol in 1995. The most recent figures for
total QPS production are also shown in 2008.

Fortunately however, in 1998 China took on the challenge. With the use of
funding from the Montreal Protocol Multilateral Fund (MLF) and support of the
State Environmental Protection Organisation in China, UNEP and the Victorian
State Government in Australia they developed a policy framework to review the
strategies and conditions of controls on methyl bromide ( Porter and Mercado,
2000) . In 2003, after further technical and political debate, China signed the
Copenhagen Amendment and agreed to abide by international controls on MB. This
was a great contribution by China as it challenged many social, technical and
political issues within China and the rest of the world. A product that could
increase food production and help the 80% of malnourished population in China
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was being withdrawn and peasant farmers who potentially had just started increasing
wealth from increased yields were potentially being denied the golden bullet. China
also made its first steps to align with the World Trade Organization (WTO) and
other bodies as a major negotiating power who held the same values as other major
partners worldwide. China flagged to the USA and Europe that they were
comfortable to abide by international rules—The Montreal Protocol was clearly
working!

In a relatively short period of ten years from 1995 until 2005, over 85% of the
MB used for preplant soil fumigation and commodity fumigation was replaced or
phased out both from developed and developing countries (Figure 4) . Of the 56,
000 tonnes controlled under the Protocol, less than 10,300 tonnes are still used by
developed and developing countries for “critical uses冶 or in the case of developing
countries until phase out in 2015.

The restrictions on the use of MB, have contributed to a wide range of new
products and strategies of environmentally superior pest control being developed, at
least 50% not even imagined at the time phase out of MB was agreed. Restrictions
on the use of MB have stimulated new research and knowledge on: (1) soil health
and relationships between soil microbial diversity and crop growth, and (2) new
crop protection agents and production systems that moderate the need for harsh
pesticides in agriculture. This has also led to increased use of substrate systems,
grafting and plant resistance for disease control which, in most cases, avoid the
need for soil disinfestation (MBTOC, 2006) .

Figure 5摇 The impact of the MB restrictions on non Quarantine and
Preshipment (QPS) use on reduction in bromine concentrations in the
troposphere since 1945. ( The solid line indicates the bromide from
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natural sources ( i. e. the historic baseline) . The dashed line indicates the
approximate level that bromide concentration would presently fall if all
non QPS MB was phased out ) . The possible scenario without the
regulations of the Montreal Protocol is estimated from past trends ( from
Porter et al, 2010) .

Implementation of these alternativesu and other chemical alternatives (Porter
et al, 2006) has resulted in a 45% decline in bromine in the troposphere and 30%
of the present fall in effective chlorine load in the stratosphere (Figure 5) . Owing
to the short half life of MB (0. 7 years) in the stratosphere, MB phase鄄out achieves
a rapid positive effect on ozone recovery. Internationally, pressure is mounting to
restrict use of all fumigants worldwide (EC Reg 2037 / US Cluster Analysis) and
this will stimulate a new wave of technologies to control plant diseases and control
pests. In addition, pressure is mounting to restrict use of MB for QPS, as increased
phytosanitary regulations have seen a dramatic increase in MB use over the last 10
years for trade related use and biosecurity from approx. 6,000t in 1990 to 10,300t
in 2008. The Montreal Protocol will require similar leadership to that shown by
China with regulation of methyl bromide for preplant and commodity uses to date, if
the world is to achieve the full benefit of methyl bromide regulation for QPS.

Conclusion

The next decade is critical to global environmental protection, with daunting
issues of ozone depletion, climate change, habitat protection, and water and food
supply. The Montreal Protocol is the only international treaty on any topic with
every nation a member. With continuing strong leadership from developing
countries such as China, the world will become safe for future generations.
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Climate Change—A Long鄄term Global
Environmental Challenge

R. L. Desjardins
Agriculture and Agri鄄Food Research Branch, Canada

Abstract:
It is generally believed that human activities are the principal cause of

climate change. Some regions of the world are experiencing heat waves, severe
droughts, and wild fires while other regions are facing unusually strong
monsoons, widespread flooding, and rain鄄induced landslides. Because of
these extreme events, people around the world are facing some form of climate
related crisis with increasing frequency. International efforts to advise
countries on how to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and cope with
climate change are ongoing. National strategies for sustainable development
are being implemented by many countries as well as programs to monitor and
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions. Winning the battle to slow down and cope
with climate change will be a long term challenge which will likely require
substantial changes in the behavioral patterns of society.

Introduction

Climate change is giving rise to all kinds of environmental changes (1) . It
results in heat waves, droughts and fires in some regions, and in other regions,
floods and freak storms. Even though not everyone is convinced that the changes in
climate are abnormal or anthropogenic, there is widespread evidence from many
independent sources suggesting that the earth is getting warmer. Temperatures over
land and ocean are rising. Temperature records are being exceeded in many regions
of the world; extreme events are becoming more frequent. Some of the inter鄄annual
climate variations, which are sometimes attributed to climate change, are
undoubtedly due to events such as El Nino. However, it has recently been
hypothesized that the frequency of El Nino events, which has almost doubled since



1980, might be due to the increase in the concentration of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere (2) .

In this presentation, I will describe the greenhouse effect, discuss the main
causes of climate change, present information on the magnitude and impact of
climate change, mention some of the international efforts to deal with climate
change, and present some strategies for minimizing the increase in the atmospheric
concentration of greenhouse gases (GHGs) . Many technical solutions are being
advanced by the scientific community to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and to
help adapt to climate change, but these are unlikely to be sufficient to stop more
global environmental changes unless tremendous progress is made in using resources
more sustainably.

The greenhouse effect

The temperature of the Earth depends on the energy budget at the Earth爷s
surface. The main source of energy is the incoming short wave radiation from the
sun. Approximately 30% of this radiation is reflected back into space by clouds
and the Earth爷s surface (3, 4) . Having been warmed by the sun爷s radiation, the
Earth cools itself by emitting long wave radiation back into space. Part of the long
wave radiation emitted by the Earth is absorbed by heat trapping gases in the
Earth爷s atmosphere such as water vapor (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4 ), nitrous oxide (N2O), ozone (O3 ) and re鄄emitted in all directions,
including back towards the Earth爷 s surface. Because it is analogous to the way
glass greenhouses trap solar energy, this phenomenon is known as the greenhouse
effect and those heat trapping gases in the atmosphere are known as greenhouse
gases. The global warming potential of a gas gauges its effectiveness in warming the
atmosphere. It is different for all GHGs and CO2 is used as the reference. For
example, over a century, a kilogram of N2O is 298 times more effective at warming
the atmosphere than a kilogram of CO2 . Hence the CO2 equivalent (CO2e) of N2O
is 298. It is interesting to note that without these greenhouse gases the temperature
at the earth surface would be about 33oC cooler.

Causes of climate change

For thousands of years, the concentration of GHGs in the atmosphere had been
increasing slowly. Anomalies in the concentration patterns of CO2 and CH4 have
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been correlated with the development of agriculture. For example, from 8,000 to
2,000 years ago an anomalous increase in the atmospheric CO2 concentration of
about 40 ppmv ( parts per million) has been attributed to forest clearing for the
development of agriculture in Europe and China. A similar increase in the
concentration of methane of 250 ppbv (parts per billion) which took place 5,000 to
1,000 years ago has been ascribed to the spread of irrigated rice farming in Asia. It
has been estimated that the increase in concentration of these two gases increased
the Earth爷s temperature by about 0. 8oC during that period (3) .

Until the 1970s, as much CO2 had been released into the atmosphere from the
clearing of land as from the burning of fossil fuels. However, since then, the
contribution of fossil fuel combustion has become much more important. For
example, over the past 20 years, of the CO2 emissions are estimated to have come
from the combustion of fossil fuels and the remainder from land use changes (3) .
The share of GHG emissions related to fossil fuel combustion is now growing at an
accelerating rate.

This large in crease in energy鄄related CO2 emissions is closely associated with
the increase in the world爷 s population (3. 1 billion in 1961 versus 6. 8 billion in
2010) . Energy use and food consumption (5) have also increased considerably: in
1971 the average person used 1190 litres of oil equivalent per year, compared to
1620 litres in 2007; and the average daily food intake rose from 2365 to 2795
calories per person during the same period.

During the last two centuries and particularly during the last 3 to 4 decades,
the atmospheric concentrations of CO2, CH4 and N2 O have been increasing very
rapidly (1) . For example, the concentration of CO2, which was about 280 ppmv
two centuries ago before the industrial revolution, is now 388 ppmv. It is currently
increasing by about 0. 5% per year. The methane concentration, which was fairly
constant at 800 ppbv until 1800, is now about 1900 ppbv. Since 1987, the
atmospheric concentration of CH4 has increased by an average of 0. 3% per year
albeit with a large variability from year to year. Nitrous oxide concentration has also
increased from 270 pptv ( parts per trillion) in 1800 to 320 pptv in 2010. This
concentration is now increasing by about 0. 25% per year. The increase in the
atmospheric concentration of these gases is known as the enhanced greenhouse
effect. The change in the atmospheric concentration of these three gases has
changed the radiation budget of the Earth by about 2 Watts / m2 which is equivalent
to an increase in air temperature at the Earth爷s surface of about 1. 5oC (7) .

Although less important than greenhouse gases, there are many other factors
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that can affect the energy budget of the Earth and the climate. Greenhouse gases
cause warming while increases in other forcing agents, like the reflectivity (albedo)
of the surface and aerosols in the air, are mainly causing atmospheric cooling. Land
use and land cover change can affect the radiation budget of the Earth through a
change in the reflectivity of the surface. Land surfaces with a higher albedo tend to
have a lower temperature because they reflect a higher percentage of the incoming
solar radiation. This effect acts at the local scale. It has been estimated that
northern mid鄄latitude agricultural regions are about 1 - 2o C cooler in winter and
spring in comparison with their previous forested state due to the difference in
surface albedo (3) .

Magnitude and impact of climate change

Examples of the impacts of climate change are now reported all over the world.
The Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change ( IPCC) reports that during the
past 100 years the world surface temperature increased by about 0. 6oC (1) . The
National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) recently reported that the
2000-2009 decade was the warmest on record and about 0. 5o C above the 20th
century average. They also reported that the global land and ocean average surface
temperatures in June 2010 were the hottest recorded since they began keeping
records in 1880. June 2010 was also the 304th consecutive month that the global
temperature was above average. Warming of the ocean by 0. 1oC to a depth of 700m
has caused the sea level to rise by 1. 6mm / year over the last decade. The melting
of mountain glaciers and the polar ice sheets are adding another 1mm / y rise in the
sea level. During the 20th century, the sea level rose about 15cm. Models predict
that the sea level may rise as much as 59cm during the 21st century.

The adverse impacts of climate change have been felt in many regions around
the world in 2010. In fact, record heat waves and / or excess rainfall have occurred
in many countries: Russia has endured prolonged droughts, heat waves and wild
fires this summer; a severe monsoon season resulted in catastrophic floods and
ruined the homes and livelihoods of 20 million people in Pakistan; China
experienced its worst drought in 60 years, leaving millions of people facing water
shortages; and after severe drought in the spring, the Canadian prairies have
experienced excess rain. India and Portugal have had severe heat waves while
Australia and Mexico were hit by floods and landslides.
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International efforts to deal with climate change issues

The international community has begun to mobilize resources to obtain an
international agreement on GHG emission reduction. These efforts have resulted in
the formation of the IPCC and the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCC), and many other programs. It is important for all national
governments to appreciate the role of each of these programs in responding to
climate change.

The IPCC, which was established in 1988 by the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP),
is a scientific intergovernmental group tasked with evaluating the risk of climate
change due to human activities. It advises countries on how to respond to climate
change by producing comprehensive assessments of the climate situations, and by
presenting options on how to mitigate GHG emissions and options on how to adapt to
climate change (7, 8) .

Thousands of scientists and about 194 governments are involved in this
process. They have published a series of reports over the years (1, 7, 8) . These
reports have helped to put climate change issues at the forefront of government
policy agendas. Methodologies, developed to estimate GHG emissions at a national
scale, are being extensively used by national governments. A wide range of
predictions have come from the IPCC, ranging from an increase of 1. 1oC to 6. 4oC
during this century. The IPCC recently began to prepare its 5th assessment report.

Concerns over the difficulties that countries had in finding the political will to
enforce GHG reduction targets, led to the UNFCC treaty in 1992. The objective of
this treaty, which has now been signed by 154 countries, was to stabilize GHG
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that will not interfere with the climate
system. One of the first tasks of the UN secretariat was to establish a national GHG
inventory system. Updated GHG emission inventories are required on an annual
basis from the 40 Annex 1 countries. There have been many meetings by the
Conference of Parties to the UNFCC to discuss climate change issues. The Kyoto
protocol resulted from one of those meetings. As part of this protocol, many
countries promised to reduce their GHG emissions to 1990 level by 2012. There are
significant variations between countries in the progress towards their respective
Kyoto targets and in their views of what should follow when Kyoto expires.
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National strategies for sustainable future

The challenge for all countries is to satisfy the rapidly increasing demand for
energy and food without negatively affecting the Earth爷s climatic system. In 2002,
the World Summit on Sustainable Development sent a call to all countries to make
progress in the formulation and elaboration of national strategies for sustainable
development and also to begin their implementation by 2005.

In agriculture, many strategies have been put forward to mitigate and adapt to
climate change (9) . For example, practices, such as no鄄till management, more
forage crops in rotation, more responsible use of N fertilizers, and reducing summer
fallow areas, are gaining worldwide acceptance. The potential of these management
practices to increase carbon sequestration in agricultural soils, as well as reduce
GHG emissions, is substantial, but compared to the fossil fuel contribution, these
farming practices could at most compensate for only 3% -6% of GHG emissions
(10) . Because the demand for food keeps increasing, not many countries have
been able to reduce their farm鄄related GHG emissions.

In view of the need to satisfy global food demand and still minimize the
agricultural contribution to the increase in the atmospheric concentration of GHGs,
it is important to consider the rates of GHG emissions per unit of production. The
rates are a measure of production efficiency. In Canada, we recently calculated the
changes in GHG emissions associated with livestock production from 1981 to 2006.
For example, in the dairy industry, GHG emissions per kilogram of milk produced
declined from 1. 23 kg CO2e to 0. 98 kg CO2e (11, 12) . The beef industry saw a
reduction from 16. 4 kg CO2e per kilogram of beef cattle live weight to 10. 5 kg CO2

e (13) . The pork industry saw a reduction from 3. 0 kg CO2e per kilogram of pork
live weight to 1. 9 kg CO2e (14) .

Why did GHG emission intensities for Canadian livestock improve so
dramatically? There are several reasons, the primary one being the dramatic
increase in productivity. Crop productivity has more than doubled in many cases in
the last 50 years in Canada. Better genetics, better feed formulation, better animal
housing, and better animal health are some of the reasons for improved
productivity. Let us take the case of the dairy cow in Canada, where from 1900 to
1951 there was little change in milk production per cow. However, in the last 50
years the production per cow tripled (15) . Similar success stories exist for poultry,
hog and beef production in Canada. For example, between 1951 and the present,
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the feed to food conversion improved from 3. 4 to 1. 4 kg of feed per dozen eggs.
Many of these improvements have not yet occurred in some countries. For example,
milk production in South East Asia is 6-9 times less than it is in Europe and North
America. The difference is even greater for Africa. There are, then, significant
production gains to be made in the agriculture sector in many developing countries.

Since the GHG emission intensities from various commodities are not easily
compared, we recently ranked various livestock commodities by their GHG
emissions per unit of protein (16) . On this basis, the GHG emission intensities in
Canada for beef were almost three times higher than for dairy, five times higher
than for eggs and pork production, and eleven times higher than for broilers. This
kind of analysis provides valuable information to consumers who wish to minimize
their impact on GHGs through a modification in their diet.

The future

Nobody can predict with precision how the global climate will evolve in the
future and how it will affect humans. However, it is very likely to give rise to more
losers than winners. For example, increased climate variability could nullify much
of the gains we achieve in food productivity. Because of the potentially serious
consequences of climate change, this uncertainty should be enough to justify
action. As difficult as this challenge is, such action would be easier to implement
now than after the global population has increased by another two billion people.
The main reason that very little has been done to minimize climate change is that
the general public and politicians are not convinced that climate change needs to be
taken seriously. In the public sphere, people act as if all problems can and will be
solved by technology. However, this problem is very likely to be much more
difficult to solve than previous problems that society has faced. For this reason it is
important to assess and monitor the carbon footprint associated with each sector and
commodity so that the best opportunities for mitigating GHG emissions can be
identified. There is no doubt that we need to continue developing more sustainable
practices to mitigate GHG emissions and increase C sequestration (10) . It is quite
possible that the intensification of sustainable food production could be one of the
better responses to climate change. It is also very likely to be the one of the least
expensive methods for mitigating GHG emissions. No matter what actions are taken
we will definitely need to adapt to greater climate variability and most importantly
“we must all learn to live with less so that others can continue living冶 (17) .
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Abstract:
In both the academic world and the policy circles, insufficient domestic

demands in China are widely believed to aggravate global economic imbalance
and set back China爷s efforts for a sustained economic growth. Such a notion,
however, has been exaggerated, so has the role of China in aggravating global
economic imbalance. Moreover, contending China爷 s underconsumption is not
only misleading but also detrimental to China爷 s sustainable development.
Misleading it is since it is based on flawed statistical methods and there are
some missing pies. It is detrimental in the sense that the whole discussions are
centered on a goal of economic growth, without paying due respect to the
nature. Untempered expansion of China爷 s domestic consumption comparable
with the US would not necessarily bode well for China and the world. More
important is to transform the undergoing mode of production and consumption
and better balance the relationship among human beings, natural resources
and the ecology.
Keywords:

China, underconsumption / insufficient domestic demands, consumption鄄
to鄄GDP ratio

Introduction

Ranging from academic, business and policy鄄making circles there goes a story
which says that China爷 s domestic demand or consumption is insufficient. The
grounds are based on the fact that private consumption鄄to鄄GDP ratio in China is
much lower than that of world average as well as of many countries in the world.



China was hence put the blame on for global economic imbalance. 淤 Even Premier
Wen Jiabao delivered such a warning message that “ overinvestment and lack of
domestic demand are producing an economic bubble冶 in China during the National
People爷s Congress. 于

In spite that China爷 s underconsumption (内需不足) has gained currency
across the world, such a notion, however, is problematic as it is based on data
which were collected in flawed statistical methods and have not covered the whole
story in the case of China. This paper aims to analyze why such a judgment has
been exaggerated. It is necessary to do so since it can help us better comprehend
China爷s economic imbalance and where it really pinches China. This paper argues
that viewing China爷 s consumption as inadequate is not only misleading but also
detrimental to China爷 s sustainable development. Misleading it is since it is based
on flawed statistical methods and there are some missing pies. It is detrimental in
the sense that the whole discussions are centered on a goal of economic growth,
entirely ignoring the required resources and ecological consequences to buttress a
consumption鄄driven society.

The following section will first analyze why the statistical methods used to
calculate China爷s domestic consumption has some flaws. Section three will discuss
some missing parts that have not been incorporated into China 爷 s domestic
consumption. Following that, the fourth section argues that resource inputs need to
be re鄄priced given China爷s substantial subsidies within its large exported products.
At last, a normative analysis will be proffered to buttress the view that a growth鄄
centered and domestic consumption鄄driven society cannot go far.
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Flawed statistical methods

Underlying the view of “ underconsumption冶 in China are two related but
distinct concepts: domestic versus international dimensions. The domestic
dimension is about the underperformance of household consumption relative to the
rest of the economy: over the past decade or so, fixed investment growth and
exports have outpaced the growth of China爷 s household consumption, and hence
consumption as a percentage of GDP is low. As shown in Figure 1, final
consumption expenditure in China contributed to its GDP growth declined from 62.
3 percent in 2000 to 46. 6 percent in 2008.

Figure 1摇 Contribution Share of the Three Componens of GDP to Growth of GDP
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摇 Source: China Statistical Yearbook 2009.

The international dimension posits the contribution of the Chinese economy to
the global economy derives more from its role as a producer than as a consumer.
Specifically, in the US economy personal consumption contributes US $ 10 trillion
due to “over鄄consumption冶, whereas Chinese personal
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consumption only created US $ 1.6 trillion due to its “underconsumption冶 . 淤 In the
past decades, the final consumption expenditure鄄to鄄GDP ratio in China was much
lower than other countries like the US, Brazil, India, and so forth (see Figure 2) .
It fell far behind the world average of 70 percent and the ratio of developed
countries at 75 percent. 于 The low percentage was believed to have not only
aggravated global economic imbalance, but also set back China爷 s efforts for a
sustained economic growth.

According to McKinsey Global Institute, the private domestic consump鄄tion鄄to鄄
GDP ratio in the US hit 67 percent in 2008 while that in India and Brazil reached
57 percent and 65 percent respectively. In contrast, the ratio in China was merely
37 percent, much lower than many developed countries as well as developing
countries (See Table 1) .

Figure 2摇 Consumption Rate
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Table 1摇 private domestic consumption as share of GDP in 2008

country %
US 67
South Africa 68
UK 67
Brazil 65
France 58
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India 57
Japan 55
Germany 54
Thailand 54
Malaysia 52
South Korea 48
Singapore 40
China 37

摇 摇 Source: Global Insight: McKinsey Global Institute analysis

There is a substantial body of research focusing on the causes of a low domestic
consumption鄄to鄄GDP ratio in China. Some ascribed to the monopoly by the state鄄
owned enterprises,淤 while others argued that it results from the growing income gap
between regions and different groups of people;于 still others deem it an outcome of
the duality system on city and countryside. 盂 All these analyses are premised that
there exists an insufficient domestic consumption in China, but we want to
challenge such a notion. The following will first discuss the statistical methods in
which the insufficient demand thesis builds on.

There are some flaws with regard to the statistical methods in which the
Chinese official statistical system calculates economic data in China. Take self鄄
owned residential house expenditures, the largest expenditure item for millions of
Chinese families as an example, a method of so鄄called “ imputed rent冶 ( tui duan zu
jin, 推断租金) has been adopted in the Chinese official statistical system to
calculate the value of those self鄄owned residential houses. Under the national
accounts system, the consumption expenditures for purchasing self鄄owned houses
during the current period shall not be accounted for as expenses of the period.
Rather, these expenditures will be incorporated into the statistical system by
estimating the “ imputed rent冶, namely, a reference rent for a self鄄owned house by
taking account of the annual rent of a house similar in quality, size, location, and
many other aspects with the self鄄owned one. Hence, the expenditures for
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purchasing self鄄owned houses by Chinese citizens are treated as implicit expenses.
However, due to undeveloped real estate tenancy market, the lack of relevant
information has made it very difficult to glean the appropriate data on rent. Instead,
the yearly expenditures for self鄄owned houses by Chinese citizens are virtually based
on cost calculation, which is an aggregate of maintenance expense, depreciation
cost, and management fee during the current period. These costs are far below the
actual expenses for buying a house. As a result, it is inevitable that the yearly
expenditures for self鄄owned houses by Chinese citizens have been underestimated.
“The fact that the house鄄ownership ratio in China is over 80 percent suggests that
the potential under estimation in this regard could be quite substantial. 冶淤

Likewise, such flaws in statistics also exist in other fields like fundamental
education and healthcare. Due to the huge population, China has been plagued by
the bottleneck of supply demand imbalance in both public goods, that is, supplies
of relevant services of high quality are quite limited, which can hardly cater to the
demands of the Chinese public. This kind of imbalance has left room for the
development of private schools and medical organizations. The Chinese people have
thus been confronted with two different types of prices, one of which is a state鄄
controlled price, and the other one is the black or grey market price. 于 Normally
there is a big gap between the two types of prices. Such a gap, however, has not
been incorporated into the official statistics.

More salient a problem lies in data collection. The work is done by people who
lost their jobs before and are not statisticians. They approached companies for
information on revenues, profits, number of employees, and so on, but the problem
is that many companies are reluctant to reveal their true situation for sake of
averting taxes, outright bribery by local officials or other reasons. Rather, these
companies would appear poorer than what they are. For instance, real estate sellers
“often underreport how much they sell their homes for by 5 percent to 10 percent,
to reduce their taxes and get the rest paid in cash on the side or in overseas
accounts. 冶 By the same token, while some local government officials have the
incentives to inflate their GDP numbers, other officials may underreport their
performance so as to get more funding from their superior governments, but in
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general, government officials often deflate their expenditure numbers. 淤 As Baston
observes, China爷 s statistical system “ tends to be better at counting the output of
state enterprises than tracking the consumption decisions of 1. 3 billion people. 冶于

That is also why the Chinese statistical authorities often have to revise their previous
figures to reflect the results of their latest economic census.

According to Wang Qing & Steven Zhang, economists of Morgan Stanley, the
Chinese official statistics has underestimated the percentage of consumption in GDP
as well as the contribution of service industry to the overall GDP, but overestimated
the share of investment. They believe that “China爷 s insufficient consumption冶 is
associated with the underestimated consumption of services. Two important sources
of underestimation of service consumption in China are the consumptions of housing
and personal spending on healthcare. Drawing upon a like鄄for鄄like comparison,
they examined personal consumption of the non鄄services, tradable goods sector as
well as specific categories of goods and services consumed by households in China
and the United States, such as cars, beer and milk鄄drink product. They found that
the gap between the two countries is much smaller than suggested by the headline
aggregate consumption data, or the official data substantially underestimate the
scale of China爷 s personal consumption relative to that of the US. 盂 Using data on
the Chinese economy and evidence from other countries爷 experiences, Guo and N爷
Diaye find that there is nothing “special冶 about consumption in China. 榆

Missing Pies

Other than statistical flaws resulting in an underestimation of domestic
consumption, there are also some missing pies that have not been included in
China爷s domestic consumption.

(玉) expenses in foreign countries by Chinese students studying abroad
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September 2009.
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One of the missing pies is the growing consumption in foreign countries by
Chinese citizens or those making profits from China. One way is to pay tuition fees
and living expenses by many Chinese youths when schooling abroad. According to
World Data on Education 2006 / 2007 by the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), China sees the largest number of its people
studying abroad. As of 2004, 2. 5 million students were enrolled in educational
institutions outside of their country of origin, among which the number of students
from China accounted for 14 percent, that is, one out of every seven foreign
students in the world is from China mainland. In 2007, the number of students
enrolled in foreign educational institutions surpassed 2. 8 million, and China sent
the greatest number of students abroad, or specifically 421,148, with a share of 15
percent. China has also become the largest source of foreign students enrolled in
many countries like US, Japan, Australia, UK and Germany. In 2007 outbound
mobile students from China reached 98958 in the US, 80231 in Japan, 50418 in
Australia, 49594 in UK, and 23791 in Germany. By contrast, there were only
42138 students from abroad studying in China in 2007. 淤

According to a statistics by the Ministry of Education of China, as of end
2008, the number of students of China citizenship studying abroad or having such
experience came up to 1. 39 million. Among them less than 130,000 studied
abroad during 1872 -1978 and 340,000 in total by 2000. With over one million
outbound mobile students from China, this number rose dramatically during 2000-
2008. It is projected that the total number of Chinese students studying abroad will
surpass two million in the next three years. 于 In 2009 alone, this number came up
to 229,000, a growth rate of 27. 5 percent over the previous year. Among them,
12,000 were dispatched by the Chinese government, whereas the left, namely 210,
000 Chinese students went to study abroad at their own expenses, accounting for
91. 6 percent of outbound mobile students from China and this was a 30 percent
increase over 2008. 盂

Since different schools in different countries require different tuitions, it is
hard to infer the exact expenditures spent by those overseas Chinese students. For
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The above data are quoted from: UNESCO Institute for Statistics, Global Education Digest 2009:
Comparing Education Statistics Across the World, 2009. http: / / www. ifap. ru / library / book433. pdf. 摇

Jiang Hongbing, “Outbound mobile students from China are over one million since the new century,
60% ‘sea turtles爷 are at an age of below 30,冶 People Daily Net, 10 March 2010.

Li Li, “The interviewer disclosed criteria for talent selection, why the ‘butterfly boy爷 was selected,冶
Beijing Evening News, 11 August 2010.



instance, according to the College Board of the USA, annual tuition costs and
student budgets in public institutions range between $ 6,500-17,452 and $ 14,054
-29,193 respectively, while private institutions require $ 25, 143 tuitions and
$ 37,390 budgets ( see Table 2) . One Chinese newspaper estimated that the
capital outflows for education reach 30 billion yuan (about $ 4.52 billion, $ 1 =
6.64RMB) every year, based on a number of 300,000 outbound students from
China and each spends 100,000 yuan ( $ 15,060) for tuition fee; these capital
outflows will be much larger when their living expenses in foreign countries,
application fees, test fees ( such as SAT / ACT, GRE, TOEFL, IELTS), visa
application fees, agency service fee etc. are taken into account. 淤

Although such data on the exact expenditures by those Chinese students
studying abroad at their own expenses are unavailable, the following statistical data
may shed a light. According to a survey conducted in 2010 by MyCOS, a private
firm specializing in collection of education data and education consultation and
assessment, among the college graduates in China who go to study abroad, majority
of them (86% ) have to rely on their families to afford their studies abroad ( see
Figure 3) .
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Table2摇 Average Annual Tuition Costs and Student Budgets
for the 2008-2009 Academic Year

For the 2008-2009 academic year, The College Board reported the
following average annual tuition costs by type of institution:

摇 誗Two鄄year, Public Community Colleges: $ 6,500
摇 誗Four鄄year, Public Institutions (out鄄of鄄state students): $ 17,452
摇 誗Four鄄year, Private Institutions: $ 25,143

These costs represent the cost of studies alone; when lodging, personal expenses,
transportation, and other expenses are taken into account, The College Board suggests the
following annual student budgets:

摇 誗Two鄄year, Public Community Colleges (commuter students): $ 14,054
摇 誗Four鄄year, Public Institutions (state residents; on鄄campus): $ 18,326
摇 誗Four鄄year, Public Institutions (out鄄of鄄state students; on鄄campus): $ 29,193
摇 誗Four鄄year, Private Institutions (on鄄campus): $ 37,390

Note: Two鄄year colleges data from the American Association of Community Colleges, 2008.
Source:The College Board, Trends in College Pricing, 2008.

Figure 3 摇 Major Financial Sources for Outbound Mobile College Students from
China
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Data source: MyCOS,2010 nian Zhongguo Daxuesheng Jiuye Baogao (Jiuye Lanpishu)[Chinese College
Students Employment Report ( Employment Bluebook )], http: / / www. mycos. com. cn / NewsShow / select.
action;jsessionid =27244AC0689D664A15F1ED7B473FB3FB? entry =29475

There is another trend worth noting, that is, the number of outbound mobile
students from China tends to be larger and their ages tend to be younger. According
to data issued by the Ministry of Education of China,840,000 high school students
gave up their plan of attending China爷s College Entrance Examination and chose to
study abroad in 2009. The number of such a group of students is growing at a pace
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of 20 percent annually. It is projected that this number might exceed one million in
2010. 淤 The ages of outbound mobile students from China also tend to be younger.
In fact, many Chinese families send their kids to high schools or even fundamental
schools in foreign countries in recent years. Students studying abroad at an age of
below 30 account for 60 percent in the total. 于 According to Yu Minhong, head of
New Oriental (新东方), a famous organization specializing in language training
and going abroad services in China, there are more young people going abroad for
studies after their high school. In fact, high school students approximate one third
of those studying in foreign countries. 盂 Majority of this group of younger students
have to rely on their families in China for the relevant costs.

The Open Doors Report 2009 issued by the US embassy in China shows that
China is the premier source of international student intakes for American public and
private institutions, and foreign students have contributed $ 18 billion to the US.
Tuitions paid by foreign students accounted for 10 percent in the incomes of British
universities in the 2008 - 2009 academic year, a rise from 5 percent in the
1990s. 榆

(域) migrants from China
Another way is to directly spend abroad by Chinese citizens. The economic

rise of China goes hand in hand with an increasing income gap between different
regions as well as groups of people. While there are millions of very poor people
struggling in making a living, a large body of affluent people can lavish their
fortunes. Thanks to China爷s fast鄄growing economy, its population of millionaires is
now the fourth largest in the world, moving past Britain in 2008, according to the
2009 Merrill Lynch鄄Cap Gemini World Wealth Report. With more openness of the
Chinese society, this group of new rich has brought several changes to China.
First, more and more affluent Chinese have migrated to other countries and regions
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The above facts and figures are based on: New Oriental International High School, “ Scenarios of
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The above figures were provided by Universities UK. “Tuitions paid by foreign students accounted for
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such as Canada, US, Australia, Singapore, HK, and so on. A so鄄called third
wave of emigration has been under way in China. Different from the previous two
waves, the major forces of the third wave are the new鄄rich class and elites of high
skills. There are basically types of migrants. One is business migrants and the other
is skill migrants. As shown in Table 3, for business migration, different countries
and regions require different minimum investment. For instance, the US has set a
$ 0. 5 million minimum requirement while Hong Kong has raised its threshold from
6. 5 million HKD to 10 million HKD and excluded real estate as an investment.

Table3摇 Minimum Investment Required for Business Migration and

No. of Migrants from China in 2009

Country In local currency In Chinese Yuan
No. of migrants

from China in 2009

United States 0. 5 million USD 3. 42 million 65,000

Canada 0. 4 Canadian dollar 2. 35 million 25,000

Australia
0. 8 Australian

dollar
4. 54 million 16,000 ( in 2008)

Singapore
1. 5 million

Singaporean dollar
9. 62 million

200,000-300,000
(1990-2009)

United
Kingdom

1 million ponds 10. 6 million

Hong Kong

6. 5 m 觓10 million
( from 14 Oct.
2010, excluding

real estate)

5. 6m觓8. 6million 3390

Despite the high threshold, the number of Chinese emigrants continues
ascending in the past few years. For example, according to Beijing Entry & Exit
Service Association, the Chinese applicants for EB鄄5 visa of business migration to
the US have doubled from 500 in 2008 to 1000 in 2009. Data provided by the State
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of Government of the US also show that during the fiscal year between October 2008
and September 2009, the number of approved business migrants reached 4218 from
1443 in the previous fiscal year, among which 70 percent came from China. Simply
in light of the minimal investment requirement, the US has reaped 1. 5 billion
dollars merely from the entry of these business migrants from China in 2009. In the
same year, HK and Canada acquired 52. 87 billion yuan and 2. 35 billion yuan
from China Mainland business migrants respectively. It deserves noting that the
above gains do not include the application fee, living expenses and their
tremendous family assets from these business migrants. In fact, many countries
such as Canada also require them to employ certain number of local people and
generate certain quotas of sales and profits. Hence, overseas investment channels of
migration have become a serious outflow of wealth in China today.

The number of skill migrants is far larger than business ones. Their ratio
comes near 20:1 in light of their application populations in the past ten years. 淤

Compared with the corresponding loss of wealth for China, the loss of high鄄tech
talents may be larger. Simply take Singapore as an example, this small island has
accepted 200,000 - 300,000 emigrants from China in the past two decades. 于

According to a report Global Politics and Security 2007 (《2007 年全球政治与安

全》) published by China Academy of Social Sciences in 2010, with 35 million
migrants, China has become the largest emigrant export country in the world.

(芋) travel and purchase abroad by Chinese citizens
More Chinese can afford to travel abroad. As indicated in Figure 4, the

number of Chinese outbound visitors has kept growing over the past two decades.
By 2008 it is over 46 million, which is nine鄄fold growth over that figure in 1994.
China爷s relative well鄄off amid the global financial tsunami would conceivably see a
drastic rise of Chinese travelers in foreign countries in the coming years. There is
no data available to tell us the expenditures the Chinese tourists have spent
overseas, but due to hefty taxes and quality problems, savvy travelers always prefer
to purchase branded products, electronics, cosmetics, clothes, tins of baby formula
etc. from Hong Kong or other countries. 盂
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Figure 4摇 Chinese Outbound Visitors
(Unit:10,000 person鄄times)
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摇 Source: China Statistical Yearbook.

Also,it is frequently reported that wealthy Chinese lavish in buying a bulk of
famous brand products, particularly luxuries in foreign countries and regions. These
luxuries, to name just a few, include limousines, watches, gold, jewelry, bags,
clothes, high鄄grade foreign wines, carriable auctioned goods, and so on. 淤 In
contrast to a distressed luxury market in Europe and the US, the Chinese luxury
market is growing better. At present, accounting for 25 percent of the global
market, China爷 s luxury consumption for the first time has overtaken the US to
become the world爷 s second鄄largest luxury goods consumer country after Japan. 于

According to the China Association of Branding Strategy, the number of Chinese
who can afford luxury brands is up to 170 million people, or 13 percent of the
population in 2009, and this number will reach 250 million next year. Bain &
Company predicted the Chinese luxury market would see a growth of 20 to 35
percent in the next five years. The Ministry of Commerce says China will become
the world爷 s largest luxury market by 2014, accounting for 23 percent of global
business. 盂

The Chinese new rich are more willing to buy luxuries in foreign markets
because they feel that the quality of these products is more ensured and because
these luxuries are cheaper due to lower taxes and duties than those in China, which
often levies very high duties on luxuries and electronic goods. Take Burberry as an
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example, while expanding in China, it is touting for Chinese tourists in foreign
markets as well. According to its chief executive, Angela Ahrendts, over 30
percent of the company爷 s business in the UK today is to Chinese consumers.
Hence, the company is trying hard to cater to the Chinese consumers in the top 10
flagship markets in the world. In fact, Burberry goods were 40 percent cheaper in
the UK than China, primarily because of taxes and duties, as well as the weakness
of sterling in recent years. 淤

Two salient large items that wealthy Chinese eye for are antiques / traditional
works of art and overseas properties. According to BaoTime, a provider of news on
luxuries and luxury market in the world, many millionaires from China are
dedicating themselves to garnering antiques and works of arts out of their own
preferences as well as the intention of maintaining long鄄term values of their
tremendous assets. Properties in other countries and regions are another item that
the Chinese new rich are keen on. It was reported that they have become a major
buyer in HK, Australia, Singapore, US, UK and other countries. More and more
Chinese rich flocked to these countries and regions. In London, buying up newly
built properties in central London by Chinese rich came up to approximately 170
million pounds ( $ 260 million) in the 12 month period ending March 2010. 于 In
2007 Chinese buyers accounted for 7. 5 percent of international buyers in the US,
according to a survey by the National Association of Realtors. Although that number
dropped to 5. 4 percent in 2009, agents in California and Texas report a sharp
increase in contacts from China in the same period. Other than the West Coast, the
Chinese rich爷s interest in New York is also growing stronger. 盂 In some instances,
they are so keen to buy that they often don爷 t haggle and simply pay the price,
which makes local estate agents dreaming to encounter clients from China. 榆

The above numbers however are counted only on those investors based in
China, but it could be much larger because “ there likely are numerous other
wealthy individuals who use their own money made in China to invest in the U. S.
as well as others who invest money from investors located in China and who are
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operating beneath the radar. 冶淤 One case typifies this. Drawing on the money from
profits from his ventures in China, David Liu, paid roughly $ 480 million for about
8,000 units of rental鄄apartment buildings in California, and about $ 133 million in
cash and assumed debt for seven Phoenix鄄area apartment complexes. While having
made him one of the largest buyers in the U. S. in 2010, these deals, however, are
not counted as foreign investment because he purchased these properties in the
name of his company, Standard Portfolios, which is based in California. Now Mr.
Liu is still looking to make similar acquisitions, particularly in the western U. S. 于

Out of different considerations, some of them invest to take advantage of price
drop or relaxed foreign investor laws in foreign states, while others purchase to
evade domestic taxes, to gain education for their children, or to change their
lifestyle. Many are looking for opportunities in the thousands of distressed
properties on the market resulting from the economic downturn.

(郁) underground economy
Another missing pie that has not been counted in China 爷 s domestic

consumption consists in the growing underground economy, which is an economic
component unregistered to the government and unrestrained by government laws and
regulations, thereby evading government taxes. Under鄄ground economic activities
are associated with every segment of economic chain ranging from production,
circulation, distribution to consumption. Its specific forms include bribery and
corruption, gambling, pornography, smuggling, drug trafficking, embezzlement of
state assets, illegal pyramid selling, money laundering, and so forth.

Using four different models,Xu and Wang found the scale of underground
economy in China is quite large despite a big variation under the four models. For
example, as indicated in Table 4, in 2006 the highest value reached 509. 7 billion
yuan ( roughly $ 78. 4 billion) while the lowest one was also 311. 8 billion yuan
( roughly $ 48 billion) . Estimations by several Chinese scholars show that the
average percentage of underground economy in China爷 s GDP approximates 10
percent whereas in some years such as during the 1989-1993 periods the average
climbed up to 20 percent; after 1994, the scale of underground economy in China
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tends to decline, but its share in GDP is still five percent or so. 淤 Shaun Rein even
believes that China爷s underground economy is far bigger than the 10 percent to 20
percent of the total economy that most economists estimate. 于

Leaving the controversy about the exact magnitude alone, it is an undeniable
fact that the scale of China爷 s underground economy is quite astounding. In fact,
“ the smuggling of electronic gadgets like handsets, tablet computers and game
consoles is so rampant that the ‘ grey market爷 for many of these devices already
exceeds the amount sold through regular distribution channels. 冶盂 Although part of
the underground economy derives from the production and distribution process, the
other part of it has been generated by Chinese consumptions, which, however, has
not been counted into China爷s statistics.
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Table 4摇 Estimation of China爷s Underground Economy
with Four Different Methods

Unit: billion yuan

year
currency
transaction
method

cash ratio
method

GDP differential
method

material
input
method

1997 649. 52 749. 61 601. 65 651. 89

1998 638. 41 734. 41 671. 44 615. 87

1999 754. 36 844. 31 784. 39 540. 56

2000 664. 74 669. 76 629. 06 488. 13

2001 572. 04 542. 94 501. 97 402. 35

2002 394. 93 318. 96 301. 76 358. 29

2003 242. 58 212. 17 337. 6 394. 96

2004 310. 71 320. 21 340. 21 440. 87

2005 337. 65 351. 65 361. 61 495. 21

2006 368. 47 328. 82 311. 81 509. 74

摇 摇 Source: Xu Bing & Wang Yiping, “ Comparing the estimation methods on the scale of underground
economy,冶 Statistics and Decision, No. 6, 2008, pp. 22-25.

Re鄄pricing Resource Inputs

There are many facets from which to look at China. First, it is an export鄄
driven economy. As shown in Table 5, the share of China爷 s exports of goods and
services in its GDP reached 42. 5 percent in 2007 from merely 23 percent in 2000.
Despite a drop in 2008 due to the blow from the global financial crisis, its
proportion is still much higher than the world average. Second, the country is well
known as a world factory in that the secondary industry in general and
manufacturing in particular contributes most to China爷 s GDP. The share has
increased from 45. 9 percent to 48. 6 percent during 2000-2008, in contrast to the
world average at 29. 2 percent in 2000 and 28 percent in 2008. 淤

Combining both, it is easy to understand that manufacturing products are the
primary components in China爷s exports. This is indeed so, as verified in Figure 5,
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which shows that primary goods and manufactured goods account for 5.4 percent and
94.6 percent in China爷s exports in 2008 respectively. Nevertheless, thanks to this
export鄄driven GDP growth mode, China has to pay high prices in terms of resource
input as well as environmental consequences. Its fast growth in the past three
decades has largely been built on high inputs of factors of production, including
labour forces, energy and other resources. Low prices of these high inputs have
contributed to the competitiveness of made鄄in鄄China products, which helps push up
China爷s exports to the outside world.

Table 5摇 Exports of Goods and Services as percentage of GDP

(% )

Country or Area 2000 2007 2008

World 24. 5 28. 3淤

High Income 23. 9 27. 2淤

Middle Income 27. 2 33. 2 30. 3

Low Income 25. 4 34. 4

摇 摇 China 23. 3 42. 5 35. 0

摇 摇 India 13. 2 21. 2 24. 0

摇 摇 Japan 11. 0 16. 1淤

摇 摇 United States 11. 2 11. 2淤

摇 摇 Brazil 10. 0 13. 7 14. 3

摇 摇 France 28. 6 26. 5

摇 摇 Germany 33. 4 46. 7

摇 摇 Australia 19. 9 20. 6 20. 7

Note: 淤Data refer to 2006.
Source: World Bank WDI Database.
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摇 Figure 5摇 Exports Value by Category of Commodities

摇 Source: China Statistical Yearbook 2009.

If cheaper labour forces are associated with China爷s current development stage
and its huge populations, low prices of energy and other resources are largely
because of state policy. Currently policy incoherence in China爷 s energy pricing
remains as pronounced as it has been for many years. 淤 Pricing for crude oil and
coal in China basically follows in line with the international market prices whereas
pricing for oil products, natural gas and electricity is still in the hands of the
government. This is set to create discontinuity between the market鄄based pricing
and the regulated pricing and affect incentives for energy enterprises. Even for
those market鄄based energy types, the government may intervene in their pricing at
any time whenever it feels the need. For example, the government announced a cap
on coal prices at the end of June 2010 for fear of rising inflation.

Although it is difficult to compare energy prices in different countries in view
of differing royalties and duties imposed on them, but in general, due to
government control, energy prices such as oil products, gas and electricity in China
are lower than the international market prices. Provided oil prices in HK are a
baseline, during 2000-2006 the price of super gasoline in HK rose from $ 1. 46 /
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liter to $ 1. 69 / liter, whereas in China mainland its price was much lower, only
with a rise from $ 0. 4 / liter to $ 0. 69 / liter. Likewise, diesel price gap in 2006
reached $ 0. 28 / liter between China mainland and HK (see Table 6) . In terms of
electricity, according to Wang et al, the residential selling price in China hit $ 0.
062 kW / h, which was 43. 06 percent of the average of OECD countries as a whole,
58. 49 percent of the US, 35. 23 percent of Japan and 23.57 percent of Germany.
China爷 s rate for industrial electricity was only $ 0. 068Kw / h, which was 72. 34
percent of the average of OECD countries, 58. 62 percent of Japan, and 62. 39
percent of Germany. 淤

Table 6摇 International Comparison of Oil Prices

(USD cent / liter)

Country or
Area

Super Gasoline Price Diesel Price

2000 2002 2004 2006 2000 2002 2004 2006

China 40 42 48 69 45 37 43 78

HK, China 146 147 154 169 80 77 100 106

India 60 66 87 101 39 41 62 75

South Korea 92 109 135 165 66 64 95 133

Japan 106 91 126 109 76 66 95 90

Singapore 84 85 89 92 38 38 55 63

Brazil 92 55 84 126 34 31 49 84

US 47 40 54 63 48 39 57 69

摇 摇 Source: International Road Federation, World Road Statistics 2008.

Lower energy prices are bound to leading to low energy use efficiency and high
emission of pollutants. As shown in Figure 6, notwithstanding a big jump during
1980-2007, China爷 s energy intensity, calculated as units of energy per unit of
GDP, is still much higher than developed countries and even India. By the same
token, by 2006, China爷 s CO2 emission intensity, calculated as units of CO2

emission per unit of GDP, reached 22. 9 KT CO2 Emission / 10000 GDP, much
higher than 3KT of Japan and 4. 4KT of US. 于 Despite low energy efficiency,
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operation of domestic gigantic manufacturing industry still calls for a bulk of energy
resources. Hence, in China爷 s energy consumption structure, manufacturing and
mining industries account for about 70 percent of China爷 s energy use and services
and agricultural industries only has a share of 30 percent, whereas manufacturing
industry only contributes 43 percent to China 爷 s GDP. As a result, energy
consumption for every unit of GDP in manufacturing industry is 63 percent higher
than that in other industries. 淤

Figure 6摇 Energy Intensity (Unit: kg oil equivelent / 100 GDP)

Source: World Development Indicators, World Bank.

When discussing China爷 s domestic consumption, however, we should not
ignore the bulky inputs of resources that China has placed in. These resources are
consumed in China, but they are not reasonably priced. While helping accumulate
foreign reserves, China爷 s huge exports embodying low鄄price energy and other
resources are equivalent to using its own energy and other resources to subsidize
other countries, particularly the US and EU. China爷 s subsidies to the outside
world, tremendous as it is, have not been encompassed into China爷 s domestic
consumption. Without taking consi鄄deration of the environmental costs, roughly
estimated:

China爷 s subsidies to the outside world = domestic energy consumed for
China爷 s exports 营 price gap between China爷 s domestic energy and energy
from international market
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Meanwhile, it should be noted that China爷s trade surplus has been dominated
by processing trade. Those assembling and processing business are primarily carried
out by foreign enterprises. For instance, exports by foreign investment enterprises
in 2005 accounted for 58 percent in China爷 s total exports; with a share of 55
percent, trade surplus through processing trade reached 142.5 billion dollars. 淤

According to the smile curve hypothesis,于 positioned at the low end of value chain,
manufacturing and assembly can only gain a 5 percent profit in average. By
contrast, the multinationals can reap huge profits by marketing those goods
assembled in China to the outside market, while consumers in foreign countries
have enjoyed high鄄quality and inexpensive commodities. Thereby, it can be said
that Chinese price has subsidized the world, improved the life quality of foreign
civilians in the US, Japan and others, and has ameliorated their inflation
pressures.

A Domestic Demand鄄Driven China:
A Boon or a Bane to the World?

摇 摇 The US represents a development model where domestic consumption
characterized by over鄄consumption or overspending by borrowing has buttressed a
gigantic empire. Should China follow suit? Americans can borrow money from the
outside world to sustain their accustomed life style, or more precisely, it is foreign
governments that are active to lend money to the Americans by using their
accumulated huge foreign reserves to purchase American bonds and securities with
low rate of return. The US can enjoy such a privileged status largely because of its
huge economy and the US dollar standard, in which the dollar is in a central
position in serving as a medium of exchange and a store of value. Apparently,
China owns no such imperative components commensurate those of the US.
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Moreover, theses on expanding a country爷 s domestic consumption de facto
centers on a goal of economic growth, a reflection of an entrenched ideology that
GDP matters and hence should be enhanced at any cost. Such a thinking,
however, is more detrimental to China爷 s sustainable development since it only
cares about the interests of some people, showing little respect to the nature. On
nature, the current developed鄄West standard of living is unconscionably decadent
and wasteful. If other countries such as China, India and Brazil also embrace such
competing aspirations, it is bound to rapidly degrading the natural world on which
we all depend, that civilization will have to retrench cataclysmically before it can be
redirected toward sustainability.

As shown in Table 7, with only 5 percent of world population, energy
consumption in the US accounts for 21 percent of world total energy consumption.
In contrast, China爷 s share in world energy consumption is 15. 8 percent with 20
percent of world population. As a result, energy consump鄄tion per capita in the US
is 5. 85 times that in China. In case every Chinese had a similar voracious appetite
for energy as the Americans, that would call for 8. 86 TOE energy, while in 2006
energy production in the whole world was merely 10. 2 TOE, which means that
China would require 86. 5 percent of energy provision while other countries in the
world could only use the other 13. 5 percent of energy. Apparently this would be a
nightmare for the international community.

More than that, as aforementioned, because China爷 s energy intensity is still
much higher, it would mean a far less output with much more energy uses.
Likewise, China is plagued by carbon dioxide emission and other severe
environmental pollutions. With a much higher CO2 emission intensity, more energy
use would only result in more pollution as well, which would be an unbearable load
for the ecology. In fact, China爷 s demand resulted from an enlarging domestic
consumption goal would not be confined to energy; iron ore, aluminum, gold,
uranium, and so on would be in urgent need.
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Table 7: World Energy Balance in 2006

Unit: 10,000 Tonne of Oil Equivalent (TOE)

Primary
Energy

Production

Total Energy
Consumption

Energy Import
Consumption
Per Capita

World 1,024,702 956,931 450,679 1,469

China 146,040 151,441 20,306 1,153

India 33,090 40,786 14,642 365

Japan 3,900 43,460 43,780 3,445

United States 138,888 201,406 81,682 6,749

Canada 39,715 24,034 7,423 7,361

Germany 9,454 29,267 25,560 3,553

United Kingdom 17,888 21,900 14,093 3,615

Source: United Nations Energy Statistics Yearbook 2006.

摇 摇 Of course, the above supposed scenario analysis preconditions that no great
transformation in terms of China 爷 s economic structure, income distribution,
technology as well as energy efficiency would take place. This, of course can hardly
stand true considering that China is making every effort to adjust its economic
structure, upgrade technical know鄄how, and improve energy efficiency. To some
extent, these efforts could alleviate China爷s demand for resources, but it would not
stall its growing demand momentum should China continue following the route that
the US has trodden.

In effect, while most new rich in China are living in the lap of luxury, a
greater number of Chinese are longing for an “American dream冶, in which an
individual tries to cater to his material requisites such as living in spacious
apartments, driving luxurious cars, and so on. If those affluent Chinese or those on
the way to great fortunes do not relinquish their boundless pursuit for material
wealth, it will exacerbate China爷s relations with other countries in the world ( first
and foremost the US) and will complicate domestic social relations as well. If it can
be said that the Soviet Union was stricken down in the process of arms race with
US, it is likely that the Chinese society and ecology will be severely hit amidst its
economic contest with the US. Hence, China must seek its own mode of life
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different from the western society. 淤

Conclusion

This paper attempts to analyze why China爷 s domestic consumption has been
underestimated. It is unreliable to conclude that China爷 s domestic consumption is
insufficient based on statistical data collected with a flawed method. In particular,
it is liable to underreport Chinese consumption of services under the current
statistical system. With the more frequent exchanges among people, an increasing
number of Chinese have ample opportunities to spend abroad, resulting in some
missing pies which should have been counted as Chinese citizens爷 consumption.
Among the missing pies are expenses in foreign countries by Chinese students
studying abroad, wealthy migrants out of China, traveling and purchasing abroad by
Chinese citizens, and so on. An underdeveloped taxation system, along with the
massive size of the country, has also left rooms for the boom of an underground
economy in China, part of which has been generated in the economic chain of
consumptions.

Moreover, as a world factory, China has exported a bulk of tradable goods to
the outside world. Most of these commodities, though not directly consumed by the
Chinese citizens, have embodied under鄄priced energy and other resources. This
amounts to using taxes paid by Chinese citizens to subsidize foreign consumers爷
consumption. In other words, the losses resulting from such a price gap should
have been counted into China爷 s domestic consumption. In the meanwhile, it
should be noted that a large portion of government consumption is de facto a result
of private consumption because of a spate of power abuses by government officials
and their relatives.

Perhaps some people would argue that other countries have similar economic
activities, such as foreign students studying in China, foreign citizens moving to
China as well, but the key is that the scale of such overseas consumptions by
Chinese citizens are much larger than their counterparts. Hence, China 爷 s
insufficient consumption has been exag鄄gerated, so has the role of China in
aggravating global economic imbalance. Moreover, it is of conviction that
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untempered expansion of China爷 s domestic consumption comparable with the US
would not necessarily bode well for China and the world. Growing appetite for
energy and other resources will not only exert formidable pressure on the
international market, but also poses an unbearable load on the nature. Expanding
domestic consumption may temporarily be able to sustain a high growth rate, but
more important is to transform the undergoing mode of production and consumption.
Thereby, a sustained development calls for a more balanced relationship among
human beings, natural resources and the ecology. Future research may focus on
estimating the scale of the “ lost China爷s consumption冶 .
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Australian Attitudes to China爷 s Global Role
—The Politics of Changing Expectations

Rodney Tiffen
Professor, Faculty of Arts, University of Sydney

Australian attitudes to China爷 s international behaviour and global role—both
those publicly expressed by politicians and those present in the media—have been
through three main stages. 摇 The first stage, lasting roughly until Australia and
China established diplomatic relations in 1973, was of China as the Cold War
enemy. Since then, any idea of China as an external aggressor has disappeared. 摇

The second stage lasted from roughly the 1970s until early this century. There
are many themes throughout this period—China as commercial opportunity, China
as culturally fascinating, China as a transgressor of human rights. But underlying
the various themes was that China was still seen as an emerging, developing
country.

Over the last decade, a third and distinct stage has begun. China is now seen
as a superpower. This brings different and higher expectations. On the one hand,
the emphasis on commercial opportunities becomes even greater. But on the other
China is now expected to play more of a global role. Participation is no longer
enough, now China is looked to for leadership—in relation to trade negotiations,
international economic management, global environmental politics and responses to
humanitarian crises in failed states.

The changed Australian expectations to China爷 s global role were manifest in
two recent political controversies. The first can be seen in Australian media and
political responses to the Copenhagen Summit on Climate Change. The second was
evidenced in an intense controversy that broke out following the publication of a
leading analyst爷s account of the changing role of China and America in Australian
foreign policy.



Introduction

Every general is perfectly ready to fight the last war. Human history is replete
with cases of success creating new problems, of what worked in one period no
longer sufficing to meet the next challenge. Although evolutionary theories in the
social sciences are out of fashion, and for good reason, I think that they offer some
insight into the contemporary international system which is so marked by dynamism
and complexity. In particular, a theory of punctuated equilibrium can help
illuminate how political demands and expectations change. In this paper I
distinguish three phases in Australian attitudes towards China, and concentrate
especially on the changes in expectations in recent times.

Theories of Evolution

Almost as soon as Charles Darwin爷s theory of evolution became public, people
sought to apply it to societies. The results were almost universally unhappy. Social
Darwinism became widespread in late Victorian times, and its pernicious and
misleading views have made thinking about socio鄄political developments in
evolutionary terms problematic ever since.

From its beginnings it was more an ideology than an empirically based social
theory.

Survival of the fittest—a phrase invented not by Darwin, but by the sociologist
Herbert Spenser—quickly became assimilated into the racist thinking of the day,
and was used to justify white supremacy and the colonial role of European powers.
Even when racial thinking was not involved it was used to justify existing hierarchies
as the natural order of things. Darwin爷s theory of evolution is about species rather
than individuals ( although a few species do have “ alpha males冶), but social
Darwinists used it to explain why some individuals succeeded in society rather than
others.

So it was invariably used as a conservative ideology justifying the status quo.
Perhaps even more distasteful than its justification of why some were on top was the
way it was used as an anti鄄welfare ideology. The struggle for existence was used to
justify social policies which showed no sympathy for the weak and struggling. At the
most extreme it was seen as better to let the weak die out in order to make the whole
stronger. At its worst, such social Darwinism explained the social in biological
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terms, and its proponents recommended eugenics programs.
The early social Darwinists borrowed from Darwin爷 s theory of evolution in a

selective and misleading way. They fostered a view of social life based upon conflict
and competition rather than cooperation and mutual advance鄄ment. They also
tended to have much too apocalyptic a view of the nature of evolution. In nature,
extinctions occurred only rarely, and for long periods, there was rough equilibrium
and life was marked by stability rather than upheaval.

In order to proceed then, we must dispose of some misleading views of
evolution.

誗Cooperation is at least as important in evolutionary terms as conflict.
誗 Evolution is not about intrinsic qualities but about the adaptation of

organisms to their environment. Thus if one animal / group is better suited to one
environment it does not follow that they will be better suited to another
environment.

誗Evolution is not teleological. It is not a theory of ever鄄improving progress
towards some ideal. Rather it should be viewed as evolution from rather than
evolution to. It is a series of adaptations. Those which are able to survive and be
sustainable will thrive, even though by various other criteria others may be better or
worse.

The dynamism of socio鄄political change has helped to spur interest again in
evolutionary theories. A recent book by Eric Beinhocker淤 argues for the importance
of seeing the economy in evolutionary terms, adopting the term complexity
economics. Conventional economics only sees the economy moving from one point of
equilibrium to another point of equilibrium. It does not capture the dynamism of a
system where “over 97 percent of humanity爷s wealth was created in just the last 0.
01 percent of our history冶; where in material terms, “ the Englishman of 1750 was
closer to Caesar爷s legionnaires than to his own great鄄grand鄄children. 冶于Beinhocker
views the economy as a highly dynamic, constantly evolving system, akin to the
brain, the internet or an ecosystem. 摇

A later development of evolutionary theory by Niles Eldredge and Stephen Jay
Gould termed punctuated equilibrium盂 is particularly useful for purposes of social
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explanation, because history contains both continuity and discontinuity. This is a
model based upon the discontinuous pace of change. For long periods there can be
stability or rough equilibrium, but this is interspersed with periods of rapid change.
The punctuated equilibrium model also points to the fact that what works and is
adaptive at one point may be dysfunctional or impossible after a pivotal change has
occurred. 摇

Pivotal moments of change can be brought on by external changes in the
environment, sometimes involving a crisis. Equally they can be brought on by
changes from inside the systems. It is seen most easily in the economic sphere,
where there is not stasis or equilibrium, but rather each individual company is
seeking to improve its products and profits, is seeking to move into new markets,
and can find itself on either the right or wrong side of technological change.
Sometimes the diffusion of a good or a behaviour through a population changes the
scale in a way that has its own consequences. A road system that is sufficient when
five percent of the population own cars is not sufficient when 30 percent of the
population do. Quantitative change, when occurring on a sufficient scale, brings on
qualitative change.

The history of Western democracies in the long period of prosperity since the
end of World War II can be interpreted as success bringing new problems. The
greater enrichment of the population meant that they could pursue consumption
habits which in the past had been too expensive or scarce. So problems of
malnutrition have given way to issues of obesity. Tobacco smoking became
widespread but then the disastrous health impacts became more obvious. Car
ownership spread through the whole society, but the road toll soared, before many
policy initiatives reduced it again.

The punctuated equilibrium model captures the non鄄linearity of social
progress. This, emphatically, is not an argument that progress does not occur, but
rather an argument against the end of history. New challenges keep coming.

This model can illuminate how Australian鄄Chinese relations have passed
through three broad phases since 1949, and each was accompanied by different
perceptions, expectations and operating assumptions. In particular my argument is
that now in the third phase, there are higher and different expectations of China
than existed in the second.
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The Three Phases of Australian Attitudes to China

After 1949, the first phase of Australian relations with China was as a Cold
War enemy. The 23 years of this phase contained several variations, but the
constants were more basic. This involved seeing a monolithic Sino鄄Soviet bloc,
based upon international communist aggression. It necessitated a very close alliance
with the United States as the only means of stopping communist advances and
guaranteeing Australian security.

Internationally the most famous event of 1972 was President Nixon爷 s visit to
China, but in Australia, Gough Whitlam爷s Labor Party won the election, the first
change of government since 1949. One of his first acts was to establish diplomatic
relations with China, and this began the second stage of Australian鄄Chinese
relations. Even when just three years later, at the end of 1975, the conservative
government of Malcolm Fraser took over, the alliance with China remained.
Although the Cold War was at the heart of Fraser爷 s foreign policy, now the Sino鄄
Soviet split meant that Australia did not view China as the enemy.

Throughout this second phase, there was still a very strong domestic anti鄄
communist constituency, and criticisms continued of China爷s authoritarian rule and
attitudes to human rights. However the key consideration was the welcoming of
China爷 s entry into the international community, and its greater friendliness to
Western countries. Certainly in contrast to the earlier period, it was a time when
there was a more rounded appreciation of Chinese culture,淤 of Chinese
achievements and outlooks, and of the economic opportunities China offered.

In my view, we have now entered a third phase. China爷s participation in the
international community is now taken for granted, but the key difference is that
China is viewed not just as a developing country, but as a superpower. No definite
event began this phase, but it happened some time in the last decade.

As the theory of punctuated equilibrium suggests, in this new stage some of the
old operating assumptions do not suffice. Perceived flaws in Chinese behaviour,
both domestic and international, now loom larger, because different standards are
applied.
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Trends in Australian Public Opinion

Australian public opinion polls reflect the changing nature of the relationship.
In the first period, there was a majority of people believing that there was an
external threat to Australia爷 s security, and the greatest single proportion of these
believed that the threat came from China. 淤The sense of threat reached its peak in
1966—the year of Australia爷s “Vietnam election冶, when the conservative coalition
under Harold Holt won their largest ever victory. By the time of the change of
government to Labor in 1972, after much disillusion with the Vietnam War, the
sense of threat had subsided substantially.

From the 1980s there was less sense of a threat from anywhere despite US鄄
Soviet tensions still being very high. Over many years, the polling organisation Roy
Morgan Research has asked the same question: “ In your opinion are there any
countries which are a threat to Australia冶s security? If Yes, which countries?冶 The
last time this was asked, in 2009, 39 percent said there was no threat, and another
six percent couldn爷 t say. The three most commonly named threatening countries
were Indonesia (20% ), Iraq (12% ) and Afghanistan (10% ) . China ranked
fourth at eight percent, just ahead of five other countries on six or seven percent.
This is around the same level as it has been since the early 1980s, and shows the
sense of any direct threat to Australia from China has been reduced to an irrelevant
rump. A similar run of questions taken in conjunction with the Australian Electoral
Studies show a majority do not think China is likely to become a security threat to
Australia. This peaked in 2004 at 61% saying it is not very likely, down slightly to
54% in 2007. 于

Nevertheless when more penetrating polling is done, for example by the Lowy
Institute,盂 a discernible cooling towards China is apparent. On the one hand, three
quarters ( 73% ) of Australians think that China爷 s growth has been good for
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Australia (up by ten points in two years), which reflects the recognition of how
important the Chinese market is for Australian exports. ( The new phase in the
relationship is evidenced by the much greater attention to China. A search of the
four quality daily newspapers in Australia found 133 articles with references to
China爷s economy in 1990; 774 in 2000; but over 1600 in the first half of 2010
alone. 淤)

On the other hand, attitudes to Chinese in vestment in Australia became less
favourable in the last year. If we compare those thinking that Australia was allowing
too much Chinese foreign investment compared with those thinking it was about the
right amount or too little, then the split in 2009 was an almost even 50-45, but by
2010 it had increased to a 57-37 split against. At the same time, the percentage of
those who believed that China爷s aim is to dominate Asia rose from 60 to 69
percent. On a question which measures the “warmth冶 of feelings towards other
countries, between 2007 and 2009, Australians felt less warm towards China, down
from a mean of 61 to 54.

It would be wrong to exaggerate the solidity of such changes. Public opinion in
some respects is very malleable, influenced by whatever events have been in the
news in a recent period. For example in 2009, there was a series of controversies—
the problems between Rio Tinto and Chinalco. Nevertheless what has been a long
term movement towards more positive public attitudes to China appears to have
halted, and may have declined somewhat.

Current Controversies

Because of the greater intensity of the relationship, and its more multi鄄
dimensional character, it is likely that there will be more rather than fewer disputes
between Australia and China. It is unlikely that any of these will develop
sufficiently to threaten the relationship as a whole, however.

The key factor is that while a developing country can pursue its nationalist view
with little reaction from the rest of the world, a superpower is judged by different
standards. So China爷 s policies towards say Myanmar, North Korea and Iran now
occasion much more critical attention than previously.

Ironically while this means that in material terms, the power balance has now
moved in China爷s direction in various of its bilateral disputes, any exercise of that
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power is likely to be judged more critically by the international community.
Contrary to what “ realist冶 theories of international relations would suggest, I think
that rather there is less, not more, latitude in how China exercises its power,
because antennae are more attuned to any threatening use of it. Where international
problems demand a common approach, superpowers are expected to play a central
role, to take a responsi鄄bility for the functioning of the system.

誗 Security Issues
Recently in Australia, a brief but intense controversy arose following a

publication by one of the country爷 s leading security experts, Professor Hugh
White, which argued that there is a problem with Australia爷 s vision of its future,
namely that it has an investment in China growing quickly and indefinitely into the
future, but also expecting America to remain the strongest power in the region. 淤

The greatest controversy was over White爷s prescriptions for how Australia
should balance itself between America and China,于 but I must confess that my most
basic reaction to the publication and the subsequent debate was the unreality of
“ realist冶 thinking about international relations, that the international system has
evolved in ways that have left realist assumptions behind. The writing about nation
states as if they were billiard balls was always problematic and simplistic. But as
relations between countries have become ever more multi鄄dimensional—where state
to state relations are proportionally a much smaller part of the sum of international
relations, where there is not only far more intermeshing of economies, but multiple
and diverse transactions in civil societies—it has become even more misleading.

So the grid—that White places over everything else—of power relations
between nation states, as if they were simple, unified entities and as if power per se
is the aim of nation states often misconstrues actual choices and attitudes. (Note for
example he refers to the interdependence of American and Chinese prosperity as an
“economic ‘balance of terror爷冶,盂 an absurd phrase. )

One of the key misconceptions in realist thinking about the contemporary
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international situation is the exaggerated importance of military power. As White
notes, “no major Asian power has been involved in substantial military operations
in East Asia since China ‘ taught Vietnam a lesson爷 in 1979. 冶淤 Outside the
Middle East and Africa, the major use of force to settle disputes between states于

has become increasingly unthinkable,盂 because the costs to all other of a country爷
s national interests even of a successful use of force are too great to contemplate.
Nevertheless much of White爷 s concern is with military power, especially naval
power.

The empirical referents for several of his claims are hard to establish. Witness
the following: “ optimists 冶 think that China “ will continue to accept US
leadership冶; the last 40 years “ have been underwritten by the deals struck by
China and Japan to accept American leadership 冶; China “ would rather risk
disorder than accept that it has no more influence than it was accorded in 1972冶;
“A ‘Concert of Asia爷 would offer the Chinese people much less than they would
like. 冶榆 Not only is no evidence offered for any of these less than self鄄evident
propositions, but it is hard to spell out exactly what some of them mean.

But the unreality of realist doctrines given the totality of international relations
is evident also in his claim that: “America would have to abandon its residual
doubts about the legitimacy of China爷 s political system and become much more
circumspect about criticising its internal affairs. That means no more lecturing
China about dissidents, Tibet or religious freedom. 冶虞 Whatever the American (or
Australian ) governments might decide about this, the greater intensity of
transnational civil society is such that continued scrutiny will be placed on these
issues. Moreover while the realist logic is that the greater the power the more
freedom a state has to act as it wishes, it seems to me that once a country is
perceived as a superpower rather than a developing country, there is more scrutiny,
and in some ways less scope for it to exercise discretion without challenge by
others.
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Global Warming

Evolution is not just about the characteristics of organisms, but also of how
they adapt to changes in their environment. Remember one theory is that the
dinosaurs died out not because of the smallness of their brains, but after an asteroid
hit the earth, severely altering the whole planet爷 s climate and environment. So
change occurs because a change in the environment makes old patterns less
tenable. One such change is what the world is now facing with global warming.
Another involves how the relative scarcity of different factors affects pricing, most
particularly the likely rising price of oil in coming decades.

There have been few events in recent history in which so many hopes have
been invested as the Copenhagen Summit on Climate Change in December 2009. As
it transpired, Copenhagen epitomised many of the worst characteristics of global
summits, the unrealistic expectations, an impossible juggling in procedures which
left many feeling excluded, and then the domestic political exploitation of its failure
by all those wanting to pursue their own agendas.

In Australia, there were two very strong opposing constituencies who had in
common that they were both pressing the view that Copenhagen was a disastrous
failure—the environmentalists were expressing their disappoint鄄ment that a stronger
and more binding outcome was not achieved, while the conservative opposition to
the Labor Government was determined to embarrass it politically by saying what an
abject failure the Copenhagen Summit had been.

In retrospect, the Summit was less of a failure than seemed at the time. But
the political consequences of that perception of total failure had very real political
consequences in Australia. Many reasons were given—including criticisms of the
processes by which it was conducted; in the eyes of some, it was a triumph for
climate sceptics and / or demonstrated that many countries were not serious about
taking action to combat climate change if there were any costs involved.

Nevertheless, in the eyes of Australian politicians and in the coverage by the
Australian media, if one country was to be singled out for the Summit爷 s failure,
China was the number one culprit. China爷 s style at the Summit —probably in
retrospect more than the content of its stance (where after all the four developing
countries—Brazil, South Africa, India and China—agreed with the US )—
contributed greatly to this attribution of blame. In particular it seemed as if China爷
s stance was take it or leave it, and it was not prepared to negotiate.
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In recent times,there has been a steady stream of stories reporting on China爷s
commitment to reducing greenhouse gases. None of this has achieved the
prominence of course that China爷s behaviour at the Copenhagen Summit achieved.
But China爷s serious approach is now a fact that those constructively engaged with
the debate in Australia acknowledge. Leon Gettler went as far
as to say “ the only real leadership on the issues appears to be coming from
China冶,淤 while one of Australia爷s leading environmental reporters, Adam Morton,
and Beijing correspondent, John Garnaut, have similarly reported on the substantial
commitments of the Chinese Government,于 most recently in the latest five year
plan. 盂

誗 Conclusion
The international system will keep on evolving in ways that no鄄one can reliably

predict. But it seems certain that Australian鄄Chinese relations will never be simple
again. That reflects the relationship爷 s growing complexity and intensity. It should
be stressed that the politics of changing expectations is not a rational or consistent or
fair process. China is now such an important part of Australian political reality that
its behaviour becomes subjected to normal partisan debates in Australia. This was
particularly true of climate change.

At the same time, now that China is a more important player on the world
stage, there are higher expectations surrounding its actions. Perhaps ironically—
and in contrast to what a realist theory of international relations would predict—
greater power is accompanied by greater demands for transparency, and for
increased demands that its actions advance the international common good, even
though there will always be debate and contention over how to do this.
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Introduction

When the Cold War ended in the early 1990s, theorists from different schools
made a bleak prediction about the international relations of East Asia. Some bet
that East Asia would move toward an unstable multipolar order as the United States
(US) reduced its military presence. Japan would be remilitarized, and with rapid
economic growth, the People爷s Republic of China爷 s (PRC) military power would
also grow. As a result, all countries in the region would inevitably be engaged in
arms races. 淤 Aaron Friedberg represented an influential image of East Asia as a
region seemingly “ ripe for rivalry. 冶 He stressed that Asia lacks stability鄄enhancing
mechanisms of the kind that sustain peace in Europe, such as high levels of
regional economic integration and regional institutions to mitigate and manage
conflict. 于 Other pessimists foresaw regional disorder coming from the attempts of
the major states to balance a rising People爷 s Republic of China (PRC) . These
bleak security scenarios would bring forth greater uncertainties to economic growth
in East Asia.

More than a decade and a half later, however, East Asia has not descended
into an intense power struggle among major powers, and the prediction for a high
risk of violent conflict has not come to pass. Instead, while East Asia has become
one of the regions with the highest record of growth in the world, albeit with
disruption caused by the 1997 / 98 Asian financial crisis, the economic
regionalization and an interim security order rise in the horizon. This East Asia
phenomenon has triggered the debate about the theories of balance of power, and as
well as about the future development of the region.

The gap between the theoretical predictions and the new reality of East Asia
once again shows the complexity of applying theories of international relations in
practical policy areas. This background paper would like to answer the following
questions: how do different international relations theories characterize the evolution
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of a power shift in post鄄Cold War East Asia? How do these theories prescribe the
solutions for possible regional security regimes? How do these theories assess the
achievements of regional security cooperation represented by efforts centered around
the Association for Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)? What can be contributed to
the designing and improvement of regional security institutions in the future?

Contrasting Views of the Evolution
摇 of the Power Balance in East Asia

摇 摇 With respect to the evolution of the power balance and the formation of
regional security arrangements in East Asia, different theories of international
relations contend with each other. Generally speaking, realism assumes that
interstate power struggles are the normal condition for international political life,
and that a leading power is a prerequisite condition for the growth of regional
institutions. Neo鄄liberal institutionalism tends to emphasize the role of properly
designed mechanisms to ensure the lifespan and efficiency of regional institutions.
And constructivism attaches significance to identity and socialization in the course of
cultivating regional institutions.

When people review the predictions made about the post鄄Cold War East Asia,
realism may receive the most criticism for its misleading pessimistic descriptions.
Neo鄄realist theory identifies two types of balancing behavior: “ internal balancing冶
(national self鄄help), including military buildup directed against a rising power;
and “ external balancing 冶, which may involve either the strengthening of old
alliances or the forging of new ones, directed against a rising power. 淤 According to
Kenneth Waltz爷s theory, which is characterized with “ pure power冶 calculations,
Southeast Asian states that are relatively free to choose their alignment as secondary
states ought to “ flock to the weaker side冶 so that they can balance against the
dominant power in the system, that is, the US. 于 However, this prediction induced
from realism does not conform to reality very well. Southeast Asian states have not
aligned with the PRC specifically to balance against greater US power.

Since the mid鄄1990s, the PRC爷 s rising and its impact on regional security
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relations has attracted wide attention. Realists made prediction about how smaller
states in East Asia would have to choose between “balancing冶 against the PRC by
joining the US鄄led coalition, or “bandwagoning冶 with the PRC. The key to East
Asian security is great power politicking and military maneuvering to create a stable
regional balance of power. Hence, peace and stability is realized merely through
the balancing interactions between the US and the emerging competitor, the PRC.

Though stressing the significance of a distinct and longstanding regional
structure in East Asia, which he believes is of at least equal importance to global
factors in shaping the region爷 s security dynamics, Buzan爷 s main idea belongs to
major power鄄oriented analysis. As he argues, these two major powers in the region
and the “ internal developments within the PRC and the US冶 will decide the
evolution of the power balance at the regional level in East Asia. 淤 As for smaller
states, he insists that the future of interstate relations in the region will be more
defined by which way the regional states choose, that is, “ the Westphalian
principle of balancing or the bandwagoning imperative more characteristic of
suzerain vassal relationships. 冶于

On the question of what kind of regional security order is emerging in East
Asia, realists and others disagree. Ahn argues that in East Asia there are two types
of security arrangements emerging: one is a US鄄led loose balance of power, and the
other an ad hoc concert of powers in Asia. These developments result from the
mutual adjustment between the power position of the US and Asian nationalism or
regionalism. The US鄄led loose balance of power mainly works in the area of
bilateral relations among four major powers in the region—the US, PRC, Japan,
and Russia; and the second concert of powers takes place through US support to
Southeast Asian states, reflected in countering international terrorism and the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Ahn attaches much importance to
Asian nationalism and concludes that “ the East Asian order is not about to be
absorbed into the sphere of US hegemony冶 because the US hegemonic domination is
being challenged by the nationalism of East Asian countries, especially the PRC
and Russia. The East Asian balance of power will be loose and multipolar, albeit
under US leadership. On the other hand, dismissing the value of growing regional
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regimes, Ahn believes that despite all good intentions, ASEAN and the ASEAN
Regional Forum (ARF), and Asia鄄Pacific Economic Cooperation ( APEC) all
remain weak institutions, with ASEAN still lacking a common identity. 淤

Denny Roy insists that Southeast Asian countries are balancing against the
PRC, or accommodating, aligning, and even bandwagoning with it. 于 But now more
scholars share a consensus that Southeast Asian states have not balanced against or
bandwagoned with the PRC, as expected by realists. Ross points out that smaller
East Asian states are generally accommodating the PRC爷 s growing economic and
especially military prowess, and it is only those that are less directly vulnerable to
the PRC爷 s military power that are strengthening alignment with the US. 盂 The
reasons why Southeast Asian states have not adopted these policies has become an
interesting topic.

As Goh argues, Stephen Walt爷 s modified notion of “balance of threat冶 may
help to explain Southeast Asian states爷 reluctance to ally with the PRC to balance
against the US. 榆 The balance of threat approach argues that it is important to
specify the sources of major security threats before choosing balancing acts.
Because of reasons such as geographic proximity, historical enmity, territorial
disputes, and increasing economic competition, the smaller states in East Asia
regard the US as a benign and less threatening offshore power in the region, while
many of them distrust Chinese intentions and choose to maintain closer relations
with the superpower as a hedge against a potential Chinese threat. 虞 But Goh
added, even with this distrust toward the PRC “ . . . there is little evidence of direct
internal or external balancing against the PRC by states such as Indonesia, the
Philippines, and Vietnam, which have the most acute historical, territorial, and
political disputes with it. 冶 愚 All of the Southeast Asian allies of the US maintain
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strategic partnerships with the PRC in the same time as well. 淤 That is to say, the
modified approach of balance of threat is useful in pointing to the direction of a
threat, but is problematic in finding practical acts of balancing against a threat from
the PRC.

Some scholars argue that the unique history and culture in East Asia help to
explain the gap between balance of power theories and the political reality in the
region. Korean鄄American scholar David Kang argues that it is East Asia爷 s tradition
of hierarchical relations that have prevented these smaller states from balancing
against the PRC. Kang finds that “Asian states do not appear to be balancing
against. . . the PRC. Rather they seem to be bandwagoning. 冶于 Believing that
international politics is influenced by a succession of hierarchies rather than
recurrent multipolar balancing, he insists that prior to the intervention of Western
powers, states in East Asia were used to an asymmetrical regional order in which
Chinese domination meant relatively little intervention in their affairs, and so was
perceived as a source of stability and benefit. More challenging to the
understanding of the history of the relations between China and the region, Kang
holds, “historically, it has been Chinese weakness that has led to chaos in Asia.
When China has been strong and stable, order has been preserved. East Asian
regional relations have historically been hierarchic, more peaceful, and more stable
than those in the West冶 . 盂 Influenced by this history, East Asian states do not have
concerns and fears resembling the forecasts by western scholars of balancing power,
and they find themselves more comfortable deferring to a strong PRC than others
might think. As a result, the US has found it difficult to implement an outright
balancing strategy with substantial support from these countries. 榆In Kang爷 s eyes,
the failure of Western scholarship in giving more accurate predictions lies in its
essentially Eurocentric approach to Asian security. He calls for scholars to strive for
a better match between the theories and the evidence on the ground. A careful
study of Asia爷 s different pathway to national sovereignty and regional order would
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enrich the study of Asian security as well as the field of international relations.
Interestingly, Kang爷 s paper generated more debate over the question: will

Asia爷s past be its future?淤 For example, Acharya dismissed Kang爷s views as weak
literature鄄based, saying that “his idea of Asia爷 s return to a hierarchical order is
confusing and dangerous. 冶于 Acharya rejects Kang爷 s viewpoint that Asia is not
balancing the PRC, but bandwagoning with the PRC. He argues that India is
balancing against the PRC; the military buildup of ASEAN states and Japan is also
an example of balancing against the PRC爷s growing power; and the PRC is also
part of the reason for the revitalization of US alliances with Japan, Australia, and
the Philippines. On the question of bandwagoning, Acharya adopts the definitions
of Walt and Schweller. Stephen Walt implies that bandwagoning is “acquiescence
to a rising power by a state threatened by it ( appeasement),冶 while Randall
Schweller defines bandwagoning as “opportunistic jumping over to the side of the
rising power. 冶 Acharya argues that there is little evidence showing that either kind
of bandwagoning is taking place in Asia. Expanding economic relations between
East Asian countries and the PRC are not bandwagoning itself, which are “based
on rationalist, absolute gains logic,冶 but rather Kang “ confuses economic self鄄
interest with bandwagoning. . . these do no amount to deference. 冶 Acharya holds
that though Southeast Asian states do worry about the PRC爷s rise, they also think it
is “not a threat that requires aggressive balancing responses that would expose them
to the perils of security dependency. 冶 At the same time, suspicions of the PRC
remain sufficiently strong to prevent opportunistic bandwagoning with the PRC. The
Southeast Asian states爷 posture can be more accurately defined by the term of
“engagement. 冶盂

Scholars differ on how to assess the role of ASEAN and its achievement in
buildinga regional security regime.

On the relationship between balance of power and regional security
institutions, the differences are apparent among theorists of different schools on
which procedure should get priority. For example, Leifer argued that the existence
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of a stable balance of power was a prerequisite for successful regional security
institutions. 淤 Khong countered by opining that regional institutions were a critical
mechanism for “defusing the conflictual by鄄products of power鄄balancing practices冶
when regional states were trying to forge a stable balance of power. 于 This difference
is meaningful for decision鄄makers when they think over the designing and
implementing of a regional security framework.

Regarding the security order built by ASEAN, the debate is mainly between
neo鄄realists ( including realists) and constructivists, around the question of whether
ASEAN is strong enough to do that job. Based on some empirical studies, neo鄄
realists tend to view the role of ASEAN as peripheral to great power politicking,
what they value as “ the real stuff and substance冶 of international affairs. Their
defining of power is to more frequently equate power as force and coercion. 盂 They
argue that it is still premature to judge the transformative function of regional
institutions created under the sponsorship of ASEAN. These empirical studies show
that in so many of the key “hard冶 cases of regional security conflicts, the states
involved in conflict still tend to rely on bilateral and other avenues, instead of
resorting to these institutions as channels for resolving conflict. Some realists argue
that insufficient time has passed to allow scholars to test claims of socialization
assessment and to assess questions of who is socializing whom. 榆 Hence, following
this logic, scholars like Jones and Smith criticize ASEAN merely as a talk shop
playing into the hands of great power interests. Only a balance of power among
major powers is functional in setting a regional order. 虞 Some moderate or
eclectically neo鄄realists recognize the achievements earned by the ASEAN, but they
are still more inclined to attach the balance鄄of鄄power factor to the relative success so
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far. 淤 They argue it is still too early to say that the “alternative forms of order based
on more peaceful, less combative principles冶 have already come to pass. 于

On the other hand, constructivists highly value ASEAN, which has played a
crucial role in promoting a regional security community, though in a different way
not yet described by mainstream theories of international relation. 盂Different from
neo鄄realists, constructivists tend to define power neither necessarily as negative鄄sum
nor limited to conflictual situations. 榆 Acharya and others compare the situations
before and after the founding of ASEAN. They argue, when ASEAN was
established in the late 1960s, the “ outlook for regional security and stability in
Southeast Asia was particularly grim. 冶 But since then, ASEAN initiated the
peaceful principle of settling disputes among members. There has not been a war
between its founding members—Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand. In these years, the norms embraced by ASEAN, such as non鄄
interference, non鄄use of force, and settlement of disputes by peaceful means, have
had a somewhat regulative effect in the course of constructing relative peace in the
region. 虞

It may be the right attitude to give more trial time to rising regional
institutions. Moreover, regional institutions such as ASEAN should not be analyzed
in isolation, but in relation to the realist security strategies that regional states
pursue at the same time.

The US and East Asia: a Protector or Balancer?

The US is undoubtedly the most important variable in East Asia爷 s regional
security. But some scholars judge that the role of the US in the region is
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“surprisingly difficult to understand. 冶淤 This is partly demonstrated by the fact that
US policies in Asia are not set by a chart of navigation, contain a lot of
uncertainties, and are exposed to the effects of different factors.

When the Cold War ended, there was some discussion about the withdrawal of
the US military presence and its potential consequences for East Asia. But this
possibility was actually never given serious consideration in the US policy circles.
Buzan shares the view that a US withdrawal would have had huge consequences for
East Asia, not only because this policy would have meant the end of the US爷
superpower status, but also because the US plays the largest role in Asian security.
To some extent, the US “provides leadership for local fire鄄fighting over issues such
as Korea and Taiwan. 冶于 And these sensitive issues are among the factors most
likely to disturb peace and stability in the region. More seriously, a US withdrawal
from Asia would have imminent results, including a remilitarized and even
nuclearized Japan, and increasing tension between the PRC and Japan. Hence,
this role of the US in a position of “stabilizer冶 is widely recognized in the region,
from Southeast Asia to the PRC. Though the PRC does not think the US role is
always constructive, the PRC has expressed that it is not opposed to the US military
presence in Asia. 盂 Up to now, some kind of security dependence has developed in
response to the US presence in the region, which reflects the indispensable nature
of the US in any regional security arrangement. As Buzan points out, “neither the
PRC nor Japan (nor India) has the standing to take up the role of Asian regional
leader, and none of them looks likely to acquire it soon. ASEAN cannot by itself
provide adequate regional leadership, though its ARF is better than nothing. 冶 It
will take a long time for the region to outgrow this dependence on the US. 榆

The view that the US could be a stabilizer (or a sheriff oran “honest broker“
of regional security) mainly comes from the assumption that the US is a superpower
external to the Asian region and, therefore, lacks territorial ambition in the region.
This is the broad thinking of Southeast Asian states when they have continued to
deepen US involvement and integration into the region, including boosting the US
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military presence. 淤

For most of the time since the end of the Cold War, US policy in Asia has
suffered from oscillation and reluctance. Out of deep concerns about losing the
decisive say in Asian affairs, the US has rejected regional ideas such as the East
Asia Economic Group (EAEG) proposed by Malaysia in the early 1990s and the
Asian Monetary Fund (AMF) proposed by its ally Japan in response to the 1997 /
98 Asian financial crisis.

On the other hand, some studies have examined the potential negative effects
of the US presence in East Asia. Again, Buzan sees the role of the US as more than
a stabilizer. He distinguishes between the two kinds of roles played by the US:
“protector冶 and “balancer冶 . He defines a protector as having to make sacrifices to
preserve and strengthen its allies against a larger outside threat, in more or less an
altruistic way. A balancer is more likely to expect “ its allies to make sacrifices to
court its favor. 冶 A realist may assume that since the ending of the Cold War, the
role of US has shifted from “playing the more committed Cold War role of protector
of the region, to playing the rather less committed one of balancer. 冶 As a
balancer, any country placed in this way “will be tempted to manipulate the local
divisions to its own economic and political advantage. 冶 Kenneth Waltz even argues
that the US itself will come to be seen as a threat by other powers. 于 Buzan argues
that “ in the absence of a superpower rivalry to constrain its behavior, the US still
remains constrained from excesses of self鄄interest both by its economic interests in
East Asia, and by the desire to preserve the legitimacy aspects of its superpower
status. 冶盂 The dominant position as the only superpower may have spoiled the US
into carrying forward an arrogant unilateralist policy, as demonstrated during the
Bush administration. 榆 To the people who believe politics is economics, the US
abused its structural power at the regional level, as well as at the global level, to its
own economic and security advantage during the 1997 / 98 Asian financial crisis and
the recent global financial crisis, and surely in the war in Iraq. This phenomenon
proves Lord Acton爷 s dictum that “ power tends to corrupt, and absolute power
corrupts absolutely. 冶 When designing the security institutions for Asia, the
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potential for abuse of power by dominant player ( s ) should be taken into
consideration.

The US爷 reluctance and rigidities demonstrated in its policy toward Asian
cooperative security was accompanied with excessive militarization and unilateralism
during the Bush administration. These gestures and policies came at a cost to the US
reputation in East Asia and the world. Some Asia experts like Pempel have called for
“returning to a more nuanced mix of policy tools,冶 reemphasizing public diplomacy,
foreign aid, economic linkages, pandemic assistance, and other non鄄military policy
instruments. More meaningful to the regional security regime, they suggested that the
US should be “backing away from containment policies directed against the PRC,冶
and “ engaging Japan, the PRC and South Korea in non鄄military ways. 冶 For
example, Pempel urged for the creation of a trilateral US Japan PRC forum to usher
the US爷 Asia policy to move toward multilateral cooperation and to reduce mutual
suspicions. 淤 Since the inauguration of the Obama administration, some of these
policies have been given serious consideration, and have started to be implemented.

Ideological orientation and an overemphasis on power contribute to the US爷
Asia policy. To some extent, neo鄄conservative foreign policy was formulated as the
hybrid of the two. For example, it is not a rare case that some scholars called for a
concert of democracies to enforce a containment strategy of the PRC. Though it is in
the name of freedom and democracy, the most important concern is still the
concerns about the power position of the US. Some experts still call for a policy
named “ ideational balance of power冶 on the value of democracy. For instance,
Green and Twining predict that post鄄Bush leaders will identify and embrace the
promotion of bilateral and multilateral cooperation among Asia鄄Pacific democracies
as central to the US爷 regional strategy. To them, the most important policy will be
democracy promotion and security cooperation among like鄄minded democracies,
which will remain a central objective of American foreign policy in Asia. Such a
policy is believed to be able to magnify American power and facilitate US goals.
They think the “ ideational冶 balance of power in Asia directly affects the “material冶
balance of power, and ideology is a source of US soft power in carrying forward a
new Asia policy. 于 To this author, these policy advices are not different from the
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failed policies of the neo鄄conservatives. These policies have been out of date, and if
carried forward, merely bring forth division among Asian states and the demise of
emerging an cooperative security arrangement.

The PRC爷s Rising and Its Implications
for the Asian Security Order

摇 摇 The PRC has been a very important topic among scholars and practitioners
discussing the regional security arrangement in post鄄Cold War East Asia. Related
questions include the following: How can one evaluate the PRC爷s foreign policy? Is
the PRC a status quo power or a revisionist power? How to get the PRC involved in
the regional security regime? As Buzan argues, the PRC “ is already central to the
security dynamics of the Asian supercomplex. 冶 The relations and the regional
security regimes will depend on how the PRC will interact with the region, that is,
“how quickly (or slowly) its power grows, and how much (or little) its postures
and policies arouse fear in its neighbors. 冶淤 Focusing on the interactions of the
relations, this judgment is noteworthy for Chinese decision鄄makers.

Nevertheless,the PRC爷 s rising is an exaggerated phenomenon. The PRC爷 s
rising will be a long鄄term process, especially when taking into account its per capita
gross domestic product (GDP) and serious challenges inside the society, such as
overpopulation, environmental degradation, widening gaps of development, and the
potential crisis of governance. The exaggeration of the PRC爷 s power and influence
started when the Cold War was just ended. For example, the PRC was then
considered the biggest winner in security terms with the demise of the Cold War,
because the declining penetrative influence of the competition between superpowers
actually enhanced the independence of countries in the region. 于 The collapse of the
Soviet Union was a two鄄side story. On one hand, it greatly reduced the threat to the
PRC爷s national security, but on the other hand, the fall of its communist neighbor
also threw the PRC into a serious crisis. The political security situation related to
power legitimacy did not improve until the PRC acceded to the World Trade
Organization (WTO) in 2001. Facing internal and external challenges, the PRC
government has shown great resilience and ability. The set of core policies was
clearly designed to push forward domestic reform and economic growth, and on the
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international frontline, to be committed to improvement of PRC US relations and
integrated into international institutions. These policies have boosted the PRC爷s leap
forward in every field, which in turn has generated different notions of the PRC as a
threat, especially since the mid鄄1990s.

The exaggerated threat of the PRC comes from the misperception of the national
conditions of the PRC, but also from the dynamics of domestic politics in some
regional states. The PRC can be a convenient excuse to serve the purpose of
consolidating power by political forces, and strengthening a military buildup as well.
This observation could apply to Japan and Southeast Asian states, and also to the
US. 淤 Hence, when we discuss the implications of the PRC爷s rising to the regional
security arrangement, we have to bear this point in mind, to tell what is really true
from what is politically fabricated.

The new relations between the PRC and ASEAN have been regarded as one of
the most important achievements in the cause of regional cooperation in East Asia.
Broadly speaking, this new relations helped to reduce negative image of the PRC
tarnished by the notions of the PRC as a threat and to prevent the subregion from
siding with the US. To ASEAN members, these new ties would also improve the
security environment and avoid the great burden of being forced to choose between
the two major powers. Specifically, there seemed to be two big events which
brought the PRC and ASEAN closer to each other: the 1997 / 98 Asian financial
crisis and the PRC爷s WTO accession in 2001, which further liberalized the mindset
of the PRC爷s leadership. As observed by Shambaugh, 2002 was a landmark year;
the ASEAN+PRC summit was held and both sides signed four key agreements,
including the Declaration on Conduct in the South China Sea, the Joint Declaration
on Cooperation in the Field of Nontraditional Security Issues, the Framework
Agreement on Comprehensive Economic Cooperation,, and the Memorandum of
Understanding on Agricultural Cooperation. At the 2003 summit, the PRC formally
acceded to ASEAN爷 s Treaty of Amity and Cooperation, becoming the first non鄄
ASEAN state to do so. The PRC爷s proactive approach toward ASEAN has brought
the effects of competition, witnessing India, Japan, the Republic of Korea
(Korea), and others subsequently following suit. At the same summit, ASEAN
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and the PRC signed the Joint Declaration on Strategic Partnership for Peace and
Prosperity, which addressed a wide range of political, social, economic, and
security issues. At the 2004 summit between the PRC and ASEAN, Chinese
Premier Wen Jiabao put forward two further initiatives: ( i) to build upon the 2001
Framework Agreement on Economic Cooperation to establish the PRC ASEAN Free
Trade Area (FTA) to create a free trade area in East Asia, and ( ii) to establish an
East Asian community ( presumably composed only of ASEAN + 3 countries) to
discuss political and other issues. 淤 In 2009, both sides finished negotiations over
the FTA pact, and since 2010 the largest free trade zone in the world has started to
be phased in. The rapid progress in relations between the PRC and ASEAN makes
it clear that both sides have greatly benefited from the changed relationship, not
only in political and security spheres, but also in trade and investment.

There is a dispute on how to explain the PRC爷 s ASEAN policy adjustment.
Realists tend to argue that ASEAN was taken advantage of by the PRC to serve its
great power interests. On the other hand, some people believe that the PRC爷s new
policy toward ASEAN is not merely part of a larger charm offensive, but also a
fundamental compromise that the PRC has chosen to make in limiting its own
sovereign interests for the sake of engagement in multilateral frameworks and pursuit
of greater regional interdependence. 于 To constructivists, this relationship is a vivid
example of how the PRC has been “socialized冶 by ASEAN. By signing ASEAN爷 s
1967 charter and the Declaration on Conduct in the South China Sea, it is believed
that ASEAN has formally committed a rising major power to enforcing the principles
of nonaggression and noninterference in potential conflict. 盂 Regarding this
achievement, more scholars care accepting the argument that the PRC has been
socialized. For example, as Katsumata argues, from interacting with Southeast Asia
in forums such as the ARF, “ the Chinese had begun to learn the value of
multilateralism. . . and that they have increasingly been socialized into ASEAN爷 s
norm since then. 冶榆 But actually, ASEAN member states are also being socialized
at the same time and as a result are reshaping their assessment of the PRC爷 s
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intention and polices in the region. To be more accurate, it is a dual鄄track
socialization process, which can be called “mutuality socialization. 冶淤

Since the turn of the new century, the PRC has undertaken successful regional
security diplomacy. ARF / ASEAN is only one part of the PRC爷 s regional security
diplomacy based on the new concept of “cooperative security. 冶 The other regional
efforts include the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), the Six Party Talks
on the nuclear crisis in the Democratic Republic of Korea, and efforts to open
security dialogues with the US, Japan, South Asia, and the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) . These security and diplomatic actions have greatly helped
improve mutual understanding between the PRC and the outside world, in terms of
transparency and confidence building.

The ASEAN Way and Regional Security Regime:
Enmeshment,Engagement, or Hedging

摇 摇 For a long time, theories of international relations assume that there are only
two broad responses to an increasingly strong and potentially threatening great
power: states either balance against or bandwagon with that power. The logic is
simple. For the balancing school of thought, in order to preserve security, states
(particularly smaller ones) tend to perceive a rising power as a growing threat that
has to be counter鄄checked through alliance ( external balancing) and armament
( internal balancing) . If the rising power爷s aggregate capability is enhanced by
geographical proximity, offensive capability, and offensive intention, balancing is
one of the best choices. On the other hand, the bandwagoning school holds that
states may choose to accept a subordinate role to the fast鄄rising power in exchange
for profit and to preserve one爷s own security and economic interests. 于

A debate has taken place on how Southeast Asia is responding to the PRC爷 s
rising, as mentioned in the first part of the paper. But most scholars seem to share
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the opinion that this simple dichotomy of balancing versus bandwagoning does not fit
well with the political reality of post鄄Cold War East Asia. Southeast Asian countries
clearly do not want to choose between the two major powers, the US and the PRC.
As Evelyn Goh argues, ASEAN爷 s avoidance strategy “ is not merely tactical or
time鄄buying; instead, Southeast Asian states have actively tried to influence the
shape of the new regional order. 冶 淤 That is to say, key Southeast Asian states are
not merely waiting for external powers to set up a regional order, they recognize
they have the potential to play a big role in building that new regional order.

Some considerations on the side of Southeast Asian states account for why most
regional states have rejected pure鄄balancing and pure鄄bandwagoning. First, the so鄄
called “PRC threat冶 remains largely potential rather than actual, so pure鄄balancing
is considered strategically unnecessary. Second, pure鄄balancing is politically
provocative and counter鄄productive, and an anti鄄Beijing alliance will certainly push
the PRC in a hostile direction, turning a perceived threat into a real one. Third,
pure鄄balancing will squander great economic opportunity coming from the PRC爷 s
rapidly growing market. 于 Fourth, history does matter. An understanding of Chinese
history may have partly assuaged the concerns of Southeast Asian states as Kang
argued, though the past does not necessarily point to the future. 盂 Now more
scholars are redefining regional states爷 response to the PRC爷 s rising as a mixed
engagement and hedging strategy. 榆 One may find some similarities between the
great power the US and Japan and these smaller regional states.

In order to influence the shape of the new regional order,key Southeast Asian
states, as well as ASEAN, are pursuing two main pathways to order in the region:
the “omni鄄enmeshment冶 of major powers and “complex balance of influence. 冶 The
“ omni鄄enmeshment冶 strategy mainly refers to the broader and multidirectional
efforts, by which the ASEAN countries involve all major powers in a regional
security dialogue or some form of institutions, either through bilateral arrangements
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or collective arrangements such as ARF. And the “complex balance of influence冶
implies the Southeast Asian version of indirect balancing in bilateral or triangular
relations, “combined with a more ambitious aim of forging a region鄄wide balance of
influence among the major powers using competitive institutionalization and
diplomacy. 冶淤 These strategies not only have helped to produce a stable power
distribution outcome, but also have succeeded in committing the major powers to
the norms of behaviors and principles in dealing with interstate conflict. These
efforts have helped ASEAN to successfully sustain its leadership in designing the
regional security order. Despite much skepticism, the positive role of ASEAN has
been acknowledged by more scholars recently, even some among the pessimistic
realists. British scholars Barry Buzan and Gerald Segal opined that “(ASEAN)
states have constructed a durable security regime that has allowed them to solve and
demilitarise a variety of disputes between them. 冶于

With respect to the role of ASEAN in buildinga regional security order, some
people refer to the “ ASEAN Way,冶 which is characterized by “ informal,
consensual, and incremental decision鄄making and a focus on confidence鄄building
measures. 冶盂

The “ASEAN Way冶 emphasizes consensus, non鄄interference in members爷
internal affairs, voluntary enforcement of regional decisions, and insuring sovereignty
protection. 榆 With regard to interstate conflicts, it emphasizes peaceful solutions.
The dominant understanding of ASEAN鄄driven regionalism came to assume that,
first, a collocation of weak state actors engineered a set of procedural norms and
persuaded stronger regional actors to both adopt and adapt to them; and second,
these distinctively non鄄Western procedural norms and processes have informed a
practice of socialization that over time constructs new and more inclusive identities,
transforms interests, and establishes the lineaments of a regional community.

On other hand, we see signs of the adjustment of the “ASEAN Way冶 . For
example, coping with terrorism has led to some erosion of the non鄄interference
norm, because transnational cooperation is essential to effectively combating
terrorist groups across national borders. Furthermore, in November 2007, ASEAN
passed the new Charter which signals movement beyond sovereignty protection to
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economic, political鄄security, and socio鄄cultural communities by 2020. And the new
Charter also commits its signatories to democracy ( for the first time) and human
rights. 淤

The central role of ASEAN in building regional instructions like ARF, ASEAN
+3, and the East Asia Summit (EAS), partly results from the rivalry among major
powers—the US, PRC, and Japan. With this power rivalry, major powers agree to
have ASEAN in the driver爷 s seat for the regional process. Therefore, we could
have reasons to argue that with improvement of the relations among these major
powers, some changes may take place to the leading role enjoyed by ASEAN. But
when witnessing the ups and downs of PRC Japan relations, it may be advisable to
have some reservations about this relatively optimistic future.

PRC Japan Rivalry: A Hindrance to Deepening
Regional Cooperation in East Asia

摇 摇 The strategic competition between the PRC and Japan in East Asia can be
attributed to many reasons, including security as well as the issues of history and
territorial disputes. However, this bilateral competition, on the one hand, has
made the regional cooperation process more complicated, and on the other, the
economic interdependence network woven by the regionalization of economic
activities has substantially constrained the extent of the Sino鄄Japanese competition.

The increasing rivalry has taken place in the time of the emergence of the PRC
in the regional arena and a rising Japan seeking the status of a great political power
to complement its dramatic economic prowess. Since the appreciation of the yen in
the 1980s, large鄄scale investment flows emanated from Japan to other countries in
the region, and formed a Japan鄄centered regional production and investment system
based on the so鄄called “ flying geese冶 economic model. Although it experienced the
bursting of an economic bubble and a long recession in what came to be known as
the “ lost decade冶 in the 1990s, Japan still has a major influence on the global
economy. In this process, Japan sets a strategic goal of becoming a normal country
by pursuing a status of political power in line with its economic strength. Japan
aspires to play a more prominent role in global and regional affairs; hopes to gain a
permanent seat on the UN Security Council; and at the regional stage, the country
is seeking to define the concept and framework of an East Asian Community,
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exercising its leadership over the regional institutions. Obviously, Japan爷s political
attempts have gone beyond the role the US wishes Japan to play in East Asia.
While the US has asked Japan to assume greater responsibility and burden, it set
limitations to Japanese political ambitions, which was exemplified in the case of the
proposed AMF, an idea the US was firmly opposed to.

The 1997 / 98 financial crisis left East Asia with a heavy price to pay and also
helped to build a consensus that regional integration and institution鄄building should
be a collective goal in the wake of the disaster. Clearly, in Japan there are different
views on this issue, private active and government passive. Prime Minister Koizumi
carried forward a policy strengthening the security alliance with the US to balance
the PRC爷s increasing influence. At the same time, the Japanese government made
efforts to compete with the PRC over regional integration objectives in East Asia.
On the other hand, seeking to deal with a regional perception of the PRC as a
threat, the Chinese government made a major adjustment in its Asia policy by
supporting the ASEAN鄄led East Asian regional integration process. The PRC moved
much more quickly than Japan in promoting these regional objectives and proposed
new ideas of regional cooperation, many of which have become a reality. The PRC
first acceded to the Treaty of Amity of ASEAN, reached the South China Sea code
of conduct, and struck an agreement with ASEAN committing itself to negotiation of
a free trade agreement (ASEAN+1) .

Facing the PRC 爷 s rise and its proactive posture in terms of regional
integration, Japan felt pressure to compete with the PRC and adopted the following
measures: ( i) signed bilateral or multilateral economic partnership agreements with
ASEAN countries, including an FTA deal; ( ii) supported the extension of the
membership of the East Asia cooperation framework beyond the ASEAN+3 countries
to include India, Australia, and New Zealand, which formed the East Asia Summit
(EAS); followed the US double鄄hedge policy toward the PRC ( even if the US
government announced a policy of “ responsible stakeholders冶 with the PRC in
2005) and strengthened the alliance with the US, as well as with India, Australia,
and other countries active in defense cooperation in an attempt to promote a so鄄
called Asian NATO. In March 2007, the government signed the Japan鄄Australia
security agreement with Australia, and it was generally agreed that this agreement
was focused on a rising PRC.

However, ironically, Japan爷 s balancing acts against the PRC happened at a
time when bilateral relations were deepening, which clearly limited Japan爷s choices
for its security policy. Deepening bilateral economic cooperation has locked the two
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countries in a network of interdependence inextricably linking and mutually
benefiting both of them. The two economies are highly complementary; the PRC
relies on investment and technology from Japan, while the PRC爷 s rapid economic
rise has become a big driving force in sustaining Japan爷 s growth. It was the so鄄
called “PRC爷 s special demand,冶 which, to a large extent, pulled the Japanese
economy out of the 1990s recession. Obviously, it is Japan爷s interest to perpetuate
this mutual beneficial cooperation and avoid the head鄄on鄄head confrontation with
the PRC.

The inter鄄governmental and non鄄governmental exchanges between the two
countries exceed similar exchanges with any other country. For example, 233 sister
city agreements were reached between the PRC and Japan through 2006, and more
than 4. 8 million passengers traveled back and forth between the two countries that
year. The price of breaking such a deep tie would be huge to both sides. The
international community does not want to see the Sino鄄Japanese competition spiral
out of control, which would probably lead to great chaos throughout the region.
Southeast Asian countries are no longer willing to choose between the two countries,
and even the US wants to see a stable relationship because cooperation between
Japan and the PRC is important to the settlement of hotspot issues such as the
nuclear crisis on the Korean peninsula, which the US is deeply concerned about. A
reconciliation of the PRC鄄Japan relations serves the interests of the US in East
Asia.

Monetary cooperation has great potential to tie Japan and the PRC together in
closer regional financial cooperation, apart from serving their common interests.
The two major financial crises in the last two decades have greatly hit the two
countries and the region, and have generated consensus for a regional monetary
framework. The common interests and potential benefits from this regional
cooperation may have helped to limit the extent of the strategic competition between
the two countries. For example, the two financial crises have taught the monetary
policymakers in the region that East Asia is over鄄dependent on the US dollar, and it
is time to change to its own regional mechanism to diversify the risks of associating
with the US dollar. Some even talk about the possibility of promoting “Asian
dollar冶 objectives. In dealing with the issue of reliance on the US dollar, Japan has
come to this understanding earlier than the PRC. As early as 1998, Japan set out
for a regional monetary arrangement with some sense of urgency, while the PRC put
forward the objectives of reforming the international monetary system in this current
crisis. A study points out that the 1997 / 98 Asian financial crisis was a turning
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point in Japan爷s policy on the dollar. The crisis increased the Japanese awareness
of the status of over鄄reliance on the US dollar, and hence promoted the
internationalization of the yen and augmented its support to initiatives strengthening
regional currencies. As Katada argues, despite the increasing challenges of reliance
on the US dollar, the domestic politics of Japan and the Sino鄄Japanese rivalry for
regional leadership may continue to keep the dollar as the leading currency in the
region in the medium鄄term. 淤 In the time between the two crises, Japan, the PRC,
and other East Asian countries worked together to adopt a currency swap program,
the Chiang Mai Initiative, and strengthen Asian local currency bond markets.
Furthermore, as a result of the global financial crisis, the region has taken more
substantial steps to prevent future crises. Clearly, these achievements are based on
some understanding and cooperation between Japan and the PRC as the two
economic giants in the region. Actual monetary cooperation has helped to impose
restrictions on the Sino鄄Japanese strategic and security competition.

In past years, under the mixed influence of internal and external factors, post鄄
Koizumi Liberal Democratic Party government leadership made efforts to improve
relations with the PRC, reviving the exchange of state visits of leaders. The PRC
and Japan are committed to building a relationship of “strategically mutual benefit冶
and at the same time are cooperating to ameliorate any animus between the two
peoples. And with the new government led by Prime Minister Hatoyama of the
Democratic Party of Japan, Japan鄄US, Japan鄄East Asia, and Japan鄄PRC relations
are entering a period of adjustment. Japan爷s new leader has stressed a more equal
partnership with the US, put forward a policy calling for building an East Asian
Community, and seeks to build a trusting relationship with the PRC. These policy
adjustments can bring significant changes to the political, economic, and security
structures of East Asia, and the region may be entering a new era of a more
balanced and cooperative power relationship.

However, while there are hopes of improving relations between the PRC and
Japan in the near future, a complicated mixture of factors has led to the strategic
and competitive relationship between the two countries. These factors include
different interpretations of modern history; disputes over territory, the continental
shelf, and exclusive economic zones in the East China Sea; Japan爷 s alliance with
the US and its potential intervention in the PRC爷s reunification with Taipei,China;
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and the broader context of the rise of the PRC. It would be difficult to solve the
strategic distrust between the two major powers of the region in the short鄄term and
the trend of Japan鄄PRC bilateral relations will remain a force to shape the future of
regional cooperation in East Asia.

Economic Interdependence and Strategic Competition
摇 among Nations: Competition and Complementarities

摇 摇 The establishment of an East Asian security order must adapt to the emerging
economic realities of the region. Therefore, it is advisable to examine the process of
economic integration in East Asia and its impact on regional security institution
prospects.

From the 1980s to the present, intra鄄regional trade links have continued to
grow, with Japan and the PRC as the two crucial driving forces. Following the
accelerated appreciation of the yen after the Plaza Accord in 1987, a large number
of Japanese enterprises began to invest overseas, leading to the aforementioned
flying geese economic model. This system was characterized by Japan serving as a
source of technology and capital, and other parts of East Asia as the location of
processing and assembly lines. This division of labor brought development
opportunities to Southeast Asian countries and greatly enhanced Japan爷 s economic
leadership in East Asia. However, it should be noted that Japan 爷 s regional
leadership did not last very long and that the US market has remained the focus of
Japanese companies operating in the region; the so鄄called Japan Southeast Asia US
triangular relationship was mainly driven by Japan爷s outflow of capital and demand
in US markets.

The PRC爷 s rapid integration into regional and global production and trading
systems has fundamentally changed the geo鄄economic landscape of East Asia. Since
the mid鄄1990s, the PRC爷 s processing trade has boomed. The PRC爷 s preferential
policies to encourage the inflow of foreign invest鄄ment, cheap labor costs, and
expectations of expanding Chinese domestic markets, have together allowed the
PRC to become Asia爷s most dynamic economy. The PRC爷s rise as a workshop for
the world brought more competition to exports from Southeast Asia, and as a result,
the notions of a PRC threat were voiced in the region. Some even identified
competition from PRC exports as being partly responsible for the 1997 / 98 Asian
financial crisis, in which Southeast Asian countries plunged into deep recession.
Clearly, this view is not justified, and the crisis was caused by more complex
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factors, mainly international capital flows and speculation in regional currencies.
With concerns over a possible threat from the PRC economy after WTO

accession on the rise in Southeast Asia, the PRC leadership gave serious thought to
the notion of its economy as a threat to the region. They thought over the ways of
how to change these views in the region and how to replace notions of the PRC
threat with notions of the “PRC opportunity. 冶 In this regard, the PRC began to pay
more attention to regional diplomacy and for the first time accepted the concept of
regional diplomacy to promote regional integration. Hence, the PRC has actively
participated in the ASEAN鄄led East Asian integration process.

Since the 1997 / 98 Asian financial crisis, the process of regional cooperation
in East Asia has been accelerated. The PRC 爷 s diplomatic adjustment has
undoubtedly strengthened the collective will and determina鄄tion of the countries in
the region to push forward with more economic and political integration efforts.

On a larger scale, the dramatic impact of the 1997 / 98 Asian financial crisis,
inadequate rescues of international monetary organizations, and western bias toward
the state鄄led development model drove the determination of East Asia toward self鄄
help and monetary cooperation. Currency swaps such as the Chiang Mai Initiative
as well as an increasing number of FTA negotiations and deals have represented
these efforts, despite the fact that the East Asia Free Trade Area (EFTA) is still in
the planning stage. With rising awareness of common economic interests and the
growth of cooperation mechanisms, the traditional security dilemma has been eased
greatly in East Asia. This progress includes a code of conduct over the South China
Sea between the PRC and Southeast Asian states.

Having important implications for the region 爷 s security relations, the
deepening of economic interdependence between the PRC and the US has reshaped
their respective assessments of common interests and the direction of bilateral
relations. The PRC鄄US plane collision incident (EP鄄3 incident) in April 2001,
coupled with the coming to power of Republican President George W. Bush and his
declaration of the PRC as a “ strategic competitor,冶 ushered the Sino鄄US relations
to a low point. However, this political defining of the relations could not change the
fact that Sino鄄US economic relations have grown increasingly important to both
sides, which was vividly exemplified by the huge lobbying effort in support of
Permanent Normal Trade Relations ( PNTR) legislation conducted by the US
business community and the Clinton administration in 2000. The looming danger of
confrontation between the two big powers and the rapidly increasing economic
interests helped relations back onto a normal track. More importantly, the 9 / 11
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incident fundamentally reoriented the US security strategy, from targeting the enemy
among major powers to identifying terrorism as its number one security threat.

Since its accession to the WTO, the Chinese economy has been greatly
liberalized and achieved tremendous development. Sino鄄US economic relations have
also experienced a great deal of progress. The relative weight of US trade with the
PRC has surpassed any other traditional ally in East Asia, including Japan. More
important, the PRC has become America爷 s largest creditor nation as the largest
buyer of the US treasury bills. The PRC holds the equivalent of USD 2. 2 trillion in
foreign reserve, most of which is in US dollars. The head of the White House爷 s
National Economic Council, Lawrence Summers, described this relationship as a
“balance of financial terror. 冶 These developments imply clearly that PRC US
relations have moved beyond traditional trade relations and into comprehensive and
deep relations based on trade, investment, finance, and technical cooperation.

Sino鄄US economic interdependence has obviously limited the choices of
security relations. Seeing the huge cost of potential military confrontation, the two
sides focus on more dialogue and cooperation in security relations, although it still
takes some time to build strategic trust. First of all, the PRC and US are both
reluctant to upset the status quo, which is reflected in their handling of the Taipei,
China issue. The two sides have had very good cooperation in resisting pro鄄
independence forces. Secondly, the US does not want to see the further
deterioration of the Sino鄄Japanese relations spiral out of control. Some improvement
of the relations between the two Asian neighbors is welcome. Thirdly, the US and
the PRC recognize the increasing global significance of their bilateral relations, and
the two sides need a collective effort to address climate change and promote the
growth of the global economy. The joint statement produced as an outcome of
President Obama 爷 s visit to the PRC in November 2009 vividly demonstrates
common interests and consensus on these global issues.

Though economic interdependence and common interests have strengthened,
the competition for strategic influence will still exist among big powers in the
region. For example, while the US continues to maintain its strategic alliance
relationship with Japan and conduct joint operations with India, the PRC and
Russia have also strengthened their strategic partnership of cooperation. Because of
the problem of trust, strategic balancing acts will continue on both sides. The so鄄
called Asia鄄Pacific Community of Democracies, or “Asian NATO,冶 is still a part of
some people爷s advocacy nevertheless.

The rise of the PRC should be mainly defined as an economic rise, and its
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position as a center of gravity in the global network of trade and investment.
Relations between the PRC and Australia, New Zealand, and other countries are
more examples showcasing the constraining effects on security relations of expanding
economic interests. Increasingly close economic ties has made Australia cautious in
responding to Japanese and American pressure for strengthening their alliance to
contain the PRC爷 s growing power and influence. Australia is an ally of the US,
while influential in Southeast Asia, it is obviously a potential ally of the US and
Japan to contain the PRC. However, Australia and the PRC are natural trading and
investment partners in natural resources and other areas, and meeting the demands
of the Chinese market has driven the Australian economy in very important and
direct ways. Thus, in August 2004, after a meeting with Premier Wen Jiabao, the
Australian Foreign Minister stated that Australia爷 s alliance with the US does not
necessarily require Australia to automatically be on America爷s side over the Taipei,
China issue. Though the Australian government subsequently clarified its position,
it demonstrated that the Australian government is reluctant to offend the PRC over
the Taipei,China issue. At the same time, Australia might be expected to play
some kind of bridging role between the PRC and the US.

New Zealand has also been incorporated into the framework of the East Asia
Summit, which is perceived by some as having a role in balancing the PRC爷 s
influence by embracing more countries such as India, Australia, and New Zealand.
However, New Zealand and the PRC have maintained a close relationship, mainly
through economic interests. Among the developed countries, New Zealand was the
first to recognize the PRC爷s market economy status, complete WTO talks with the
PRC, and start negotiations on and sign a free trade agreement with the PRC.
Despite a population of just more than 4 million, New Zealand has won respect from
the PRC because of its independent foreign policy. 淤

Sharing a wide range of practical interests and being geographically close to the
PRC, Southeast Asian countries are unwilling to choose between the US and the
PRC, and do not want to be victims of the Sino鄄Japanese confrontation. Therefore,
though some of them still have no confidence in the PRC, and some territorial
disputes have not yet been settled, they are still interested in deepening economic
relations. In 2010, the PRC and ASEAN established the world爷 s most populous
FTA, an obvious example of the complexity of the relations between the PRC and
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ASEAN.
The current global financial crisis is accelerating the shift of the global wealth

and power, and center of gravity from the Atlantic to the Asia鄄Pacific region. The
global financial crisis caused by the US subprime debt issue weakened the US
power position and put the US鄄led neoliberal globalization model in question. On
the other hand, in weathering the financial storm, the Chinese economy has shown
great flexibility and become the anchor of stability in the regional economy as a
whole. Also in the region, the DPJ government led by Prime Minister Hatoyama is
determined to adjust Japan爷 s foreign policy, emphasizing the value of the US
Japan relations on a more equal footing and in working toward the objective of an
East Asian Community.

US President Obama爷s Asia policy has to be reshaped to adapt to the newly
changing circumstances in the region. The US is now putting more emphasis on
strengthening relations with the PRC; accommodating the demands of the new
Japanese government; and accepting the regional integration of East Asia, albeit
with a precondition of assuring the US some proper role in the regional process.

Open regionalism. The development of economic interdependence in East
Asia has been driven by a region鄄wide flow of economic factors, which has achieved
great progress, but international geopolitical competitions still hamper the formation
of the region 爷 s political and security cooperation mechanisms. East Asia is
characterized by a mismatched development of economic integration and political
cooperation. However, if we look into the last decade, one thing is clear that the
spillover effects of economic interdependence, as well as the growing common
interests and stakes, have greatly helped to relax the possible disruption of inter鄄
state relations caused by the issue of a security dilemma.

Strategic competition and geopolitics has had a complex impact upon the
process of regionalization in East Asia. The 1997 / 98 Asian financial crisis pushed
countries to work together through regional cooperation mechanisms. The ASEAN+3
leaders even approved the agenda of the East Asian Community. However, over
time momentum was lost due to Sino鄄Japanese disputes and the goal of ASEAN to
maintain its position in the “ driver seat冶 in defining regional integration. As a
result, the entire region爷s integration process has been impeded though competitive
liberalization, which has appeared to push forward the cause of free trade in various
forms. It is believed that it will take a long period of time to decrease the inter鄄state
strategic competition and formulate an exclusive regional cooperation mechanism
similar to the EU爷 s common tariff, common market, and economic and monetary
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alliances. Judging from the current situation in the region, regional cooperation
based on “ open regionalism冶 could continue to fit well with the economic and
political realities in East Asia. Correspondingly, the regional security mechanism
should be essentially open to all the countries in the region, including the US which
has a significant interest in East Asia.

Seeking East Asia Regional Security Mechanisms:
A Review of Alternative Concepts

摇 摇 Open regionalism should be the proper approach to the cultivation of a regional
security order. What kind of mechanism should be built to meet the needs of open
regionalism?

The discussions about the way of building a regional security mechanism can
be categorized into one of the following models:

The first model considers the value of the traditional regional order and its
potential implications for today爷 s efforts. These old models include the ancient
Chinese tributary system and the Greater East Asia Co鄄Prosperity Sphere of Japan.
For example, some discussions argue that the Chinese tributary system exercised a
generally positive influence in the peripheral regions of China. Linked to this
history, some people are worried about the so鄄called “ signification冶 of the region.
In addition, the tribute system grew out of a special history background, and does
not fit the spirit of the current nation鄄state system. On the other hand, the Greater
East Asia Co鄄Prosperity Sphere was built on military conquest to serve the
invaders爷 own interests. It does not make sense to revive these past models, and
would only make the situation in the region more complex.

The second model can be summed up as the Asian doctrine of security
regionalism. Asia爷s rise in the global economy has boosted confidence among some
people in Asia. In order to match economic interdependence in the region, they
urge for the formation of an Asian doctrine of security regionalism. For example, in
March 2004, the Japanese ambassador in New Delhi argued that “ the PRC Japan
India trilateral strategic axis冶 will help regional stability and prosperity in Asia.

He claimed that he conferred with Indian sides on this proposal informally. Sunanda
Kisor Datta鄄Ray, a visiting scholar at the Southeast Asian Institute in Singapore,
wrote in the South China Morning Post that this was an “Asians爷 Asian security
system. 冶 These voices are important and look forward to the settlement of security
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challenges in the region by Asians themselves. 淤 Because this idea seems to exclude
the core role the US is playing in the region, it is difficult to obtain support from
either the US or those countries which depend on the US to balance the influence of
major powers in East Asia.

The third model is the so鄄called Asian NATO or Asia鄄Pacific Community of
Democracies, both of which would exclude the PRC. This model implies that the
rise of the PRC and its rapid economic and military modernization has tilted the
balance of power in East Asia to the PRC, and it is necessary to balance the PRC爷
s power by an Asian version of NATO. The originator of this idea is an Indian geo鄄
strategist who suggested that the Asian NATO爷 s main function would be to avoid
war, for example over the issue of Taipei,China. The reasoning being that the PRC
might one day launch a war to stop Taipei,China爷s independence and the US would
subsequently intervene. Thus, the argument contends, an Asian NATO would be a
deterrent to the conduct of war to the benefit of regional security and the PRC
itself. 于 The former associate editor of the magazine The Economist explains that
since the rise of the PRC and its international expansion is irresistible, the
establishment of an Asian European Union or NATO to monitor and regulate
Chinese behavior is necessary. Otherwise, a regional arms race could spiral out of
control, thereby threatening world peace and stability. 盂

However, any regional security arrangement excluding the PRC would be
difficult to implement. The PRC爷 s relations with East Asia today are totally
different from that of the Soviet Union with Western Europe during the Cold War.
As a dynamic economic center, the PRC has developed close economic connections
across the region. The PRC has even developed a deep interdependence with the
US, as argued above. With such market relations, the PRC is capable of imposing
a penalty on countries which push forward the strategy of containing the PRC by
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choosing to open markets to some while shutting the door on others. 淤

The fourth alternative model is to build a universal collective security
mechanism in East Asia. A lot of discussion has been spent on the possibility of
restructuring the six鄄party talks into a sub鄄regional security mechanism in Northeast
Asia. But the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) holds greater potential to evolve into
a region鄄wide collective security arrangement when it is strengthened. Or, the ARF
could set a solid foundation for building an East Asian Security Community.

The ARF is based on the concept of collective security and its main feature is
universal inclusiveness, meaning that all members of the region would join. This
mechanism includes the rising PRC as well as the US, which is not an East Asian
country but has a significant interest in the region. This arrangement would be in line
with the spirit of open regionalism and fit the current political and economic realities
in the region. A strengthened ARF is believed to best be able to promote regional
peace and stability, and thus the further development of economic and trade
integration.

Policy Recommendations for Collective Security
in East Asia: Principles and Steps

摇 摇 In order to usher in a collective security order in Asia acceptable to every
country involved, the following general principles should be observed:

Comply with the spirit and principles of the UN Charter. The regional
security mechanism should abide by the following rules: respect for mutual
sovereignty, mutual non鄄interference in internal affairs, respect for the right to
equal participation in security matters, and respect for cultural diversity and self鄄
determination principles.

Abandon the zero sum thinking of power politics. To foster a common
security concept, a non鄄exclusive arrangement not targeting any third party should
be a basic principle. To exclude one or more countries from a regional security
organization is incomplete, and would only cause confusion in the region. The new
network of economic interdependence in East Asia shows that the pursuit of absolute
security, or the zero sum game power politics, is outdated. Adherence to the
principle of common security includes the need for states to exercise self鄄restraint
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and recognize each other爷 s legitimate right to have access to security and that
military force is not a legitimate means of dispute settlement. 淤 Over the past
decade, great progress has been achieved and major powers in the region generally
accept the Treaty of Amity of ASEAN, including non鄄use of force or threat of force
to resolve disputes. This progress has created good conditions for a common security
system.

The principle of consensus. An East Asian security arrangement concerns all
countries in the region, and it is necessary to build consensus based on close and
adequate consultations. Any decision, joint declaration, resolution, must take into
account the positions and viewpoints of different countries.

The principle of gradual and orderly progress. Acknowledging the
differences of positions and interests, the regional security arrangement should
adhere to the principle of starting with easier issues and then move toward
difficulties, starting with non鄄traditional security cooperation and then gradually
transiting to a more complex traditional security field. In the traditional security
field, the first work should be done on the issue of “negative security cooperation冶;
with the strengthening of trust and consensus, all sides can gradually become
involved in the issues of “positive security cooperation. 冶于 One should not expect
instant success in institution design, and the blind pursuit of results equivalent to
the European Union and NATO should be avoided. At present, to continue to
consolidate and expand the ARF would be a wise choice.

Strengthen regional institutional building to build a multilateral security
mechanism. Neo鄄liberal regime theory has taught us that an effective international
system is needed to ensure cooperation in implementation. With more experience,
the collective security arrangement should be further institutionalized. At present,
the ARF is primarily a forum with no teeth, but there is potential for restructuring it
into a more binding multilateral mechanism. This work can start with confidence鄄
building measures, and the exclusion of military means to resolve disputes.

Further promote the various forms of security dialogue to cultivate
regional identity and an awareness of common security. In this respect,
constructivist theory of international relations can give us important inspiration. It
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argues that a national and regional security environment is not only a physical
factor, but also a cultural factor. In the past decade, East Asian countries have
largely changed their mutual perception of one another from strangers and enemies
to friends and partners. The region should continue with a variety of bilateral and
multilateral forums, including strengthening the network of East Asia think tanks as
a second鄄track dialogue, while promoting third鄄track mechanism to help civil
society to participate in regional security cooperation and discussion. 淤 From this
perspective, it is apparent that the accusation of meetings and dialogues in East
Asia as merely empty talk is short鄄sighted.

Strengthen defense information exchanges, openness, and transparency;
and improve consultation and cooperation in areas of non鄄traditional
security. With the development of globalization and regionalization, non鄄traditional
security threats have largely increased. In the past decade, East Asia suffered from
the 1997 / 98 Asian financial crisis, SARS, avian flu, and other public health
crisis, all of which combined to have an impact and cost on the region no less than
a regional war would have. Moreover, terrorism, separatism, drug trafficking,
smuggling, human trafficking and other transnational crimes, environmental
destruction, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, the insecurity of sea
lanes, and other issues have become security threats to East Asian countries.
Region鄄wide efforts to fight non鄄traditional security threats should include enhancing
national capacity and efficiency.

Security dialogue between major powers and regional security
mechanism鄄building should go hand in hand. Clearly, the enhancement of
mutual trust among major powers would be very helpful to improve the regional
security dialogue. For example, a compromise on the form of regional cooperation
should be struck in such a way that the US and Japan abandon attempts to build
regional security arrangements aimed at isolating and excluding the PRC, while the
PRC supports open regionalism that does not seek to exclude the US from any
regional economic mechanism. For now, as President Obama and Prime Minister
Hatoyama come to power, it may be a good time to seal such a deal.

Improve and consolidate the ARF. The current ARF includes 24 countries,
with East Asian security鄄related countries included. In order to improve this
mechanism, big countries should first reach a consensus as to the role they will play
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in this framework. The discussion and resolution of regional hotspot issues should
be placed in this framework as well. The ARF should be institutionalized
progressively, based on improved consultation on regional security issues.

The role of the US in an East Asian security arrangement. In the spirit of
open regionalism, the US can play an important role in the construction of the East
Asian regional security mechanism. East Asian countries recognize the interests of
the US in the region and welcome the country in playing a positive and constructive
role. For the US, the biggest challenge is how to deal with the relationship between
its own alliance system and the East Asian regional security mechanism. The US
should realize that its bilateral defense alliance system was a product of the Cold
War, which is far removed from meeting the current situation in East Asia. To
expand the US鄄led defense alliance or establish an Asian NATO can only lead to a
split in East Asia, and regional community building would be destroyed. The US
can play an active role in terms of using its influence to help solve problems and
conflicts such as territorial and water disputes. With a newly framed policy, the US
would win more respect from East Asia and protect its influence and interests. 淤
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Agglomeration in World Cities淤
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Abstract:
World cities ( or global cities) are defined by various aspects such as

socioeconomic, political and cultural characteristics by several organizations.
Some world cities have been growing rapidly, whereas others have not. The
purpose of this paper is to investigate economic reasons for the variations in the
growth of world cities. According to the literature, there are roughly two
possible reasons for the variations: costs of transport and trade and spillover
effects of knowledge and technologies.

First, Martin and Ottaviano (1999) have developed a dynamic model of
new economic geography, where accumulation of knowledge and technologies by
research and development is the engine of economic growth. The accumulation
of knowledge and technologies often spills over geographically limited regions.
Although it is not easy to test the spillover effect of knowledge and technologies,
we explore the effects of the economic growth ( the GDP growth rate) and the
trade dependency (the degree of dependence on foreign trade) as surrogate for
knowledge spillover on urban agglomeration (the population share of the largest
city) .

Second, Behrens, Gaigne, Ottaviano and Thisse (2007) have shown that
the degree of spatial agglomeration depends not only on the level of transport
costs within a country, but also trade costs between countries. More
specifically, they have shown that agglomeration is sustained when the domestic
transport costs are low and the international trade costs are high. This would be
true in Japan because Japan is geographically small with improved transport
systems and is imposing high import tariffs especially for agricultural products.

淤 We wish to thank participants of the Beijing Forum 2010 for comments and suggestions. We are also
grateful to Hirokazu Kobayashi for research assistance.



On the other hand, this is not true in the United States because the United
States is geographically large and is imposing low tariffs. We examine the effect
of the trade openness on the degree of agglomeration to the largest city in order
to see if the results by Behrens, Gaigne, Ottaviano and Thisse (2007) hold.

We explore the reasons for agglomeration and dispersion in the world cities
by regression analysis using the international data. We find that the factors
affecting the level of agglomeration in the world cities differ from those affecting
the change in agglomeration. We show that the level of agglomeration in the
world city is negatively affected by the trade openness, while positively affected
by the secondary and tertiary shares, and being a national capital. We also
show that the change in agglomeration to the world city is strongly affected by
economic development, weakly affected by the trade openness, and unaffected
by being a national capital. Finally, we confirm that the country fixed effects
are important factors of the changes in agglomeration to the world city.
Keywords:

agglomeration, economic development, trade openness

Introduction

World cities ( or global cities ) are defined by various aspects such as
socioeconomic, political and cultural characteristics by several organizations such as
the Globalization and World Cities Study Group and Network (GaWC) . Some
world cities have been growing rapidly in certain periods, whereas others have not.
In this paper, we examine economic reasons for the variations in the growth and
decline of world cities.

New economic geography mainly focuses on growth and decline of economic
activities in urban regions, where the spatial distribution of economic activities is
determined by the trade costs consisting of physical transport costs, tariffs and non鄄
tariff barriers. However, new economic geography does not necessarily predict the
agglomeration or dispersion tendencies.

In his pioneering work, Krugman (1991) showed that decreasing trade costs
yields agglomeration of economic activities to core regions involving world cities. On
the other hand, Helpman (1998) showed the opposite: falling trade costs leads to
dispersion of economic activities. The difference between the two outcomes is
ascribed to the differences in their assumptions on dispersion forces. As a
dispersion force, Krugman ( 1991 ) assumed immobile farmers who demand
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manufacturing products, whereas Helpman (1998) assumed land consumption for
nontraded goods such as housing. It is known that the immobile demand acts as a
dispersion force for high trade costs, while the land consumption acts as a
dispersion force for low trade costs. As a result, the former yields an agglomeration
trend while the latter a dispersion trend for a steadily decrease in trade costs. In
fact, incorporating these two dispersion forces, Tabuchi (1998) showed the U鄄
shaped relationship: agglomeration tendency in the early period and the dispersion
tendency in the late period.

There are other factors of agglomeration and dispersion besides the immobile
demand and land consumption in the literature on new economic geography. For
example, Tabuchi and Thisse ( 2002 ) showed that attachment to region is a
dispersion force because it hinders migration to urban regions, i. e. , world cities.
Furthermore, Fujita, Krugman and Venables (1999) and Picard and Zeng (2005)
clarified that the agricultural trade cost is also a dispersion force. On the other
hand, agglomeration economies due to face鄄to鄄face communications are
technological externalities and considered to be an agglomeration force. In sum,
there is no agreement in the relationship between the level of agglomeration to world
cities and the trade costs, and hence, new economic geography does not have a
precise predictive capability.

According to the vast literatures on urban growth and decline, one can think of
three major reasons for the variations: (1 ) economic development, (2 ) trade
openness, and (3) being political capital. Note that economic development and
trade openness are interrelated through spillover effects of knowledge and
technologies.

The first reason is economic development. Panayotou (2001, Figure 16. 1)
found a strong correlation between the urban population share and GNP per capita
using Asian country data in 1995. That is, the degree of urbanization is affected by
the level of economic development. Hohenberg and Lees (1985 ) showed that
economic growth accelerates urban agglomeration and vice versa. These studies
suggest that Industrial Revolution is the engine of economic growth as well as the
engine of urban agglomeration.

Martin and Ottaviano (1999) developed a dynamic model of new economic
geography, where accumulation of knowledge and technologies by research and
development is considered the engine of economic growth. The accumulation of
knowledge and technologies often spills over geographically limited regions.
Because it is not easy to test the spillover effect of knowledge and technologies
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directly, we explore the effects of the economic growth ( the GDP growth rate) and
the trade dependency ( the degree of dependence on foreign trade) as a surrogate
for knowledge spillover on urban agglomeration ( the population share in the largest
city) .

The second reason is trade openness. Distance has been the major obstacle to
trade for years. However, the obstacle has been steadily decreasing due to
improvements in transport facilities in the aftermath of the Industrial Revolution as
demonstrated by Bairoch (1997) . In fact, Cipolla (1962) argues that “Fast and
cheap transportation has been one of the main products of the Industrial
Revolution冶 . Furthermore, the tariffs have been decreasing over time in the world
(Combes, Mayer and Thisse, 2008) . These exogenous changes in trade costs have
been contributing to the emergence of agglomeration of economic activities according
to Krugman (1991), whereas they have been contributing to dispersion of economic
activities according to Helpman (1998) as mentioned above.

Behrens, Gaigne, Ottaviano and Thisse ( 2007 ) constructed a model of
international and interregional trade building on Ottaviano, Tabuchi and Thisse
(2002) . They showed that the degree of spatial agglomeration depends not only on
the level of domestic transport costs within a country, but also international trade
costs between countries. They further showed that agglomeration is sustained when
the domestic transport costs are low and the international trade costs are high. This
is true in Japan because Japan is geographically small with improved domestic
transport systems whereas Japanese government is imposing high import tariffs
especially on agricultural products. On the other hand, the opposite may be true for
the United States because the United States is geographically large and is imposing
low tariffs on most commodities. Based on their results, we predict that
decentralization from the largest city takes place as international trade costs decrease
given unchanging domestic transport costs.

The third reason is political capital. Casual empiricism suggests that when the
largest city coincides with the national capital, the largest city tends to be large
relative to the rest of the cities in the same country. They are Paris, Tokyo and
Buenos Aires. This may be ascribed by the fact that agglomeration of economic
activities is enhanced by non鄄market interactions through face鄄to鄄face
communications between company workers and government officials in addition to
those among company workers in private firms. On the other hand, when the
national capital is located in the largest city, the largest city is not distinct relative
to the rest of the cities. For example, Shanghai, New York and San Paulo are not
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so large relative to the second largest cities.
There are few studies on international comparison of the world city growth.

Using extensive data on cities in the Americas, Galiani and Kim (2010) showed
that political capitals contribute significantly more to urban concentration in Latin
America possibly due to the centralization of political power in the Americas, a
factor which has deep colonial roots.

In the next section, we present descriptive statistics. Based on the above
considerations, and explore the effects of (1) economic development, (2) trade
openness, and (3) political capital on the degree of agglomeration to the largest
city, we investigate the degree of agglomeration to the largest city in section 3 and
the change of agglomeration in the largest city in section 4. Section 5 concludes the
paper.

Descriptive analysis

We pay attention to the growth and decline of the world cities, such as New York,
London, Peking, and Tokyo. Because there is no unanimous definition for world cities,
we consider the largest city in each country as a surrogate for a world city. Since the
largest cities often spread beyond municipal boundaries, we choose metropolitan areas
(MAs) rather than municipal city areas as the unit of analysis. Although the definitions
of MAs differ between countries, United Nations has a database of urban agglomerations
which include both central cities and suburbs with a unifying definition of MAs across
countries. 淤 This is open to the public at the web site of World Urbanization Prospects:
The 2009 Revision Population Database.

From this database, we select top 30 countries with the highest national GDP
in 2005. We focus on the population of the largest MA ( = agglomeration) in these
countries as our analytical category. They are given in the Appendix. We have
collected the data for every five years of 1950, 1955, 2005. Since the national
population in each country has been increasing during the study period, the
population in each largest MA has also been increasing. However, due to
interregional migration, the population shares of some largest MAs were increasing
while others were decreasing over time. In order to check this trend, we regressed
the population share of the largest MA on the year using the ordinary least square
method. That is, for each country c, we ran the following simple time鄄series
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regression:
摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 sct =琢+茁 t+着t (1)

for t=1950, 1955, 2005. i. e. , the number of observations is 12. The dependent
variable sct is the population share of the largest MA in country c and year t, the
independent variable t is the year, and the last term 着1 is a stochastic error. It was
revealed that the regression coefficient 茁 is significantly positive in 23 countries,
significantly negative in 6 countries, and insignificant in 1 country out of 30
countries at the 5 percent level. We may roughly say that most of the world cities are
gaining the population share after the World War II.

Figure 1 displays the increasing population share of the largest MA in the 23
countries over time. The slope is the steepest in Seoul, then Riyadh, and then
Tokyo, where the population has been concentrating to the largest MA very rapidly.
Figure 2 depicts the decreasing population share of the largest MA in the 7 countries
one of which is insignificant. The slope is the steepest in Caracas, then London,
and then Amsterdam.
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The first question is why these shares differ among countries. The second one
is why these shares have been increasing in some countries, whereas others have
been decreasing. As we discussed in the introduction, there are in various
economic factors for agglomeration and dispersion of the largest MA ( = world city)
such as development stages, trade openness, being capital, and so forth. We
explore these economic factors on the first question in the next section and the
second question in section 4 by using econometric analysis.

Level of agglomeration

We first consider why the level of agglomeration differs among countries. Due
to lack of time鄄series data, we can only use the data for t=1965,K,2005 and c=1,
2,K,30. Let sct be the share of the largest MA in country c and year t,摇 Gc

t be the
real GDP per capita in country c and year t, and oc

t be the trade openness defined
by ( import+export) / GDP in country c and year t, vc2,t be the value added share of
the secondary sector mainly manufacturing industry, and vc3,t be the value added
share of the tertiary sector mainly service industry. Also let Kc be the national
capital dummy, which is 1 if the largest MA is the capital, and 0 otherwise. The
range and mean of these variables are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1摇 Summary statistics of the major data for 1965-2005

variables minimum maximum mean

population share of largest MA sct(% ) 0. 7 33. 8 11. 4

real GDP per capita Gc
t(constant 2000 USD) 122 38972 8488

trade openness oct(% ) 5. 32 220 51. 8

VA share of secondary sector vc2,t(% ) 12. 6 72. 2 35. 2

VA share of tertiary sector vc3,t(% ) 21. 6 77. 0 52. 8

Using the panel data constructed in the above, we run the following regression
for t=1965,1970,…,2005 and c=1,2,…,30, where 着c

t is a stochastic error.

摇 摇 摇 sct =琢+茁 1Gc
t +茁2oc

t +茁3vc2,t+茁4vc3,t+啄Kc+着c
t (2)

Although there are 9 years and 30 countries, the number of observations is 235
due to lack to data in some periods and some countries. There may exist a problem
of endogeneity in regression (2) because the GDP per capita Gc

t and the trade
openness oc

t are in turn determined by the degree of agglomeration to the largest
city, sct . However, we do not investigate the problem further due to the limitation of
internationally comparable data.

The regression results are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2摇 Regression result of regression (2)

dependent variable sct

constant -8. 93***

per capita GDP Gc
t 0. 000013

trade openness oct -0. 00673***

secondary share vc2,t 0. 194***

tertiary share vc3,t 0. 221***

capital dummy Kc 7. 19***

adjusted R2 0. 302

Note:*** significant at 1% level.

The regression results in Table 2 may be summarized as follows. First, the
regression coefficient of the GDP per capita Gc

t is insignificant implying that the
level of economic development would not be related to the level of agglomeration in
the world city. Second, the regression coefficient of the trade openness, oc

t , is
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significantly negative. This means that population is dispersed in countries with
high freeness of trade while population is concentrated in isolated countries. This
result may suggest that trade is a substitute for urban agglomeration. Third, the
secondary and tertiary shares, vc2,t and vc3,t, are positive and significant. This
implies that industrialization accompanied with high secondary and tertiary shares is
closely related to urbanization and concentration to the world city. This is consistent
with the previous literature. Fourth, the capital dummy Kc is also positive and
significant, which means that the casual empiricism mentioned in the introduction is
correct. That is, being a capital is an important factor of agglomeration to the
capital city.

Change in agglomeration

Next, we consider why the share sct of the largest MA has been increasing in

some countries while decreasing in other countries. We focus on the analysis of the
long鄄run agglomeration trend. We deal with the five鄄year changes for 1965-2005
rather than 1950-2005. For t=1970, 1975,…, 2005 and c=1,2,…,30, let 驻sct
= sct -sct-5 be the five鄄year percent change in the share of the largest MA, gc

t = (Gc
t -

Gc
t-5) / Gc

t-5 be the five鄄year growth rate in G( the real GDP per capita), and 驻oc
t = oc

t

-oc
t-5 be the five鄄year percent change in the trade openness o(以 ( import+export) /

GDP), 驻vc2,t be the percent change in the value added share of the secondary
sector, and 驻vc3,t be the percent change in the value added share of the tertiary
sector. The seven period dummies are given by T子,t( 子 = 1970,1975,…,2000),

which are 1 if 子= t, 0 otherwise. The 29 country dummies are C ( = 1,2,…,
29), which are 1 if = c, 0 otherwise. The range and mean of these variables are
listed in Table 3.

Table 3摇 Summary statistics of the major data for 1965-2005

variables minimum maximum mean

% change in population share of largest MA 驻sct -1. 8 2. 70 0. 23

growth rate of GDP per capita gc
t -0. 18 0. 98 0. 14

% change in trade openness 驻oct -21. 4 45. 2 5. 37

% change in VA share of secondary sector 驻vc2,t -14. 9 16. 4 0. 43
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%change in VA share of tertiary sector 驻vc3,t -12. 4 15. 2 1. 26

Using the panel data constructed in the above, we run the following regression
for t=1970,1975,…,2005 and c=1,2,…,30, where 着c

t is a stochastic error.

摇 摇 驻sct =琢+茁1gc
t +茁2驻oc

t +茁3驻vc2,t+茁4驻vc3,t+ 移
2000

子=1970
酌子T子,t+啄Kc+着c

t(3)

Although there are 8 periods and 30 countries, the number of observations is
199 due to lack to data in some periods and countries. In order to check
multicollinearity, we computed the correlation coefficients of the independent
variables and found that all the correlation coefficients are less than 0. 379 in
absolute value. This confirms absence of multicollinearity in running the regression
(3) .

The regression results are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4摇 Regression result of regression (3)

dependent variable = change in
largest MA share 驻sct

(A) (B) (C) (D)

constant 0. 00814 0. 00962 -0. 0614 -0. 0561

per capita GDP growth rate gc
t 1. 62*** 1. 35*** 1. 38*** 1. 22***

trade openness change 驻oct -0. 00176 -0. 00532 -0. 00213 -0. 00451

secondary share change 驻vc2,t - 0. 0425*** - 0. 0281

secondary share change 驻vc3,t - 0. 0258 - 0. 0172

period dummies T子,t - - yes yes

capital dummy Kc -0. 00732 0. 00089 -0. 00561 0. 00031

adjusted R2 0. 103 0. 117 0. 142 0. 143

Note:*** significant at 1% level,** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level.

摇 摇 Observe that the regression results (A) -(D) in Table 4 are common in the
following respects. First, the per capita GDP growth rate gc

t is very significant is
each regression, implying that the economic development positively affects the degree
of agglomeration to the world city. This is consistent with the literature mentioned
in the introduction. Note that the results on the change of agglomeration are
different from the result on the level of agglomeration in Table 2 in the previous
section. That is, the per capita GDP growth rate affects the agglomeration change
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whereas the per capita GDP does not affect the agglomeration level.
Second, the change in trade openness, 驻oc

t , is insignificant in each
regression. The insignificance may be attributed to two opposing effects. On the one
hand, as shown by Behrens, Gaigne, Ottaviano and Thisse (2007), falling trade
costs leads to dispersion of economic activities within a country, and thus the world
city loses the population share. On the other hand, a deepening economic
integration with trade freeness fosters economic growth, and hence agglomeration to
the world city. The insignificance of the change in trade openness may be a market
outcome of these two opposing effects.

Third, the changes in the secondary and tertiary shares, 驻vc2,t and 驻vc3,t, are
shown to be positive. This may be explained by the fact that industrialization
creates new employment in the secondary and tertiary sectors which are often
agglomerated in world cities.

Fourth, the capital dummy Kc is insignificant is each regression, which means
that the casual empiricism mentioned in the introduction is not statistically correct.
That is, being a capital is not a main factor of agglomeration tendencies. Instead of
the capital dummy Kc, we next introduce country dummies C ,c defined above. In
this case, we cannot include both the national capital dummy Kc and the country
dummies C ,c in the regression because Kc is dependent on the linear combination of
the 29 country dummies C ,c .

The new regression equation to be estimated is as follows.

驻sct =琢+茁1gc
t +茁2驻Oc

t +茁3驻vc2,t+茁4驻vc3,t+ 移
1995

子=1965
酌子T子,t+移

29

s=1
啄sC ,c+着c

t (4)

The results are listed in Table 5.

Table 5摇 Regression result of regression (4)

dependent variable = change in
largest MA share 驻sct

(A爷) (B爷) (C爷) (D爷)

constant 0. 00293 0. 0103 -0. 406 -0. 312

per capita GDP growth rate gc
t 1. 62*** 1. 35*** 1. 71*** 1. 37***

trade openness change 驻oct -0. 00179 -0. 00531 0. 00180 -0. 00277

secondary share change 驻vc2,t - 0. 0423** - 0. 0517***

tertiary share change 驻vc3,t - 0. 0258 - 0. 0264*
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29 country dummies C ,c - - yes yes

adjusted R2 0. 117 0. 140 0. 412 0. 433

Note:*** significant at 0. 01% level,** significant at 0. 05% level, * significant at 0. 10% level.

The difference between the four regressions (A)-(D) in Table 4 and the four
regressions (A爷) - (D爷) in Table 5 is country dummies. The former uses the
capital dummy, while the latter uses the 29 country dummies. The adjusted R2

between the first two regressions (A)-(B) in Table 4 and the first two regressions
(A爷)-(B爷) in Table 5 are nearly the same. However, the adjusted R2 between
the last two regressions (C)-(D) in Table 4 and the last two regressions (C爷)-
(D爷) in Table 5 are very different. This suggests that introducing the country
dummies C ,c significantly raises the adjusted R2 from 0. 14 to 0. 43. Hence, we
should pay more attention to the last two regressions (C爷) -(D爷) in Table 5,
which shows that in comparison to being the capital, the country fixed effects are
very important factors of the changes in agglomeration to the world city.

The significance of the regression coefficients of the dependent variables is
more or less the same between Tables 4 and 5 indicating the robustness of the
model. The GDP per capita growth rate, gc

t , is significant, the change in trade
openness,驻 oc

t , is insignificant, and the changes in the secondary and tertiary
shares, 驻vc2,t and 驻vc3,t, are in / significant, and some of the country dummies C ,c

are significant and others are not.

Conclusion

Thus far, we have investigated the reasons for agglomeration and dispersion in
the world cities by regression analysis using the international data of World
Urbanization Prospects. We have found that the factors affecting the level of
agglomeration in the world cities are different from those affecting the change in
agglomeration.

Specifically, we have shown that the level of agglomeration in the world city is
negatively affected by the trade openness, and positively affected by the secondary
and tertiary shares, and being a national capital. We have also shown that the
change in agglomeration to the world city is strongly affected by the economic
development, weakly affected by the trade openness, and unaffected by being a
national capital. Finally, we have confirmed that the country fixed effects are
important factors of the changes in agglomeration to the world city.
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Appendix:
The largest cities in the top 30 countries with large national GDP in 2005 are

New York in USA, Shanghai in China, Tokyo in Japan, Mumbai in India, Berlin
in Germany, Moscow in Russia, London in UK, Paris in France, San Paulo in
Brazil, Rome in Italy, Mexico City in Mexico, Madrid in Spain, Seoul in South
Korea, Toronto in Canada, Istanbul in Turkey, Jakarta in Indonesia, Teheran in
Iran, Sydney in Australia, Amsterdam in Netherlands, Warsaw in Poland, Riyadh
in Saudi Arabia, Buenos Aires in Argentine, Bangkok in Thailand, Johannesburg
in South Africa, Cairo in Egypt, Karachi in Pakistan, Bogota in Colombia,
Brussels in Belgium, Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia, and Caracas in Venezuela.
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Evolution of Spatial Structure of Commerce
Center in Global City鄄Region:

A Dynamic Agent鄄based Simulation淤

Xue Ling
Professor,School of Government,Peking University

Abstract:
This paper presents an economic model of spatial structure of metropolitan

commerce in city鄄region scenario based on monopolistic competition, scale
economy, spatial cost, preference for variety, and product / service
differentiations. However, this kind of traditional mathematic model is based
on over鄄simplifying assumptions. Meanwhile, the equilibrium analysis is not
suitable for dynamic research. To overcome the weakness of traditional
deductive model and equilibrium analysis, the paper puts forward a new
research approach to integrate economic deductive model with agent鄄based
computational experiments for better understanding the evolutional process of
metropolitan commerce. By using agent鄄based modeling and simulation, the
spatial structure of metropolitan commerce can be observed dynamically in
different scenarios. Therefore, instead of making nonlinear systems tractable
by modeling complex building blocks with few interactions, we can make them
understandable by modeling simple building blocks with many interactions
among different agents in different districts based on our deductive economic
model. Dynamic simulations show that: ( 1 ) The greater the gap of
commercial fixed input between the new and old city zone is, the more
imbalanced commercial space distribution would be, and more easy to form the
core鄄periphery structure. (2 ) Due to diversified consumption preferences,
inter鄄regional differences can change the business market share between the
two region. ( 3 ) Commerce tends to gather in the place with location,

淤 Acknowledgement: Research reported in this paper was supported by National Natural Science
Foundation of China, No. 41071077.



population and fixed cost advantages, and improvements in traffic condition
will accelerate the commercial spatial concentration. The related
methodological issue such as integrating traditional economic model with agent鄄
based geographical computation as well as empirical analysis and econometric
test is also discussed.
Key words:

spatial structure of commerce; city鄄region; monopolistic competition;
agent鄄based modeling; dynamic simulation

Introduction

Since the 1990s, cities in China have experienced a period of rapid
development. In face of the increasing complexity of the development, Beijing,
Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangzhou, Nanjing and other cities have made development
strategies and planning to build new towns to avoid over鄄intensive population and
infrastructure construction and to ease the pressure on urban centers. With the
gradual evolve of spatial structure of these cities, multi鄄center pattern develops
progressively, urban groups are strengthened, and combinated cities are
increasing. The expansion of metropolitan residential space has transformed the
cities爷 spatial structure and commerce structure, while commerce tends to
concentrate in agglomerations. Commerce is one of the most important functions of a
city, which have a both鄄way choice process with urban residential space, and the
interaction of the two is the foundation of the multi鄄center structure of metropolitan
area. Then, with the expansion of the metropolis, what are the main features of the
commerce size, format and market share in new and old city zones? For government
planning, what爷 s the influence of the growth in new city zone population and
income on commerce space of the new and old city zones? For commercial
enterprises, whether to adopt different investment mode, to develop diverse
commerce patterns, and to make different product strategy in new and old city
zones? These are the main contents of this paper.

Commercial activities and commerce spatial structure have always been main
issue of urban geography and urban economics. Since 1980s, with the gradual
rising trend of research on urban commercial spatial structure in China, a fair
number of works on geographical structure, network scale and hierarchical system
of urban commerce based on central place theory come up[1-6] . Later some scholars
carried out empirical research, layout analysis and planning discussion on some
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metropolis with the help of some measure indicators, distribution pattern and GIS
method [7-14] . In recent years, issues on city 爷 s new commerce space, new
commerce formats and centrifugal phenomenon begun to attract attention [15-17] .
However, from an overall point of view, research on urban commercial activities
and urban spatial structure are confined to description, measurement and
classification, and the research methods are relatively static. Although some
scholars began to discuss the issue of commerce location and urban business district
on the basis of agglomeration economies and industrial cluster theory, these
researches are mainly qualitative discussions without strict logic reasoning, let alone
dynamic study on the issue.

The analytical framework of New Economic Geography (NEG) is undoubtedly
the most advantageous tool in analyzing the spatial structure of economic
activity[21-23] . However, the spatial structure in NEG model is the equilibrium
result of transportation costs and economies of scale, and is not enough to explain
the formation and evolution of the spatial structure of commerce. This paper puts
forward a spatial structure model of commerce in two鄄region scenario based on
monopolistic competition on the basis of NEG theory, and integrate the economies
of scale, spatial transaction costs, preference for variety, and product / service
differentiations into a unified analytical framework. This paper transcend the static
and comparative static analysis of traditional economics, using the agent鄄based
modeling methods, “ dynamically冶 observe and study the impact of the product
elasticity of substitution, fixed investment of the commercial facilities, spatial
transaction costs between new and old city zones on the spatial structure of
metropolitan commerce through the interaction among numerous micro鄄agent of
shops and consumers. In this way, we can not only understand the evolution results
in different scenarios, but also clearly see the dynamic process of different states
and equilibriums.

Spatial structure of commerce based on
monopoly competition framework

摇 摇 Spatial structure of urban commerce is the spatial reflection of dynamic balance
of the interaction between sale and consumption factors in aspects of commerce
format and its hierarchy, scale and organization. The commerce discussed here is
in a broad sense, which represents varieties of urban service function for the
residents to do shopping, enjoy catering and entertainment, and is not limited to
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the everyday consumer goods business. This type of market has a monopolistic
competition structure: on one hand, the input of commerce infrastructure and
marketing show significant economies of scale that only a substantial quantity of
consumption can support the large scale of fixed investment, while the improvement
of commerce infrastructure and the further strengthening of marketing will attract
more consumers. In such a cycle of cumulative mechanism, urban commercial
activities appear to show a high degree of spatial concentration. On the other hand,
with preferences for varieties, consumers also tend to consume in different places to
achieve utility maximization, such as hunt for a different restaurant to eat, go to
different places for leisure and shopping. The residents go to new and old city zones
for consumption, which is the centrifugal force for the commercial activities to
disperse. To the consumers, to consume in different places requires more spatial
cost and thus the cost savings received from economies of scale is canceled out.
Therefore, the residents have to make trade鄄offs between varieties of products and
quantity of the same products. Thus, under these two opposing forces, there will be
a balance of spatial structure of urban commerce.

1. Urban spatial structure and market structure of commerce
Supposing there are two city zones in a metropolis, that is, the old city zone

and new city zone, and the two city zones are different in urban construction,
commerce services, product characteristics and location. Set transport cost
coefficient as ta, tb and tab, all feature monotone increases. Variant ta represent the
transport cost coefficient of the residents in old city zone to consume in old city
zone, and variant tb represent the transport cost coefficient of the residents in new
city zone to consume in new city zone, variant
tab represent the transport cost coefficient of the residents in one city zone to
consume in another city zone. Here assume that the cross鄄regional consumption are
required to pay higher transaction costs, that is, tab>ta and tab>tb . In addition, the
population in old and new city is Pa and Pb respectively, and consumption level of
the two city zones are Ya and Yb .

Supposing market structure is monopoly competition, so there are a large
number of shops in the market with intense competition. The products and services
have a certain degree of monopoly force in the market because of their uniqueness
in location, service courtesy, consume environment and brand reputation.
Meanwhile, the commercial products / service are substitutes, when there is enough
number of substitutes, a shop will gain break even.
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摇

Old city zone
Large number of commercial
products Xai the price is Pai,
i=1,2撰,na;
Fixed cost: 琢a, marginal
cost: 茁a,
Elasticity of substitution of
the goods:滓a

Population: Pa,consumption
level:Ya

Transport cost coefficient in
the region: ta

摇 摇 摇 Qa詪詪詪詪詪詪
b摇 摇 摇

New city zone
Large number of commercial
products Xbi the price is Pbi,
i=1,2撰,nb;
Fixed cost: 琢b, marginal
cost:茁b,
Elasticity of substitution of
the goods:滓b

Population:Pb,consump鄄tion
level:Yb

Transport cost coefficient in
the region: tb

Figure 1摇 Metropolitan Spatial Framework and Commerce Structure.

2. Consumer behavior

2. 1 Utilization function comprised of two tiers of CES functions

In the model of NEG, every product is included in utilization function
symmetrically and the consumption volume of each product is the same. This is a
highly simplified condition. However, the commercial products and services have
specific spatial features, preference for variety and product differentiation are key
dispersing forces, so when it comes to the research on the spatial structure of urban
commerce, it is necessary to loosen the symmetry supposition in the model of NEG,
and introduce parameters to control the degree of asymmetry in the new and old city
zones, that is, to control the strength of dispersive force. Set a utilization function
comprised of two tiers of CES functions. The detailed forms are as following:

摇 摇 U=(Ua

滓-1
滓 +Ub

滓-1
滓 )

滓
滓-1 (1)

摇 摇 Ua =(移
na

i=1
xai

滓a-1
滓a

)
滓a

滓a-1 (2)

摇 摇 Ub =(移
nb

i=1
xbi

滓b-1
滓b

)
滓b

滓b-1 (3)

Ua is the quantitative index of commercial products in old city zone, Ub is that
in the new city zone, and 滓ab,滓a,滓b represent elasticity of substitution of the
products. Set 滓 as the elasticity of substitution between composite products Ua and
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Ub, 滓a as the elasticity of substitution of local products xai and xaj in old city zone,
滓b as the elasticity of substitution of local products xbiandxbj in new city zone, 滓ab as
the elasticity of substitution between xai and xbi in old and new city zone. The
elasticity of substitution between products within a region is higher than that of the
composite products, so 滓a>滓,滓b>滓,滓a>滓ab,滓b>滓ab .

2. 2 Product expense distribution between two regions

With budget constraint IaUa+IbUb = Y, from the first鄄order condition of utility
maximization, the product expense distribution between new and old city zones is as
following:

摇 摇 IaUa =
Y

1+I滓-1 (4)

摇 摇 IbUb =
Y

1+I1-滓
(5)

In the formula above, I =
Ia
Ib
, the ratio of price index of products in old city

zone to that of new city zone. Ia and Ib are price indexes. Calculate and arrive at
the below results:

摇 摇 Ia = ta(移
na

i=1
Pai

1-滓a)
1

1-滓a (6)

摇 摇 Ib = tb(移
nb

i=1
Pbi

1-滓b)
1

1-滓b (7)
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摇 摇 2. 3 Demand function

摇 摇 Max Ua 摇 s. t摇 移
na

i =1
taPaiXai =

Y
1+I滓-1

(8)

摇 摇 Max Ub 摇 s. t摇 移
nb

i =1
tbPbiXbi =

Y
1+I1-滓

(9)

Deduce the demand function for products in new and old city zones from the
maximized first鄄order condition:

Xai =
Pai

-滓
a

ta移
na

i=1
Pai

1-滓
a

Y
(1+I滓-1)

=
Pai

-滓
a Y

ta 滓a Ia 1-滓a(1+I滓-1)
(10)

Xbi =
Pbi

-滓
b

tb移
nb

i=1
Pbi

1-滓
b

Y
(1+I滓-1)

=
Pbi

-滓
b Y

tb 滓b Ib 1-滓b(1+I滓-1)
(11)

3. Producer behavior
Commercial production embodies the features of scale economy. Supposing

there is only one production element—capital. Set r as the common interest rates of
the two regions, which is externally given. Cost functions of a produce in new and
old city zone are as following:

kai =琢a+茁axai,kbi =琢b+茁bxbi (12)
琢a and 琢b stand for fixed cost. 茁a and 茁b stand for marginal cost. Profit

function is:
仔ai =PaiXai-r(琢a+茁aXai),仔bi =PbiXbi-r(琢b+茁bXbi) (13)
Under the condition of profit maximization, we obtain the result below:

Pai =
r茁a

籽a
, Pbi =

r茁b

籽b
(14)

Among the above,籽a =1-
1
滓a

and 籽b =1- 1
滓b

. From the formula, it can be seen

that prices of all commodity in a city zone are the same, which exhibits the
symmetric property within the region. However, prices of products / service in new
and old city zones are different because of different elasticity of substitution and
marginal cost in the two regions, which exhibits the asymmetric property. Enter the
result of Eq. (14) into demand function and obtain the supply of each commodity
through utility maximization and profit maximization.

Xai =
籽aY

nar茁a ta(1+na
滓-1
1-滓a

nb
1-滓
1-滓b

ta 滓-1 tb1-滓茁a
滓-1茁b

1-滓籽b
滓-1籽a

1-滓)
(15)
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Xbi =
籽bY

nbr茁b tb(1+nb
滓-1
1-滓b

na
1-滓
1-滓a

ta1-滓 tb 滓-1茁a
1-滓茁b

滓-1籽b
1-滓籽a

滓-1)
(16)

Agent鄄Based Modeling and Dynamic Simulation

1. Agent鄄based modeling
In recent years, agent鄄based modeling has gain more attention in social

science. Research on theories and the application of Agent鄄based Computational
Economics and Artificial Society is just unfolding [24-26] . ABM is a bottom鄄up
modeling strategy, which concerns about the interactions between large numbers of
microscopic individuals. With ABM, we build micro behavior model and learning
algorithm for individual decision鄄makers such as the residents and enterprises, and
study the macro鄄spatial structure and process of the commerce in a region as a
whole through analyzing the interactions of these numerous micro鄄agents [27] . In
this paper, through the interactions of micro鄄agents we can dynamically observe the
macro鄄structure and macro鄄processes such as dynamic changes of commodity price
index, the number of shops, and the size of commodities in new and old city zones.
This “ dynamic冶 innovation transcends the static and comparative static analysis
methods of traditional economic—we not only know the results of different states,
but also clearly see the dynamic process during different states and equilibriums.
More importantly, we can set a series of parameters in different scenarios, such as
the elasticity of substitution, transport cost coefficient, population distribution, as
well as consumption level and so on, and by way of computational experiments, we
can study the structure and evolve law of the urban commerce under controllable
conditions.

From the foregoing deductive derivation, we can get the consumption size of the
resident agents and the supply of commodities of the shop agents in new and old city
zones through maximizing the utility and profit. Then an endogenous agent鄄based
model in two鄄regional scenario is built, and the production function of the shop
agents has increasing returns to scale. Here we make use of Swarm software library
[28] developed by Longdon, the author of Artificial Life, for secondary development.
The standard GNU software simulation platform includes a number of reusable classes
to support the process control, parameter adjustments, data analysis and graphical
display of computer simulation experiment. In this paper, we build a simulation
system UrbanSwarm to simulate the evolution of metropolis spatial structure based on
Swarm platform, in which UrbanObserver and UrbanModel is the core of the system.
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UrbanObserver input data and set simulation parameters into UrbanModel, and
various types of agent behavior and statistical data, including shop爷 s quantity,
commerce size and price index can be read from UrbanModel. The time schedule of
UrbanObserver is to drive the system to read data continuously, and constantly
refresh and draw two鄄dimensional graphs.

In the simulation system, shop agents are divided into old city shops and new
city shops. The table below is the list of properties of shop agents ( see Tab. 1) .
The note of each table represents the corresponding variables in spatial model of the
property.

Table 1摇 Property list of shop agent

Shops in old city zones Shops in new city zones

Property Description Note Property Description Note

fCost1 Fixed cost 琢a fCost2 Fixed cost 琢b

mCost1 Marginal cost 茁a mCost2 Marginal cost 茁b

sigmaR1

Elasticity摇 摇 摇 摇 of

substitution of摇 the

goods in old city zones

滓a sigmaR2

Elasticity摇 of

substitution of摇 the

goods in new city

zones

滓b

priceR1 Price in old city zones Pai priceR2 Price in new city zones Pbi

The commercial behavior of the shops from new and old city zones are the
same, see the table below (Tab. 2) .

Table 2摇 Behavior function of the shop agent

Behavior Description

-setMyPrice Set the price of the goods

-getDemandToMe
Get the demand from a consumer agent for
my goods

-sellGoods Sell the goods to consumer agent

-getMyProfit Get the sales profit

-getScale Get information on market scale
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In the system, residents are divided into old city residents and new city residents,
and the population and consumption level in two regions can be controlled. The
following is the property list of residents from new and old city zones (Table 3) .

Table 3摇 Property list of resident agent and main behavior function

Property Description Note Behavior Description

budget Consumption budget of
the residents

Y
-getDemandR1 Demand for a specific

摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 commodity in old
摇 摇 摇 city zone

sigma

Elasticity of substitution

between goods from new

and old city zones

滓ab -getDemandR2

Demand for a

specific commodity

in new city zone

sigmaR1 Elasticity of substitution

of goods in old city zones

滓a -buyGoodsR1

Buy the

commodities in old

city zone

sigmaR2 Elasticity of substitution

of goods in new city zones

滓b -buyGoodsR2

Buy the

commodities in new

city zone

tCostR

transport cost coefficient

of shopping between new

and old city zones

tab -getIndexR1

Get information of

price index Ia in

old city zone

tCostR1

transport cost coefficient

of shopping in old city

zone

ta -getIndexR2

Get information of

price index Ib in

new city zone

tCostR2 transport cost coefficient

of shopping in new city tb

zone

UrbanModel is the most important class in the simulation system. It not only
create varieties of objects required for the computational experiments, but also
control and coordinate the relationship between the instances in the simulation
system, so UrbanModel has a number of important properties (Table 4) .

Table 4摇 Property list and main behavior function of UrbanModel
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Property Description Note Behavior Description

numPopR1
Population of old

city zone
Pa

-sectorEnterQui
tR1

Shops enter or
exit old city zone

numPopR2
Population of

new city zone
Pb

-sectorEnterQui
tR2

Shops enter or
exit new city zone

numSector
R1

Number ofshops

in old city zone

na -getIndexR1

Get information of price

index Ia in old city

zone

numSector
R2

Number ofshops

in new city zone

nb -getIndexR2

Get information of price

index Ib in new city

zone

budgetR1

Consumption

level of residents

in old city zone

Ya
-getScaleRatio

R1

Get information

of shop market

share in old city zone

budgetR2

Consumption

level of residents

in old city zone

Yb
-getScaleRatio

R2

Get information of

shop market share

in new city zone

It should be noted that, as shops are free to enter or exit the market, the long鄄
term profits of each shop is zero. If the shop in new or old city zone are still
profitable, there would be new shops to enter, but if the new enterer gain negative
profit, there would be shop quit from the market, when the system reach dynamic
equilibrium.

2. Scenario analysis and dynamic simulation

2. 1 Dynamic simulation of spatial structure of commerce in general scenario

From the perspective of current develop situation of Chinese urban commerce,
the development of new urban commerce entails a greater fixed costs because
changing the consumer behavior need greater efforts, such as to improve the
accessibility of space (i. e. the construction of large scale parking lot), to invest in
business infrastructure, to spend higher marketing expenses, and even to construct
new commercial area. Meanwhile, commerce in old city zone benefit from the
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spillover effects of mature markets and shared intermediate inputs. The marketing
cost and fixed investment is relatively lower in old city zone, and it is also easier to
lease the business premises. In addition, old city zone has a larger population than
the new city zone. Scenario setting of commerce development in two city zones in
general case is as follows (Table 5).

Table 5摇 Settings of parameters and variables of

the new and old city zones in general scenario

Old city zone New city zone

parameters and variables setting parameters and variables setting

Population Pa 200 Population Pb 80

Consumption budget Ya 50 Consumption budget Yb 50

Initialnumber of shops na 50 Initial number of shops nb 30

Fixed cost 琢a 5 Fixed cost 琢b 20

Marginal cost 茁a 1. 1 Marginal cost 茁b 1. 1

Elasticity of substitution of the
goods in old city zone 滓a

3. 5
Elasticity of substitution of the

goods in new city zone 滓b
3. 5

Transport cost coefficient in
old city
zone ta

1. 1
Transport cost coefficient in new

city zone tb
1. 1

Set the transport cost coefficient tab between new and old city zones as 2. 2,
elasticity of substitution 滓ab as 3. 0, and set the income of the residents in two
regions Ya and Yb the same. Through analysis on the number of shops, sales volume
of a commodity and commerce size ( number of shops 伊 sale scale of individual
shop) of the two regions, we can see the dynamic change of the clustering degree of
commerce space in new and old city zones under different scenario (AA. 2).

摇 摇
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摇 摇
Figure 2摇 Dynamic simulation of spatial structure of metropolitan

commerce in general scenario

Figure 2 shows the number of shops in old city zone is larger, but the sales
volume of each shop is small, while in new city zone there is less number of shops,
the sales volume of each shop is relatively larger (because of high fixed investment,
only shop with large sales volume can achieve a profit) . Overall, commerce in old
city zone occupies more than 80% of market share, while market share of
commerce in new city zone is less than 20% . The simulation results cohere with
Chinese metropolis commerce. We will take this as the control ( Figure 2), and
further simulate and analysis the impact of these parameters such as fixed costs,
regional differences of commerce and transport cost on the spatial structure of
metropolis commerce.

2. 2 Impact of parameters change on spatial structure of commerce

1) Impact of the commerce fixed cost on spatial structure of commerce
Narrow the gap between the new and old city zone in commercial infrastructure

and popularity (by narrowing the gap of fixed investment between the two regions,
and economies of scale are similar in the two regions), then what the spatial
structure of commerce would be? Here the fixed costs of commerce 琢a and 琢b in old
and new city are set to 5. 0, and simulation results are as follows (Figure 3).

摇 摇
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摇 摇
Figure 3 Simulation of spatial structure of metropolitan commerce with

qual fixed cost in new and old city zone

Figure 3 shows that as the fixed costs decrease, the number of shops in new
city zone increase significantly, and the sales volume of a single shop in new and
old city zone tend to be the same. The difference in commerce size of the two
regions is caused by population differences, but the market share of commerce in
new city zone has been greatly improved. Compare with the first scenario simulation
( Figure 2 ), the greater visibility of the gap of commercial infrastructure and
population between the two regions is ( the greater the fixed cost is, the more
importance of scale economy would be), the more imbalance of the commerce
spatial structure would be, the distribution of commerce space will be more uneven,
and commerce mainly concentrated in a region with relatively lower fixed cost.
Therefore, for the government of new city zone, to promote the construction of
commerce infrastructure vigorously, and increase marketing investment on the area
can significantly reduce the fixed costs of local shops, and improve the commerce
environment.

2) Impact of goods diversity between two regions on spatial structure of
commerce

Shops in new and old city zones tend to differentiate their goods / service, for
instance, to bring in new formats of commerce, including shopping mall, outlets,
decoration market, textile market, leisure service, and theme service. While the
commerce in old city zone is mature, shops in new city zone are more likely to
introduce a new format of commerce, so the elasticity of substitution of goods /
service 滓ab between the two regions become the focus of the study, if we lower 滓ab

from 3. 0 to 1. 5, simulation results is as follows (Figure 4).
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摇 摇

摇 摇
Figure 4摇 Simulation of spatial structure of metropolitan commerce with

differentiated fixed cost in new and old zone

The decline of elasticity of substitution of the goods between the regions means
the strengthening of diversity. Figure 4 shows that the strengthening of diversity has
not change the sales volume of a single shop in new and old city zones, but change
commerce size of the two regions with less number of shops in old city zones. It
indicates that the commerce in new city zone is more attractive and has expanded its
market share through competition. Conversely, given that no diversity exists in the
commerce of two regions, if old city zone has enough advantage in fixed cost or
transport cost, then the business will be entirely concentrated in the old city zone,
forming the core鄄periphery structure. Therefore, for the new business district, to
implement differentiated business strategy, actively promote format and service
innovation, and develop a unique business culture and products, is the key to win
the competitive advantage. Of course, the local marketing strategy of government in
new city zone can not be ignored as well.

3) Impact of shopping transport cost on spatial structure
If the transport cost coefficient tab between new and old city zones decline from

2. 2 in general scenario (Figure 2) to 1. 5, the simulation result is as follows:

摇 摇
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摇 摇
Figure 5 Simulation of spatial structure of metropolitan commerce with

varying shopping traffic cost in new and old city zones

The figure shows that if the old city zone has a larger population and lower
fixed cost, the improvement in the traffic between new and old city zones is in favor
of the expansion of old city爷 s commerce and market share, which speed up the
spatial concentration and core鄄periphery structure formation. In other words,
commerce is often concentrated in a region with location advantage. To new city
zone, if accessibility is improved significantly, to enlarge population, decrease the
fixed cost of commercial development can also help to seize greater market share.

Conclusions

In this paper, fixed and marginal costs of commerce, spatial distribution of
population and income levels, diversity of commerce within and between regions,
as well as transport cost between two regions are viewed as key factors to dominate
and influence the spatial structure of metropolis commerce. From the simulation
results we can conclude that: (1) the greater visibility of the gap of commercial
fixed cost between the two regions is, the more disparity of the importance of scale
economy is, and the more imbalance of the commerce spatial structure would be.
To promote commercial infrastructure improvements and make efforts to enhance the
regional image in new city zone led by government can significantly reduce the fixed
inputs of the commercial exploitation. (2) Because of the preferences for varieties,
more intense preference for varieties means relative smaller elasticity of
substitution. Therefore, for new city zone with poor location, scarce commerce
infrastructure and less popularity, to strengthen features of commercial products and
services and to innovate commercial formats can help to enhance the market share.
(3) Traffic is a double鄄edged sword. Commerce often concentrated in a region with
location, population and fixed cost advantage, and the improvement of traffic
conditions will accelerate the concentration of commercial space. Therefore, the
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already formed commerce concentration and commerce status of old city zone is
difficult to change, unless the new city increase its population size significantly and
reduce the fixed costs of its commercial exploitation. Due to space limitations, this
article will be to explore in new text, to discuss the issue of the influence of
commerce diversity within new and old city zones, the consumption level of
residents in different regions, and the collaborate transfer of population and
commerce on spatial structure of metropolis commerce.

From the perspective of research method, the deductive reasoning of
economics can effectively reduce the complexity of the problem, and the ABM can
provide us with the details that deductive theory can hardly express or handle,
making the deductive reasoning more applicable and able to “dynamically冶 reflect
the characteristics of changing parameters in complex system. Therefore, this
“dynamic冶 innovation transcends the static and comparative static analysis methods
of traditional economic—we not only know the results of different states, but also
clearly see the dynamic process during different states and equilibriums, which is
an important foundation to discovery new laws and gain new knowledge. Therefore,
the technical route through deductive model of economics and agent鄄based
geographical computation, to empirical analysis and econometric test is worth
exploring.
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Abstract:摇
From the end of the 19th century through the present, the idea that

medical history can and ought to serve modern medicine as a humanizing force
has been a persistent refrain in American medicine. Focusing on the United
States, this paper explores the emergence of this idea at precisely the moment
when modern Western biomedicine became ascendant. At the same institutions
where the new version of scientific medicine was most energetically embraced,
some professional leaders began to warn that the same allegiance to science
driving the professional technical and cultural success was also endangering
humanistic values that were fundamental to professionalism, the art of
medicine, and cultural cohesion. They saw in history a means for re鄄
humanizing modern medicine and countering the risk of cultural crisis. The
meanings attached to medical “humanism冶 have been changing and multiple,
but, as this paper shows, some iteration of this vision of history as a
humanizing force was remarkably durable across the 20th century. It was
especially revitalized in the 1970s as part of a larger cultural critique of the
putative “de鄄humanization冶 of the medical establishment, when some advocates
promoted medical history as tool for fashioning a new kind of humanist physician
and a source of guidance in confronting social inequities of the health care
system. What has persisted across time is the way that the idea of history as a
humanizing force has almost always function as a discourse of deficiency—a
response to perceived shortcomings of biomedicine, medical institutions, and
medical professionalism.
Keywords:
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My focus here is the idea that history can and ought to serve modern medicine
as a humanizing force. Let me say clearly at the outset that most American historians
of medicine today (and I include myself) would be very hesitant about any claim that
medical history humanizes doctors, medical students, or the larger health care
enterprise. As an historian, therefore, I find it all the more striking that the
proposition that history should be a cornerstone of humanistic medicine first emerged
at precisely the moment when modern Western biomedicine became ascendant; and
that some iteration of this vision of history as a humanizing force has been remarkably
durable. I want to recount the emergence of this idea, focusing narrowly on the U.
S. , then to lightly sketch its longer trajectory across the 20th century. The idea of
history as a humanizing force has almost always functioned as a discourse of
deficiency. There have been anti鄄science currents as well, but that is outside of my
focus here. Instead, I want to look at this idea as a revealing index of the changing
ways in which biomedicine—while celebrated for its technical power—has been seen
as insufficient in making good doctors, guiding good practice, and directing socially
responsible health care systems.

By the start of the 20th century, the embrace of the new experimental sciences
was transforming American medical knowledge, practice, and institutions. This
new version of Western scientific medicine—biomedicine—privileged reductionism,
specialization, standardization, precision, tech鄄nology, and a confident faith in the
laboratory as the leading wellspring of medical progress. Experimental science
offered both a technical tool physicians could use at the bedside and a powerful
cultural tool they could use in the marketplace. The identification of the medical
profession with this new scientific medicine, reinforced in the 1910s by the
thoroughgoing reformation of medical education, helped propel the remarkable
elevation of the status and standing of the profession in American society that
ensued.

Seen in this context, it is all the more remarkable that at precisely those
medical institutions where the new version of scientific medicine was most
prominently entrenched, some doctors began to warn that the same allegiance to
science driving the profession爷s technical and cultural success was also endangering
humanistic values that were fundamental to professional identity, the art of
medicine, and cultural cohesion. Western medicine, more powerful than ever
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before, was at risk of cultural crisis. This was not a lament from the mass of general
practitioners, but was voiced instead by some of the most eminent leaders of the
profession, who welcomed—not resisted—the new scientific medicine. They looked
to medical history as vehicle for re鄄humanizing modern medicine, a counterbalance
to reductionist hubris in the individual physician and a cohesive force binding
medicine together in the face of the splintering tendencies of an increasingly
specialized medical world. History was to be the cornerstone of a “new humanism冶
in medicine that would promote a cross鄄cultural dialog between the sciences and the
humanities—a platform for addressing apprehensions about cultural distinegration
sparked by the new dominance of biomedicine.

During the final decades of the 19th century, as more and more Americans
traveled to German centers to study the new experimental laboratory sciences and
clinical specialties, many had returned consecrated to the vision of a new kind of
scientific medicine. The laboratory, as they depicted it, stood for exactness, rigor,
precision, and uniformity. And these ideals informed a plan to free medicine from its
tedious preoccupation with the idiosyncrasies of individual patients. The “ exact
method冶—the embrace of reductionism and mechanical objectivity—would make
clinical medicine an exact science. What was new was the call to liberate medicine
from the doctor 爷 s individual observation and personal judgment. Each new
technology was lauded for its promise of “ eliminating the personal equation of the
observer. 冶淤

This program for a new scientific medicine also rendered the role that history
had long played in medicine irrelevant. For centuries before the mid鄄1800s, history
had been an integral part of Western medicine—a source of authority and vehicle
for articulating theory. But in the new order of things, it was experimental science,
not history, that was to confer authority. Indeed, a deliberate break with the past
was part of the creation of a modern professional identity. However, first in
Germany, where the experimental laboratory sciences had become central to
medicine earlier than in the rest of the West, the very end of the 19th century
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witnessed a renaissance in the history of medicine—but history of a new sort,
accorded a different function. The sheer success of the reductionist program in
reshaping medical knowledge and culture prompted many leading physicians to
worry that the epistemological and technical gains of the new science may have been
bought at a very high price. Theodor Puschmann, for example, professor of medical
history in Vienna, called in 1889 for a rehumanization of the physician in an age of
scientistic ideals. He argued the medical history could play a crucial role in a
medical education—that it would broaden future physicians, ennoble their
character, prevent them from slipping into “ superficial materialism,冶 and lay a
sturdy foundation for professional knowledge. He particularly argued that the need
for the unifying influence of history was greater than ever before, bridging the
growing gap between the laboratory and the clinic and across the fragmenting
specialties. 淤

In the U. S. , there were no academic positions in medical history and the
institutions of the new scientific medicine were much less developed than in
Europe. However, as some doctors who had studied in Germany began to
proselytize for the new scientific medicine rooted in the experimental laboratory,
other (often older) doctors vigorously opposed such a plan as not only simplistic
but dangerous. A newly urgent celebration of the art of medicine expressed their
anxieties about reductionist hubris. As one Philadelphia physician protested,
“There is an art of medicine [ that ] completely eludes, or flatly contradicts
science, by means of empirical facts, and gives the palm to sagacity and common
sense over laws formulated by experiment. 冶于 The proposal that experimental
science could make clinical practice certain and exact—make it merely an applied
science—jeopardized professional identity. Moreover, it seemed to redefine
professional responsibility in terms so narrow as to be doubtfully ethical. In the
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1880s, battles over the proposition that the new experimental sciences could make
medicine an exact science split the American medical profession apart, with
opponents rallied around an older conception of medical science and a new
celebration of art, asserting, as one New York doctor did, that “medicine is a
science of which the pervading principle is humanity. 冶淤

Medical history, as some American doctors came to see it, offered a middle
path in conceptualizing medical professionalism—a framework that promised to
accommodate the new sciences while preserving older values. It was at precisely
those institutions where the new vision of scientific medicine was most ardently
institutionalized, especially the German鄄modeled medical school opened in 1893 at
Johns Hopkins University, that history began to be invoked as one means of
harmonizing science with art. Physicians like John Shaw Billings and William
Osler—both active in founding the Johns Hopkins Hospital Historical Club in
1890—called for a rehumanization of medicine. Representing medical history as a
partial antidote to excessive reductionism, specialization, commercialism, and
cultural disintegration, they cultivated an ideal of the “gentleman鄄physician冶 well
versed in the classic liberal arts. Billings urged that while the kind of “ average冶
practitioner trained at most American medical schools could get along without formal
instruction in medical history, for graduates of the Johns Hopkins Medical School—
the cadre of teachers and researchers in the new scientific medicine he expected to
lead the profession—a course on medical history would be indispensable as “ a
means of culture. 冶 From the moment he started working at the Johns Hopkins
Hospital in 1889, Osler integrated medico鄄historical issues and problems into his
clinical instruction, using the examples of past physicians
as a tool to inspire and exemplars of professionalism. 于

The larger plea for history as a means of cultural reintegration was lucidly
captured in an address Osler titled “The Old Humanities and the New Sciences. 冶
Osler was speaking in 1919, just after the end of the First World War and a year
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after the German sociologist Max Weber had gloomily proposed that science was
systematically stripping the world of all spiritual mystery, emotional color, and
ethical significance, leading to what he famously called “the disenchantment of the
world. 冶淤“The extraordinary development of modern science may be her undoing,冶
Osler warned. “ Specialism, now a necessity, has fragmented the specialties
themselves in a way that makes the outlook hazardous. 冶于He asserted that “ the
salvation of science lies in recognition of a new philosophy,冶 citing the
programmatic call for a “new humanism冶 issued a year earlier by George Sarton,
who believed that the discipline he was pioneering, the history of science, would be
the vehicle for “ a humanization of science, a combination of the scientific and
humanistic spirit. 冶盂

Osler was not protesting against the rise of reductionist science—quite the
opposite—but he was calling for the retrieval of something else being lost to
medicine in the process. It was a protest against cultural empoverishment—an
insistence on art as well as science, on clinical judgment not subordinated to
laboratory findings, and on an ideal of the clinician who embodied not only the
precision of scientist but also the sensibility of the gentleman. The new humanism,
as he conceived it, engaged with the classics of science and medicine and
veneration of their authors to counter fragmentation—offering connectedness across
time, place, and specialist communities. There is a distinct resonance here with
the wider interwar movement for holism, even the program for cultural
“reenchantment冶 mounted under the banner of Wholeness. 榆It was a very bookish
kind of humanism—inward looking, often tied to historical libraries, elite and
exclusively male.

A decade later, in 1929, for the first time at an American university, a
professorship in history of medicine was established—tellingly at Johns Hopkins,
which remained the leading bastion of the new scientific medicine. Osler爷s mantle
had fallen to the neurosurgeon Harvey Cushing ( who studied at Hopkins before
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spending his career at Harvard and Yale). “Medicine has become so scattered and
subdivided,冶 Cushing declared at the dedication ceremony, that “ there is crying
need for someone to lead it from the wilderness and bind it together. 冶 In his vision,
medical history and historical libraries had a “binding influence冶 on a “subdividing
profession,冶 a place “where an interest in the history of our great profession will so
flourish as to permeate into all departments of a much鄄divided [medical] school. 冶
As he told the gathering, “ In the modern development of the physician into a
scientist, have we not lost something precious that may without risk of pedantry be
brought back to Medicine? Not only has the art of healing, die Heilkunst, come
more and more to be lost sight of as the doctor arrives at his diagnosis in the
laboratory rather than at the bedside, but less and less does he care to be reminded
that poetry, history, rhetoric and the humanities once had close kinship with
natural philosophy when Doctores Medicinae took the lead among the Artisti. 冶淤

Other speakers at the dedication ceremony, including some of the principal
movers of the new scientific medicine, echoed Cushing. William Welch, the first
Dean of the medical school at Hopkins and the leading American spokesman for
experimental laboratory medicine, depicted the new arrangement as “ a center for
medical culture,冶 suggesting that the history of medicine was “ the one subject of
humanistic study properly falling within the scope of medical teaching. 冶 He
asserted that “the need for emphasis upon this cultural, humanistic aspect becomes
all the greater as medicine becomes more scientific and materialistic. 冶于Abraham
Flexner, architect of the educational reforms that infused the new scientific
medicine into American medical schools, cautioned that “ we can become so
infatuated with progress in knowledge and control that we lose our perspective, lose
the sense of relative cultural values. . . ,冶 leaving young doctors “ culturally thin
and metallic. 冶 Medical history, as Flexner put it, would have to “pull against, not
with . . . the current. 冶盂

Cushing was aware that the professionalization of history of medicine had the
potential to draw it away from the kind of integrative, humanizing function that he,
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Osler, and their cohort envisioned for it. He asked in a tone of caution, “Will this
foundation merely mean still another group of specialists having their own societies,
organs of publication, separate places of meeting, separate congresses, national
and international, and who will also incline to hold aloof from the army of doctors
made and in the making?冶淤 He also recognized that even as he proselytized for “a
more humanistic attitude冶 in medicine, the very terms humanism, humanities, and
humanization could be vague and their meanings fluid. Humanism, he noted
elsewhere, “has become a word people conjure with. 冶于

The idea that history represented a means of counterbalancing the reductionist,
splintering tendencies of biomedicine never vanished, but by the late 1930s this
kind of medical humanism was fading from the rhetoric of leading American medical
figures. It had always been elite and inward looking, and fewer doctors had the
broad鄄based liberal education ( in Latin and Greek, for example) required for
engagement with the medical classics. The soaring prestige of the medical
profession as a whole also fostered some measure of complacency with the
biomedical status quo. In the mass media, medical history was more widely
disseminated than ever before, but it was chiefly a triumphal celebration of
experimentalism with little hint that the rewards of reductionism came with any
price. 盂

Ironically, the portrait of the doctor that professional leaders most widely
circulated during this period was an older image, presented not as history but as a
smug affirmation that humanistic values suffused the doctor patient relationship.
This was English artist Luke Fildes爷 s 1891 painting “The Doctor,冶 a sentimental
depiction of an upper鄄class doctor watchful at the side of a sick child in a working鄄
class cottage, devoid of any reference to the scientific and technological
armamentarium of modern medicine. In the 1940s, this was the image the
conservative American Medical Association ( AMA) chose as the banner under
which to rally its campaign against national health insurance. “There is something
in that picture which represents one of the most priceless possessions you men of
medicine have in your whole fight against assembly line medicine,冶 a designer of
the campaign told AMA leaders. “In that doctor爷s face there is compassion, there
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is personal concern for the welfare of his patient, there is personal loyalty to the
patient as a human being. 冶淤 The image was displayed on millions of AMA
pamphlets and posters circulated in doctors爷 waiting rooms across the country—
along with the caption, “Keep politics out of this picture. 冶 This was not history,
but a romanticized, wishful image of humanistic medicine that served the AMA in
battling what it denounced as “socialized medicine. 冶于

The one important new current in medical history during the 1930s and 1940s
was allied with social medicine, pursued by physician鄄historians like Henry
Sigerist, Erwin Ackerknecht, and George Rosen. This program for “ humanistic
medicine冶 tried to pull attention outward from the individual doctor and patient to
the wider health care system and social determinants of health. Sigerist, as
professor of the history of medicine at Johns Hopkins, shifted his own scholarly
attention to the social dimensions of medicine, to the history of public health, and
to the economic conditions that shaped health services. Instead of engagement with
the medical classics to cultivate a “ physician鄄gentleman,冶 he turned toward a
sociologically鄄inflected historical focus on social, political, and economic problems
and issues of social justice. 盂

In the U. S. , though, the social medicine movement remained weak compared
with, say, the U. K. Sigerist grew impatient with American physicians who
cultivated a romanticized image of the doctor rather than assuming responsibility for
bringing the fruits of scientific medicine to the entire population. “ Trained as
highly specialized and efficient scientists, they are unprepared to grapple with
problems that are primarily social and economic. They have built for themselves a
legendary, sentimental, and romantic history of their profession to which they cling
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desperately. 冶淤 His history advocated what he called “ a new—a socialist—
humanism. 冶于 But by and large, other Americans at the time did not follow his
lead, and the Cold War went far toward suppressing a social medicine impulse.
Indeed, in 1947, with the rise of anti鄄communist McCarthyism and the persecution
of left鄄wing intellectuals, Sigerist resigned from Johns Hopkins to return to his
native Switzerland. 盂

When in the 1970s the idea of history as a humanizing force in modern
medicine prominently reemerged, its nature and animus had altered fundamentally.
During the 1960s, “de鄄humanization冶 had become a key watchword in the radical
critique of the medical establishment, one ingredient in the larger cultural critique
of established authority. And this, in turn, involved a new, skeptical attitude
toward the role and worth of science in medicine. 榆

Biomedical authority became one target for assaults upon the American health
care system爷s social and economic ills. The modifiers “de鄄humanizing冶 and “de鄄
humanized冶 became commonplace, applied to students and practitioners hardened
by medical institutions and to a health鄄care system that made health and access to
care a function of socioeconomic class. Health professionals and students, through
organizations such as The Medical Committee for Human Rights, assailed the AMA
for ignoring racism in medicine and blocking moves to make health care a right—
countering the AMA爷s claim to be “ the voice of American medicine冶 by claiming
themselves to be “the voice of humanistic medicine. 冶虞

By the mid鄄1970s, medical ethicist and educator Edmund Pellegrino could
rightly assert that “medical humanism has achieved the status of a salvation theme,
which can absolve the perceived ‘ sins爷 of modern medicine. 冶 “Humanism,冶 he
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noted, “has become a slogan, evoking a multitude of images of what we find good
or lacking in the modern spirit,冶 a beacon to “lead physicians, patients, and all of
us back from the brink of dehumanization. 冶淤 This again was a discourse of
deficiency. Pellegrino warned fellow doctors to heed the charge that “we neglect the
teaching of human values and the art of medicine; that in our zeal for science we
ignore liberal studies; and, most telling of all, that the patient care we provide in
our teaching hospitals and clinics is itself dehumanizing. 冶 To counter “ the
dehumanization of the student and the depersonalization of the patient,冶 he called
for medical schools to train a new kind of “humanist physician. 冶于

It was in this context that medical history gained a new salience as a platform
for the cultivation of medical professionalism. Two overlapping but divergent
programs emerged for a history鄄based humanistic intervention: one focused inward
on the individual practitioner and doctor鄄patient encounter, and the other outward
on the larger medical system.

On the one hand, history joined a larger constellation of disciplines in the
“medical humanities冶 movement. In the U. S. , this was closely tied with the
emergence starting in the 1960s of biomedical ethics and expressed in organizations
such as the Society for Health and Human Values. 盂 Clinicians and ethicists
suggested that biomedical science and the technology it informed could strip
medicine of important dimensions of healing, and sought to instill in medical
practitioners the “human values冶 they held to be wanting. As in the turn to history
a century earlier, the “ medical humanities冶 were portrayed as an antidote to
mechanistic reductionism, with the aim of fostering empathic patient care and
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providing guidance to students in squaring their course as good doctors within the
system more than on honing critical skills as citizens prepared to confront the larger
failings of health promotion and medical care. 淤

Concurrently,the activist “ new social history冶 that emerged in that in the
1960s and 1970s sought to reveal the historical roots of medical “ de鄄
humanization. 冶 Instead of exploring the medical classics, it aimed at looking
“beyond ‘the great doctors爷冶—the title young historians Susan Reverby and David
Rosner gave a 1979 programmatic essay widely seen as a manifesto for this program
in the U. S. 于Historiographically and politically, this was a very different vision of
medical history as a humanistic force, propelled in part by a much harsher critique
of biomedicine and professionalism alike. The contrast was expressed by the
founding of the American Osler Society in 1970 as a conservative reaction against
the new medical history, countered by the creation of another new society that took
Sigerist as its namesake—the Sigerist Circle—and celebrated medical history as an
activist social and political tool. 盂 Based in departments of history, history of
science and medicine, or social medicine, this strain within history tended to look
outward to the larger health care system more than inward toward individual medical
students and practitioners. It less often explicitly invoked the language of
humanism, but was especially well calculated to counterbalance the splintering
tendencies of reductionist medicine by showing medical ideas, technologies,
institutions, economics, and values interacting in a world in which race, class,
ethnicity, and gender are inseparable from understandings of health, illness, and
health care.

A new sense of crisis in American medicine at the turn of the 21st century has
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again revitalized discourse about medical history as a catalyst for humanization.
Institutionally, it is expressed in overlapping programs in medical history, social
medicine, and medical humanities. In medical teaching, the humanizing mission of
medical history is now rarely rooted in engagement with the medical classics and
inspirational “great doctors冶 of the past. Instead, it looks both inward, offering the
individual student a source of reflection on his or her own professional formation,
and outward, offering a forum for discussing how values, prejudices, and
inequalities came to be built into the current medical enterprise. For American
medical students in particular, who seem more idealistic than their counterparts of a
generation ago, an ideal of humanistic medicine can also provide a sustaining sense
of purpose in negotiating a health care empire in which the tremendous technical
power of biomedicine often seems jarringly disconnected from inequities in access to
health care.

The term “humanism冶remains hugely imprecise, encompassing a whole host of
meanings that are multiple and pliable. It is also easy to see that voiced
commitments to health and human values, humane health care, and medical service
to humanity sometimes can be little more than a facile rhetorical flourish. Nor is
there assurance that medical history—any version of medical history—will actually
succeed in inculcating humanistic qualities: the Yale physician鄄historian George
Rosen long ago offered the sobering reminder that “medical history was being taught
in practically every university in Germany before World War II and apparently had
little effect on the medical students at the time. 冶淤Nevertheless, biomedicine and
the idea that history might offer one means of humanizing it continue to be
intertwined. Perhaps the multiple and changing meanings of “humanism冶 are less
suggestive than the heartening persistence of the conviction that somehow
humanistic medicine—something beyond the raw, extraordinary power of
biomedicine—is an aim worth pursuing.
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Abstract:
China爷 s new round health systems reform aims to achieve universal

health care coverage by 2020. Universal health care coverage has three
dimensions, breadth ( population coverage), depth ( service provision, and
height (financial protection), according to WHO爷 s analytic framework. This
article analyzes situation of universal coverage in China using existing data and
raises challenges and opportunities for achieving the aims.

Basic clinical health care is provided under a system of three health insurance
schemes in both rural and urban areas. In terms of population coverage, 90% of
rural population and 65% of urban residents have been covered by the social health
insurance schemes, reaching a relatively high population coverage level. However,
due to the low level of premiums, especially in the rural health insurance scheme,
scope of services and financial protection are constrained. In 2008, per capita
premiums of the urban employee鄄based health insurance and resident鄄based health
insurance were 14 and 4 times higher than that of the rural health insurance.

Even though provision of public health care is overall good, there exist
disparities in service provision between regions, the rural and urban areas, and
population groups. Population coverage of maternal health care and chronic disease
management need to be improved. For prenatal health care and chronic disease
management, population coverage in rural area is about 50% lower than the urban
cities. In addition, there is a gap between standard of health care provision and
actual practice. For example, only 78. 5% and 43. 9% of urban and rural pregnant
women utilized more than 5 times of prenatal care. Insufficient provision of public



health care would affect control of medical cost escalation.
China爷s government has implemented a number of policies and interventions for

the universal health care coverage, including improving the existing health
financing system, advancing provision of public health care, and strengthening
interventions for priority public health problems. It is important to realize the
challenges facing the government, including imbalance in economic and social
development, the role of health care in agenda of the local government, low per
capita health resource, and balance of different interest groups.

Background

In April of 2009, China爷 s government announced its blueprint for health
system reform and development for the next decade in an official policy document
entitled “Guidelines for Deepening Health Systems Reform. 冶 The aim of the reform
is to establish universal coverage (UC) that provides “safe, effective, convenient,
and affordable basic health services冶 to all urban and rural residents.

Between 1950 and 1980 China爷s health care system provided basic health care
to almost all the country爷s population through public health network and urban and
rural health insurance schemes. Despite government promises to implement WHO爷
s primary health care strategies designed to achieve “Health for All by 2000冶, the
economic reforms of the late 1970s brought significant change to the way the system
was run. While the government continued to invest in health, market鄄oriented
financing mechanisms were implemented to fund both curative and preventive care.
As a result, health services became unaffordable and inaccessible for disadvantaged
populations (Tang et al. 2008).

By the late 1980s, the rural health insurance scheme had collapsed. Urban
health insurance schemes were also crippled by the rapid rise of medical costs and
the inefficiency of state鄄owned enterprises—their main financers (Liu 2002). Since
then, the lack of coverage provided by the health insurance system and inadequate
government support for essential public health programs have been identified as the
main obstacles to universal coverage. Public dissatisfaction with health sector
performance along with emerging public health problems, notably SARS in 2003,
became driving forces for reform. A number of critical reviews, especially a report
by the Development Research Center of the State Council, have also been important
in highlighting the need for change.

UC policy in China is the outcome of protracted discussion and debate
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regarding the main challenges faced by the domestic health system as well as trends
in international health care development. Core government policy regarding the
establishment of a harmonious society makes the issue of equity in health and health
care of paramount importance. Improving people爷s access to basic health care has
thus become a guiding principle in development policies, and the needs of
vulnerable populations have received particular attention. Policy formulation has
also been supported by international health projects such as the World Bank Health
VIII Project and DFID Urban Health and Poverty Project.

The new round of health sector reform announced in 2009 is backed by strong
political and financial support, notably from a high level committee at the central
level which is overseeing implementation. In addition to the regular health budget,
850 billion Chinese Yuan (126 billion US $ ), has been committed for the funding
of reform activities between 2009 and 2011.

To achieve the goal of UC, a series of strategies and measures are proposed,
summarized as “ four beams and eight pillars冶 ( Si Liang Ba Zhu). The “ four
beams冶 comprise: public health care; medical care; health insurance; and
essential drugs.

Public health system reform is designed to achieve the equitable provision of
basic public health programs to all residents. The reform of the medical system will
focus on improving health care quality and efficiency. Health insurance, which
includes the new rural cooperative medical scheme (NCMS), the urban employee鄄
based basic medical insurance scheme ( UEBMI) and the urban resident鄄based
basic medical insurance scheme ( URBMI), will be strengthened by increasing
government financial support and improving management. Finally, a system will be
established to ensure the provision of essential drugs of a reasonable price and
quality.

The “four beams冶 will be supported by eight pillars—concrete strategies and
policies, covering areas such as financing, human resources, regulation, and
information. With regard to health financing, both supply and demand sides will be
supported by public funding. Priority will be given to the subsidizing of primary
health providers and public health programs. On the demand side, government
subsidies to health insurance schemes, especially the NCMS and URBMI, will be
augmented on a continuous basis to benefit all people, but especially the
vulnerable. To improve the distribution of qualified health care professionals,
policies for training and encouraging health professionals to work in remote areas are
to be reformed.
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In China, the core issue in UC is to extend coverage to disadvantaged areas
and populations. The next section describes the current status of universal coverage
to illustrate the main challenges. Section 3 summarizes a number of policies and
actions undertaken by the Chinese government with a view to achieving the UC
goal.

Situation analysis of universal coverage

Coverage can be analyzed in terms of breadth, depth, and height, with
breadth indicating coverage in terms of population; depth indicating coverage in
terms of service provided; and height indicating coverage in terms of the extent of
financial protection. A universal coverage system can be evaluated as effective
when the above three dimensions are completely filled. This section uses the above
framework in describing the UC situation in China.

1. Coverage of health insurance schemes
From the mid鄄1950s, health insurance schemes were introduced both in urban

and rural areas. In cities, the health insurance schemes covered those working in
the government sector and enterprises. However, most of the non鄄salaried people in
urban areas were excluded from the schemes. Encouraged by the government, the
rural health insurance scheme was operated with support from the collective
economy, reaching a high point in coverage in the late 1970s of nearly 90% . Those
health insurance schemes encountered difficulties in operation from the early
1980s, because of disorganization in the collective economy in rural areas and the
transformation of state鄄owed鄄enterprises.

From the late 1990s, the government started to reform urban employee鄄based
medical insurance schemes by increasing the premium level and consolidating the
funds of separate organizations. The NCMS was established in 2003 and was mainly
subsidized by the government. This was a departure from previous rural health
insurance schemes in terms of finance. From 2007, the government decided to
establish a health insurance scheme for urban non鄄salaried residents, especially for
children and old people. In addition to the social health insurance schemes, the
medical assistance program, supported by the government, was put in place in
2003.

Population coverage
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In 2008,87% of the total Chinese population was covered by various social
health insurance schemes with the UEBMI covering 15% of the total population,
URBMI 4% , and NCMS 68% .

Statistics on population coverage by urban and rural areas from different
sources shows a rapid increase in coverage over the past decade for the rural
population (Table 1). In 2008, nearly 90% of the rural population was covered by
the NCMS, while 65% of the urban residents were covered by urban health
insurance schemes. After the NCMS was set up in 2003, its coverage of the
population expanded rapidly, jumping from 8 million of the rural population in 2003
-2004, to 179 million in 2005, 815 million in 2008, and 833 million in 2009
(MoH)—representing an expansion from 3% to 90% in five years. The lower
coverage rate of urban residents achieved by the URBMI was mainly due to a shorter
implementation period and also reflected the greater challenges it faced, notably the
enrolment of rural鄄to鄄urban migrants.

Table 1摇 Population coverage of health
insurance schemes by urban and rural area

Schemes 1998 2003 2008

Urban health insurance schemes (% ) 52. 5 49. 6 64. 8

Rural health insurance scheme (% ) 4. 7 3. 1 89. 4

摇 摇 Data source: modified from National Health Services Survey in 1998, 2003, and 2008.

Coverage of health care benefits
UEBMI covers both outpatient and inpatient health services. The NCMS covers

both outpatient and inpatient care in about 70% of the NCMS counties, the other
30% offering coverage for inpatient care only. The URBMI in principle covers
inpatient care only. All three schemes include reimbursed drug lists. In general,
the health care and drug packages covered by the UEBMI are more generous than
the other schemes, because of its sound financing base ( employer / employee
contributions); the NCMS and URBMI schemes rely heavily on government
subsidy.

The UEBMI drug and health care package are developed and implemented by
the municipal cities which are the unit of fund pooling. The design and
implementation of the health care package and drug lists is mainly the responsibility
of each of the NCMS counties that are the unit of fund pooling and management.
There is a big gap in the number of drugs covered by the different schemes, with an
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average of 2,000 drugs covered in the urban health insurance schemes, and just
400 in the list covered by the NCMS.

Financial protection of the health insurance schemes
The NCMS has seen a rapid growth in premiums since its inception. On

average, 30 CNY per capita ( 20 CNY from government and 10 CNY from
individual premium payment ) was collected between 2003 and 2005. This
increased to 50 CNY and 100 CNY in 2006 and 2008, respectively. Government
subsidy comprises 80% of the premiums ( half from central government and half
from local government in the western and middle provinces). However, the per
capita premium level for the NCMS in most rural areas is around ten times lower
than for the UEBMI scheme.

As shown in Table 2, per capita premium in the NCMS was 100 CNY,
compared to 1,400 CNY for the UEBMI, in 2008. The premium level for the
URBMI was somewhere between the NCMS and UEBMI levels—an average of CNY
350. Figures in Table 2 are averages (premiums vary among many municipal cities
and rural counties). Central government allocates more funds to subsidize URBMI
and NCMS schemes in low鄄income provinces located in the west and middle
regions.

Reimbursement rates also differ between the three schemes. For example
enrollees covered by the UEBMI scheme can claim higher reimbursement, reflecting
the higher premiums paid as well as their greater capacity to pay medical expenses.
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Table 2摇 Arrangements of health insurance schemes in 2008

Schemes UEBMI URBMI NCMS

Premium per capita (CNY) 1,400 350 100

Ceiling (CNY) 100,000 80,000 20,000

Reimbursement rate (% ) 72 50 40

Data source: based on reports from the National Health Services Survey in 2008 and from Ministry of Human
Resources and Social Security.

The impact of the health insurance schemes on health care utilization is
evident, with utilization rates increasing especially among low鄄income populations.
It was also found that unmet health care services ( defined as having needs for
health care but not using any health services in a defined time period) ) reduced
after the operation of NCMS in rural counties. For example, unmet inpatient care
was reduced from 34. 7% in 2003 to 27. 9% in 2008 (CHSI 2009).

The impact of the NCMS scheme on the financial burden of health care is thus
seen to be inconsistent, revealing a complex relationship between changes in
financial access, utilization, and medical expenditure. Wagstaff et al ( 2008 )
found that the NCMS increased total medical expenditure (for all income quintiles)
without reducing catastrophic expenditure (for all but the poorest) . A recent study
using data from the National Health Services Survey reports that the NCMS reduced
by 50% the households suffering catastrophic medical expenditures in 2008 (Zhang
YH, 2009). Wu (2009) found that compared with the NCMS, the UEBMI can
significantly reduce out鄄of鄄pocket payments for old people, based on the data from
the national survey.

Observations
From the above analysis of the coverage of health insurance schemes, we reach

following observations.
誗 China爷 s health insurance schemes in both rural and urban areas have

developed rapidly over the past decade in terms of population coverage, especially
in rural areas. This rapid development creates a sound foundation for an equitable
financing model designed to provide people with financial protection when they
suffer illness.

誗 Urban and rural health insurance schemes are operated separately and
reveal significant differences in premium collection and risk protection. The
integration of the urban and rural health insurance schemes will remain a challenge
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if the difference in the premium levels of the schemes cannot be narrowed.
誗 As coverage reaches a higher proportion of the population, priorities need

to focus on coverage of depth and height. Policy makers and insurance
administrators need to identify appropriate ways to select cost鄄effective health care
services for the benefit package.

誗 Development of health insurance schemes need to be accompanied by
improvements in health delivery and human resource systems. Appropriate
incentives are required for health providers to ensure cost鄄effective, quality care.

2. Coverage of essential public health programs
Increases in life expectancy and the reduction of infant and maternal morbidity

in China are largely the result of cost鄄effective interventions within the public health
programs. However, there are still significant disparities in health status between
regions, urban and rural areas, and among population groups (Tang et al 2008).
These disparities can be attributed in part to differences in the coverage provided by
essential public health programs.

In this section, we focus on three types of health program—project
immunization, maternal health care ( ante鄄natal and post鄄natal care ), and
management of non鄄communicable diseases ( NCDs )—to illustrate coverage
differences in public health care.

Population coverage of selected public health programs
Table 3 shows immunization coverage for five vaccines ( for children) broken

down by area. Although the coverage is over 90% for almost all vaccines, coverage
in the wealthy region (East coastal provinces) is always higher than in the other
two regions. Coverage of vaccinations of DAT, Pertussis, and Tetanus was less than
90% in the poor area (Western provinces) (CHSI 2009). It should be noted that
because of the large populations involved, a small difference in the percentage
covered can reflect big differences in the number of unimmunized children.
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Table 3摇 Population coverage of immunization programs in 2008 (%)

Vaccines Total East Middle West

BCG 98. 8 99. 3 98. 7 98. 4

DAT, Pertussis, and Tetanus 90. 7 93. 2 91. 2 88. 5

Polio 92. 4 94. 5 90. 6 92. 3

Measles 92. 1 91. 5 93. 8 91. 4

Hepatitis B 93. 3 95. 6 93. 7 91. 5

摇 摇 Data source: CHSI 2009.

The coverage of maternal health services has increased rapidly with the
introduction of a number of important interventions. The proportion of women
receiving no ante鄄natal care during their pregnancy fell from 25. 3% in 2003 to 5.
6% in 2008. As shown in Table 4, the coverage of ante鄄natal health care has
reached a high level but there are some differences in coverage between the
eastern, middle, and western regions—with poor provinces getting the lowest
coverage rates (CHSI 2009). Meanwhile the coverage of post鄄natal health care was
lower than ante鄄natal care in all regions, with the lowest coverage in the middle
provinces.

Table 4摇 Population coverage of maternal health care in 2008 (%)

Health care Total East Middle West

Ante鄄natal 94. 4 97. 6 94. 9 91. 5

Post鄄natal 56. 9 62. 7 43. 0 61. 2

摇 摇 Data source: CHSI 2009.

Chronic non鄄communicable diseases ( NCDs) have become a major public
health problem in both urban and rural areas. In 2008, for example, 270 million
NCD patients were registered and 80% of deaths were caused by NCDs. Over the
past decade, the incidence of hypertension and diabetes has doubled.

Table 5 shows management rates ( managed cases / total cases within a
community) of hypertension and diabetes. NCD case management is usually
conducted by primary health providers in China. Less than 50% of hypertension
and diabetes cases were managed by health providers in 2008 (CHSI 2009). About
54% of hypertension cases never received blood pressure tests by doctors, 30. 2%
of hypertension cases were not aware of their condition before diagnosis; only 24.
7% of the cases took drugs as advised by physicians, and the effective control rate
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was only 8. 0% of total hypertension cases (CHSI 2009). A recent study revealed
that the prevalence of diabetes was higher among urban residents than among rural
residents (11. 4% vs. 8. 2% ) (Yang et al 2010).

Table 5 摇 Population coverage of management rates of hypertension and diabetes in
2008(%)

NCDs Total Urban Rural

Hypertension 43. 8 57. 5 28. 1

Diabetes 46. 3 61. 9 21. 1

摇 摇 Date source: CHSI 2009.

Dosage levels in the public health programs
Of course high population coverage is not the same as high coverage in terms of

service provided. For instance, for children under five years old, the recommended
dosage of vaccinations for DAT, Pertussis, and Tetanus is five according to the
national guidelines. But on average only 3. 37 doses per immunized child were
actually provided in 2008 (CHSI 2009).

Maternal health care provides another example. According to the requirements
of the Ministry of Health, pregnant women should have a minimum of 5 ante鄄natal
examinations. However, as reported, only 78. 5% of women in urban areas and
43. 9% of women in rural areas who received ante鄄natal health care received 5 or
more antenatal care examinations in 2008.

Moreover, some crucial services procedures were not provided in ante鄄natal
examinations, including weight measurement, blood pressure test, and urine
analysis. It is a similar story with post鄄natal examinations. The minimum number of
visits recommended by the Ministry of Health after childbirth is threeper childbirth.
In reality, only 22. 0% of women received this level of post鄄 natal care in 2008
(CHSI 2009).

Financial protection of the public health programs
Public health programs could cut medical costs by reducing and controlling the

prevalence and severity of both infectious and non鄄communicable diseases.
Disadvantaged populations benefit most from the improved coverage provided by
public health programs because they are most vulnerable to public health problems
and least able to pay for treatment. Many studies undertaken over the past two
decades have shown the positive impact of essential public health programs
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(including immunization, maternal health care, and control of NCDs) on medical
expenditures for providers and users of health care (Sturm 2002).

Observations
誗 Public health programs are crucial for improving the health status of

populations and have been sustainably operated in China for several decades.
誗 The population coverage of major public health programs has increased and

some of those programs (notably immunization) have reached the level of universal
coverage.

誗 Control of NCDs is low, especially in rural area. NCDs are a major source
of health problems and financial burdens.

誗 Quality of public health delivery needs to be improved in line with increases
in population coverage. Public health programs should ensure adequate provision of
a high standard of health care; for example post鄄natal care visits, including the
provision of appropriate procedures in each of the visits.

誗 A number of factors influencing coverage of public health programs,
including the quality of health workers, financing policies, cooperation between
health providers, and regulations, need to be considered in addressing the
challenges of UC.

Efforts and actions related to universal coverage

China has enacted several initiatives to develop universal coverage including
joint projects with international organizations. This section summarizes selected key
actions, policies, or efforts that relate to health system development. A sub鄄section
is dedicated to outlining contributions from international agencies in promoting the
development of China爷s health policies.
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摇 摇 1. Government led actions on the financing of clinical services
Besides operating health insurance schemes in both rural and urban areas, the

government also supports a medical assistance program (MFA) for the poor. Both
the new health insurance schemes (NCMS) and MFA were introduced in 2003
when the central government turned its development strategy from a GDP鄄centered
to people鄄centered policy. NCMS and MFA are two strategies designed to close the
health security gap between rural and urban areas and between the rich and the
poor.

NCMS
In introducing the NCMS, the government aims to reduce illness鄄related

financial burdens and increase the affordability of medical care for rural
populations. In order to encourage enrollment and sustain the operation of the
NCMS, the central government allocates subsidies to different regions according to
their level of economic development. Over the past years, an average of 80% of
premiums has been subsidized by the government, with 20% coming from
individual farmers. In the new health reform plan, the government has promised to
increase subsidies to the NCMS on a regular basis to sustain the scheme. Per capita
premiums increased from 30 CNY in 2003 to 150 CNY in 2010. Premier When
Jiabao has promised to increase premiums to the level of 300 CNY per capita in
2012.

NCMS guidelines are issued by the central and provincial governments. Rural
counties handle the administration of insurers developing and implementing concrete
NCMS plans. In each county, an NCMS management office, staffed with 5 - 8
administrators, is set up to manage the NCMS operations. A rural county has an
average population of half a million people.

Central government guidelines encourage the NCMS to provide mainly inpatient
care. However, at present, most NCMS schemes provide both outpatient and
inpatient services as a way of encouraging enrollment and also because it helps to
stop minor health problems becoming more serious.

Fee鄄for鄄service is the major payment system in the NCMS, which could be one
of the reasons for the rapid rise of health care costs. In recent years, experiments
with alternative payment methods including capitation, DRGs, case鄄base payment,
and fixed charges have been organized in some counties in order to control cost
escalation (Meng 2008).

As mentioned before, the NCMS has reached a high level of population
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coverage. Due to low premium levels, however, NCMS co鄄payments are high and
financial risk protection is thus limited.

Medical Financial Assistance (MFA)
Since its launch in 2003,the MFA has been committed to protecting the poor

from the financial risks associated with high鄄cost diseases. Both rural and urban
areas are covered by the MFA. Central and local governments are responsible for
allocating funds, and subsidies from central government are concentrated on poor
provinces (western and middle provinces).

The MFA targets mainly people living below the poverty line. Target
populations are identified by the county ( district in urban areas) Department of
Civil Affairs in collaboration with community government organizations. The
beneficiaries of the MFA can also receive subsidies for their contribution to NCMS
and URBMI premiums. They can also claim reimbursement from the MFA if they
cannot afford co鄄payments in the NCMS and URBMI schemes. MFA has been a
crucial source of financing for the poor to pay NCMS premiums and co鄄payments.

Government subsidies to the MFA have continuously increased since it was first
started. In 2003, the urban MFA received 210 million CNY from the central
government. This was increased to 300 million in 2005 and 420 million in 2006,
respectively. Provincial and county (municipal and district) governments allocate
matching funds for the MFA and develop their operational plans.

2. Delivery and financing of public health services
In general, public health services have been delivered effectively by public

health providers over the past six decades. This was especially true prior to the
1980s when those services were publicly funded. Basic preventive care including
immunizations, maternal and child health care, health education, and monitoring
of infectious diseases were provided by village clinics ( and by community health
stations in urban cities), township health centers ( and by community health
centers in cities), and county ( district ) Centers for Disease Prevention and
Control.

User fees were introduced in the mid 1980s and health providers were
encouraged to run profitable health care operations. This had a significant effect on
the provision of essential public health programs.

The new health sector reform is designed to improve coverage of public health
programs through the implementation of two types of public health programs and
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services. These are defined as an essential public health care package and key
health programs for priority health problems.

Essential public health care package
Government run health care facilities began to deliver an essential public

health package in late 2009. The rationale behind this measure was to gradually
achieve equality in the provision of essential public health programs to the whole
population. The current package includes nine categories of services, including
health information system, health education, immunization, prevention and control
of infectious diseases, child health promotion, maternal and geriatric health care,
chronic diseases management, and the management of severe cases of mental health
problems. These services, selected on the basis of an assessment of current health
needs, are being delivered from primary health care facilities, including village and
township clinics in rural areas, and community health centres in urban areas.

Because chronic diseases have become a serious public health problem in both
rural and urban areas, the essential public health care package includes a new
focus on prevention and early鄄stage interventions for NCDs, including mental
health.

The Chinese government also intends to establish a medical records system
over time that will enable the exchange of medical information among clinical
providers and will also support epidemiological analysis. By the end of 2009 a
medical records system was in place, covering 30% of the urban and 5% of the
rural population.

In 2009, 15 CNY per capita was allocated to cover the operating costs of the
public health care package. This funding is additional to the regular health budget
already allocated to cover the salary of health workers. The central government will
increase the subsidy to 20 CNY per capita in 2010. The central government also
allocates subsidies to economically disadvantaged areas to the extent that those
places can ensure provision of the essential public health service package as defined
by the central government.

In addition to the nationwide implementation of the essential public health
package, China has identified key public health priorities to be addressed through
services delivered by specialized providers such as CDCs and general hospitals. A
case in point is Hepatitis B. In 2009, the Government began to provide
immunizations to all children under 15 years of age. Other priorities include
screening for cervical and breast cancer for women aged between 15 and 59,
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hospital childbirth, and ensuring the intake of folic acid for women during
pregnancy. Other services include cataract surgery for poor patients, a cooking
stove manufacture initiative to prevent fluorine poisoning, and the construction of
sanitary toilets. All the above programs are fully supported with government
funding.

Challenges and opportunities

China has made a promising start in its efforts to construct a universal health
care system. However, attempts to achieve universal coverage in such a vast and
diversified country are bound to face challenges. How China 爷 s government
addresses those challenges can provide useful lessons for other developing nations.

1. Challenges
It is not easy to realize UC in a short period because of the big gaps in health

care coverage between regions, urban and rural areas, and population groups. The
following specific challenges need to be taken into consideration:

誗 China is a big country characterized by varied levels of economic and health
development. Determinants of health and health care often lie outside health sector.
Efforts to reduce disparities need to be made by all relevant sectors.

誗 Despite the fact that the central government supports the development of a
people鄄centered ideology in governance, local governments are still focused on
economic development. As a result health and health care are not always at the top of
the political agenda in many areas of the country. This may lead to proposed health
reform policies and actions not being sufficiently and effectively implemented.

誗 China is still poor in terms of its average per capita resources. UC requires
increased investment from both government and individuals. Health care services
delivered by the UC system cannot exceed the availability of resources. Thus
government is faced with the perennial problem of how to mobilize and sustain
resources for the health care system.

誗 UC in China emphasizes the provision of primary and cost effective health
care mainly supported by public funding. This involves a shift in the allocation of
health resources from tertiary hospitals to community health systems and from
expensive pharmaceuticals to generic drugs. This reallocation may be resisted by
strong stakeholders.
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2. Opportunities
While there are many challenges, there are also reasons for optimism regarding

the achievement of the UC system in China.
誗The development concept. China 爷 s central government has changed its

development policy from GDP鄄centered to a broader coordinated concept which
includes non鄄economic sectors such as health and education. Even if local
governments need time to catch up, this new direction represents a welcome change.

誗 The established health care system. Over the past six decades, China has
established a health care system through which basic health care can be provided if
current health resources can be adjusted and redistributed. It provides a foundation
which, through the strengthening of human resources, governance, and regulation,
can offer accessible quality health care.

誗 The influence of the public爷 s voice. Public complaints have been more
important than was previously the case in influencing policy making and changes.
The current health sector reform is partially a result of public pressure. Government
should do its utmost to achieve its aims and to implement promised policy in order to
avoid public dissatisfaction.

誗 Stable and rapid economic development. China爷s economic development is
stable and fast, which provides the financial conditions necessary to operate and
sustain health programs that move towards a UC system. The government is likely to
continue increasing financial support for the health sector if economic development
and growth is maintained.
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Abstract:摇
A new paradigm for medical care is emerging which terms itself

“personalized medicine冶. Advocates claim that medical treatment can now be
targeted on the specific characteristics of each individual, using genetic
profiling to identify the particular nature of the condition, and to tailor
treatments for each person. Further, they argue, the focus of medicine will
move from treatment to prevention. It is claimed that genetic tests based on
recent genomic research will enable doctors to identify susceptibilities for such
common conditions before the onset of illness, and to target preventive
intervention to reduce the individual and social burdens of ill health. Further,
it is argued that genetic information will allow precision in the choice of drugs
and doses, avoiding adverse reactions, minimising waste, reducing costs and
increasing efficacy. Coupled with other advances, it is argued that the future
of medicine should and will be “ personalised, predictive and preventive. 冶
Drawing on such developments, we have seen the growth of personal genomics
companies marketing tests “ direct to consumers 冶 that claim to identify
individual disease susceptibilities and to “ empower冶 individuals by giving
them the information—and the personal responsibility—to manage their own
health. This paper critically assesses the promises made for personalised
medicine, discusses some of the challenges for health policy, and considers
the social and ethical implications of moving medical care towards such a
personalized and individualized model.
Keywords:



personalization, personal genomics, susceptibility, responsibilization;
consumerization; individualization.

Does the future of healthcare lie in “ personalized medicine冶? 淤 Many in
Europe and the US seem to think so. In these regions, theme of “personalization冶
is much in vogue from “personalizing冶 education to “personalizing冶 the internet. 于

The term is also central to proposals for the reform of the welfare state in the UK,
where it refers to giving clients greater choice over what is offered to them—
“putting people first冶 as a 2007 report termed it—putting the individual, rather
than bureaucrats and professionals in control over planning their services. 盂 For
some, personalization means that markets should be developed in areas that were
previously managed by state bureaucracies such as social housing or care for people
with disabilities. They claim that markets “personalize冶 because they increase the
power of the individual, giving them control of their own budgets and allowing them
the choice between those who provide services. Others consider that
“personalization冶 entails a whole person, whole life, whole systems approach, where
each individual爷s uniqueness is recognised and respected, and they are treated as a
whole person by services. 榆Some argue that personalization is a response to the rise
of a new generation of “ empowered consumers冶—individuals rejecting paternalism,
loosing trust in authorities such as doctors and politicians, refusing to be told by
authorities what is in their interests, and expecting that they are both able and
entitled to make their own decisions about issues such as health care, pensions,
insurance, care in old age and the like, as they do in relation to the purchase of
consumer goods such as food, clothes or televisions. Individuals, it is claimed, no
longer wish to be clients or recipients of services, passive citizens grateful for what
the State gives them, they want to be active citizens, citizens as consumers. Some
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even suggest that the creation of such sovereign citizen鄄consumers is a form of
liberation, which will promote dignity, and enhance well being, and even lead to
progressive social change. 淤

The term personalization is so potent because of its capacity to “translate冶—to
adapt to so many different contexts and apparently desirable social and ethical
values. In contemporary Western culture, at least, it seems obvious that no鄄one
would want “ impersonal 冶 services, or “ one size fits all 冶 provisions; surely
everyone wants to be treated as an individual, wants to have freedom of choice,
their own decisions respected, to be treated as a whole, unique person responsible
for their own life and their own health. And yet, as we shall see, things are not so
simple, especially when it comes to medicine and healthcare.

The social and ethical issues raised by the move to personalization in health
care have been the subject of a recent two year study by the UK爷s Nuffield Council
on Bioethics (the nearest the UK has to a national bioethics committee): its report
was entitled Medical Profiling and Online Medicine: The Ethics of “Personalized
Healthcare冶 in a Consumer Age ( Nuffield Council on Bioethics 2010). 于 The
Report points to a number of arguments from policy makers and politicians in favour
of a more personalized health service. For example, in 2008, the Darzi Review of
the UK爷 s National Health Service, High Quality Care For All placed great
emphasis on the need for “ personalization 冶 and “ personalized 冶 healthcare
services, asserting that “ Personalizing services means making services fit for
everyone爷s needs, not just those of the people who make the loudest demands. 冶盂

In the same year, the Secretary of State for Health promised a “ personalised冶
National Health Service, asserting that “ the days of a one鄄size鄄fits鄄all NHS are
over. 冶榆 The term is also in regular use in announcements of the benefits promised
by genetic research in medicine: for example, in March 2010, the findings of a
team at Oxford University were announced to much publicity under the headline
“New cancer biomarker may herald personalized medicine. 冶 虞
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The Report focuses on a number of areas in which it seems that individuals, as
“ freely choosing冶 consumers, are gaining direct access to medical information and /
or to medical treatments previously provided via a public healthcare system staffed
by professionals, seemingly increasing their choice and enhancing their control over
their own health and illness. In this paper, I wish to focus on just one aspect: the
use of genomic profiling of individuals to make predictions about disease
susceptibility and to make decisions about the choice of treatment.

First, however, we should note that medicine and health care pose two
problems for advocates of personalization. On the one hand, almost all the major
advances in human health have come from interventions that have been anything but
personal. Clean water, effective sewage systems, regulation of food safety, controls
on environmental pollutants, together with population wide programmes of
vaccination, maternity services and similar measures are effective precisely because
they address the underpinnings of ill health without differentiating individuals,
except where they focus on specific groups, such as pregnant women and new born
babies. They are based on the idea that disease can target anyone, that risks are
spread across a population and therefore must be tacked at that level. The
programmes of health and social insurance that began to take shape in Europe in the
late nineteenth century, and developed across the first half of the twentieth century,
with their embedded principles of solidarity and social citizenship, were predicated
on the belief that risks were essentially shared among all, thus each should
contribute equally, because any person might be unfortunate enough to require
benefit. No鄄one has put this more clearly than William Beveridge, in 1942, in his
Report on Social Insurance and Allied Services:淤

摇 摇 It has been found to accord best with the sentiments of the British people
that in insurance organised by the community by use of compulsory power,
each individual should stand in on the same terms;none should claim to pay
less because he is healthier or has more regular employment. . . The term “social
insurance冶 to describe this institution implies both that it is compulsory and
that men stand together with their fellows. The term implies a pooling of risks
except so far as separation of risks serves a social purpose.

This same rationale that underpinned the idea of a universal National Health
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Service free at the point of delivery. Impersonalization was the route to improved
health for all.

On the other hand, many medical practitioners claim that, as far as the direct
provision of medical care to individuals is concerned, medicine—or at least good
medicine—has always been personalized. The good clinician, it is argued, always
takes account of what he or she knows of the form of life of the patient, their family
history, their living conditions, their other diseases and aliments, their character
and personality—this, some claim, is real personalized medicine. Of course,
traditional Chinese medicine has always been personalized in this sense. Yet the
experience of Western medicine for many patients has indeed been of a kind of
demeaning impersonalization—one in which they are prescribed a drug on the basis
that it works for a majority of those in a clinical trial, not because it works for
them, where they are treated as merely the bearer of a diseased organ, rather than
a person in need of treatment, regarded as a mere “ case冶 of cancer, diabetes or
depression, and not as an individual.

誗 Personalized medicine—the advocates
One of the main inspirations for the dream of personalized medicine has the

Human Genome Project. In 1992, Leroy Hood prophesied “ Once the 100,000
human genes have been identified冶 it would transform our ways of dealing with
human diseases:淤

摇 摇 The genome project in the twenty鄄first century will have a profound
impact on medicine, both for diagnosis and therapy . . . Perhaps the most
important area of DNA diagnostics will be the identification of genes that
predispose individuals to disease. However, many such diseases—
cardiovascular, neurological, autoimmune—are polygenic; they are the result
of the action of two or more genes. Human genetic mapping will permit the
identification of specific predisposing genes and DNA diagnostics will facilitate
their analysis in many different individuals. . . Perhaps in twenty years
[remember, he was writing in 1992] it will be possible to take DNA from
newborns and analyze fifty or more genes for the allelic forms that can
predispose the infant to many common diseases. . . For each defective gene
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there will be therapeutic regimens that will circumvent the limitations of the
defective gene. Thus medicine will move from a reactive mode . . . to a
preventive mode. Preventive medicine should enable most individuals to live a
normal, healthy, and intellectually alert life without disease.

In 2011, almost twenty years later, these predictions have failed to
materialise. Human genomics has proved exceptionally complex, not least because
we now know that the number of coding sequences in the human genome is closer to
20,000. Hood, however, is still optimistic: “I think we爷ll see a shift from reactive
medicine to proactive medicine. I define it as ‘ P4 爷 medicine—powerfully
predictive, personalized, preventative. . . and participatory. . . . Individual
genomes will become a standard of medical records in 10 years or so, and we will
have the power to make inferences [about an individual爷s health] when combined
with phenotypic information. Then we can begin to plan strategies for individual
health care in ways we have never done before. . . . If we have patients in 10 years
with billions of data points, being able to compare that with individual genotype
phenotype correlations will give us deep and fundamental new insights into
predictive medicine. . . Medicine is going to become an information science. 冶淤

Many other biomedical researchers, policy makers and pressure groups
continue to express hopes for a brave new genomic future which will “personalize冶
medicine. Genomics, they claim, will enable the tailoring of treatments to the
genomic basis of each individual爷 s disease鄄pharmacogenomics. And genomics will
not only allow individual diseases to be correctly diagnosed, it will also allow future
diseases to be predicted in advance for each individual prior to any symptoms on the
basis of patterns of genomic variation. Medicine will become predictive and
preventive—it will be possible at birth or soon after to identify one爷s disease risks,
and to intervene to reduce or eliminate them. Health services will no longer be
“illness services冶 directed at populations as a whole. Predictive and preventive
medicine will optimise the health of each individual. Writing in Nature, under the
title “Has the revolution arrived?冶, Frances Collins, director of the US National
Institutes of Health, former director of the National Human Genome Research
Institute and a long time advocate of personalization asserts that all the predictions
he made for personalized medicine ten years ago have to some extent come true,
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and the promise of a revolution in health care “ remains quite real 冶 although
suggesting that “ we invariably overestimate the short鄄term impacts of new
technologies, and underestimate their longer鄄term effects. 冶淤

But this promised revolution raises many questions. Is it real or a mirage?
What will be the consequences—medical and ethical? Is this a future that we
desire?

誗 Pharmacogenomics?
Pharmacogenomics was based on the hope that a genomic assessment of the

patient could aid both diagnosis and treatment. 于 Rather than using “blockbuster冶
drugs, or choosing between different drugs for the same condition on the basis of
accumulated experience, it was hoped that genetic information could identify the
specific molecular basis of the condition which was ailing the individual patient,
and help the doctor choose the right drug at the right dose for that specific
individual. The hope was that this would ensure efficacy, compliance, accuracy of
dosage; minimize adverse drug reactions (ADRs) and so eliminate much waste.
For example, in the UK, some estimate that up to 50% of the drug budget of over
谊 7 million is not efficiently spent—partly because the patients do not take their
drugs, partly because the drugs are not effective for a particular patient, and partly
due to ADRs —much of which may be due to failure of drug to match genotype.
However, as yet, the promise of pharmacogenomics has yet to be delivered.

Actually pharmacogenomics does not provide individually tailored drugs. The
genomic information allows the population to be divided into groups with different
probabilities of responding to particular types of medication or developing an
adverse reaction—one group has a high probability, another a lower probability,
but for neither group is there certainty. The development of some rational principles
for drug choice, would certainly be welcome in some areas, for example in
psychiatry, where, in conditions such as depression, over a dozen drugs are
available, with different efficacy and side effects in different patients, and only trial
and error to guide the physician. However at present, with very few exceptions,
pharmacogenomics has not delivered the genetic information that would enable such
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a choice to be made.
Even if it was possible, the segmentation of the disease population into groups

on the basis of their probable response to different drugs is not without its problems.
Should an individual be denied access to a drug—perhaps a very expensive drug—
simply because those with a similar genotype have a lower probability of responding
well or a higher probability of an adverse effect—especially if no other drug is
available? Probability is not certainty, and someone excluded from even the slim
chance of benefit may well feel injustice. Further, if one is concerned with equity
in health treatment, the segmentation of the population in this way may have two
important consequences. On the one hand, it is likely to lead doctors in the
developed world to move away from cheap generic drugs, out of patent, towards
new, expensive, patented drugs prescribed through use of pharmacogenomic data,
that are not available or affordable in most parts of the world. On the other, the
development of drugs whose efficacy is specific to particular population groups will
no doubt give further incentives, if they were needed, for pharmaceutical
companies to invest in products for the most valuable markets, not the medical
needs of those who suffer from the most prevalent diseases. Hence the fear of a new
kind of racial segmentation of medicine.

At present, drugs are approved on the basis of clinical trials on large
populations. Pharmacogenomics challenges this methodology, for it implies that
some drugs will work only on specially selected specific subgroup of patients. We
are already seeing one consequence, expensive for health care systems and
profitable for drug companies. This is the licensing of drugs for use only following a
genetic test indicating their efficacy in a particular patient group. Take, for
example, Bristol Meyer Squibb爷 s drug Erbitux ( cetuximab), a very expensive
drug for treating late stage colorectal cancer. In 2006, the UK爷s National Institute
for Health and Clinical Excellence did not approve this drug for use on the National
Health Service because, at a cost of over 谊 11,000 for an average extension of life
of 5 months, this “ was not compatible with the best use of NHS resources. 冶
However it is approved in the US, but the Federal Drug Authority recommend a
genetic diagnostic test before it can be prescribed to identify those individuals who
have a high chance of responding well to the drug. This form of “personalization冶
thus creates an important opportunity for those who market genetic tests, but one
that greatly increases healthcare costs. If such tests move into regular clinical
practice, it will also increase the well known problems of communicating and
storing genetic information, as in many cases such tests explore the genomic basis
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of the disease itself, providing information on the genetic susceptibility of an
individual—and hence of family members. The promise of personalization via
pharmacogenomics is more problematic than its advocates often suggest.
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誗 Susceptibility
Pharmacogenomics was one part of the “ personalising 冶 revolution in

healthcare; however the principal focus of those who advocate personalized,
predictive and preventive medicine is now disease susceptibility. 淤 Those involved
with the Human Genome Project had high hopes that they would discover the
genomic basis of common complex disorders such as diabetes or heart disease. But
the reality proved much more complicated. No single gene, and no combination of
a few genetic variations, was discovered that would account for such conditions.
Thus the focus of genomic research shifted to explore more complex patterns of
variations among single nucleotides-the so called SNPs—where one can identify the
substitution of one base for another—G for C, for example—in a coding sequence
for a protein. The method of choice for identifying these patterns of genomic
variation at the molecular level is the Genome Wide Association Study (GWAS),
and its method is simple to describe. Take 1000 persons diagnosed with a
condition—say Type One Diabetes—the cases. Take 1000 persons without the
diagnoses—the controls. Take samples of blood or saliva from these individuals,
sequence relevant parts of their genome using a fast throughput gene chip devised
for the purpose by Affymetrix or one of their rivals. Put all the information into a
computer programme that will identify the SNPs that are present with significantly
greater frequency in the cases than in the controls. Then you have some grounds, it
is argued, for believing that this pattern of SNPs—perhaps variations at dozens,
even hundreds, of locations on the genome—increases the likelihood of an
individual developing this disorder. And from there you can go in a number of
ways. You can try and work out the functional significance of these variations to
identify the disease process itself. Or you can turn this SNP pattern into a genetic
test, examine the genomes of those who are not ( yet) affected by the disease in
question, and estimate their risk of developing the disease—their susceptibility. Or
more precisely, estimate the extent to which their risk of developing the disease over
a lifetime is greater or smaller than the average risk in the population from which
they come.

Now of course, there is much useful biomedical research going on using these
GWAS technologies: with discoveries of associations of genomic variation in over a
dozen conditions from celiac disease to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis in one year
alone (2007). And many claim that it is via this route that we will finally be able
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to identify individual susceptibilities, using the complex algorithms suggested by
those such as Leroy Hood. However many scientific criticisms have been made of
this approach, often from those most closely involved—for poorly defined
phenotypes, poor study designs, and, perhaps most important, for failing to
emphasise the low utility of the associations found for assessing the risks of
developing complex diseases ( effect sizes of the new loci found are modest or
small) . 淤 To complicate things, other variations also seem to play their part,
notably copy number variations but also the rather obscure world of RNA and much
more. Some now argue that where family history shows a pattern of heritability for
complex diseases, this arises from a unique patterns of variation shared among
family members, and but not shared with others diagnosed with “ the same
condition. 冶于 And the risks conferred vary with population group, with lifestyle and
many other factors whose effects are hard to quantify. For most common complex
disorders, the genetic basis, if that is indeed the right word, lies in the highly
complex interactions of many “ genes of small effect,冶 each of which may, in
combinations with others, and in certain biographical and environmental
conditions, increase or decrease risk by a small percentage. This is why, in the
realm of public health services, these developments in gene sequencing for common
complex disorders remain at the research stage, and have not been translated into
the clinical domain. The same is not true in the commercial world of what has
become termed “personal genomics. 冶

誗 Personal genomics
Many governments and health services offer genetic tests to certain groups—

tests for couples with a high risk of having children with serious genetic diseases,
heel prick tests for newborns and so forth. Choice of tests and relevant groups,
access to the tests, and the interpretation of results is in the hands of medical
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professionals and public health officials. But about 10 years ago, companies began
to offer genetic tests direct to individuals on a commercial basis, usually based on a
genetic analysis of a sample of saliva sent by post, and to provide those individuals
with information on their risks for various complex diseases, such as cancer,
diabetes, and even neurodegenerative conditions such as Parkinson爷 s disease.
These companies have been challenged for many reasons, in part because they
appear to be providing medically relevant information, and thus advising people on
medical decisions. Partly as a result, and no doubt promoted by the fear of
litigation, the companies all state, in small print on their websites, that the
information should not be acted on to make medical decisions. However this claim
is disingenuous. Here are some examples quoted in the Nuffield Report: 23andMe:
“Find out if you carry inheritable markers for diseases such as breast cancer, cystic
fibrosis, and Tay鄄Sachs. . . Learn your genetic risk for type 2 diabetes, Parkinson爷
s disease, and other conditions. 冶淤 deCODEme: “Calculate your genetic risk for 50
diseases and traits. . . 冶于 Graceful Earth: “ Check your future susceptibility
BEFORE symptoms occur. . . Pre鄄emptive insight into one爷s genetic predisposition
can empower and allow for pro鄄active prevention. 冶盂 Navigenics: “Knowing your
genetic predispositions for important health conditions is an investment in your
health. By gaining insight into these predispositions, you have the power to help
delay the onset of conditions, detect them earlier, or prevent them altogether. 冶榆

But does this information have clinical relevance for the individual who
purchases these services? While for monogenetic diseases, genetic information can
provide important evidence as to the likelihood of future illness, it is doubtful
whether, for the foreseeable future, this kind of genomic information will have any
relevance for an individual爷 s future risk of developing a complex, multi鄄genetic
diseases. There are a number of reasons for this. First, lack of validity: in most
cases the level of prediction is low, and the variations in individual risk levels
above or below those for the population are small and medically insignificant.
However risk predictions are remarkably difficult to communicate and to
understand, and thus individuals may believe that their level of risk is greater or
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more certain than it is. Second, lack of reliability: there are considerable variations
in results between different companies offering the tests—some individuals who have
submitted their samples to several companies have found quite remarkable variations
in the risk assessments provided. Third, lack of utility:even if the risk assessment
is accurate and reliable, in almost all cases, there are no potential form of
intervention available, and hence the advice that can be given to the individual in
question is banal and hardly “ empowering冶—maintain a healthy diet, a healthy
lifestyle, don爷t smoke or drink to excess etc.

The marketing of genomic information on a consumer basis direct to individuals
also raises other problematic issues. There is no need for a medical professional to
order the test—hence these developments are part of a growing “ de鄄
professionalization冶 of the doctor, in which the medical professional is no longer
gatekeeper of services. There is no medical professional on hand to interpret the
results—but the results do not speak for themselves and risk estimates need
interpreting in the light of the specificity of the patient爷s life, age, lifestyle and so
forth. Without such interpretation and individual discussion, such risk assessments
may lead to unnecessary anxiety or complacency—false negatives and false
positives. They may result in individuals rushing to a doctor demanding further tests
or treatment, imposing unnecessary costs on public health care system—already an
issue with patients bringing information from the internet to their doctors, contesting
diagnoses or making their own diagnosis. And, of course, they pose well known
problems about protection of privacy of information, and unexpected implications,
for example in relation to medical insurance, if individuals receive findings that
seem to show that they are at significantly elevated risk for a condition.
Nonetheless, personal genomics has become a powerful and growing business
model, and one that makes great ethical claims. Thus 23andMe claims that it
“democratizes爷 genetics,冶 淤 and that it “was founded to empower individuals冶 于

and deCODEme says “We need to empower people—if a genetic test prompts
patients to do what is right for them then we have accomplished our goal. 冶盂 How
should regulators respond to these developments?

The Nuffield Report sets out five core values to evaluate such endeavours:
private information should be safeguarded; individuals should be able to pursue
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their own interests in their own way; the state should act to reduce harm; public
resources should be used fairly and efficiently; social solidarity (sharing risks and
working together to protect the vulnerable) should inform public policy. The view
of the report was that “these ethical values often conflict with one another. All are
important and no one value ‘ trumps爷 another. 冶 The Report, therefore, sought to
“soften冶 these conflicts through its recommendations. Now it is obvious that that
people have long had access to misleading or false information on health and disease
from many sources—books, magazines, and now on the internet. So is the harm
here, in the case of genetic information, and indeed other on鄄line health
information, sufficiently great, or sufficiently novel, to warrant new regulation? The
Report was cautious about proposing increased regulation where harm had not been
demonstrated, but nonetheless argued for tighter control over the claims made on
the websites, for government oversight and information on the risks and benefits of
personal genetic profiling, including the relevance for insurance and for doctors to
receive training on giving advice to patients about commercial genetic profiling
services. Further, it recommended that personal genomics companies should not
knowingly analyze the DNA of children unless certain criteria are met, and that
they should voluntarily provide clear information on the limitations of genetic
profiling for decision making about health, lifestyles, susceptibility, and explain
the meanings of the risk estimates that they provide.

However,I think there are some more general reasons for caution about the
direction being taken by advocates of personalization based on genomics. First, let
me make an obvious point: the focus of all this activity is on the diseases of
affluence, not on the conditions that ail most people on our planet, curtailing their
life expectancy, and bringing them to an early death. But, even in their own
terms, these developments are troubling. Even if clear findings of genomic
predispositions for common complex disorders—that is to say, biomarkers—were
discovered by genome wide association studies, I suggest that we should long pause
before we rush headlong into a medical future based on prediction and prevention.
The very act of designating an individual “at risk冶 changes not only their own self
perception, but also that of others—family members, educators, doctors, perhaps
employers or insurers. In some cases, for example in psychiatric or
neurodegenerative conditions, such designation, even if false, may lead to stigma
or to an individual regarding every small event as indicative of impending doom.
Further, early intervention into asymptomatic individuals on the basis of tests that
may be unreliable, may over鄄predict future disease, and may lead to unnecessary
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medical intervention—no doubt increasing the market for risk reducing drugs—as
we have already seen with the statins—but in the end, making everyone a “suitable
case for treatment. 冶

Many experts are more pessimistic than Leroy Hood and Frances Collins about
the clinical advances achievable through genomic research that searches for
susceptibilities in the SNPs. While genome wide association studies may guide
basic research on functional disease pathways, the risk levels that they identify for
common complex disorders are low, and most now agree that non鄄genomic factors,
from epigenetics, through environmental effects on gene expression, and the results
of environmental and biographical factors, are of great importance in the
development of common complex disorders, and their mode of action is far from
understood. The science itself—not the well known criticisms of “ geneticization冶
from social scientists—seems likely to thwart the initial hopes of finding clear
predictive indicators and biomarkers for susceptibility and treatment targets for such
disorders. For what genomics shows is, to put it simply, that at the molecular
level, no one is normal—everyone has a bunch of little anomalies and it is very
hard to predict which of these, in which combinations, and in which
circumstances, may impair health. The rush to personalize, to predict and to
prevent, to intervene early on those who have no symptoms but are judged at risk on
the basis of such tests, not only expands the scope of medicine in the developed
world, but potentially diverts crucial resources from the health care of those who are
really ill, or at risk of disease from well known environmental factors that must be
tackled, not on the basis of personalization, but using precisely those impersonal,
population wide, solidaristic social interventions that have proved so effective in the
past. Rather than seeking to personalize and individualise, we would to better to
focus our attention—and our research resources—on those forms of medical
intervention and healthcare that are known to produce improved health for all,
especially those who do not have access to expensive genomic tests and patented
pharmaceuticals.

誗 Conclusions
The move to personalized medicine is part of three more general developments

that seem to raise significant ethical challenges for those concerned with global
biomedical ethics. These are the challenges of consumerization, responsibilization,
and individualization of healthcare.
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Consumerization
Much medical care in most countries involves an element of individual

consumer choice of health related products purchased as commodities in a market—
whether this be the purchase of over鄄the鄄counter medicines, herbal medicines,
private therapies and indeed private consultations with doctors and private treatment
in hospitals and clinics. And healthcare offers a very large and growing
international market for pharmaceutical companies, purveyors of medical devices
and many others. Healthcare has remained largely commercial in many
jurisdictions, for example in the US, although even there, insurance based schemes
have developed where individuals are grouped together, for example, as
employees, for the purchase and provision of healthcare. However, in Europe at
least, over the last century, socially organized insurance based schemes for
provision of most medical care on a non commodity basis, regardless of individual
ability to pay, became the norm, and indeed were a key element of the forms of
social solidarity embodied in European welfare states. Such schemes came under
criticism from the 1960s onwards, from a variety of sources—from feminists and
radicals critical of the way in which power and control over health was taken from
individuals and placed in the hands of paternalistic professionals who claimed to
know better than people themselves; from those critical of a dependency culture;
from those who pointed to the inequities and inefficiencies in such bureaucratic
systems as opposed to the purported efficiency of markets and so forth.

Increasingly, as individuals in developed countries have come to view
themselves as consumers as much as citizens, perhaps as consumer鄄citizens, and as
freedom of choice has become the norm, such demands have spread to medicine
and healthcare. The internet has become a key medium for opening up such
choice, not merely providing easily available, if often unreliable, information to
potential consumers without professional intermediaries, but also, as we have seen,
offering services for sale “direct鄄to鄄consumers. 冶 To what extent can, and should,
the individual be regarded as a consumer in relation to health, making individual
choices in the market, among services and treatments offered as commodities for
sale and purchase? No doubt in any specific case, there are specific issues at
stake—for example, in the increasing use of internet pharmacies to supply drugs
which may be illegal, harmful, counterfeit, or fake, and where the consumer may
not be in possession of adequate or accurate knowledge about the effects, dosage
and so forth. But more generally, what ethical issues are at stake where public
services are turned into markets or quasi鄄markets, or where individuals increasingly
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opt out of public provision in favour of individually purchased services. How can we
balance the values of individual choice against those of social solidarity, mutual
obligation: the sense that it is the responsibility of each of us to care for—and
contribute to—the health of others to whom we have no direct relationship.

Responsibilization
It is hard to argue against the idea that individuals should have some

responsibility for their own health, and that of their families. Those who developed
welfare state systems in Europe certainly did not want to remove such personal
responsibility. And yet one of the major criticisms of European welfare states over
the last decades of the twentieth century was that they had indeed undermined
personal responsibility, with undesirable economic and moral consequences.
Economically, this was leading to an ever greater cost of welfare and social
security. It was argued, that this had moral consequences—the growth of a
professional apparatus was taking away individual爷s control over their own lives and
bodies, leading to dependency on the State, sapping individuals爷 initiative and
sense of power over their destiny. Hence the theme of responsibilization became
central to policy reform. Reformers from a range of different positions argued for
changes that would diminish dependency and increase autonomy, giving individuals
more control and more choice. At the same time, however, individuals were to be
urged, even required, to take greater responsibility for their own health, welfare,
and security and that of their families, and not to rely on the State and its
professional apparatus for their security, welfare and health. In the UK, the 2002
Wanless report Securing our future health: taking a long鄄term view “emphasised the
importance of individuals taking some responsibility for their health and
recommended that the relationship between health professionals and the public
could be improved by the ‘ development of improved health information to help
people engage with their care in an informed way爷. 冶淤 In 2006, in a report entitled
Our health, our care, our say, the Department of Health declared that patients
would be “ given more control over—and will take on greater responsibility for—
their own health and well鄄being. 冶于 In 2009, a report from the King爷 s Fund
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asserted that “ individual responsibility for health and self鄄care are key themes in
recent health policy development in England,冶淤 and the NHS Constitution for
England outlined some formal responsibilities applying both to healthy people and to
patients of that service: “ you should recognise that you can make a significant
contribution to your own, and your family爷s good health and well鄄being, and take
some personal responsibility for it. 冶 于Similar themes have been stressed in official
health policy pronouncements in other countries.

Taking more personal responsibility for ones health, it seems, is both
economically and ethically desirable—saving money and improving souls at the
same time! But responsibility is a double edged sword. On the one hand it seems to
give people more power as individuals, providing them with information, and
enabling them to make the key choices about their healthcare and disease risks. But
on the other hand, individuals are obliged to take this role, subject to new
expectations about their skills and capacities to understand and manage the
information, to choose between different options with their own costs and benefits,
and to accept at least some of the consequences of their choices for their future
health. They are obliged to manage almost all aspects of their lives in the name of
health—diet, lifestyle, monitoring of risks by regular check鄄ups, perhaps now
taking genetic tests and so forth. And they may feel guilt, or maybe regarded by
others as in some way guilty, if they are unable or unwilling to do that—culpable
for their own future illnesses and those of their family, even if in reality there was
little that they could do to prevent these—as, for example in most cases of
degenerative disease or cancer. The other side of being persuaded that you have the
power and responsibility to take control of your own health, is inescapably a feeling
of failure if, despite all, you fall ill. They are placed in the uncomfortable position
of having responsibility for an uncertain future, with limited ability to alter the
outcomes.

Individualization versus solidarity
Let me conclude with some remarks on individualization. The major advances

in healthcare outcomes in the developed world—to the extent that they cannot
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simply be attributed from poverty reduction and increasing education—have not
come about through personalization and individualization, but from the reverse—
from interventions that have been addressed to all—clean air, water, effective
sewage systems, pure food, programmes of population wide vaccination and so
forth. These have not merely been instrumentally effective, they have also
embodied a more profound ethic—that when it comes to health and illness, each
has a responsibility to all, no individual should be held culpable for their illness, or
refused treatment because they cannot afford it, or because they have, in some
way, brought it upon themselves. The National Health Service in England is
perhaps the clearest embodiment of these principles at the level of a single country,
and is often thought to show that such a rationale is not only ethically sound, but
also medically effective. Of course, we know that such a rationale is difficult to put
into practice. While those who invented the NHS believed that there was a finite
demand for medical care, this has proved not to be the case. Demand is unlimited,
because of the discovery or invention of new conditions that can be thought of as
illnesses, the development of new and ever more expensive treatments especially for
those who would previously have died—at the start and end of life and from diseases
once thought terminal—and new senses of what conditions can legitimately be
treated by doctors. The cost of medical treatment spirals, and all health services
must find ways of limiting costs, which means, in effect, depriving some
individuals of treatments that might extend their life because of the burden that this
would impose on tax payers, or the diversion of resources from treatments for other
conditions.

Personalized medicine however challenges this ethic in more fundamental
ways. If it is not incalculable fate, or bad choice of parents, that leads to illness,
but an identifiable genetic anomaly, then individuals are not all in the same boat.
Some are not only more at risk than others, but can be identified in advance as
being more risky. This raises the question of equity—if I am in a low risk category,
should I pay higher taxes for the entirely predictable illnesses of those at high risk—
or should I opt out and insure myself, taking advantage of low rates on account of
my genetic good fortune. Further, if I know, or could know, that I am at high risk,
should I disclose this information or disguise it—the dilemma that those who work
in the insurance industry refer to as “moral hazard冶 in which I would not enter into
the insurance pool in good faith, leaving others to take responsibility for the costs of
my failure to disclose. Indeed, the tendency in insurance in other areas, for
example motor insurance, is in this direction—towards the “ unpooling of risks冶
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and the allocation of individuals to different risk pools depending on such factors as
age, employment or geographical location. But the consequences of such
“unpooling冶 of risk in the field of health and illness may well be a radical political
and ethical shift away from the ethos of social medicine, with its emphasis on equity
and social justice in the provision of healthcare.

If our medical “imaginary冶—our image of what healthcare should be—is “all
about me冶 it may well have serious consequences for my willingness to pay for, let
alone care about, the health of others who are not related to me—not just others in
my town or my country, but others in far away and distant places. Perhaps it will
change the ethical obligations we feel towards others from those based on solidarity
to those based on charity. However, I do not want to end on such a gloomy note.
Some older forms of solidarity are being eroded by the technological and social
developments that I have traced, and perhaps it is inevitable that the rationales and
practices for provision of medicine and healthcare will change alongside them. But
what we see is not simple individualization, but, at least potentially, the growth of
new forms of community. On the contrary, we see at least the beginnings of new
forms of solidarity, as embodied in the kinds of social networking that build
communities of people afflicted by similar conditions. Indeed some of the personal
genomic sites explicitly seek to foster such communities, notably 23andMe,淤

although it is less clear whether this is for genuine ethical reasons or for those of
commercial ambition. And so do other sites, such as Patients Like Me,于 seeking to
foster the development of new kinds of collectivities—groups of individuals, often
separated greatly in geographical space, but linked by a common condition, and by
an ethic of collective concern and mutuality, sharing of information ranging from the
latest scientific research to the mundane details of day鄄to鄄day management of
illness, campaigning for research into their disease, often working with commercial
organisations to develop treatments. While such social networks among active
patient communities are largely confined to the developed world and the diseases of
affluence, perhaps they provide examples that can be built upon to create
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transnational, global alliances around disorders that are less fashionable but more
devastating in terms of lives ruined and lives lost. And perhaps, despite all the
rhetoric of personalization, with its concentration on the diseases affluence, and of
the wealthy few, the power of the internet, and the new logics of care, may
contribute something to supporting a new global conscience an commitment for
medicine, and to the ambition of health for all.
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Abstract:摇
The timing of China爷 s and India爷 s demographic transitions and the

implications of alternative fertility scenariosare explored here using a global
economic model incorporating full demographic behavior and measures of
dependency that include the working aged and those of working age who do not
work. The results show that, while the path of total dependency in China will
be comparatively flat, the positive contribution of declining youth dependency
to real per capita income will not be offset by rising aged dependency until
beyond 2030. India爷 s dependency ratio declines more sharply. Its higher
initial fertility contributes positively to growth in GDP while weakening that in
its real per capita income. Yet, so long as fertility continues to decline the
latter negative effect will be partially offset by a demographic dividend worth at
least five per cent of its 2000 real per capita income over more than three
decades.
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Introduction

China爷 s exceptional economic growth and development during the last fifty
years has been accompanied by equally remarkable demographic change. Rapid
drops in mortality and fertility rates ushered in the most rapid “ demographic
transition冶 experienced at anytime anywhere in world history. The demographic
transition to slower population growth has been profoundly affected by China爷 s
family planning policies, culminating in the one鄄child policy. Yet fertility rates
would have declined anyway, affected as they have been in China 爷 s Asian
neighbours by urbanisation, female education, increases in labour force
participation rates, improved life鄄expectancy of new鄄born children, high parental
costs of a competitive education system and a myriad of other socio鄄economic
factors. Indeed, India爷s fertility rates have also declined steadily since the 1970s.
However, the relatively slow speed of this decline has been among the factors that
have delayed India爷 s demographic transition, particularly when contrasted with
China爷s.

There is now plenty of evidence to suggest that the potential “ dividend冶,
“gift冶 or “bonus冶 associated with the middle phase of the demographic transition,
during which dependency ratios fall and the proportion of the working鄄age
population rises, can be quite substantial. Bloom and Williamson (1998) reassess
the East Asia “miracle冶 in this context and, noting the rapid growth of working鄄age
populations across the region between 1965 and 1990, they show that population
dynamics could account for as much as one half of the region爷s growth performance
during this period. Cai and Wang (2005) claim that about one鄄quarter of China爷s
per capita GDP growth during the period 1980 - 2003 can be attributed to its
demographic dividend, which they predict will be exhausted by the year 2015.
Similarly, Feng and Mason (2005) argue that the gains from China爷 s dividend
(accounting for 15 percent of growth between 1982 and 2000) have mostly been
reaped, although they do also note the persistence of these gains—amounting to 10
per cent higher per capita output in 2050 compared with 1982. Crucially, the
demographic dividend is not an automatic consequence of fertility decline, but
instead depends “ on many policies, institutions and conditions that determine an
economy爷 s capacity to equip its people with human and physical capital and to
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absorb them into productive employment冶 (Bloom et al. , 2000: 259). For India,
with its slower and later demographic transition, much of the potential demographic
dividend lies ahead. For both China and India, the timing and duration of their
respective dividends are still very much open to question.

Most of the related empirical research defines demographic dividends as
stemming from declines in dependency ratios, which are in turn defined as the
proportion of populations that are of working鄄age (Bloom and Williamson, 1998;
Bloom and Canning, 2005a, 2007; Bloom et al. , 2002; Bloom, et al. , 2000;
and Cai and Wang, 2005). Yet, in most countries there are substantial groups of
“working age冶 people who do not work, and there are people older than “working
age冶 who do work. A more precise measure of the dependency ratio is the quotient
of the non鄄working and the working populations, and this may differ substantially
from the standard measure. Taking this into account we show that China 爷 s
demographic dividend since the turn of the century will remain positive, if small,
beyond 2030, even though total dependency there will begin to rise before then.
Put another way, the contribution of age distribution changes since 2000 to the level
of China爷s real per capita income will remain net positive throughout this period.

This finding does not detract from the fact that China爷 s population is aging,
which has rightly become a major policy concern in recent years. According to
United Nations (2008), the proportion of China爷 s aged (60 +) population is
expected to almost double from 12 percent in 2010 to 23 percent in 2030, so that
rises in aged dependency will begin to outstrip falls in youth dependency in this
period. In contrast, India爷s aged population will increase from 7 to just 12 percent
over the same period—overall dependency will continue to be dominated by
declines in youth dependency, foreshadowing a more substantial demographic
dividend. Not surprisingly, these different population structures have elicited
different population policy responses, with China now actively discussing (but not
moving to) a “two鄄child policy冶 (Xinhuanet, 2005, Reuters, 2010), while India
continues to grapple with ways to promote fertility decline ( Matthews et al. ,
2009).

In this paper, the linkages between demographic change and economic growth
in China and India are explored using a global economic model in which regional
households are disaggregated by age and gender and which incorporates full
demographic behavior. This composite model provides a means to examine,
quantitatively and at a high level of disaggregation, the interactions between
demographic change and economic performance. The results confirm that there are
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significant potential gains to future real per capita income from India爷s demographic
dividend, whereas for China, these gains are largely in the past. Although higher
fertility rates and hence more rapid population growth in China might ultimately
ease some of the burden of an aging population and contribute to higher rates of
growth in GDP, it will be contradictory to the goal of delivering improvements in
real per capita income. For India, the benefits of reduced fertility, in terms of real
per capita income, are shown to be substantial.

The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 discuss the various links
between demographic transition and economic growth in the context of China and
India. In Section 4 the composite model is described and the baseline scenario for
the global economy through to 2030 is presented. An alternative “ constant
population structure 冶 scenario is then introduced to isolate the demographic
dividends to be enjoyed by the two countries in the future. Section 5 presents the
simulated results of two alternative fertility scenarios: one in which China爷s fertility
rates are higher than currently projected, and the other in which India爷s are lower.
Conclusions are offered in Section 6.

Fertility decline and demographic transition

Coale and Hoover爷s (1958) seminal book provides a detailed depiction of how
economic development precipitates a country爷 s demographic transition from high to
low mortality and fertility. During the first phase, mortality rates—and particularly
those of infants and young children—decline substantially due to the effects of
economic development on poverty reduction and improvements in food supply,
technology, transport and health. This triggers a decline in birth rates in the middle
phase, which is compounded by rising costs of child rearing and also to higher
opportunity costs of foregoing work opportunities outside the home. Rises in private
consumption, female education and life expectancy, along with the affordability and
availability of birth control measures, are among the other factors contributing to
fertility decline. During the final phase of the transition, further but less marked
fertility declines—as parents shift towards “ quality not quantity 冶 of children
(Demeny and McNicoll, 2006 )—are accompanied by fairly steady or slowly
declining mortality rates, the latter occurring especially among the elderly population
(Bloom et al. , 2000). The pace of the transition will vary from country to country,
impacted not only by the speed of economic development—and hence the wide range
of reforms and policies that shape that development—but also by cultural factors as
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well as population and family planning policies.

Figure 1摇 Crude birth and death rates, China and India, 1950-2010
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Source: United Nations (2008) . Crude birth and death rates are number of births and deaths over a given

period divided by the person鄄years lived by the population over that period. They are expressed as number of

birth / deaths per 1000 population.

Figure 1 depicts the crude birth rates and death rates for China and India
between 1950 and 2010. China爷 s transition began in the early 1950s, with the
death rate falling dramatically from 25 (per 1000) in 1950 to 11 in 1965. 淤 Infant
mortality improved dramatically during this time, while birth rates remained high
until 1965. 于 This year roughly identifies the beginning of the middle phase of
China爷s transition with the birth rate falling steadily from 37 (per 1000) in 1965 to
22 in 1980, by which time the death rate had fallen to 7. 3. During the final phase
since 1980, the birth rate continued to fall while the death rates changed only
slightly, ranging between 6. 6 and 7. 5 during the period 1980 to 2010. As the
figure shows, from nearly identical birth and death rates in 1950, China recorded a
more rapid decline in its death rate followed by a more rapid decline in its birth
rate, resulting in a more compressed and earlier transition than India. The slow and
steady pace of India爷s transition makes it more difficult to clearly identify the three
phases described above, although they can roughly be identified as 1950-1975
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淤

于

The use of five鄄yearly data smooths over the “ demographic disaster冶 during Mao爷 s Great Leap
Forward, which according to the National Bureau of Statistics (2000), resulted in death rates peaking at 25 in
1960. However, they recovered soon thereafter, and had fallen to 9. 5 in 1965.

Infant mortality fell from 195 ( per 1000 ) births in 1950 - 1955 to 121 in 1960 - 1965 ( United
Nations, 2008) . As seen in the figure, the Great Leap Forward had a strong impact on birth rates as well.
According to the National Bureau of Statistics (2000), these fell to a low of 18 in 1961 and then peaked at 43
in 1963.



(during which time the death rate halved), 1975 -2000 ( during which time the
birth rate fell from 36 to 25) and 2000 onwards.

Coale and Hoover爷 s (1958) most lasting contribution has not been on how
economic development precipitates demographic transition, but rather on the
subsequent impacts of demographic transition on economic growth. Declining
mortality rates concentrated among infants and young children combined with high
fertility rates initially create high levels of youth dependency, which impedes
economic growth. While high fertility rates have a concurrent negative impact on
growth, some two decades later, in the middle phase of transition, the proportion of
working鄄age people in the population rises substantially, giving rise to the potential
for a “demographic dividend冶.

With this analysis, Coale and Hoover essentially joined the Malthusian club of
“population pessimists冶 in asserting that fertility reductions, and hence lower
population growth, would be good for economic development ( or in other words,
that rapid population growth was a bad thing) (Bloom and Williamson, 1998). In
contrast, “ population optimists 冶 contend that rapid population growth allows
countries to benefit from economies of scale and promotes the adoption of
institutional and technological innovation (e. g. Boserup, 1965) or, in the case of
Mao Zedong, that command planning would eliminate the Malthusian鄄type problems
of rapidly growing populations ( Sharping, 2003 ). And then the “ neutralists冶
argue that there is no relationship between the rate of population growth and
economic development. While there is some evidence in support of the optimists
and neutralists,淤 the recent surge of econometric evidence stemming from Bloom
and Williamson (1998) provides substantial evidence in support of the pessimist
stance, and it is this stance that we capture in the modelling framework below.

Figure 2摇 Youth and aged to working鄄aged ratios, China and India, 1950-2030
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淤 For example, the neutralists find support in cross鄄country regressions of economic growth, which have
generally found population growth rates to be insignificant (Kelley and Schmidt, 1996) . Lal (2006) finds
some support for Boserup爷s view in the positive relationship between population growth and agricultural growth
in the Indian economy and uses this to assert that the “population problem冶 is no longer a problem in India.
This is certainly not the “consensus view冶 that he claims it to be.



Source: United Nations ( 2008 ), populations projections based on medium fertility variant. Youth
dependency ratio is number of youth (0-14 years) divided number of working鄄aged (15-59 years) in the total
population. Aged dependency is number of aged (60+) divided number of working鄄aged (15-59 years) in the
total population.

Figure 3摇 Working鄄age to non鄄working aged ratio, China and India, 1950—2030

Source: United Nations (2008), populations projections based on medium fertility variant. Ratio is the
working鄄age (15-59 years) population divided by the non鄄working age (0-14 years and 60+ years) .

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the changing age structure of the Chinese and Indian
populations during the period 1950-2030, using United Nations (2008) data for
the youth ( aged 0 -14), working鄄aged (15 -59) and aged (60 +) populations.
There are numerous points of interest to our analysis here. First, the speed and
compression of China爷s demographic transition relative to India爷s is quite visible in
Figure 2, which shows the rapid decline in China爷 s youth dependency through to
2010 and the commencement of rapid aging since then. This combination implies
that China爷s total dependency ratio (defined here simply as the sum of youth and
aged dependency ) declined through to 2010 and is increasing thereafter, or
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equivalently, that the proportion of its working鄄age population increased through to
2010 and is decreasing thereafter, as shown in Figure 3. In contrast, India爷 s
demographic transition is visibly much slower, with its total dependency ratio falling
throughout the period 1970-2030. This means that the peak of India爷s working age
non鄄working age ratio in 2035 is 25 years behind China爷s in 2010. This implies

that China爷 s demographic dividend should essentially come to an end in 2010,
although we argue below that this is not actually the case.

It is clear from the above discussion that many different factors impact on the
timing, speed and duration of each country爷 s transition. However, none do so
more obviously than fertility. Indeed, Coale and Hoover爷 s (1958: 335) final
sentence presents a clear鄄cut case for fertility reductions: “ At any stage in the
foreseeable future of the low鄄income countries with high fertility, a reduction in
fertility would produce important economic advantages. Since these advantages are
cumulative, the ultimate benefits of fertility reduction are greater, the sooner it
occurs. 冶 It was this line of thinking that invoked the idea of a “ population
problem冶 and the need for population control as a means of promoting economic
development in many developing countries and regions including China, India,
Pakistan, Taiwan China, Thailand, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Egypt and Chile, all of
which implemented a range of family planning policies from the 1950s onwards
(Caldwell and Zhao, 2006).

While China爷s and India爷 s family planning policies have clearly differed in
style and impact, both countries have a long history of trying to control their
expanding populations. 淤 China爷 s controversial one鄄child policy has undoubtedly
reduced fertility rates beyond what they would otherwise have been. Sharping
(2003) controls for numerous other factors that affect population growth—including
urbanisation, female education, increases in labour force participation and
improved life expectancy, all of which would have contributed to declining fertility
in China, regardless of its population policy—and estimates that, in the absence of
the state爷s birth control policies, China爷s population would have been 1. 6 billion
instead of the 1. 27 billion reported at the end of the 20th century, that is, causing
a reduction of some 330 million births. Other demographers have estimated the
number of births averted by the one鄄child policy at around 250 million (Lee and
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淤 For further details on China爷 s population policies, see Sharping (2003), Zhang and Cao (2006)
and Liang and Lee (2006), among an extensive list. Matthews et al. (2009) provide excellent details of
India爷s population policies, while Padmadas et al. (2005) covers both countries.



Liang, 2006; Xie, 2000), while the National Family Planning and Population
Commission of China puts the figure at 400 million. 淤

In September 2010, China “marked the anniversary of its controversial one鄄
child policy with talk of relaxing rules, at least in some provinces冶 (Reuters,
2010). Although the official line still remains that China will continue to
“coordinate its national family planning policy, stabilizing an appropriately low
birth rate and improving the quality of its population冶,于 the government is certainly
prepared to consider the implications of higher fertility rates, as indicated by
research conducted by the Development Research Centre of the State Council of
China (2000 ), which projects China爷 s population under a variety of fertility
scenarios including a “two鄄child policy冶.

Since the early 1950s, family planning in India has focused on sterilization鄄
based methods, initially directed toward males but with female sterilization later
emerging as the predominant method (Matthews et al. , 2009, Padmadas et al.
2005). Despite fairly rapid declines in the late 1990s in some southern states,
Matthews et al. (2009) show that, overall, India has experienced a slow but steady
decline in fertility rates, with some stagnation in recent years. In their analysis they
consider the potential impact on population growth if India were to shift away from its
focus on sterilization and towards something more akin to China爷 s “ fewer, later,
longer冶 policy (adopted there in the 1970s) as a way of achieving more significant
fertility decline in the future. 盂 Their population projections suggest that such a
policy could reduce India爷 s population by 52 million in 2050 compared with the
current fertility trajectory.

As China enters a period of rapid aging and contemplates relaxing its one鄄child
policy even further, and India continues to seek more effective fertility鄄reduction
policies, it is worth considering the impact such policy choices will have on each
country爷 s population structure and hence economic performance. According to
Padmadas et al. (2005), fertility rates are the main driving force of population
change (in absolute terms) in both China and India, but also the most uncertain.
榆 The uncertain link between policies and outcomes is just one of the reasons why
fertility projections vary widely. The “high fertility冶 variant of the United Nations
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淤

于
盂
榆

See http: / / www. npc. gov. cn / pc / 11 _4 / 2011 - 03 / 10 / content _1640532. htm, downloaded on 4
April, 2011.

Chinese Vice Premier Li Keqiang, cited in China Daily (2010a) .
“Later, longer, fewer冶 refers to later marriage, longer gaps between children and fewer births in total.
See also Sharping (2006) and Tyers, Golley and Bain (2009) for further discussion on this point.



(2008) population projections, for example, implies that India爷s total fertility rate
will fall to 2. 46 in 2025-2030, while according to Dyson爷s (2002) “low fertility冶
variant it will reach 1. 59 by that time. Regardless of which of these projections turn
out to be correct, the key point is this: demographic transitions are not
deterministic, but are instead shaped by a range of factors that impact on population
structure, of which fertility rates are just one.

Demographic transition and economic growth

While population projections are certainly complex, the resulting economic
impact of the demographic transition is even more so. The standard Solow鄄Swan
model of growth is essentially a population pessimistic one, with the assumptions of
diminishing factor returns and constant labor participation rates across an ageless
population ensuring that slower population growth reduces GDP growth, but increases
per capita income growth. 淤 In reality, as seen above, in a developing country with
large number of dependent children, a fall in fertility not only slows population
growth, it also reduces the total dependency ratio and raises the proportion of the
working鄄aged population. This effectively boosts the basic Solow鄄Swan impact on
income per capita, giving rise to the demographic dividend. 于

In addition to these supply鄄side effects of demographic change on growth,
changes in age distributions also have demand鄄side implications. Lower fertility
raises the average age of the population, changing the scale and product
composition of final consumption to more strongly reflect the preferences of adults
and the aged. More importantly, the associated rise in the proportion of the
working鄄aged population tends to raise the share of households爷 disposable incomes
devoted to saving. In a developing country, following a fertility decline, this tends
to increase the average savings rate. If investment is also raised, the demographic
dividend is further bolstered. 盂 The more open is the capital account the more
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淤

于

盂

See Solow (1956) and Swan (1956), and the detailed analytical review offered by Pitchford (1974:
Ch. 4) .

This can easily be seen by the simple decomposition of per capita income (Y / N) into per worker
income (Y / W) times the working鄄age proportion of the total population (W / N), where Y is total income, N is
total population, and W is the working鄄age population. See Bloom and Canning (2005a) for a clear exposition.

There is a large literature concerning the relationship between demography and savings, including
Higgins (1998), Higgins and Williamson (1997), Chamon and Prasad (2008), Kuijs (2006), Modigliani
and Cao (2004), Horioka and Wan (2007), Horioka (2010a,b) and Kinugasa and Mason (2005) . We
acknowledge that we do not do justice to this topic in this paper.



investment and capital growth depends on the economy爷s comparative performance
and not, narrowly, on its savings behavior. Thus, as China and India trend toward
more open capital accounts, the effects of aging via their saving rates are likely to
diminish. Indeed, in affecting growth performance, the supply鄄side effects of
demographic change, acting as they do directly through the size of the labor force,
tend to dominate demand鄄side changes in average savings rates and in the product
composition of consumption. 淤

Additional complexities include the link between labor force growth, capital
returns, and foreign investment. While attracting investment from abroad boosts
GDP growth, the new capital returns are repatriated and the contribution to per
capita income growth then depends on real wage changes. Faster labor force growth
necessarily slows real wage growth even while it attracts foreign investment. The
pattern of migration is also dependent on the growth path of real wages. Both China
and India are substantial suppliers of (mainly skilled) migrants to the rest of the
world. Growth due to boosted fertility, and its slower real wage growth path, would
raise skilled emigration and reduce skill endowments in both. Finally, any labor
supply鄄driven acceleration of GDP growth tends to shift the terms of trade adversely
by raising output relative to consumption and exports relative to imports ( or,
equivalently, lower wage costs relative to other regions tend to cause real
depreciation). This also tends to weigh down the growth of per capita income. The
integrated model of demographic change and economic growth presented in the next
section activates most of these interactions and it offers scope to experiment with
alternative assumptions about each.

As if that wasn爷t enough, further complexities arise when the interdependence
of fertility, longevity, labor force participation, and savings rates are fully
accounted for. In one theoretical study, Bloom and Canning (2005b) predict that
improvements in health and longevity will result in rising natural retirement ages
(increased aged labor force participation) but declining average savings rates, the
latter occurring because longer working lives reduce the need to save for retirement
in each successive age cohort. Much more complicated is the impact of alternative
pension systems on retirement decisions and savings, since different measures to
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deal with pension鄄related budgetary pressures will have profoundly different
effects. 淤 Furthermore, there is the potential for declining fertility rates to increase
labour force participation, particularly among women, as demonstrated by Bloom et
al. (2007) for 97 countries over the period 1960-2000, in which they show that
higher female participation rates following fertility decline generate per capita
income gains of 21 percent.

Modeling the Demographic Dividend

The approach adopted follows Tyers and Shi (2007), in that a complete
demographic sub鄄model is integrated within a dynamic numerical model of the
global economy. 于 The baseline scenario represents a “ business as usual 冶
projection of global demographic change and economic growth through to 2030.
Although policy analysis can be sensitive to the content of this scenario, our focus
in subsequent sections is the extent of departures associated with alternative
assumptions about demographic change in China and India. Nonetheless, it is
instructive to describe the baseline because all scenarios have a common set of
assumptions about future trends in key exogenous variables and because some
exposition of the baseline makes the construction of departures from it clearer.
Moreover, it is convenient to use the model to estimate the size of the demographic
dividends that could be enjoyed by both economies during the first three decades of
this century.

Demographic change
Each region represented in the model includes four age groups, two genders,

and two skill categories, for a total of 16 population groups in each of 18 regions,
two of which are Mainland China and India. The four age groups are the dependent
young, adults of fertile and working age, older working adults, and the mostly
retired over 60s. The skill subdivision is between households that provide
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淤

于

Heller爷s (2006) recent review of Asian countries爷 preparedness for future population aging suggests
that both China and India lag behind the more advanced but smaller Asian economies in the development of
policy regimes to cover pensions, health insurance, and labor market change.

The economic model is a development of GTAP鄄Dynamic, the standard version of which has single
households in each region and therefore no demographic structure. It, in turn, is a development of its
comparative static progenitor, GTAP ( Hertel 1997 ) . Its dynamics are described by Ianchovichina and
Walmsley (2010) .



production labor (unskilled) and those that provide professional labor (skilled). 淤

Each age鄄gender鄄skill group is a homogeneous subpopulation with group鄄specific
birth and death rates and rates of both immigration and emigration. If the group
spans T years, the survival rate to the next age group is the fraction 1 / T of its
population, after group鄄specific deaths have been removed and its population has
been adjusted for net migration.

The final age group (60+) has duration equal to measured life expectancy at
60, which varies across genders and regions. So the key demographic parameters
are birth rates, sex ratios at birth, age鄄gender specific death, immigration and
emigration rates, and life expectancies at 60. 于 The birth rates, life expectancy at
60, and age鄄specific death rates all trend through time asymptotically, approaching
a target at a rate of growth determined by historical observation. Of most interest
here are the birth rates, which, along with the corresponding total fertility rates
(TFR), are listed in Table 1 for China and India. China爷 s baseline TFR is
exogenously projected to fall from 1. 91 in 1997 to reach 1. 44 by 2030, slightly
higher than the United Nation爷 s (2008) “ low冶 fertility projection of 1. 35. For
India, the base year TFR of 3. 47 trends asymptotically to a target of 2. 56,
slightly higher than the United Nation爷s (2008) “high冶 fertility projection of 2. 5
for India.

Table 1摇 Birth and Total Fertility Rates in China and India

China India

Baseline

Birth ratea TFRb Birth rate TFR

Base year, 1997 摇 76 1. 91 摇 139 3. 47

摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 2010 摇 62 1. 56 摇 114 2. 86

摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 2020 摇 59 1. 47 摇 106 2. 65

摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 2030 摇 58 1. 44 摇 102 2. 56

摇 摇 a摇 Birth rates are here defined as the number of births per year per thousand women of fertile age. They are
modified to allow for the modeling simplification that the fertile age group spans 15-39.
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淤

于

The subdivision between production and professional labor accords with ILO爷 s occupation鄄based
classification and is consistent with the labor division adopted in the GTAP Database. Mothers in families
providing production labor are assumed to produce children who will grow up to also provide production labor,
while the children of mothers in professional families are correspondingly assumed to become professional
workers.

See Tyers and Bain (2006) for further details about the global migration flows in this model.



b摇 Total fertility rates (TFR) are the average number of children borne by a woman throughout her life.
Source: Aggregated from United Nations (2003), US Department of Commerce— U. S. Bureau of the

Census “International Data Base冶, as compiled by Chan and Tyers (2006) .

A further key parameter is the rate at which each region爷 s education and
social development institutions transform production worker families into professional
worker families. Each year a particular proportion of the population in each
production worker age鄄gender group is transferred to professional (skilled) status.
These proportions depend on the regions爷 levels of development, the associated
capacities of their education systems, and the relative sizes of the production and
professional labor groups. The resulting initial rates of transformation are based on
changes during the decade prior to the base year, 1997, in the composition of
aggregate regional labor forces as between production and professional workers.
They change through time in response to changes in skilled wage premia, skilled
shares of labor forces and real per capita income (Tyers and Bain 2006).

Measuring dependency and the demographic dividend
The definition of a population爷 s total dependency ratio and its components is

essential to projections of its demographic dividend. We consider the number of
full鄄time equivalent workers, rather than the working鄄age population, to be the most
appropriate measure of the labor force on which these ratios are based. The total
dependency ratio is then the ratio of the number of people not participating in labor
markets to the number of full time equivalent workers. We will refer to the inverse
of this ratio, the number of full鄄time equivalent workers relative to the number of
people not working, as the dividend ratio. Before formalizing this, however, we
need to define dependency more precisely, which requires a detailed definition of
the labor force.

To evaluate the number of full鄄time equivalent workers, we first construct
labour force participation rates,Pa,g,r by age group, a, gender, g and region, r,
from ILO statistics on the economically鄄active population. We then investigate the
proportion of workers that are part time and the hours they work relative to each
regional standard for full鄄time work. The result is the number of full鄄time equivalent

workers, Fa,g,r . The full鄄time equivalent labour force in region r and year t,Lt
r,

then depends on the corresponding regional populations,Nt
a,g,s,r, which are divided

between age and gender groups but also according to the skill level on which
families depend, s:
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移
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移
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a,r P t
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a,g,r Nt
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Here 滋t
a,r is a shift parameter reflecting the influence of policy on participation

rates. The time superscript on P t
a,g,r refers to the extrapolation of observed trends in

these parameters. For each age鄄gender group and region, a target country is
identified whose specific participation rates are approached asymptotically. The rate
of this approach is determined by the observed rate of change in participation during
the late 1990s. Target rates are chosen from countries considered “ advanced冶 in
terms of trends in labor force participation. Where female participation rates are
rising, Norway provides a commonly chosen target because its female labour force
participation rates are higher than for other countries. For each age鄄gender group,
full鄄time equivalency then depends on the fraction of participants working full time,
fa,g,r, and, for those working part time, the ratio of average part time hours to full
time hours for that gender group and region, rg,r . For each group, the ratio of full
time equivalent workers to total labour force participants is then Fa,g,r = fa,g,r +(1鄄
fa,g,r) rg,r . 淤

For China and India, the trends in labor force participation rates are
summarised in Table 2. China爷 s aged labor force participation is assumed to rise
slightly to allow for the expected shortfall in pension income as more retirees leave
private sector employment. India has substantially higher aged participation rates,
lacking China爷s central planning history. The other striking pattern is that India爷s
female labor force participation rates are considerably lower in the main working age
group (ages 15 -59) than those in China. This reduces India爷 s recorded labor
force relative to that of China爷s (seen further below). 于

Table 2摇 Age鄄Gender Specific Participation Rates in China and
India, Base Year (1997) and Projected, 2030a

Full鄄time equivalent workers
per person

PRC India

Males Females Males Females

15-39
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淤

于

Values for fa,g,r and rg,r are approximated from OECD statistics. No data on part time work in non鄄
OECD member countries is readily available and, for India and China, its incidence is likely to be
comparatively low. The detailed numbers used are listed by Chan and Tyers (2006: Tables 11 and 12) .

Populations and labor forces are disaggregated by skill in the modeling. These splits have little impact
on dependency in general and so are averaged out in the table.



Initial (1997) 0. 79 0. 60 0. 81 0. 35
2030 0. 77 0. 61 0. 83 0. 36
40-59

Initial (1997) 0. 91 0. 43 0. 95 0. 38
2030 0. 93 0. 45 0. 96 0. 40
60+

Initial (1997) 0. 24 0. 04 0. 55 0. 14
2030 0. 27 0. 08 0. 55 0. 15

摇 摇 a摇 Projections of these parameters to 2020 assume convergence on target rates observed in comparatively
“ advanced冶 countries. Only the end point values are shown here but the model uses values that change
with time along the path to convergence. Note, also that these are averages over the skilled and
unskilled categories. In the case of China participation by skilled (educated) women is much higher
than for unskilled, particularly for 40+, contributing an extra percent to the 2030 average.

Source: Values to 1997 are from United Nations (2000). For splits by skill level see Tyers and Bain (2006).

Returning to dependency, we identify three component dependency ratios
based on the age鄄gender groups in the model. The first is the youth dependency
ratio, defined as the number of dependent children per full time equivalent worker:

(2) RY
r,t =

移
f

g=m
(Nt

0. 15,g,r)

Lt
r

Where Nt
0. 15,g,r is the number in the 0-15 age group, and Lt

r is the full鄄time
equivalent labor force from (1), above. The second is the aged dependency ratio,
in which the numerator comprises only the non鄄working population over 60. Note
that this can be very different from the more conventional aged dependency ratio
depending on aged labor force participation:

(3) RANW
r,t =

移
f

g=m
Nt

60+,g,r鄄Lt
60+,g,r( )

Lt
r

The third is the working鄄aged dependency ratio, in which the numerator
comprises the non鄄working population of working age (15-59):

(4) RWNW
r,t =

移
4059

g=1539
移
f

g=m
(Nt

a,g,r鄄Lt
a,g,r)

Lt
r

The sum of these three dependency ratios indicates the number of non鄄working
people of all ages and genders per full鄄time equivalent worker, and gives our total
dependency ratio. This is then defined as the inverse of the dividend ratio, D:
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Projections of these dependency and dividend ratios are listed in Table 3.
Notably, one of the largest dependent groups comprises those of working age who
are not participating in the labor market. This is due, in part, to education
participation by those over 15, in part to disablement and in part to home鄄making
partners. The simulated changes to 2030 show the expected declines in youth
dependency as fertility declines, with a more dramatic drop for India. The
associated aging boosts aged dependency, with the non鄄working aged dependency
ratio close to doubling in both countries, albeit from a lower base in India. Declines
in youth dependency more than offset rises in aged dependency in both regions but
the difference is larger for India. Inverting the total dependency ratios yields
dividend ratios that are higher for China (more workers per dependent) but rising
much faster for India.

Table 3摇 Dependency and Dividend Ratios (%) a

China India

Youth / working Initial 59. 0 93. 3

2030 38. 5 61. 6

Non鄄working aged / working Initial 17. 5 12. 1

2030 38. 1 23. 9

Non鄄working of working age / working Initial 45. 0 62. 7

2030 40. 4 53. 6

Total dependency ratio: non鄄working /
working

Initial 121. 5 168. 1

2030 117. 0 139. 1

Dividend ratio: inverse of total dependency Initial 82. 3 59. 5

2030 85. 5 71. 9

摇 摇 a摇 The dependency ratios may be read as the number of dependents per 100 full time equivalent workers,
while the dividend ratios give the number of full time equivalent workers per dependent. The declines
in non鄄working of working age dependency are due primarily to aging of the female labor force, though
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female skilling contributes in the case of China.
Source:The base period ratios are constructed from population statistics from United Nations (2005) and

those for 2030 from simulation results described in the text.

This raises one of the key points of this paper. According to the commonly
used measures of dependency ( based on United Nation 爷 s projections of age
structures), China爷 s total dependency ratio is predicted to increase, i. e. , its
dividend ratio to decline, beyond 2010, as shown in Figure 3. And yet, when the
true number of “dependents冶 is taken into account, as in Table 3, we see that in
fact China爷s dependency ratio is actually lower (and its dividend ratio is higher) in
2030 than it was in 2000. Rising aged dependency is thus projected to take
considerable time to overtake the effects of declining youth dependency and this
process is projected to be incomplete by 2030.

Economic growth
The model of the global economy that embodies the demographic behavior

discussed previously considers each region to contribute seven industries:
agriculture, light manufacturing, heavy manufacturing, metals, energy, minerals
and services. To reflect compositional differences between regions, these products
are differentiated by region of origin, meaning that the “ light manufactures 冶
produced in one region are not the same as those produced in others. Consumers
substitute imperfectly between manufactures from different regions.

To capture the full effects of demographic change,the multiple age, gender, and
skill groups are modeled as separate households. These 16 groups differ in their
shares of regional disposable incomes, consumption preferences, savings rates, and
their labor supply behavior. While the consumption鄄savings choice differs for each
age鄄gender group, it is dependent for all on current group鄄specific real per capita
disposable income and the real lending rate. Governments balance their budgets
while private groups save or borrow. 淤

As in other dynamic models of the global economy, the main endogenous
driver of simulated economic growth is physical capital accumulation. The
transformation of workers from unskilled to skilled is another driving force in this
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淤 Unlike the standard GTAP models, in which regional incomes are split between private consumption,
government consumption, and total saving via an upper鄄level Cobb鄄Douglas utility function that implies fixed
regional saving rates, this adaptation first divides regional incomes between government consumption and total
private disposable income and then allows endogeneity of group saving rates depending on real disposable
income levels and real interest rates.



model, with transformation rates differing by age and gender and depending on the
real skilled wage premium. In addition, technical change is introduced in the form
of exogenous productivity growth that is sector and factor specific. It has the Solow鄄
Swan property, shared with all neoclassical dynamic models that embody
diminishing returns to factor use, that an increase in the growth rate of the
population raises the growth rate of real GDP but reduces the level of real per capita
income ( hence reflecting a “ population pessimistic冶 view of the world). What
distinguishes the model from its simpler progenitors is the endogeneity of saving
rates and its multiregional structure. All regional capital accounts are open and
investors have adaptive expectations about real regional net rates of return on
installed capital. These drive the distribution of investment across regions. In each,
the level of investment is determined by a comparison of net rates of return on
domestic installed capital with borrowing rates yielded by a global trust, to which
each region爷 s saving contributes, adjusted by calibrated region鄄specific interest
premia.

Consumption鄄savings preferences are represented by age鄄gender鄄skill specific
consumption equations that relate real per capita consumption to real per capita
income and the real lending rate in each region. There is no endogeneity of saving
rates to life expectancy at 60 even though death rates decline through time and life
expectancy increases in both nations. 淤 Group saving rates change in response to
changes in income and interest rates but, more importantly, regional average saving
rates respond to changes in age and skill distributions. As a young population ages,
the proportion of its population in the saving age groups rises and so does its average
saving rate. In the case of an old population, further aging raises the proportion of
non鄄working aged, and so its average saving rate falls. The Chinese 60+ age group
is unusual, at least through the 1990s, in that it has low labor force participation
but high state鄄financed retirement incomes. The pensions, combined with low
consumption expenditures due to extended family sharing, lead to high initial
retiree saving rates. Yet because the proportion of the aged retiring on relatively
generous state pensions is declining, the 60+ groups are assumed to have underlying
savings rates that fall through time. In the case of India, we have no a priori reason
to think that the underlying saving rates will rise or fall, and so these are held
constant.
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淤 This endogeneity is suggested by Bloom and Canning (2005b) .



Baseline projections for China and India
The baseline population and labor force projections for both China and India

are illustrated in Figure 4 and the associated changes in the age and gender
structure of each are summarized in Table 4. 淤 A dramatic contrast between the
projections for China and India is clear from Figure 4. While China爷 s labor force
falls short of a 10 percent increase over the three decades, and declines after 2015,
the Indian labor force grows strongly, with expansion continuing beyond 2030. This
contrast is primarily due to the relative youth of India爷 s population and its higher
initial fertility rate. Even though the two populations are projected to reach rough
parity in 2030, the Indian labor force remains smaller, due mainly to lower female
participation rates. Accordingly, the projected Indian labor force has proportionally
more male workers. Interestingly, the more rapid aging of China爷 s population
notwithstanding, the projected labor forces of the two nations maintain very similar
proportions of older workers. This is explained by India爷 s comparatively high
participation rates of 60+ workers, which are close to double China爷s for both men
and women.

Table 4摇 Baseline Population and Labor Force Structure in China and India

China India

Population Millions % Female % 60+ Millions % Female % 60+

Initial (1997) 1272 48. 5 9. 7 955 48. 2 6. 9

2010 1364 48. 7 14. 8 1146 48. 4 10. 6

2020 1375 48. 8 18. 4 1263 48. 5 13. 0

2030 1353 49. 0 21. 2 1349 48. 5 14. 8
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淤 There are several sets of exogenous baseline shocks the baseline and all other simulations have in
common: 1) exogenous technical change, which is specific to primary factors and industries, 2) time鄄varying
risk premia ensure that all new investment is not directed merely to the most populous regions which would
otherwise have the highest marginal products of capital, and 3 ) idiosyncratic shocks to risk premia and
investment productivity are introduced to represent the global financial crisis, the principal effects of which are
felt in 2008 but the recovery from which in the US and Western Europe is assumed to take five years (Tyers and
Bain 2008) .



% 40+ % 40+

Initial (1997) 570 37. 2 33. 9 356 27. 4 36. 3

2010 618 36. 7 41. 2 459 27. 1 41. 7

2020 624 36. 4 45. 4 522 27. 2 45. 1

2030 613 36. 1 48. 2 568 27. 5 47. 9

摇 摇 Source: Projection using the baseline simulation of the model described in the text. The labor forces are

measured in full鄄time equivalent workers.

Figure 4 reveals another critical point. The key phase of the demographic
dividend can be thought of as the period over which the trend of the labor force
exceeds that of the total population, relative to their values in the base year. Despite
the fact that China爷s labor force actually declines beyond 2015, its trend relative to
the base year remains above that of the total population. Accordingly, its
dependency ratio remains below ( and its dividend ratio above) that in the base
year. Hence its demographic dividend post 2000, as measured in terms of the
resulting increment to per capita real income, might be expected to extend through
2030.

Figure 4摇 Projected Populations and Labor Forces,
People爷s Republic of China and Indiaa

摇 摇 People爷s Republic of China 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 摇 India

摇 摇
a摇 These are cumulative % departures from the base year 1997, drawn from the baseline simulation in

which China爷s fertility is projected to decline faster than India爷s and in which India commences with
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a much younger population.
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Figure 5摇 Baseline Real GNP Per Capita Growth Ratesa, % a year
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a摇 These are baseline annual growth rates of simulated real GNP per capita and so include net foreign
income, which is substantial for China. They diverge in the later years for this reason and because
China爷s population declines while India爷s continues to rise.

Overall baseline economic performance is suggested by Figure 5. In it we
include the performances of the US and Western Europe, to illustrate the relatively
strong growth anticipated in China and India and also to show the consequences of
our representation of the global financial crisis in the baseline projection. In part
because of underlying assumptions about continued productivity growth in China, its
GDP and its GNP per capita are projected to grow the most rapidly, with India a
little behind. China爷s lead in per capita terms is sustained because of its superior
net foreign income in the later years, which stems from its extraordinarily high
saving rate and foreign asset accumulation in the interim, and because its
population is then contracting while India爷s continues to expand.

China爷s and India爷s demographic dividends, 2000-2030
In order to isolate the pure effects of changes in age distributions—that is,

the demographic dividend—a variant of the model is constructed in which the
endogenous demographic behavior is switched off from the year 2000 and the total
populations are constrained to grow through time at the same rates as in the
baseline projection, so that age distributions are held fixed through time. The
resulting simulation therefore picks up the Solow鄄Swan effects of slowing
population growth, which serve to raise real per capita income, but not the effects
of changes in age distributions. We take this simulation as a comparator and
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consider the baseline, with its full demography, as a departure from it in which all
shocks and behavior are the same except that age distributions change through
time. In one simulation we do this only for China and in the other we do it only for
India, in each case regarding the base line with full demography as a departure
and recording the differences.

In both cases the aging that occurs after 2000 and through to 2030 raises the
proportion of the population engaged in work and so raises real per capita income.
As shown in Figure 6, however, the sizes of these demographic dividends are very
different. India starts the new millennium with considerably more youth dependency
than China and so aging moves this youthful abundance into working age and so
reduces overall dependency. The result is a gain of a little over five percent in real
per capita income over the three decades. China, too, has mostly youth
dependency but, by 2000, there is much less than in India and so aging is less
beneficial, delivering a demographic dividend of about one percent in real per
capita income through to 2030. Indeed, as we see in the section to follow, in the
life of this simulation aged dependency rises and, beyond 2030, would become the
dominant form of dependency in China.

Figure 6摇 Baseline Demographic Dividends 2000 to 2030a

(% increase in real per capita income due to age distribution change)

a摇 For the case of China, this compares a simulation under baseline conditions that retains a constant age
distribution, but all population groups following the baseline total population growth path, with the full
baseline in which all age distributions are fully endogenous. A separate but corresponding “constant age
distribution冶 simulation is made for India and a similar comparison made.

The fact that China continues to receive a positive demographic dividend
through to 2030, albeit a small one, contrasts with recent claims that the end of its
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demographic transition, and hence its demographic dividend, is imminent. The path
for China in Figure 6 indicates that, when we take explicit account in our analysis
of the working aged and the non鄄working of working age, per capita income gains
due to declines in youth dependency are not wiped out by rises in aged dependency
until after 2030, leaving real per capita income larger by a percent or so in each
year than it would have been had no changes in age distribution occurred after
2000.

Alternative Fertility Policies

To illustrate the impact of different fertility assumptions, we consider two
alternative scenarios. The first is for China 爷 s fertility rate to be higher than
assumed in the baseline, as would presumably be the case if a two鄄child policy was
implemented and responded to. 淤 The second is for India爷s fertility to decline faster
than the baseline assumption. The effect of each is described in turn and, for the
economic bottom line, a set of elasticities is constructed that enables the two
scenarios to be compared.

A two鄄child policy for China
A higher鄄fertility scenario is constructed that, unlike the baseline, which has

declining Chinese fertility, is closer to the State Council爷 s (2000) “ two鄄child
policy冶 and to Sharping爷 s (2000) “delayed two鄄child policy冶 . In particular, in
China we assume that the total fertility rate for low鄄skill families rises over the
three decades from 1. 8 to 2. 6 and, for high skill families from 1. 3 to 1. 8. The
2030 values compare with 1. 6 and 1. 2, respectively, in the baseline. This
change raises the 2030 population by 19 percent relative to the baseline. The
implications for population and labor force growth are displayed graphically in
Figure 7. Critically, the path of China爷 s labor force shifts up by substantially less
than that of its population. By 2030, the labor force is larger by 13 percent and
the population by 21 percent. This is because higher fertility first enlarges the
youth population, which does not contribute to the labor force but rather raises
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淤 As noted above, this response is not guaranteed. Zhang (2007), for example, provides evidence of
families in rural China shifting from “active resistance against冶 to “conscious decision for冶 the one鄄child limit.
However, a recent survey showed that 78 percent of Chinese people would have two children if allowed (China
Daily, 2010b).



dependency. China 爷 s population continues to age, however, although more
slowly with the higher fertility rate. This can be seen from the non鄄working鄄aged
dependency ratio in Figure 8. After 2015 there are discernable differences, with
the two鄄child policy yielding a 2030 ratio that is lower by four percentage points
than the low鄄fertility baseline. As the figure shows clearly, however, rising youth
dependency dominates declining aged dependency, ensuring that the total
dependency rate is higher throughout the period.

Figure 7摇 Population and Labor Force: Alternative Scenariosa

China: Two鄄Child Policy
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India: Lower fertility

a摇 These are cumulative % departures from the base year 1997.

Figure 8摇 Projected Total, Youth, and Non鄄Working鄄Aged (60+) Dependency Ratiosa

China: Baseline and Two鄄Child Policy
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India: Baseline and Lower fertility
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a摇 These are the simulated ratios of the total population, the total youth population (0-15), and the non鄄

working鄄aged population, to the full鄄time equivalent labor force.

The economic effects reflect many, although not all, of the points made in
Section 3. In particular, supply鄄side labor force effects are dominant. The
anticipated supply鄄side story is that the labor force expands, increasing capital
productivity, and therefore the return on Chinese investment. This attracts more of
the world爷s savings into China so that its capital stock grows more rapidly. China爷s
GDP might therefore be expected to be boosted substantially by increased fertility,
through its direct and indirect influence over the supply of the two main factors of
production, labor and capital. 淤 In per capita terms, however, three forces would
conspire to ensure that the average Chinese person bears an economic cost. First, the
Solow鄄Swan predisposition (due to diminishing marginal returns) toward slower real
wage growth would tend to slow the growth of income per capita. Second, the
associated shift in the age distribution would cause a rise in dependency (or a fall in
the dividend ratio, as shown in Figure 9) and hence a further slowing of per capita
income growth. Finally, because much of the new capital stems from foreign
investment, there is a need to reward its foreign owners resulting in a further loss of
national income.
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淤 This result could have a number of economic implications that are not captured in our model, including
that higher fertility might reduce pressure on fiscal policy and so the growth鄄retarding effects of tax distortions
might be reduced. Our scenarios maintain constant tax rates and fiscal deficits.



Figure 9摇 Projected Dividend Ratios for India and Chinaa
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a摇 These are simply the inverses of the total dependency ratios in Figure 8. They measure the number of
workers for each dependent.

摇 The magnitudes of these changes for key variables are indicated in Table 5.
The labor force increase is associated with lower growth paths for both skilled and
unskilled wages. 淤 The rate of return on installed capital in China is raised and so,
therefore, is the level of investment and the growth in the physical capital stock. Yet
because the original stimulus is labor force expansion, this is insufficient to prevent a
decline in labor productivity and hence in real wages. The terms of trade deteriorate
slightly due to expansion in China爷 s exports and its greater market power on the
export than the import side. In the end, China爷s 2030 GDP is higher by 5. 8 percent
compared with the baseline. And the rise in dependency, the slowdown in real wage
growth, the repatriation abroad of an increased proportion of the income accruing to
capital, the small addition to skilled emigration, and the terms鄄of鄄trade deterioration
all conspire to slow the rate of growth in real per capita income. By 2030 it is smaller
than the baseline by 8. 1 percent. This represents a significant cost of “pushing the
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淤 This has some effect on migration, but the effect is too small to give more space here. More details
about the migration behavior embodied in the model are provided by Tyers and Bain (2006).



fertility button冶 to achieve higher GDP growth. 淤

Table 5摇 Economic Effects of Alternative Fertility Scenarios

Real
capital
stock

Labor
force

Real
skilled
wage

Real
production
wage

Terms of
trade

Real
GDP

Real
GNP per
capita

China: Two鄄Child Policy—% Departures from the baseline

2010 1. 5 1. 1 -0. 1 -0. 5 -0. 0 0. 3 -2. 3

2020 3. 0 6. 5 -0. 7 -1. 9 -0. 4 1. 9 -4. 9

2030 3. 6 13. 6 -2. 6 -4. 5 -1. 2 5. 8 -8. 1

India: Low Fertility Projections -% Departures from the baseline

2010 -0. 3 -1. 7 0. 7 1. 3 0. 1 -2. 2 4. 8

2020 -2. 0 -6. 3 2. 2 4. 2 0. 9 -3. 5 10. 4

2030 -5. 2 -12. 7 4. 8 8. 6 2. 5 -7. 9 15. 3

摇 摇 Source: The baseline, China 2鄄Child Policy and India Low Fertility projections from the model described

in the text.

Lower fertility in India
The low fertility scenario for India embodies a fall in the total fertility rate to

1. 55 by 2030, compared with 2. 55 in the baseline simulation, thus reducing
fertility by one child per woman. 于 The simulation is therefore similar to Dyson爷 s
(2002 ) “ low fertility 冶 variant. As shown in Figure 7, it offers substantial
slowdowns in both the population and the labor force, with both tending to stabilize
by around 2030. As in the fertility shock to China, the effect on the labor force is
proportionally smaller than that on the population. Again, this is because fertility
changes first affect the youth population, and not those of working age. In contrast
with China, however, in India the difference is made larger by its young
population, its large population of women of fertile age, and its high, aged labor鄄
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淤

于

Empirical evidence for such terms鄄of鄄trade effects from growth is variable. In many cases, developing
country expansions have not caused adverse shifts in their terms of trade because their trade has embraced new
products and quality ladders in ways not captured by our model. See the literature on the developing country
exports fallacy of composition argument, including Lewis (1952), Grilli and Yang (1988), Martin (1993),
Singer (1998), and Mayer (2003).

These are averages over the “skilled冶 and “production worker冶 populations the shocks to the target
levels of fertility in each being proportionally the same and sufficient to yield and average change of one child
per woman.



force participation rates. The diminished slowing impact on the labor force results
in a substantial decline in the total dependency ratio (and therefore a substantial
rise in the dividend ratio), which is the combination of a minimal rise in non鄄
working鄄aged dependency combined with a dramatic decline in youth dependency,
as shown in Figures 8 and 9.

The economic implications of this are indicated in Table 5. Slower labor force
growth yields slower capital productivity growth and therefore slower investment and
capital accumulation. With slower primary factor accumulation comes slower GDP
growth—real GDP reaches a 2030 level that is 7. 9 percent lower than the baseline.
By contrast with China爷 s fertility increase, the forces influencing real per capita
income are all positive, which amplifies the Solow鄄Swan predisposition toward
inverse proportionality between the growth rates of population and per capita
income. Even though aged dependency rises slightly, overall dependency falls
substantially and slower population growth makes the average Indian better off. By
2030, the cost in GDP is 7. 9 percent relative to the baseline but the gain in real
per capita income is 15. 2 percent.

Comparing the Implications of Fertility Change in China and India
Figure 10 reveals that, by 2030, the real per capita income cost to China of

increasing its fertility rate is roughly equal to the benefits to aggregate GDP, in
percentage terms. In India, by contrast, real per capita income gains come at the
expense of much less GDP. To clarify this asymmetry, we extract the elasticities of
GDP and per capita income to the target fertility rate—that rate toward which
fertility is assumed to trend asymptotically. 淤 This yields unitless measures that are
independent of the directions of the fertility shocks. As shown in Figure 11, these
elasticities change through time because, following a shock to the target fertility
rate, the economic implications enlarge with departures from the baseline
population and labor force. While the effects of fertility change on GDP are found to
be fairly similar for the two countries, the benefit in per capita terms of reducing
fertility in India is more than twice as large as in China. This stems primarily from
India爷 s comparatively young population and the more considerable demographic
dividend it can therefore derive from fertility.

Figure 10摇 GDP, Real Wages and Real Per Capita Income
Alternative Scenarios (% Departures from the Baseline) a
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China: Two鄄Child Policy

India: Lower fertility

a摇 These are percentage departures from the baseline simulation for each year.

Figure 11摇 Elasticities of GDP and Per Capita Income to Target Fertility Ratea
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a摇 These are the percentage changes in real GDP and real per capita income for each corresponding

percentage change in the target fertility rate.

Conclusions

Within the next decade,China爷s labor force will begin to contract, while that
of India will expand faster than its population. A straightforward consideration of
this in a neoclassical model with diminishing factor returns leads to the expectation
that the impact of these changes will be lower GDP and higher per capita income
growth in China, and the reverse in India, and this general pattern does emerge
from the analysis provided above. However, the story is considerably more complex
than this. In particular, population structure plays a critical role in determining the
relative magnitudes of labor force growth to total population growth and the
consequent change in dependency ratios, which in turn impact significantly on per
capita income growth. Moreover, real wage trends influence skilled emigration from
these regions and therefore the skill composition of their labor forces. With
increasingly open capital accounts, other things equal, both countries stand to
attract more foreign investment the faster their labor forces grow. This complements
the positive association between fertility and GDP but the necessity to compensate
foreign capital owners detracts from the per capita income result. Finally, faster
GDP growth tends to shift the terms of trade adversely, which also detracts from per
capita performance. Our integrated model of global demography and economic
growth offers some insight into all of these complexities.

Given their very different population age structures,the differences in timing
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and magnitude of China 爷 s and India 爷 s demographic dividends comes as no
surprise: China爷 s largely lies in the past while India爷 s lies in the present.
However, the use of the working population, rather than the working鄄age
population, to measure dependency reveals that China爷 s dividend ( due to age
distribution changes from 2000) is projected to be positive through 2030. More
critically, this “ true冶 dependency ratio reflects the actual benefits from having a
rising share of workers in the population, rather than the potential benefits of having
a rising share of the merely working aged. Our findings do not refute the empirical
stream of work that highlights the significance of the demographic dividend as a key
determinant of economic growth. Rather they reinforce it, since age distribution
effects are larger, particularly in China爷s case, when actual participation rates are
properly accounted for.

A relaxation of the one鄄child policy has been proposed by some as a way of
combating the negative impact that the slowdown and aging of China爷 s population
will have on GDP growth in the future. Our simulations indicate that this would
indeed achieve the twin goals of increasing GDP and reducing the proportion of the
aged population. They also imply, however, that per capita income by 2030 would
be reduced by almost as much as GDP would rise. If higher fertility rates are
considered desirable for China to achieve its GDP growth and other ( libertarian)
objectives, policy efforts will need to be directed toward mitigating the negative
impact of higher population growth on per capita income by raising labor market
participation rates and increasing retirement ages.

In contrast,India is set to become the world爷s most populous country by 2030,
and its population policy continues to be directed toward promoting fertility decline.
While lower fertility reduces GDP and increases per capita income in both
countries, India gains substantially more per capita income than China per unit
change in fertility, a result that depends critically on India 爷 s higher youth
dependency. India therefore has considerably more to gain, at least in per capita
terms, from further reducing its fertility.
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Global Imbalances and Regional Economic
Integration in East Asia

Ulrich Volz
Senior Economist, German Development Institute

Although the expression “global imbalances冶 comprises the word global, most
contributions to this topic have centred on the bilateral imbalances between the US
and China, and the Chinese dollar peg as an underlying factor in particular. Given
that the US has the world爷 s largest current account deficit and China the largest
current account surplus, this bilateral focus is understandable. However, it is
helpful to take a broader perspective when discussing the underlying factors
contributing to the Sino鄄American imbalances, especially when thinking about
possible solutions to the problem. This brief note discusses the development of the
East Asian trade鄄production network as one of the underlying reasons for China爷 s
current account surplus and the role that regional economic co鄄operation in East
Asia, including regional monetary co鄄operation, can play in reducing global
imbalances.

China爷s rapid economic growth has been closely associated with its integration
into the world economy. China爷 s trade expansion has also been linked to the
development of an extensive regional trade鄄production network which has made use
of a division of labour across East Asian economies. A regional production and
trade pattern has emerged, in which parts and components are shipped from other
(Southeast) Asian countries to China where they are processed and assembled,
before the final goods are being exported to the market of final demand, often the
US and Europe. 淤 China爷 s bilateral trade surplus vis鄄伽鄄vis the US and Europe,
respectively, is hence also a consequence of a distinct mode of production across
East Asia, with China absorbing exports from other East Asian countries before they

淤 According to the UN Comtrade Database, 70% of Chinese imports from Emerging East and Southeast
Asia are parts and components. According to the ADB (2010), total final demand outside Asia makes up 71.
1% of total Asian exports, of which 23. 9% go to the US and 22. 5% go to the EU.



are exported after relatively little value has been added. Therefore, parts of China爷
s exports to the US and Europe can be characterised as “ regional冶 exports from
East Asia, rather than solely Chinese exports. One should also note that these
regional trade production networks are to a large extent owned by European, US,
Japanese and South Korean multinationals, which have outsourced production from
their home markets to produce cheaply in developing East Asia in order to ship the
final goods to advanced economies. Foreign direct investment (FDI) from these firms
has significantly contributed to China爷 s status as the world爷 s factory and the
resulting current account surpluses. Xing and Detert (2010) use the iPhone—which
is assembled in China—as an example to illustrate how the trade in intermediate
products and components has contributed to a widening of the US trade deficit with
China. 淤

Table 1 shows China爷s trade balance with the US, the EU and its East Asian
neighbours. Besides the huge surplus vis鄄伽鄄vis the US it shows that, on an
aggregate level, China has had a trade deficit with the East Asian region as a
whole.

Table 1摇 Trade balance of China with the US, the EU and
East Asian countries ( in million USD)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

US 29,785. 6 28,174. 1 42,812. 4 58,694. 3 80,382. 4

EU 8,630. 8 5874. 8 8,974. 1 17,618. 4 28,667. 0

ASEAN -4,791. 1 -4,527. 3 -7,398. 5 -16,123. 1 -19,872. 2

ASEAN+3 -16,572. 8 -13,110. 7 -25,477. 5 -53,889. 6 -75,161. 4

Brunei -48. 3 -131. 0 -220. 8 -278. 4 -203. 2

Cambodia 104. 6 170. 9 227. 1 268. 7 422. 6

Indonesia -1,340. 1 -1,040. 9 -1,074. 1 -1,267. 6 -966. 8

Japan 133. 7 2,267. 9 -5,006. 0 -14,728. 2 -20,857. 8

Lao 28. 0 47. 0 44. 6 87. 0 88. 2

Malaysia -2,915. 0 -2,982. 1 -4,320. 0 -7,845. 6 -10,087. 5

Myanmar 371. 6 363. 3 587. 9 738. 2 731. 7
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Philippines -213. 0 -323. 5 -1,174. 2 -3,212. 5 -4,790. 0

Singapore 701. 5 651. 7 -85. 6 -1,615. 3 -1,309. 3

SouthKorea -11,915. 4 -10,851. 3 -13,073. 0 -23,038. 3 -34,431. 4

Thailand -2,136. 8 -2,209. 2 -2,639. 5 -4,998. 8 -5,740. 0

Vietnam 608. 2 795. 6 1,035. 4 1,722. 7 1,778. 9

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

US 114,353. 5 144,571. 9 163,183. 4 171,063. 4 173,483. 9

EU 57,207. 0 79,437. 8 107,340. 7 130,703. 9 96,013. 8

ASEAN -19,383. 4 -18,104. 8 -13,999. 7 -2,915. 9 -1,312. 2

ASEAN+3 -77,511. 2 -87,403. 7 -93,703. 2 -75,817. 7 -57,193. 5

Brunei -154. 5 -115. 7 -128. 8 46. 8 -18. 1

Cambodia 508. 8 662. 6 830. 2 1,056. 4 860. 4

Indonesia -61. 4 -163. 7 238. 4 2,827. 0 4,656. 9

Japan -16,370. 8 -24,038. 5 -31,787. 0 -34,632. 0 -20,804. 0

Lao 79. 8 119. 1 92. 4 118. 7 42. 8

Malaysia -9,490. 1 -10,036. 5 -11,035. 5 -10,747. 6 -8,547. 9

Myanmar 660. 5 954. 6 1,321. 4 1,334. 7 1,397. 4

Philippines -8,181. 4 -11,938. 3 -15,623. 3 -10,419. 5 -4,220. 7

Singapore 185. 5 5,513. 4 12,159. 4 12,233. 1 2,379. 3

SouthKorea -41,757. 0 -45,260. 4 -47,916. 5 -38,269. 8 -35,077. 3

Thailand -6,175. 2 -8,198. 4 -10,673. 0 -10,115. 5 -6,054. 1

Vietnam 3,090. 0 4,982. 4 8,691. 2 10,796. 9 8,173. 8

摇 摇 Source: Own calculations with the IMF爷s Direction of Trade Statistics.

While the existence of this regional trade鄄production network within East Asia
has contributed to China爷 s current account surplus, further regional economic co鄄
operation and integration can also help addressing the problem of China 爷 s
external—and hence also global—imbalances.

First, with prospective slower growth in the advanced economies of Europe and
the US, demand for Chinese exports is likely to increasingly come from developing
East Asia, along with increasing demand from developing and emerging economies
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in Africa and Latin America. East Asian economies are getting more and more
important as destination for Chinese exports. The facilitation of trade between China
and ASEAN, South Korea and Japan can further enhance business opportunities
within the region and reduce export dependency of China ( and other East Asian
economies) on exports to the US and Europe.

Second, China has increasingly become an investor in other developing East
Asian economies, following the examples of Japan and South Korea. China has
already become the largest source of FDI to some low鄄income ASEAN countries
such as Cambodia and Lao PDR. 淤 Further Chinese investment in the region would
not only help position Chinese firms in the regional and international market, it
would also help alleviate its balance of payments problems by shifting production
abroad. Moreover, by creating employment in the host countries, Chinese FDI is
likely to boost employment and income in these economies, contributing to demand
for Chinese exports.

Third,the causes for the resurrection of the East Asian dollar standard ( or
Bretton Woods II) regime—the situation where basically all East Asian countries
except Japan maintain pegs or soft pegs to the US dollar—should not only (or even
predominantly ) seen as East Asian countries 爷 attempts to seek export
competitiveness through an undervalued exchange rate. Indeed, given the
magnitude of exports to the US (which for most countries in the region are roughly
as important as exports to Japan and Europe), pegging to the dollar makes limited
sense from a trade perspective ( Volz, 2011). However, the dollar pegs make
sense when taking into account that the joint pegging of East Asian currencies to the
dollar as an external anchor has provided a significant degree of intra鄄regional
exchange rate stability. Arguably, the trade鄄production networks described above
have only been able to develop in an environment of relative intra鄄regional exchange
rate stability. Given that intra鄄regional trade by now accounts for about 60% of total
trade of East Asian countries (Volz, 2010: 74) and that East Asian countries are
also competing against each other in external markets, intra鄄regional exchange rate
stability is an important regional public good. It is therefore time to discuss
alternatives to the East Asian dollar standard that will provide the benefit of intra鄄
regional exchange rate stability without the problems of the current practice of dollar
(soft ) pegging. In my view, intra鄄regional monetary and exchange rate co鄄
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operation provide a sensible way forward. 淤

Fourth, global imbalances have to be seen in the light of the role of the US
dollar in the global (and regional) monetary system. Given the importance of the
dollar not only in the denomination of intra鄄regional trade but also in the assets and
liabilities of East Asian countries爷 balance sheets, it is rational for these countries to
try to maintain relative exchange rate stability against the dollar in order to avoid
destabilising balance sheet effects. Again, regional financial and monetary co鄄
operation that can gradually reduce dependency on the dollar is the way forward.
Positive examples in this direction are the Chiang Mai Initiative Multilateralisation
process and initiatives by ASEAN+3 and EMEAP to foster the development of local
currency bond markets.
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Abstract:
With gradual deepening of the reform of economic and educational

systems, Chinese higher education finance has experienced an evolutionary
process, transforming from the highly鄄centralized finance system into a
government鄄led, multi鄄channel cost鄄sharing system. Its appropriation system
has shifted from incremental funding and single鄄parameter formula funding
approaches into the pattern that lays more stress on equity, efficiency and
quality. Its subsidy pattern has changed from the simple welfare education
into cost鄄recovery by tuition fees and diversified financial assistance. This
paper, along with the development stages of Chinese higher education finance
system, illuminates its evolution since the founding of the People爷s Republic
of China ( PRC), analyzes reasons and characteristics of the reform and
development based on data, and explores the future of Chinese higher
education finance reforms.

Changes over time of Chinese
higher education finance

摇 摇 The development pattern and speed of higher education in China is directly
related to China爷 s fiscal policies for higher education and financing patterns.
Before the reform and opening鄄up policy was implemented, China had run a
financial system of central government monopoly in higher education under the
highly鄄centralized management system, which means that the financial
responsibilities of higher education were solely borne by the central government.



After that, with the reform of the national fiscal system and higher education
management system, the higher education finance system also underwent a series of
reforms, mainly comprising of two stages: during 1980-1992, the practice of fen
zao chi fan (eating from separate pots) was introduced. Under the financial system
of “fiscal system with division of revenue and expenditure between the central and
local governments冶, the government at each level was responsible for its own
finances and China preliminarily established the intergovernmental fund鄄bearing
higher education finance system. From the year of 1993 to present, under the
public finance system, the higher education finance system—“ principally
dependant on government funding and multiple鄄channel financing冶 was formed.

1. The first stage (1949-1979): centralized government finance system
and hierarchical management
摇 摇 From the foundation of PRC to the late 1970s, higher education in China
basically followed the principle that education was administrated by the state.
Education expenditure was solely provided by the national finance. The highly鄄
centralized management was implemented for higher education with relatively simple
sources of fund. During this period, higher education investment was arranged and
allocated by the central government in a unified manner (“ daimao xia da冶),
managed by the local financial departments, and distributed by the local education
authorities.

1. 1 The first phase (1950-1953): “unified collection and distribution,
level鄄to鄄level management冶摇 摇

摇 摇 After 1949, China implemented a highly鄄centralized planned economic system
and established a highly鄄centralized budget management system with “ unified
collection and distribution, three鄄level management冶 (“ tong shou tong zhi, san ji
guan li冶) . “Unified collection and distribution冶 meant that the local governments,
on behalf of the central government, collected fiscal revenues and handed it over to
the central; and all the expenditures of local governments were verified in a unified
manner, allocated from higher鄄level governments to lower鄄level ones. On March
24th, 1950, the first document on fiscal management system since the founding of
PRC, the Decision on Unified Management of Revenues and Expenditures of the
Fiscal Year 1950 was approved at the 25th conference of the State Council. The
decision required to unify state revenues and expenditures and implement the
decentralized management system in three levels of central government, provinces
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(municipality and autonomous region) and counties. The expenditures of all higher
education institutions ( hereafter be shorted as “HEIs冶) across the nation were
divided “ vertically冶 according to their administrative subordination relationship,
and financial power and corresponding liabilities were clearly specified. Financial
expenditure items, expenditure procedures, supply standards, administrative
staffing and so on was all decided by the central government and expenditures were
allocated strictly according to the plan.

However, this educational finance system had apparent disadvantages. For
instance, fund user institutions submitted monthly reports for approval; educational
funds and budget could not be inter鄄adjusted; educational funds could not be used
flexibly based on actual needs to promote development of local HEIs, and local
governments and departments had no discretionary power for educational funds.

1. 2 The second phase (1954-1979): “combining central and local
leadership while giving priority to the local冶

摇 摇 In order to make local governments play more important roles in education
development, the State Council, in 1954 stipulated that “ the financial budget of the
state shall be arranged in accordance with the system of ‘ unified leadership and
decentralized management爷 (namely ‘tong yi ling dao, fen ji guan li爷) . 冶 Since
then, the policy of “combing both central and local leadership while giving priority
to the local冶 had been adopted. In this financial system, education expenditure was
divided “vertically冶 in accordance with their subordination, and education budget
was managed by both central government and local authorities. During this period,
the Ministry of Finance checked and ratified the total plan of education expenditure
to all local governments and departments with the “ fixed staff number and fixed
quotas冶 (ding yuan ding e) according to the education development plans provided
by the Ministry of Education and the State Planning Commission. This was the
“combination of central and local leadership冶 ( tiao kuai jie he) . Within the plan
of education expenditure issued by the Ministry of Finance, local governments could
use the reserved funds based on their own financial and material resources, and
even could re鄄arrange budgetary categories and items. This was what “ giving
priority to the local leadership冶 meant (kuai kuai wei zhu) .

The educational finance management system of this period had the following
features: (1) unified leadership and decentralized administration. The plans were
proposed by the central government and broken down to provincial and county
governments level by level, the governments at all levels were responsible for the
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implementation of plans for its education development. This system, to a certain
extent, guaranteed that the plans proposed by the central government could be
implemented by governments at all levels. It could reduce the costs of fund
management. However, the government at a higher level still imposed tight control
over the government at a lower one, and the quota controlled by the higher level
could not be exceeded. (2 ) combination of central and local leadership with
priority of the local. As education management power was decentralized to local
authorities, the education expenditure management power was also delegated. This
would help to mobilize the enthusiasm of local governments on education
development. However, the local governments had no driving force to increase the
additional funds for education.

1. 3 Higher education funding model in this period

In this stage, the budgetary allocation of operation expenditure for HEIs of
China was basically implemented by the method of fixed numbers of employees and
fixed quotas, which meant that the various composition of personnel, standard for
buildings and machines, the quotas for administrative and operational expenditures,
and the reserve quantity of equipment and materials should be rationally defined
based on scale or demand of the institution. 淤 The appropriation for HEIs was
approved and appropriated by the funding formula below:

Y=A-B+移
n

i =1
C iXi

Wherein: Y =budgetary appropriation for higher education;
A =actual appropriation of the base period ( the former year);
B = irrational appropriation factor or the factor should be deleted

during the base period;
C i = items to be added during the budget period;
Xi = the growth standard for various items to be added during the

budget period.
The expenditure was divided into two parts: personnel and non鄄personnel

outlays. The personnel expenditure, covering wages and benefits, was that the
given expenditure per capita multiplied by the given quotas of faculty and staff. The
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non鄄personnel expenditure was that the given non鄄personnel expenditure per student
multiplied by the given quotas of enrollments.

The expenditure was mainly allocated using the mode of incremental funding.
The amount allocated to each HEI for the present year was based on that in the
previous one, and certain considerations was given to the development and change
in the operation of the present year.

The advantage of the funding model was that it provided criteria for fund
appropriation and ensured personnel expenditure.

However, it had some problems. For instance, when drawing up various
expenditure quotas, the provisions of ear鄄marked appropriation for special purposes
limited the flexibility in use of the funds by the HEIs, which resulted in divergence
and split of limited capital of higher education and reduced the utilization efficiency
of the capital. Besides, although the incremental funding model could be operated
easily, it was still a progressive appropriation method based on the historical
expenditure instead of rational cost analysis. In preparation of the budget, the only
real information adopted by the decision鄄makers was the amount of money HEIs spent
in the former year. The funding model would lead to rush and blind spending at the
budget year鄄end by the HEIs, and the phenomenon of pursuing “cost maximization冶 .
As a result, the cost became the function of the revenue, and the HEIs with higher
unit cost could obtain higher appropriation, which was indeed harmful to internal
efficiency and cost control of the HEIs. On the other hand, since the determination
of the base amount was intensively subjective, some HEIs爷 influences on the
decision鄄making authority were sometimes very apparent during the determination of
base amount, which caused big problems in transparency and fairness in resource
allocation (Wei, 2000:157-158) .

1. 4 Higher education爷s financial situations and development during
this period

摇 摇 During the first 30 years after the founding of PRC, China爷 s education
witnessed unbalanced development. It is shown in Figure 1 that the growth rate in 7
out of the 29 years was negative. The annual growth rate for educational
expenditure in China fluctuated substantially with twists and turns and its overall
trend became stable with the decreasing fluctuation range as time passed.

Figure 1摇 Annual growth rate of budgetary expenditure on education
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Data Source: 1950 and 1951爷s data was from: China Education Yearbook: 1949-1981, Encyclopedia of
China Publishing House, 1984, p. 98; other data was from: Finance Yearbook of China 2001, China Financial
and Economic Publishing House, 2001, p. 362.

It is indicated in Table 1 that during this period, budgetary expenditure on
education accounted for a relatively stable proportion in GDP, in a range of 2% to
3% . The maximum was 3. 18% in 1960 and the minimum 1. 22% in 1970.
Meanwhile, budgetary educational expenditure was below 10% of the national fiscal
expenditure with great fluctuations, with its minimum of 4. 24% in 1970 and the
maximum of 9. 45 % in 1957.

Table 1摇 State budgetary expenditure on education and its proportion from 1950 to 1979

Year
Education
Expenditure

(100 million)

Proportion of Education Expen鄄
diture (% )

Proportion
of GDP

Proportion of Fiscal
Expenditure (Excluding

Debt)

1952 11. 03 1. 62% 6. 41%

1953 19. 25 2. 34% 8. 78%

1954 19. 97 2. 32% 8. 18%

1955 19. 00 2. 09% 7. 23%

1956 26. 53 2. 58% 8. 89%

1957 27. 98 2. 62% 9. 45%

1958 25. 57 1. 96% 6. 39%

1959 33. 36 2. 32% 6. 14%

1960 46. 34 3. 18% 7. 20%

1961 32. 96 2. 70% 9. 26%
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1962 27. 55 2. 40% 9. 34%

1963 29. 62 2. 40% 8. 92%

1964 34. 78 2. 39% 8. 83%

1965 35. 81 2. 09% 7. 79%

1966 40. 53 2. 17% 7. 54%

1967 36. 92 2. 08% 8. 39%

1968 27. 50 1. 60% 7. 68%

1969 27. 04 1. 40% 5. 14%

1970 27. 56 1. 22% 4. 24%

1971 33. 69 1. 39% 4. 60%

1972 39. 38 1. 56% 5. 14%

1973 43. 45 1. 60% 5. 37%

1974 51. 02 1. 83% 6. 46%

1975 53. 18 1. 77% 6. 48%

1976 57. 20 1. 94% 7. 10%

1977 59. 66 1. 86% 7. 07%

1978 75. 05 2. 07% 6. 69%

1979 93. 16 2. 31% 7. 27%

Data Source: Finance Yearbook of China 2000, China Financial and Economic Publishing House, 2000, pp.
414-415.
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摇 摇 2. The second stage ( 1980 - 1993 ): decentralization of fiscal
responsibility between central and local governments in the initial period of
reform and opening鄄up

From 1980, the financial system in China had experienced significant
transformation, the fiscal system with division of revenue and expenditure between
central and local governments and level鄄to鄄level contracts was adopted.

This system was functioned as follows. The range of revenue and expenditure
was divided between central and local governments. 淤 The local governments had to
hand in a designated proportion or fixed subsidies in line with their conditions,
which would remain intact for five years once fixed. Within this range, the local
governments had the right to make plans for their own fiscal expenditure and
revenue without report to the central government for approval. Therefore, the
initiative of local governments to increase revenue and decrease expenditure was
aroused. It was a major reform in the financial system in China with the stereotype
of “state鄄monopolized revenue and expenditure and without connection between the
two冶 broken.

Correspondingly, China started to reform the highly鄄centralized national
education finance system. On April 3rd, 1980, the Ministry of Education issued
the Suggestions on the Allocation of Education Fund after the Adoption of the New
Financial System, which stated that educational expenditure was allocated
separately by the central and local finance, and meantime the administration and
responsibility of the local higher education were handed over to local governments so
that they could adjust the local higher education structure according to the demand
of the local social economy for talents. The central government was only responsible
for the educational expenditure of universities subordinated to the central ministries.
Since then, the higher education management system with dual鄄track administration
and responsibility between central and local governments basically took shape.

However, this system still exposed several shortcomings. For instance, when
local governments had a higher autonomy, many provinces (and municipalities and
autonomous regions) attempted to set up a subsystem of higher education with
relatively complete structures and disciplines, which lead to unnecessary
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duplication of universities and majors between the central and local governments or
among provinces, and further reduced the utilization efficiency of educational
expenditure for higher education in China. In order to deal with the problems, the
Decision on the Education System Reform by Central Committee of the Communist
Party of China was issued in 1985 to let the central government and educational
administration departments strengthen the macro鄄guidance and management on
higher education.

From 1980 to 1989, over 300 of the 404 newly鄄built universities in China were
built with the local financial resources invested by provinces, autonomous regions
and municipalities, accounting for over 70% in the total newly鄄built universities.
Under the new system, the central and the local governments started to provide the
fund for higher education together.

In this period, financial decentralization was the major feature of higher
education finance system reform in China (Yang, 2006:126-128) . It reflected in
two aspects: “separation of financial power between governments冶 and “separation
of powers between the government and the private冶 . The former one was introduced
in the above, while the essence of “ separation of power between government and
the private冶 referred to that the source channels of the higher education fund
became diversified and some fiscal responsibility of the government was transferred
to the private.

During the first ten years after the reform and opening鄄up, GDP in China
experienced sustainable and rapid growth by over four鄄fold from 454. 56 billion
Yuan in 1980 to 1866. 78 billion Yuan in 1990. Due to the rapid social and
economic development, the need for various majors was expanding, so did the
individual demand for higher education. The contradictions between the increasing
individual爷s demand for higher education and limited supply capabilities of HEIs
and between the need for self鄄development of HEIs and the grave shortage of higher
education resource supply became prominent. Therefore, the system of higher
education was revised to cater for the populace demand. It gradually shifted from
the traditional pattern in which all universities were government鄄funded to a new
pattern in which the majorities of universities were government鄄funded and cost鄄
sharing by other beneficiary.

2. 1 Higher education funding model in this period

The government changed the annual budget approval method from the former
incremental funding for operating expenses into “ integrate quota and ear鄄marked
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funding冶 . The funding formula is presented as follows:

Y=移
n

i =1
AiXi+移

n

i =1
B i

Wherein:Y = total budget appropriation for higher education;
Ai = the number of students in different levels and disciplines;
Xi = appropriation standard per student of different levels and

disciplines;
B i = various ear鄄marked funding.

“ Integrate quota冶 was determined based on per鄄student quota standard of
different types, levels, and regions designed by the governments. It comprised of
personnel and non鄄personnel outlays. “Ear鄄marked funding冶, as the supplement
for “ integrate quota冶, was approved and appropriated by the government in line
with the national policies and the special need of the institutions, such as new and
key discipline 爷 s setup, laboratory building, medium and long鄄term faculty
training, fund for retirees, and so on.

The advantage of this funding model was that under the circumstance of
shortage in educational expenditure, it allowed that limited higher education
expenditure was closely linked with its operation development plan and the number
of students to determine the amount and direction of the higher education
investment. The model also was helpful to overcome the random allocation of the
incremental funding, improve the efficiency, and increase the HEIs爷 motivation,
autonomy and responsibility in fund management. On the other hand, the
establishment of “ear鄄marked funding冶 made the government appropriation for HEIs
diverted from “supply鄄oriented冶 to “demand鄄oriented冶 .

However, since this funding model was based on a single parameter of the
number of kinds of students, it failed to reflect the actual cost of HEIs. For a
larger鄄scale HEI with more students, the government would appropriate more fund
and vice versa. To a certain extent, its stimulation on the enrollment of colleges
and universities lead to the blind expansion of enrollment scale (Wei, 2000:161),
worse teaching quality, the duplicated building of disciplines and majors, and the
repeated purchase of equipment. Authorities were confused about which discipline
should they support. Some universities expanded enrollment blindly with the
insufficient conditions regardless of care about the enrollment plan regulated by the
central government. As a result, more acute conflicts arose in the teaching and
administrative management. Additionally, many fixed factors in the funding model
failed to provide incentives for the operation of HEIs and impeded the improvement
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of efficiency, the formation of features and the emergence of innovation.

2. 2 Establishment of cost鄄sharing mechanism for higher education
during this period

摇 摇 In order to satisfy the increasing demand for opportunities of receiving higher
education, the government was obliged to provide more educational opportunities.
However, because of insufficient financial resources, the government decided to
introduce the mechanism of cost sharing and cost recovery to realize this goal.

In this context, several policies were implemented to convert the traditional
system of higher education solely funded by the government to a new system in
which the expenses was to be shared both by the government and beneficiaries. For
instance, from 1989, most universities in China adopted fee鄄charging policy,
collecting approximately 100 to 300 Yuan as tuition per student per academic year.
In the early 1990s, with the improvement of public affordability, the government
gradually increased the level of university tuition fees for higher education. At the
same time, from 1987, the government started to substitute the traditional system of
no鄄tuition鄄fee with financial assistance to living expenses system with a new system
of scholarship, financial assistance, and student loan.

The adoption of cost鄄sharing policy expanded the sources and channels of
higher education operational expenditure, made up for its inadequacy and enhanced
the motivation to learn and cost awareness of students. The total amount of tuition
charged by the HEIs increased from 187 million Yuan in 1990 to 3. 29 billion Yuan
in 1994, by nearly 17 times. As the part of higher education expenditure source
that witnessed the most rapid increase, the proportion of tuition in the total higher
education expenditure increased from 1. 8% in 1990 to 13. 3% in 1994.

2. 3 Preliminary establishment of multi鄄channel higher education
financing mechanism during this period

摇 摇 From the mid鄄1980s to the early 1990s, six principal channels were gradually
formed as the sources for the higher education fund: (1) financial allocations from
the government; (2) educational taxation; (3) tuition fees and user charges from
students in non鄄compulsory education stages; (4) support of running schools by
individuals and non鄄government groups; (5) various forms of commercial services,
such as enterprises affiliated to HEIs; and (6) donations and gifts.

The financing of higher education through multiple channels rapidly expanded
the total amount of higher education investment and greatly improved the material
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conditions of higher education. Moreover, the central government gradually provided
more autonomy to local governments and HEIs, mobilized their enthusiasm and
creativity in the aspects of increasing higher education investment, overcoming the
financial shortage, improving utilization efficiency. Apart from this, the government
also encouraged HEIs to increase their revenue by providing various social services
such as technical consultation for and cooperation with industrial and scientific
research sectors, and expanded the sources of higher education fund.

2. 4 Higher education爷s financial situations and development during
this period

摇 摇 After the policy of reform and opening up, along with the increasing
investment in education, Chinese higher education witnessed substantial progress in
terms of scale, structure and quality. The number of regular higher education
institutions increased from 675 in 1980 to 1065 in 1993. The number of students
increased from 1. 14 million in 1980 to 2. 54 million in 1993, by 2. 22 times. The
number of university students per ten thousand people increased from 11. 6 in 1980
to 19. 9 in 1993 (Wang, 1996:135-136) .

Table 2 illustrates that from 1980 to 1993, the government invested 464. 65
billion Yuan in education. Education expenditure took up an increasing proportion
in the state fiscal expenditure, increasing from less than 10% in 1980 to over 16%
in 1993, increased by over 50% .

Table 2摇 Government expenditure on education and its proportion
of state fiscal expenditure from 1980—1993

Year
Education Expenditure

(100 million)
Proportion of State Fiscal

Expenditure (Excluding Debt)

1980 114. 15 9. 29%

1981 122. 79 10. 79%

1982 137. 61 11. 19%

1983 155. 24 11. 01%

1984 180. 88 10. 63%

1985 226. 83 11. 32%

1986 274. 72 12. 46%

1987 293. 93 12. 99%
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1988 356. 66 14. 32%

1989 412. 39 14. 60%

1990 462. 45 15. 00%

1991 532. 39 15. 72%

1992 621. 71 16. 61%

1993 754. 90 16. 26%

摇 摇 Data Source: China Fiscal Yearbook 2001, China Financial and Economic Publishing House, 2001, p. 362.

A new pattern of financing mechanism with government financial appropriation
as the major channel and supplemented by multiple channels, such as taxes, fees,
businesses, donations, and education foundation gradually took shape. In 1986, the
extra鄄budgetary education investment was less than 24% of the total, but in 1993 it
reached almost 40% . Meanwhile, from 1989 to 1993, the proportion of budgetary
expenditure in the total education expenditure decreased year by year from 66. 88%
in 1989 to 60. 79% in 1993 (See Table 3).
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Table 3摇 Changing structures of educational revenue from 1989-1993

Education
Revenue

1993 Percentages

Amount
(100
Million)

Percentages 1992 1991 1990 1989

Total 1059. 94 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

I. Public channels 867. 76 - - - - -

1. Budgetary
appropriation

644. 39 60. 79% 62. 13% 52. 85% 64. 63% 66. 88%

2. Levies and
surcharges

100. 61 9. 49% 10. 17% 10. 27% 9. 63% 8. 75%

3. Enterprise鄄run
institutions

65. 04 6. 14% 5. 59% 5. 83% 5. 83% 5. 25%

4. School鄄run
enterprises,
work鄄study
program, and
social service

49. 59 4. 88% 4. 98% 5. 09% 4. 70% 4. 73%

5. other budgetary
fund

8. 13 0. 77% - - - -

II. Revenue from
individuals and
non鄄government
groups

3. 33 0. 31% - - - -

III. Social
donations and
fund鄄raising

70. 19 6. 62% 8. 03% 8. 59% 7. 98% 5. 74%

IV. Tuition and
fees

87. 15 8. 22% 5. 48% 4. 22% 4. 21% 4. 61%

V. Others 31. 51 2. 97% 3. 66% 2. 95% 3. 02% 4. 04%

摇 摇 Data Source: China Education Expenditure Statistics (1993) .
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In 1993, the educational budgetary expenditure accounted for 60. 79% of the
total education expenditure. The proportion of tuition and fees in the total education
expenditure increased from 4. 61% in 1989 to 8. 22% . The proportion of social
donation and fund鄄raising in the total education expenditure accounted for 6. 62% ,
enterprise鄄run institutions 6. 14% , school鄄run enterprise, work鄄study program, and
social service 4. 88% , inputs from individuals and non鄄government organizations 0.
31% , levies and surcharges by government of all levels on education ( including
educational surtax in urban areas and rural education surtax) 9. 49% , and other
educational revenue 2. 97% .

3. The third stage ( 1993-Present ): “ government appropriation as
principal and multi鄄channel financing as supplementary冶 under the public
finance system

After 1990s, with rapid scale expansion of higher education, the accelerated
progress of massification and diversification and the intensified international
competition of higher education put forward new challenges and tasks for deepening
the reform of Chinese higher education investment system. The Outline of Reform
and Development of Chinese Education promulgated by the Central Committee of
CPC and the State Council in 1993 clearly put forward to establish a new education
system adaptive to the socialist market economy. It also suggested to establishing a
system with government financial appropriation as primary and fund raising from
multi鄄channel ( including taxation for education, tuition fees, contributions of
school running industry, donation and fund鄄raising from society and education
foundation etc. ) as supplementary. Therefore, the financial reform of higher
education has been further deepened and completed. The higher education finance
system mainly characterized by shared responsibility of the central and local
governments, cost sharing from education beneficiaries and diversified investment
has been basically formed.

Since 1992, in accordance with the guideline of “ joint鄄construction,
adjustment, cooperation, and mergence冶, higher education institutions reformed its
management system by breaking the central departmental school鄄running system
under the planned economy system. More importantly, the system of shared
responsibilities by both central and local governments with the local government as
the primary undertaker was further deepened and the characteristics of higher
education financial decentralization became more prominent. It was specifically
embodies by the reduction of the HEIs directly controlled and financed by the
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central government and the increase of those controlled and financed by local
governments.

3. 1 Higher education funding model in this period

Since 2002, the funding model made by the Ministry of Finance is: “ basic
expenditure budget冶 and “ project expenditure budget冶 . The “ basic expenditure
budget冶 referred to annual basic expenditure plan prepared by the institutions for
the normal operation and daily work, while the “ project expenditure budget冶
referred to annual project expenditure beyond the basic expenditure budget prepared
by the institutions to complete the specific tasks and development objectives. In
fact, it was similar to the model of “ integrate quota and ear鄄marked funding冶 .

In this stage, the most obvious characteristic is that in the late 1990s, the
central government increased the investment of ear鄄marked funding for higher
education. For example, in order to feasibly guarantee the macro鄄control function
and utilization efficiency of the ear鄄marked appropriation, the former State
Education Commission ( the present MOE) started some large鄄scale special funding
projects for higher education ( for example: “211冶 Project during the Ninth Five鄄
Year Plan and the “985冶 Project started in 1999) and carried out the project
management.

3. 2 Complete formation of multi鄄channel financing system
during this period

摇 摇 Since 1990s, China爷s higher education finance system stepped out the model
with single funding source. A system with the government appropriation as primary
and the fund raising from multi鄄channel as supplementary was formed. The
diversified education investment channel, including financial appropriation,
tuition, revenue of school running industry for education, social contributions, and
profit of donation funds from capital market, income of scientific research, interest,
and school running with funds raised from different walks of life, etc. was basically
established.

The trend of structure change of the higher education fund source is as follows.
The ratio of appropriation within the government budget has reduced, and that of
student payment, school revenue and other extra鄄budgetary revenue has increased.
From 1994 to 2008, the proportion of total government budgeted fund in the total
national higher education expenditure reduced to 47. 4% from 80. 7% , among which
the appropriation ratio within budget reduced to 46% from 71. 8% ; ratio of fund from
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income of school鄄running enterprise, work鄄study program and social service for
education reduced to 0. 5% from 8. 4% ; the undertaking income greatly increased,
especially the tuition and fees, it has become the secondary source, only next to the
state financial appropriation, and increased to 33. 9% from 13. 3% (see Table 4) .
Non鄄state financial investment greatly increased to 52. 6% from 19. 3% (see Table
5), which widened the financing channel for China爷 s higher education, increased
the gross investment, greatly alleviated the imbalance between the supply and
demand for higher education resources and vigorously accelerated its massification
progress.

Table 4摇 Changing structure of higher education revenue source from 1994-2008

1994 2008

100
million
RMB

%
100

million
RMB

%

Increase
and

decrease
of

percentage
(% )

Total national
higher education

expenditure
247. 54 100% 4346. 88 100%

I. Total Public Funds 199. 69 80. 7% 2062. 46 47. 4% -33. 3%

1. Budgetary
appropriation

177. 77 71. 8% 1998. 64 46. 0% -25. 8%

2. Levies and
surcharges by
governments at
all levels for
education

1. 25 0. 5% 34. 35 0. 8% 0. 3%
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3. Enterprise鄄run
institutions

- 16. 27 0. 4% -

4. School鄄run
enterprise,
work鄄study
program and
social service
for education

20. 67 8. 4% 13. 20 0. 3% -8. 1%

II. Undertaking revenue - - 1932. 88 44. 5% -

In it: tuition and fees 32. 91 13. 3% 1474. 29 33. 9% 20. 6%

III. Investment of people
setting up private schools

- - 30. 17 0. 7%

IV. Social donations 2. 95 1. 2% 28. 63 0. 7% -0. 5%

V. Others 11. 99 4. 8% 283. 51 6. 5% 1. 7%

摇 摇 Data Source: China Education Statistics Yearbook (1995 & 2009) .

Table 5摇 Proportion of public and non鄄public expenditure in the total
higher education expenditure (100 Million RMB; %)

Year

Higher
education
expendi鄄
ture (a)

Operation
expendi鄄
ture (b)

Proportion
of public

expenditure
in (a)

Proportion
of non鄄
public

expenditure
in (a)

Tuition
and fees

Propor鄄
tion of
tuition
and fees
in (a)

Propor鄄
tion of
tuition
and fees
in (b)

1994 247. 54 - 80. 67% 19. 33% 32. 91 13. 30% —

1995 292. 20 — 78. 62% 21. 38% 44. 52 15. 24% —

1996 345. 55 — 76. 56% 23. 44% 56. 37 16. 31% —
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1997 415. 10 — 74. 41% 25. 59% 72. 39 17. 44% —

1998 587. 04 162. 60 63. 89% 36. 11% 85. 47 14. 56% 52. 56%

1999 753. 31 233. 63 61. 78% 38. 22% 137. 88 18. 30% 59. 02%

2000 966. 62 345. 04 57. 55% 42. 45% 216. 69 22. 42% 62. 80%

2001 1213. 47 472. 65 54. 17% 45. 83% 312. 43 25. 75% 66. 10%

2002 1527. 50 643. 66 51. 18% 48. 82% 426. 45 27. 92% 66. 25%

2003 1778. 60 779. 09 48. 89% 51. 11% 548. 75 30. 85% 70. 43%

2004 2103. 50 949. 50 47. 61% 52. 39% 693. 87 32. 99% 73. 08%

2005 2443. 54 1142. 82 45. 76% 54. 24% 837. 91 34. 29% 73. 32%

2006 2783. 45 1270. 55 46. 31% 53. 69% 906. 07 32. 55% 71. 31%

2007 3762. 30 1766. 16 43. 81% 56. 19% 1277. 45 33. 95% 72. 33%

2008 4346. 88 1932. 88 47. 45% 52. 55% 1474. 29 33. 92% 76. 27%

摇 摇 Data Source: China Education Expenditure Statistics Yearbook, 1995-2009 .
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摇 摇 Furthermore, in this period, private education has developed rapidly and the
diversified school鄄running system of the higher education has formed initially. In
Dec. 2002, the 31st Meeting of the Standing Committee of the Ninth National
People爷s Congress passed Law of the People爷 s Republic of China on Promotion of
Private Education which greatly promoted the development of private higher
education, further mobilized the activeness of school running with funds raised from
different walks of life and increased the social investment in education.

From 1996 to 2009, the private higher education developed rapidly not only in
quantity growth but in scale expansion as well. The quantity of regular private
higher education institutions ( excluding independent colleges and training
institutions) increased to 318 in 2008 from 21 in 1996. Their students increased to
1. 86 million from 12 thousand. Till 2008, there were 322 independent colleges
which had 2. 15 million students. Besides, there were 920. 2 thousand students in
other private higher education institutions. Therefore, the scale of private higher
education achieved 4. 93 million students in 2008 (see Table 6) .

From the perspective of development speed, the scale of private higher
education institutions developed rapidly. From 1996 to 2008, the quantity of
regular private higher education institutions (excluding independent colleges) grew
at the average growth rate of 28% and the average growth rate of students was 59%
(see Table 7) . This shows that private higher education institutions became the
important component of the higher education and has played a noticeable role in the
development of China爷s higher education. With the development of private higher
education, the operation fund from social groups and individuals also increased
rapidly, from 238 million Yuan in 1998 to 3. 02 billion Yuan in 2008 ( see Table
4) .
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Table 6摇 Private higher education development
from 1996 to 2008 (Unit: number of students: 10 thousand)

Year

Regular
private
HEIs

Independent
colleges

Diploma
examination

pilot
institutions

Other private
institutions

Total

Schools Students Schools Students Schools Students Schools Students Schools Students

1996 21 1. 2 - - 89 5. 1 1020 103. 2 1130 109. 6

1997 20 1. 6 - - 157 9. 4 938 109. 6 1115 120. 6

1998 25 2. 2 - - 300 - 900 - 1225 -

1999 37 4 - - 370 25. 8 870 92. 6 1277 122. 4

2000 43 6. 8 - - 467 29. 7 815 68. 5 1325 105

2001 89 14 - - 436 32. 1 766 80. 9 1291 127. 1

2002 131 32 - - 448 31. 1 703 53. 1 1282 116. 2

2003 173 81. 0* - - 440 - 668 - 1277 181. 4

2004 226 70. 9 249 68. 6 436 - 751 - 1415 245. 1

2005 252 105. 2 295 107. 5 - - 1077 109. 2 1624 321. 8
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2006 278 133. 8 318 146. 7 - - 994 93. 9 1590 374. 4

2007 297 163. 1 318 186. 6 - - 906 87. 34 1521 437

2008 318 186. 4 322 214. 9 - - 866 92. 02 1506 493. 3

摇 摇 Data Source:National Education Development Statistical Bulletin, from 1996-2008.

Table 7 摇 Regular private higher education institutions ( excluding independent
colleges)爷

development (Unit: number of students: 10 thousand)

Year schools
growth rate
of schools

students
growth rate
of students

1996 21 1. 2

1997 20 -4. 76% 1. 6 33. 33%

1998 25 25. 00% 2. 2 37. 50%

1999 37 48. 00% 4 81. 82%

2000 43 16. 22% 6. 8 70. 00%

2001 89 106. 98% 14 105. 88%

2002 131 47. 19% 32 128. 57%

2003 173 32. 06% 81 153. 13%

2004 226 30. 64% 70. 9 -12. 47%

2005 252 11. 50% 105. 2 48. 38%

2006 278 10. 32% 133. 8 27. 19%

2007 297 6. 83% 163. 1 21. 90%

2008 318 7. 07% 186. 4 14. 29%

Average annual growth
rate: 28. 09%

Average annual growth
rate: 59. 13%
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摇 摇 3. 3 Cost sharing system spreading out in all HEIs in this period

In aspect of cost鄄sharing for higher education, in China, all universities were
“ free冶 in the past. More accurately, the tuition was borne by the government
through direct and indirect taxes. Thanks to the practice of cost鄄sharing, the
relative increase of tuition and fees, funds raised from social groups guaranteed
development of higher education and demand in regions suffering from insufficient
public financial investment.

After the late years of the 20th century, main characteristics of the cost sharing
system embody in two aspects: first, mergence of dual track enrollment of tuition鄄
free and fee鄄paying; second, increase of tuition. Before 1997, the fee鄄charging
system of HEIs was still the “ double鄄track system冶 . For example, there were
“government鄄supported students冶 and “self鄄funded students冶 in one HEI and even
one class. In 1993, the “dual track to one track冶 reform started. After four years爷
effort, in 1997, the overall integration for HEIs in the whole country was realized.
All undergraduate students would pay for their higher learning, while there were no
longer two kinds of students of “government鄄supported冶 and “self鄄funded冶 .

Compared with the initial stage of cost sharing system, the tuition in the late
years of 1990s considerably increased. It can be seen from Table 5 that the
proportion of tuition and fees in the total higher education expenditure and total
higher education operating expenditure increased to 33. 92% and 76. 27% in 2008
from 14. 56% and 52. 56% in 1998 respectively at the growth rate of 19. 36% and
23. 71% .

3. 4 Build鄄up student financial assistance system framework

With the full popularization of cost sharing system in the 1990s, the financial
aid system for needy students entered into full expansion period. In order to
guarantee the needy students could enter the HEIs successfully, in June 2000, the
state started the student loan scheme.

The establishment of the national student loan system indicates that tuition
system reform for higher education basically completed and the tuition system was
established. Meanwhile, a framework for student finance assistance system mainly
focusing on scholarship, grant, national student loan, work鄄study, hardship
assistance and tuition waiver was formed. It can be seen from Table 4 and 5 that
the proportion of financial appropriation in the total expenditure of higher education
reduced gradually, from 71. 8% in 1994 to 46. 0% in 2008. It shows that more
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and more higher education expenditures were from other channels. The proportion
of the non鄄public expenditures increased to 52. 55% in 2008 from 19. 33% in 1994
and of the tuition and fees to 33. 92% from 13. 30% .

3. 5 Achievements in the development of Chinese higher education

After 60 years of efforts, especially 30 years of reform and opening up, the
financing system of higher education had changed enormously. The most typical
evidences were fast expansion, increase of gross enrollment rate, entering
massification stage and realizing the historic breakthrough.

In the early period of new China, the education basis was very weak. In
1949, there were only 205 higher education institutions with only 117 thousand
students. There were only 2. 2 college students in each 10 thousand persons ( Ji,
2006) . In 2009, there were 2,305 regular higher education institutions and 384
adult higher education institutions ( total HEIs was 2,689) . Among regular higher
education institutions, there were 1, 090 universities and colleges and 1, 215
vocational colleges. There were 796 institutions having postgraduates, including
481 higher education institutions and 315 scientific research institutions. The total
size of higher education in the whole country reached 29. 79 million students,
ranking the first in the world. The students enrolled in the HEIs were 27 million
and the employees with higher education background ranked second. The gross
enrollment rate of higher education reached 24. 2% . China is striding forward
towards the grand objective from a big populous country to a great country of human
resources (see Table 8) .

Table 8摇 Regular higher education expansion and development from 1998 to 2009
(Unit: number of students: 10 thousand)

Year
regular
HEIs

gross
enrollment
ratio(% )

Total
enrollment in
the regular

HEIs

New entrants
in the

regular HEIs

1998 1022 9. 8 340. 9 108. 4

1999 1071 10. 5 413. 4 159. 7

2000 1041 12. 5 556. 1 220. 6

2001 1225 13. 3 719. 1 268. 3
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2002 1396 15. 0 903. 4 320. 5

2003 1552 17. 0 1108. 6 382. 2

2004 1731 19. 0 1333. 5 447. 3

2005 1792 21. 0 1561. 8 504. 5

2006 1867 22 1738. 84 546. 05

2007 1908 23 1884. 90 565. 92

2008 2263 23. 3 2021. 02 607. 66

2009 2305 24. 2 2144. 66 639. 49

摇 摇 Data Source:National Education Development Statistical Bulletin, from 1998 to 2009.

Problems in Chinese Higher Education Finance

Through analyzing the different periods of higher education finance in China,
it illuminates that in planned economy, China carried out single financial system for
higher education and the government appropriation was the only source of higher
education fund. However, in the market economy, especially under the background
of China entering the stage of massification of higher education, the grave shortage
of investment became the “ bottleneck 冶 in development of higher education.
Therefore, from the view of quasi鄄public goods of education, many experts in
educational and economic field suggested that the government should implement
diversified financing policy to break away from the situations of financial shortage.
Nevertheless, after adopting the policy, the problem of higher education fund
shortage has not been solved fundamentally.

Problems in Chinese higher education finance were mainly reflected in the
following:

First, the increase in revenue could not match the expansion. Conflict between
the expansion and the insufficient government funding for higher education, which
has already existed for a long period, became worse after successive expansion.
Apart from it, inadequate school conditions and extremely high student鄄teacher ratio
led to the general suspicions on quality of higher education.

From 1991 to 2007, the proportion of public educational expenditure in GDP
was low. Only in recent three years, the ratio exceeded 3% , which is far to lag
behind the objective “ increase the proportion of public education expenditure in
GDP to 4% in 2012冶 put forward in Outline of National Education Plan in Medium
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and Long Term 2010-2020 issued in July, 2010. Moreover, the ratio was much
lower than the average level (4. 64% ) of OECD countries in 1998 (Yue, 2005) .

The indicator of per student expenditure of higher education also illustrated the
problem mentioned earlier. On one hand, the government expenditure per student
reduced successively from 8,915 Yuan in 1999 to 5,941 Yuan in 2005, because of
great expansion in scale and limitation of public fund. Hereafter, under great
pressure of quality assurance, the government increased the appropriation to 6,963
Yuan per student in 2007 ( see Table 9) . On the other hand, expenditure per
student at the higher education level only increased to 17,972 Yuan (which was
equivalent to 2227 dollars) in 2008 from 13,991 Yuan (which was equivalent to
1734 dollars) in 1998, lagging far behind the international level. 淤 Taking 2006 as
an example, the average expenditure per student at higher education level of OECD
countries was US 12,336 dollars. The countries of which the expenditure was over
10 thousand dollars included Australia, Austria, Canada, Belgium, France,
Germany, Denmark, Brazil, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden etc. , among which U.
S. A. had the highest value, achieved 25,109 dollars (OECD, 2010:189) .

Table 9摇 Public expenditure on higher education in GDP from 1998 to 2008

Year

expendi鄄
ture per
student

in regular
HEIs

(RMB)

budgetary
expendi鄄
ture per

students in
regular
HEIs

(RMB)

total
expenditure
of HEIs

Public
expendi鄄
ture on
higher

education
(100

million) (a)

GDP
(100

million)
(b)

(a) / (b)
Growth
rate of
(a)

Growth
rate of
(b)

1998 13991 8529 587. 04 355. 1727 84402. 28 0. 42% - -

1999 15231 8915 753. 31 444. 4957 89677. 05 0. 50% 25. 15% 6. 25%

2000 15974 8626 966. 62 529. 7403 99214. 55 0. 53% 19. 18% 10. 64%

2001 15445 7793 1213. 47 632. 2877 109655. 2 0. 58% 19. 36% 10. 52%

2002 15120 7021 1527. 50 754. 8856 120332. 7 0. 63% 19. 39% 9. 74%

2003 14963 6522 1778. 60 838. 9002 135822. 8 0. 62% 11. 13% 12. 87%

2004 14929 6221 2103. 50 965. 8276 159878. 3 0. 60% 15. 13% 17. 71%

2005 15025 5941 2443. 54 1080. 193 183217. 4 0. 59% 11. 84% 14. 60%

2006 15332 6395 2783. 45 1246. 849 211923. 5 0. 59% 15. 43% 15. 67%
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2007 16320 6963 3762. 30 1648. 119 257305. 6 0. 64% 32. 18% 21. 41%

2008 17972 8242 4346. 88 2062. 46 300670. 0 0. 69% 25. 14% 16. 85%
Aver鄄
age

- - - - - 0. 58% 19. 39% 13. 63%

摇 摇 Data Source: GDP comes from:China Statistics Yearbook, 1999 -2009; education expenditure comes
from: China Education Expenditure Statistics Yearbook, 1999-2009.

In an attempt to solve the problems of financial shortage in higher education,
China adopted a higher education finance system, which was “ government
appropriation as primary and multi鄄channel financing as supplementary 冶 since
1993. Analysis of the multi鄄channel financing sources in past years disclosed that
these sources had not played the due role for diversification of higher education
financing. For instance, the proportion of tuition and fees in total expenditure for
higher education was 25. 75% and 33. 92% in 2005 and 2008 respectively. It was
higher than the maximum limitation “ the proportion of tuition of regular higher
education institutions to the average education cost per student in each year should
not exceed 25% 冶 put forward by the government. Other sources including school
running enterprise, work鄄study program and social service income for education,
which were regarded as the most potential sources, reduced continuously from 2.
01% in 1998 to 0. 30% in 2008, and the social donations reduced from 2. 01% to
0. 67% (see Table 10) .

Figure 2 visualized the ratio of different financing sources. From 1998 to
2006, except for funds from school run by social groups and individuals, funds from
other channels continuously reduced. For example, in 2006 and 2007, the funds
from school run by social groups and individuals suddenly reduced to the bottom.
The practical situation suggested that the probability of sudden change of investment
in one year is tiny. After consulting the educational authorities, it was told that it
was the adjustment of the statistics scope—merging the school running by social
groups and individuals into the investment of people setting up private schools,
caused this phenomenon.

Table 10摇 Diversified financing sources in the total higher education
expenditure other than tuition from 1998 to 2008 (Unit: thousand)
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Year
Total higher
education
expenditure

School鄄run
enterprise,
Work鄄study
program, and

social service for
education

Expenditure input
by individuals and
non鄄government

groups

Social
donations

1998 58703842 1179786 2. 01% 238537 0. 41% 1181941 2. 01%

1999 75330600 1317247 1. 75% 390830 0. 52% 1638910 2. 18%

2000 96662212 1736965 1. 80% 909036 0. 94% 1534443 1. 59%

2001 121347494 1721462 1. 42% 2538019 2. 09% 1743076 1. 44%

2002 152749958 1757979 1. 15% 4176241 2. 73% 2795143 1. 83%

2003 177859691 1953085 1. 10% 7762761 4. 36% 2573664 1. 45%

2004 210350399 2263874 1. 08% 13092257 6. 22% 2163213 1. 03%

2005 244353657 2505799 1. 03% 18148948 7. 43% 2119559 0. 87%

2006 278344880 2682362 0. 96% 23432571 8. 42% 1948386 0. 70%

2007 376230072 1921329 0. 51% 3192210 0. 85% 2746661 0. 73%

2008 434687795 1319900 0. 30% 3016865 0. 69% 2900000 0. 67%

摇 摇 Data Source:China Education Expenditure Statistics Yearbook, 1999-2009.

Figure 2摇 Diversified financing sources in the total higher education
expenditure other than tuition (1998-2008)
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Second, the conflict between financial shortage in higher education and
unreasonable resource allocation caused low direct benefit ( Luo, 2009; Xu,
2009) . A study on analysis of expenditure demand of higher education through cost
structure found that in 2005, the difference between the demand of operating
expenditure per student and the actual expenditure per student was 10,000 Yuan
(Li, 2008:53) . At present, a single fixed amount of appropriation per student did
not linked with relevant measurable output indicators, such as education quality,
cost and benefit, resulting in low benefit of investment structure. Low investment in
certain aspects and high investment in other aspects resulted in coexistence of
shortage and waste. Another study indicated that audit and supervision on
educational expenditure was not enough, and financial management system of some
educational departments and schools was not sound and the waste and unreasonable
spending phenomenon happened occasionally (Li, 2006) .

Third,the unbalanced financial mechanism of direct government appropriation
to education resulted in the unbalanced development of higher education in different
regions. Facing the lack of educational resources in general, the higher education
in China implemented the unbalanced development strategy, and the resource
allocation policy was dominated by selective allocation. Moreover, a division of
financial power between the central and local governments makes a substantial
difference in obtaining the public education resource by local colleges in different
regions. For example, the province with the highest budgetary expenditure per
student in 2008 is Tibet, which is 19,768 Yuan, the next highest is Beijing with
19,763 Yuan and the lowest is Henan Province with only 4,243 Yuan, and the
highest is 4. 7 times of the lowest. In addition, due to the difference on the regional
economic development and fund鄄raising capacity of the colleges, the expenditure
per student also showed a huge difference. For example, the expenditure per
student in 2008 is highest in Beijing, which is 42,052 Yuan, and lowest in Henan,
which is 10,113 Yuan, and the highest is 4. 2 times of the lowest (see Table 11) .
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Table 11摇 Education expenditures per student of regular
HEIs in provinces in 2008 (Unit: yuan)

Province
Education
expenditure
per student

Budgetary
expenditure
per student

Province
Education
expenditure
per student

Budgetary
expenditure
per student

Beijing 42052 19763 Hubei 16601 6904

Tianjin 19801 10415 Hunan 15161 6219

Hebei 13508 5265 Guangdong 24376 14635

Shanxi 11788 5639 Guangxi 11706 6267

Inner Mongolia 11874 6941 Hainan 11769 6518

Liaoning 18849 7670 Chongqing 17936 6892

Jilin 14115 7765 Sichuan 15829 5896

Heilongjiang 16776 7775 Guizhou 10150 5534

Shanghai 29686 14346 Yunnan 13991 7570

Jiangsu 21639 9587 Tibet 23756 19768

Zhejiang 23505 10011 Shaanxi 18460 8241

Anhui 10926 4790 Gansu 13303 7187

Fujian 19217 7610 Qinghai 15105 8962

Jiangxi 11412 4362 Ningxia 16589 12788

Shandong 13837 6383 Xinjiang 11462 6070

Henan 10113 4243

摇 摇 Data Source:China Education Expenditure Statistics Yearbook, 2009, pp. 610-611.

Fourth, the cost sharing system of higher education needed to be perfected,
and the present prominent conflict was the upside鄄down structure between tuition
and teaching quality. The higher the teaching quality and the unit cost was, the
less the tuition and the abundant student aid would be. Meanwhile, tuition in the
vocational and specialized colleges serving local development was high, but the
student aid was less. This could be expressed as “high quality with low price, low
quality but high price冶 . From the perspective of educational opportunity, the
variation of family influence in the childhood and the quality in basic education
resulted in a fact that students from higher socio鄄economic鄄status families achieved
higher academic scores and enjoyed higher probabilities of being enrolled by
colleges of higher teaching quality, contrarily, students from lower socio鄄economic鄄
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status families accounted for higher percentages in ordinary colleges and vocational
colleges (Li, 2006) . Consequently, the family that have abilities to pay higher
tuition obtained more public financial subsidy, while the family which has poor
financial capacity had to undertake a higher economic pressure, which caused the
unfair allocation of public higher education resource among people.

Policy Implications for the Future Chinese
Higher Education Finance Reform

摇 摇 With the gradual deepening of economic and educational reforms, the higher
education finance in China developed continuously. It changed from a highly鄄
centralized finance system to a cost鄄sharing system of central and local
governments, education receivers, and other beneficiaries. The system “dominated
by the government appropriation and supplemented by other multiple鄄channel fund鄄
raising冶 was an important reform achievement of the higher education finance
system. Meantime, after detailed study of evolutionary process of higher education
finance system, the key evolutionary characteristics were summarized in the
following:

摇 摇 “ The allocation model changed from ‘ incremental funding 爷 and
‘ integrate quota and ear鄄marked funding爷 to a model which emphasized
equity, efficiency and quality. The assistance model changed from the solely
supply and welfare system to a cost鄄sharing one. The financial management
model transformed from the planned management model to a new one which
was adapted to the socialist market economic system based on cost and
efficiency. 冶

According to the problems addressed in the above, this paper suggests to
further improve higher education finance system and its operation mechanism and
establish an “ equity, high鄄quality and efficient冶 financing system. The detailed
suggestions are as follows:

摇 摇 First, in the aspect of adequacy, the multi鄄channel financing system for
higher education should be further improved to solve the insufficiency of
expenditure. Quality improvement should be regarded as the paramount task of
higher education in the near future. Efforts shall be made to increase
educational operating expenditure per student which is generally low currently,
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and give weight to the quality improvement.

Second, in the aspect of equity, a standard on the basic conditions in running
a higher education institution and a standard on the government appropriation per
student should be formulated. The central and western regions that cannot reach the
state standard after efforts should be subsidized through regulatory financial transfer
from central government. The system of intergovernmental transfer is an effective
method to solve the regional unbalance on educational expenditure. Apart from it,
as the administrator and provider of education, the local governments should
guarantee that each student be provided the same financial support on a basic level
in allocating the public higher education fund (under the consideration of regional
price index), and the part higher than the basic level shall be dependent on the
universities and colleges according to their own capacity.

Third, the development trend of higher education financing internationally is
changing from supply鄄oriented type to the demand鄄driven one (Min, 2007:109) .
The state ought to follow two methods in resource allocation. One is to use a
funding formula to allocate recurrent needs. The formula shall include index on
equity, efficiency and quality to determine the recurrent appropriation. The other is
to adopt the target or competitive appropriation through contracts. Meanwhile, the
higher education institution should be given more independence in the use of funds
so that they can allocate resources according to the inherent rule of talent cultivation
and scientific research. The combination of the two methods will promote the great
progress in the reform of higher education. To realize the above purposes, a
consultation committee on the government appropriation for higher education can be
set up to integrate the higher education resources in different management
departments and enhance the effectiveness of resource allocation.

Fourth, it is necessary to improve cost sharing system and completely change
the upside鄄down relationship between tuition and quality. There are two alternatives
to realize this purpose: one is to vigorously develop private higher education and
improve the quality of it through policy support and financial aid (such as stipends
and student loans with financial subsidy to private college students), and to use the
private higher education to offset the insufficiency on educational supply and public
higher education; the other means is to put “high quality, high price冶 into practice
within the public higher education. Considering the differences of regions,
subjects, and schools, the governments should not set a uniform tuition standard
nationwide. The tuition standard shall be set by the higher education institutions
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independently. Meantime they will be requested to optimize the subsidy policy and
program for students based on financial needs while not on academic achievements.
The allocation of the grants shall be based on the need, and the students with
economic difficulties shall be provided with stipend according to the tuition, the
personal education cost and the student爷s family economic condition.

Fifth, private education ought to be vigorously developed and expended to
satisfy the various educational needs. The government should carry out a policy of
“dominated by donation without returns and supplemented by investment with
returns冶 to vigorously encourage the non鄄government organizations and individuals
to engage in education financing. The investment for economic return could be
allowed and different management methods shall be exercised for these two different
types of private education. In addition, the ear鄄marked subsidy should be provided
for private higher education by student aid and competitive appropriation.

Finally, it is essential to set up a monitoring and evaluation system on the use
of the higher education funds, which shall be an important index for improving the
operation status of higher education. Long鄄term attention shall be paid to the
internal efficiency of HEIs. The internal motivation of HEIs is to pursue “ the
highest quality冶 rather than “ the lowest cost冶, while the limited resource will bring
external pressure to the HEIs and force them to improve the internal efficiency (Li,
2008:79-80) . Therefore, both HEIs and the governments as suppliers of public
resource have the drive to enhance the utilization efficiency.
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Shadow Education: Comparative
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Abstract:摇
Recent decades have brought intensification of what in some settings has

been called the shadow education system of supplementary private tutoring.
Pupils in regular fee鄄free public schools attend supplementary fee鄄paying
classes after school, at week鄄ends and during vacations. This practice has
received official comment in China as well as in other countries. Tutoring is
especially evident during the period leading up to major examinations, but for
some pupils occurs at all levels of education systems. The practice has long
been ingrained in the cultures of East Asia, and is now increasingly evident in
West and Central Asia, in Europe, in North America, and in Africa.
Moreover, new types of tutoring over the internet are being provided across
national boundaries.

This paper describes and analyses the phenomenon. It notes that different
types of tutoring dominate in different cultures and income groups, and remarks on
the forces of technology and globalisation. Shadow education brings complex
implications for policy鄄makers and practitioners. It has positive as well as negative
dimensions, and requires sophisticated analysis and greater attention from
researchers in both East and West, and North and South.

Introduction

For most pupils around the world, the learning day does not end when the
school bell rings for the end of classes. Homework must be done, to consolidate



classroom learning and to prepare for the next steps. This homework may be
accomplished by pupils individually or in groups, and perhaps with the assistance
of family members.

In addition, growing numbers of pupils receive private supplementary tutoring.
Such tutoring may also be received individually or in groups, and is sometimes
received in large classes. The content may be linked to the specific lessons covered
that week in school, or it may have additional material. The tutoring may be
received after school hours on school days, and / or at week鄄ends and public
holidays, and / or during school vacations.

This tutoring has become widely known in the literature as shadow education
(see e. g. Stevenson & Baker, 1992; Bray, 1999; Lee et al. , 2009). The label
is appropriate for several reasons. First, private supplementary tutoring only exists
because the mainstream education system exists; second, as the size and shape of
the mainstream system change, so do the size and shape of supplementary tutoring;
third, in almost all societies much more attention focuses on the mainstream than on
its shadow; and fourth, the features of the shadow system are much less distinct
than those of the mainstream system.

Shadow education takes different forms in different cultures. The dominant
models in East Asia are different from those in South Asia; and the dominant
models in Western Europe are different from their counterparts in Eastern Europe
(Bray, 2009, p. 24 ). Even within geographic regions may be significant
diversity. In East Asia, for example, differences in dominant models may found in
Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea (Dierkes, 2008; Kwok, 2009; Liu,
2009; Jung & Lee, 2010); and within each society is a range of types serving
different categories of clients. However, some commonalities may be identified,
which permits shadow education to be viewed as a global phenomenon.

The nature of tutoring is changing over time. As societies become more
competitive, in part because of the forces of globalisation, school systems also
become more competitive which in turn expands the demand for tutoring. Since the
turn of the century, the scale and nature of tutoring have intensified in most regions
of the world (Bray, 2009). Also striking is the impact of new technologies. In
particular, the internet has significantly altered the geographic space within which
tutoring may be provided. Some forms of tutoring are becoming globalised in which,
for example, for pupils in the USA pay by credit cards for tutoring from India using
the internet and web鄄cameras (Ventura & Jang, 2010).

The phenomenon is of growing importance in China as well as in other
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countries. The National Plan Outline for Medium and Long鄄Term Education Reform
and Development (China 2010, p. 15) highlighted the burden of shadow education
on young people:

“Heavy schoolwork is harmful to the mental and physical well鄄being of
youngsters and children. Reducing the schoolwork burdens on students is the
society爷 s shared responsibility. . . Preparatory organizations and tutorial markets
should be regulated. 冶

However,reversal of trends is not easy. This paper addresses some dimensions
of this phenomenon. It commences by outlining the scale and nature of private
supplementary tutoring. It then elaborates on the forces which are shaping the
phenomenon, before turning to some of the implications.

Scale and nature of tutoring

Reliable data on shadow education are difficult to obtain because much
tutoring is conducted on an informal basis. Tutoring establishments may not be
registered, and enrollments may be unstable. Further, tutors commonly avoid taxes
on their earnings and therefore dislike attention. Pupils may also hesitate to reveal
the amounts of tutoring that they receive, partly because they feel shy about seeking
either remedial support or competitive advantages over their peers.

Nevertheless, a picture of cross鄄national patterns and variations may be
sketched from a range of studies. Table 1 shows that tutoring is a substantial
phenomenon in many regions of the world. In some parts of East Asia, particularly
Japan and South Korea, tutoring has a long history, though greatly grew in
magnitude during the 1980s and 1990s ( Zeng, 1999; Lee, 2010). These are
prosperous countries which are influenced by Confucian cultural traditions that
value learning and effort ( Rohlen & LeTendre, 1996; Chan & Rao, 2009 ).
Tutoring has also become more evident, though perhaps for different reasons, in
low鄄income countries such as Cambodia and Bangladesh (Dawson, 2009; Hamid et
al. , 2009), and is increasingly being reported in Africa (see e. g. Sambo, 2001;
Eilor, 2007; Paviot et al. , 2008). In Eastern Europe and Central Asia, tutoring
has emerged as a major enterprise following the collapse of socialism and the advent
of the market economy ( see e. g. Silova et al. , 2006; Silova, 2009 ). The
proportion of pupils receiving tutoring in other societies may be lower, but it has
also become increasingly evident, with different dynamics and underlying forces, in
Western Europe (see e. g. Peters et al. , 2009; Smyth, 2009; Bray, 2011) and
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North America (Gordon et al. , 2005; Davies & Aurini, 2006; Burch, 2009).

Table 1摇 Cross鄄National Indicators of Supplementary Private Tutoring

Location Patterns

Bangladesh

National survey data from 16, 400 households in 2005 were compared with
similar data from 33,229 households in 1998. The data showed that tutoring was
substantial, and expanded over this period. In 2005, 31. 0% of primary school
students were receiving tutoring (28. 2% in rural areas; 51. 73% urban) but in
1998 21. 4% of pupils were receiving tutoring (18. 1% rural, 44. 3% urban).

Cambodia

Respondents in 31. 2% of 77 primary schools surveyed in 1997 / 1998 indicated
that pupils received tutoring, which consumed 6. 6% of the total costs of primary
education. A 2004 follow鄄up study showed that costs increased markedly at
secondary level. In the top grade of lower secondary schooling, average
household costs of tutoring were over four times those in the top grade of primary
schooling.

Canada

The number of tutoring businesses in major cities grew between 200% and 500%
during the 1990s. In a 1997 national telephone survey, 9. 4% of 501 adults with
school鄄aged children indicated that their children received private tutoring
outside school hours, and a further 8. 4% indicated that their children had done
so in the past.

China
The 2004 Urban Household Education and Employment survey covered 4,773
households. It indicated that tutoring was received by 73. 8% of primary, 65.
6% of lower secondary and 53. 5% of upper secondary students.

Cyprus
A 2003 study of 1,120 college students found that 86. 4% had received private
tutoring when in secondary school.

Egypt

A 2004 study estimated that households devoted 61. 0% of education
expenditures to private tutoring. A 1997 study estimated that household
expenditures on tutoring in all levels of schooling accounted for 1. 6% of gross
domestic product. A 1994 survey of 4,729 households found that in urban areas
64. 0% of primary children with 52. 0% in rural areas had received
supplementary tutoring.
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Hong Kong

Government statistics suggest that 34% of primary and secondary pupils received
tutoring in 2006. A 2004 - 2005 survey of 13,600 households suggested that
pupils receiving tutoring were 36. 0% at the primary level, 28. 0% in lower
secondary, 33. 6% in middle secondary, and 48. 1% in upper secondary.

Japan

A 2007 survey found that tutorial schools known as juku served 15. 9% of
Primary 1 children, that this proportion rose steadily in later grades, and that it
reached 65. 2% in Junior Secondary 3. In addition, 6. 8% of Junior Secondary
3 pupils received tutoring at home, and 15. 0% followed correspondence
courses.

Kenya

A 1997 national sample of 3,233 Grade 6 pupils found 68. 6% receiving private
tutoring, ranging from 39. 0% in North Eastern province to 74. 4% in Nyanza
Province. A parallel survey in three geographically distinct districts indicated
that tutoring was much more common in urban than rural areas, and among boys
rather than girls.

Vietnam

In a 2001 sample survey of 72,660 Grade 5 pupils in 3,639 primary schools,
38% of pupils indicated that they were receiving tutoring. In 2002, tutoring was
said to have consumed about 20% of household education expenditure. The
figure peaked at 29% for pupils preparing for university entrance examinations,
and was especially high in urban areas and in the Central Highlands and
Southeast Regions.

Sources: Various studies reported in Bray (2009, pp. 18-19).

The nature of tutoring is partly determined by class size. At one end of the
scale is individualised tutoring, often in the homes of the pupils or the teachers;
and at the other end of the scale are mass lecture theatres with overflow rooms
served by closed鄄circuit television screens focusing on what in Hong Kong are called
“ idol tutors冶 who in some respects resemble film stars and popular musicians
(Kwok, 2009 ). Between these extremes may be small groups, medium鄄sized
classes and large classes.

Diversity may also be found in the ages and qualifications of tutors. In many
settings, secondary school students earn pocket money by tutoring primary school
children, and similarly university students tutor secondary students. At the other
end of the age scale, many tutors are retirees who wish still to contribute to society
and earn some extra money. Between these two extremes of age are others who
provide tutoring on a full鄄time or part鄄time basis, and who may or may not have
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formal training. Again this picture contrasts with mainstream schooling, in which
teachers are expected to be aged between 21 and 65 and to have formal training.

In many systems, mainstream teachers themselves provide supplementary
private tutoring. In such countries as Australia, Germany and Singapore, teachers
are prohibited from providing paid tutoring to the children for whom they already
have responsibility in the mainstream. However, in such countries as India,
Lebanon and Nigeria it is common for mainstream teachers to provide remunerated
supplementary tutoring for their own mainstream pupils. In some settings this
creates a problematic form of blackmail, in which teachers cover only part of the
curriculum during school hours and then require pupils to come to the private
classes for the remainder of the curriculum. This mainly occurs in countries in
which mainstream teachers receive low salaries. The level of salaries on the one
hand forces the teachers to seek supplementary incomes, and on the other hand
makes society more sympathetic to the practice than it might otherwise be. The fact
that teachers in the public system of education provide private tutoring blurs
boundaries in classifications. This blurring is especially evident when teachers are
permitted to hold private classes on school premises.

High鄄income societies have additional forms of tutoring that harness technology.
Telephone tutoring is one option, but has increasingly been displaced by internet
tutoring. Such technology means that the tutors and tutees may be distant from each
other and perhaps even in different countries. For example, one company in the USA
is named InteractiveMathTutor. com. “No longer is there the discomfort to have a
math instructor in your home 冶, it has declared on its website, “ or the
inconvenience to travel to a learning center for math tutoring assistance and make a
one鄄hour tutoring session a three鄄hour debacle冶. The company adds: “Whether
you live in New York, California or any location around the world, effective,
personalized math tutoring help is only a sign up away冶. Payments can be made
online by credit card to people whom the tutees are unlikely ever to meet in person.

Other dimensions in the supply of tutoring concern the corporatisation of
provision. Kumon is among the major international providers, headquartered in
Japan and quoted on the Japanese stock exchange. Kumon started in the 1950s as a
father鄄to鄄son operation, and has grown to 3. 7 million clients served by franchised
outlets around the world and particularly in Japan, South Korea, the USA, Taiwan
China, Brazil and Australia ( Russell, 1996; Ma, 2005 ). Other major
international franchises include Sylvan, which is headquartered in the USA and has
a network in Canada, Hong Kong China and the Gulf States ( http: / / tutoring.
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sylvanlearning. com); and Oxford Learning which is headquartered in Canada has a
network in the USA, the Gulf States and elsewhere (http: / / www. oxfordlearning.
com).

Concerning the content of tutoring, in general the supply is shaped by
demand. The subjects in greatest demand are ones required by examination systems
at each stage of transition. Mathematics and the national languages tend to be in
especially high demand. The demand for elective subjects, such as art and religious
studies, is usually more limited. Whereas much tutoring provides “ more of the
same冶, i. e. reinforcement of materials already covered in mainstream classes,
other forms of tutoring provide enrichment. Much depends on whether the tutoring
is remedial and helping pupils to keep up, or whether it is targeted at high
achievers who want to achieve even more.

The driving forces

To understand the reasons for the existence of tutoring, it is useful to look at
both the consumers and the producers. The consumers include the parents as well
as the pupils. Davies (2004, pp. 238 -239) has pointed out that many families
invest in tutoring as part of “intensive parenting冶:

That is, the hiring of tutors may be part of a wider strategy in which parents
place a great premium on education, value a cognitively stimulating environment for
their children, and closely monitor their children 爷 s activities. This style of
parenting emphasizes a careful plan of structured activities for children, in which
tutoring is part of a series of private lessons that also include music, dance, and
sports.

Davies爷 remarks were made in Canada, but could equally apply to ambitious
and elite families throughout the world. Such families are particularly likely to
favour individual and small鄄group tutoring. Their investments in social and human
capital can indeed promote learning and generate long鄄term rates of return.
Children who receive such tutoring are likely to perform better in school and to stay
in the education system for longer durations.

In sharp contrast are parents in low鄄income societies who are faced by
unavoidable demands on their children by their mainstream teachers. In Cambodia,
for example, teachers commonly provide private tutoring for their own students in
the same classroom after the close of the official school day ( Dawson, 2009).
Teachers may stress that the system is not compulsory; but parents know that if they
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do not pay, their children will be handicapped not only by failing to secure the
curricular knowledge but also probably by incurring the disapproval of the teachers.
Moreover, since the teachers control the end鄄of鄄year examinations and determine
who proceeds from one grade to the next, parents are aware that if they do not pay
for tutoring then their children are likely to have to repeat grades. For many
parents, the arithmetic becomes simple: it is less expensive to pay for the tutoring
than to pay the costs of repeating a year.

Both parents and students are also influenced by peer pressure. Kim (2007,
p. 7-8) presented a case study from Korea, highlighting the demands on a mother
and her daughter. The mother felt that the pressures on her daughter were very
strong, but the mother爷s view that tutoring was an investment was reinforced by the
perspectives of other mothers. Similarly, pupils often choose to enroll in tutoring
classes because it appears that all their peers are doing so (Bray, 2009, p. 42-
44).

More widely, tutoring is driven by competitive pressures in an increasingly
globalised world. Many governments pay strong heed to rankings in cross鄄national
assessments such as those of:

the Programme for International Student Assessment ( PISA ) of the
Organisation for Economic Co鄄operation and Development (OECD),

the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study ( TIMSS) of the
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement ( IEA),
and

the Southern and Eastern Africa Consortium for Monitoring Educational Quality
(SACMEQ).

Some governments in turn promote competition through public ranking of
achievement by schools; and schools promote competition through public ranking of
achievement by pupils. Governments see education as an instrument for
competitiveness in international markets, and this view gets translated into pressure
on young people to achieve grades by all means including private tutoring.

Implications

Private tutoring has obvious implications for social inequalities. High鄄income
families can afford greater quantities and better qualities of tutoring than middle鄄
income and low鄄income families. At the same time, middle鄄income and low鄄income
families may find themselves forced to invest in tutoring simply in order to keep up
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with their peers.
One underlying force arises from government responses to the international

rankings of PISA, TIMSS etc. , which may lead the governments to feel that pupils
need extra support through a variety of means including tutoring. In the USA, the
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation was introduced in 2002 for a number of
reasons which included concern about international competitiveness. The NCLB
machinery has permitted government resources to be used to pay private tutors
(Vergari, 2007; Burch, 2009), thereby again blurring public鄄private boundaries.
It is true that Finland, which is among the highest鄄ranked countries in PISA
surveys, does not have strong traditions of tutoring; but that has not dissuaded at
least some other European governments from encouraging the phenomenon. For
example, the French government has encouraged families to invest in tutoring by
permitting 50 percent of household payments to private companies to be deducted
from liability for income tax (Cavet, 2006, p. 12).

Private tutoring also has other implications for social development. On the one
hand, it can be taken as a mechanism for increasing the stock of human capital;
but on the other hand, it increases pressures on young people who may find that
they have little space for play and other needs. Tutoring also exacerbates geographic
inequalities insofar as it tends to be more strongly demanded and more easily
available in urban than in rural areas; and in some societies more tutoring is
received by boys than by girls (see e. g. Buchmann, 2002).

In addition, out鄄of鄄school tutoring may have implications for in鄄school
processes. Among the most problematic aspects are cases in which private tutoring
becomes a substitute for the mainstream. Especially near the time of major external
examinations, schools in some countries may be perceived by pupils to be less able
to cater for their specific needs because they have to serve a wide spectrum of
demands and also have broader social and political goals. In Turkey, this has
reached the extreme of pupils paying to secure medical notes to allow them to be
absent from school. Especially during the semester when pupils take secondary and
tertiary education entrance exams, they concentrate on attending the private tutorial
centres and on their preparations at home rather than attending mainstream classes.
Tansel and Bircan (2007, p. 8) reported that at this season “most students receive
false medical reports of sickness which enable them to be absent from their
mainstream classes冶 and that this “ has become a widely accepted and expensive
process冶.

The intensity of private tutoring may also of course affect pupils爷 concentration
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spans. In Korea, Kim (2007, p. 16-17) reported on the effect of tutoring for the
entrance to special purpose high schools ( SPHs). The tutorial centres are widely
perceived by the pupils as offering training that is more relevant. Since the
demands of the tutorial centres are heavy, students commonly sleep during school
time. The pupils themselves recognize this (Kim, 2007, p. 17):

“School teachers do not like SPH applicants. They do not concentrate on class
and sleep instead. Grades of the second semester of third grade are not counted by
SPH. So the teachers do not like them because those students mess up matters
during class. . . 冶

“SPH applicants are all high achieved. They do not study hard in class. It
makes mess in class. . . Actually many of them sleep during class or do private
institute homework or study other things in need. . . In English class, most of them
[SPH applicants] are sleeping. We already learned the content. And teachers
know it. 冶

The above quotations raise issues not only about concentration spans but also
about diversity within mainstream classrooms. When tutoring assists low achievers,
it usually reduces the diversity and in this respect assists the mainstream teacher.
However, much market鄄driven tutoring serves high achievers. As explained with
reference to Mauritius (Bah鄄lalya, 2006, p. 75):

“When some pupils [receive] private tutoring but others do not, mainstream
teachers may face great[ er] disparities than would otherwise be the case. While
supplementary tutoring can enhance learning of regular lessons, it can detract from
learning and teaching during the normal school hours. 冶

Among the challenges may be that the pedagogy of private tutors differs from
that of mainstream teachers. In mathematics, for example, pupils may learn in
tutoring centres to solve problems mechanically, rather than through understanding
the mathematical principles concerned. In the USA, the NCLB scheme has been
criticized for its lack of requirement to coordinate supplementary services with the
classroom curriculum. Critics add that providers have not been required to
communicate with classroom teachers, with the result that the tutoring services
“weaken the organizational capacity of schools to develop a coherent instructional
program冶 (Sunderman, 2006, p. 118).

Conclusions

Private supplementary tutoring is not per se a new phenomenon. In various
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cultures, tutoring has a long tradition, especially in elite families. However, the
expanded scale of tutoring, at all levels of education systems and for a much wider
range of social classes, dates from recent decades. Significant growth and spread
has been evident even in the period since the turn of the 21st century. During the
latter decades of the 20th century, the phenomenon was chiefly evident in East
Asia, in South Asia and the countries of the former USSR. More recently, private
supplementary tutoring has become increasingly evident in Africa, the Caribbean,
North America and Western Europe. It has thus become a global phenomenon,
albeit with different manifestations in lower鄄income countries such as Bangladesh
and Cambodia compared with higher鄄income countries such as France and Japan.

Further, while some parts of the private tutoring industry are very localised,
others are globalised. The global manifestations take two forms in particular. First
the large multinational corporations such as Kumon, Sylvan and Oxford Learning
which operate through franchises; and second are the forms of tutoring that take
place across national boundaries via the internet. The latter, in particular, may be
considered a phenomenon of the 21st century. Both forms show strong potential for
growth in the years to come.

Some aspects of tutoring may be considered positive. Tutoring provides incomes
for tutors, and can create constructive out鄄of鄄school activities for young people.
However, tutoring may also distort parts of the mainstream system, place an
economic burden on households, and create excessive pressure for children and
adolescents. Thus, a strong case can be made at least for monitoring the spread and
nature of tutoring, and in some cases for limiting, regulating and channelling it.

The tutoring phenomenon is also a fascinating and instructive focus for
comparative study of education. It is instructive to note not only the patterns of
change but also the variations in different cultures, locations, socio鄄economic
groups, and levels of education. Analysis requires care in classification of models,
and shows blurring of traditional categories as new forms of education emerge and
develop. As such, researchers should be encouraged to look closely at the
phenomenon both across and within national boundaries.

Note: This chapter is a revised version of an article published in Orbis Scholae [ Charles University,

Prague], Vol. 4, No. 2, 2010. That article itself built on materials presented in Bray (2006 ) and Bray

(2009) .
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Abstract:摇
Valuable traditions of higher education seem to be at risk in Europe at the

beginning of the 21st century. Many actors and experts advocate a close
utilitarian linkage of higher education to the presumed demands of the
employment system. There seems to be little room for the Chinese tradition of
educating “ wise冶 bureaucrats; also the ideas of the Prussian governmental
officer Wilhelm von Humboldt about 200 years ago are challenged according to
which the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake might turn out to be more
relevant and innovative than instrumental education or research. In the
framework of the so鄄called “ Bologna Process冶 in Europe, “ employability冶
recently became a popular term. A closer look at the European debates,
however, reveals that there is not any consensus emerging at all in favour of a
subordination of the higher education curricula to the current presumed
demands of the employment system. Rather, there is a general call to reflect
the professional relevance of study, whereby each individual university or even
each study programme might find its own way in a diversifying higher
education system, and all scholars might chose an appropriate option. As
universities do not have only the function to create experts for the current world
of work, but to educate students to challenge the conventional wisdom, the
university could play a proactive role and could educate students eventually to
become change agents in economy and society.



Introduction

During the final years of the 20th century and first years of the 21st century a
mood spread in many economically advanced countries favouring substantial change
in higher education. This mood can be viewed as a good opportunity to review the
state of affairs, to get rid of obsolete traditions, and to strive for substantial change.
There are problems as well in this mood: We observe both an ideologically tinted
advocacy of extreme changes as well as over鄄cautious enumeration of risks implied
in any change.

The aim of this presentation is discuss the role of higher education in preparing
graduates for their subsequent employment and work. What role does the so鄄called
“Bologna Process冶 play in this context, i. e. the joint activities of European
countries to restructure study programmes and degrees? What is new in these
current debates? To what extent are the current debates attributable to the Bologna
Process or only concurrently topical without any systematic link to the Bologna
Process? What does the term “employability冶 mean and, how important are issues
linked to this term (cf. Teichler, 2007, 2009)?

Debates Prior to the Bologna Process

The extent to which teaching and learning in higher education is academically
and professionally鄄oriented is a hotly debated issue since a long time. This might be
illustrated by the debates in Germany, where the following issues have been
addressed frequently:

誗The Humboldtian university concept is often interpreted as a claim that the
reflection of academic matters as such should not be constrained by concern
about the relevance of higher education, for example its professional
relevance. Academic freedom, accordingly, would include the freedom of
designing curricula without major attention paid to their professional utility.

誗 German governments, though often underscoring their respect for the
Humboldtian concepts, adhere to a strong professional orientation of those
fields of study which closely linked to public sector employment or to public
supervision. Upon successful completion of study programmes in medicine,
law and teacher training, students are not awarded university degrees, but
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rather have to pass a first state examination which is equivalent to an
academic degree.

誗At German universities and among many university鄄trained persons, we note
a widespread cautious and sceptical attitude toward private enterprises. In
contrast, the “visible hand冶 of government is more highly respected.

誗Debates in Germany show that most actors and experts consider a close
quantitative matching between the number of graduates and the number of
positions for graduates a matter of procedure. Although it is widely accepted
that qualified secondary leavers have the constitutionally guaranteed right to
enroll in higher education, institutions of higher education tend to be
blamed for “producing冶 too many graduates.

誗Scepticism in Germany as regards expansion of higher education has not
really vanished. Certainly, the complaints about “Akademisches Proletariat冶
and “ 譈berqualifikation 冶 ( the German terms equivalent for “ over鄄
education冶) are not as strong anymore as in the 1970s, but even today the
German public is more concerned about below鄄average school test scores of
German secondary school students in international comparison than about
one of the lowest graduation rates among OECD countries.

In spite of the strong emphasis on the Humboldtian concept in Germany which
challenges any instrumental view of higher education, the underlying concept of a
“ professional society冶 is so strong in Germany and most continental European
countries that a relatively close match between higher education and the world of work
is highly desired—both vertically, i. e. as regards the number of graduates and the
number of typical graduate jobs, and horizontally, i. e. regarding the fields of study
and the occupational areas.

We know strong arguments why a close match between demand and supply as
regards university graduates is neither desirable nor feasible. For example: there
are inevitable limits in predicting the demand. Employers are often uncertain in
determining their demands and identifying the graduates爷 competences. Graduates
have to be both over鄄qualified to be prepared for unexpected tasks and under鄄
qualified because higher education cannot mirror the existing diversity of job tasks.
Graduates爷 motives never match altogether the employers爷 expectations. Higher
education does not have to teach the rules and tools needed in a certain moment in
time, but also prepare students to challenge constantly conventional wisdom.
Finally, in the wake of dynamics, uncertainties and vagueness of the labour
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market, graduates have to be competent to respond flexibly. But these arguments
against a close “match冶 do not seem to have a lasting impact on the public debate;
they tend to be “forgotten冶 quickly.

In disregarding nuances, we certainly observe a far鄄reaching consensus in
economically advanced countries about the key educational functions of higher
education. Higher education is expected to

誗teach students to understand and master the academic theories, methods and
knowledge domains,

誗contribute to cultural enhancement and personality development,
誗prepare students for subsequent work and other life spheres through lay the

foundation of relevant knowledge and help them understand and acquire the
typical “rules and tools冶 needed in their professional life,

誗enhance the ability to challenge the prevailing practices. Graduates have to
be—sceptical and critical, able to cope with indeterminate work tasks and
able to contribute to innovation.

Often, actors and experts describe the educational functions of higher
education in terms of a dichotomy between an academic emphasis and a professional
emphasis of higher education. A close glance, however, shows that a variety of
dimensions has to be taken into consideration. We have to distinguish between

誗a professionally geared composition of knowledge within a study programme
( e. g. mechanical engineering ) versus an academically determined
composition of knowledge of a study programme (e. g. philosophy);

誗an academic versus applied emphasis of teaching and learning, i. e. an
emphasis on understanding the logic of the knowledge system versus an
emphasis on the transfer of knowledge to practical problem鄄solving;

誗academic orientation versus orientation towards practice, i. e. pursuit of
knowledge for its own sake versus learning to understand the tensions
between theory and practice during the course of study;

誗preparing students to be able to become scholars versus preparing students to
understand and utilize the results of academic work in their subsequent
professional work outside academia;

誗prime emphasis on the understanding and the ability to handle conventional
wisdom versus prime emphasis on sceptical and critical views as well as on
coping with indeterminate work tasks and innovation;

誗 emphasis on conveying foundation of knowledge relevant for professional
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practice versus preparing students directly to master all the relevant
knowledge;

誗 emphasis on general knowledge and competences versus emphasis on specific
academic or professional knowledge and competences;

誗 disciplinary versus interdisciplinary approaches, and
誗 emphasis on mastering the “ substance冶 as such versus emphasis on the

awareness of the impact of professional action.

Obviously, fields of study vary in all societies in the ways these dimensions of
academic and professional emphasis are handled. Moreover, we note quite a
diversity within each higher education system, e. g. distinctions according to type of
higher education institutions or according to “profiles冶 of individual institutions.

Changes in the Course of the Bologna Process

The Bologna Declaration was signed in 1999 by the ministers in charge of
higher education of a large number of Europe countries. It called for convergent
cycle structures of study programmes and degrees all over Europe similar to
bachelor鄄master programmes in Anglo鄄Saxon countries. The prime aim named for
this structural policy was to contribute to an increase of student mobility, both in
raising the attractiveness of higher education in Europe for students from other parts
of the world and in stimulating a growth of intra鄄European student mobility.

The 1999 Declaration did not comprise any recommendation to strengthen the
employment and work orientation of higher education; it only called for the
following: “The degree awarded after the first cycle shall also be relevant to the
European labour market as an appropriate level of qualification冶. The declaration,
thus, emphasized that the bachelor should be professionally relevant as well, because
there was a concern that universities in some European countries, which in the past
only had offered a long study programme leading to a degree equivalent to a master,
might shape bachelor programmes merely as preparatory to master programmes.

The Bologna Declaration, thus, does not call for a stronger professional
emphasis of study programmes, but rather for some degree of professional emphasis
across all levels of study programmes. Little is said about possible curricular
convergence, because the European diversity should not be endangered, and the
supplementary measures, i. e. the introduction of credit systems and the provision
of a “Diploma Supplement冶 upon graduation do not aim to change curricula, but
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rather to document the existing curricula as well as study achievements.
The subsequent debate in Europe on “ Bologna 冶 and its implications,

however, does not focus solely on the recommendations formulated in the 1999
Declaration. We note at least five different references.

誗The Bologna Declaration 1999 and possibly the predecessor declaration by
ministers from four countries, i. e. the Sorbonne Declaration of 1998,

誗the communiqu佴 published at the end of the follow鄄up conferences of the
ministers ( in Prague 2001, Berlin 2003, Bergen 2005, London 2007,
Leuven 2009 as well as Vienna and Budapest 2010),

誗the communiqu佴s of the theme鄄specific conferences of actors and experts
arranged by the Bologna Follow鄄up Group (BFUG), among some of them
on “employability冶,

誗One cannot be certain whether all these documents really mirror the
mainstream of thoughts. Sometimes, themes are addressed in the major
documents which do not turn out to be salient for a longer time,

誗There is a Zeitgeist ( a certain dominant way of thinking for a period of
time) of the context of higher education as well as of issues which can be
interpreted as linked to the Bologna Process even though respective issues
cannot be interpreted as an outgrowth of it.

While a structural approach dominated at the beginning, the Bologna Process
gradually moved towards curricular matters. The terms “ quality assurance 冶,
“employability冶 and “qualifications frameworks冶 signal this shift of emphasis. This
can be explained in part by the fact that the core of the Bologna Process, i. e.
structural convergence through a stage system of study programmes and degree
primarily for the enhancement of mobility, necessarily calls for some curricular
reflections and measures: First, The above named issue of curricular relevance of a
university bachelor; second, the issue of distinct levels of competences typical for a
bachelor and for a master; third, issues of “ international education冶 and the
“European dimension 冶 of higher education becoming more relevant due to
increasing mobility; and, fourth, issues of reputation levels: do higher education
systems in European countries move towards steeper vertical stratification (cf. the
debates on “ world鄄class universities冶 and “ global competition冶), or is vertical
diversity kept in bound, thus ensuring broad “ zones of trust 冶 among many
European institutions of higher education and thus offer ample opportunities for
mobility?
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In addition, we note recent curricular debates which are not necessitated by the
core issues of the Bologna Declaration. These might be called “ output awareness冶
and “outcome awareness冶 ( discussed in the context of “ quality assurance冶 and
“learning outcomes冶), and “employability冶 .

Reflection of Impact and Professional Relevance

Since about 1990, we note a fundamental change in higher education in
Europe and various other regions of the world which is highly relevant for notions of
the relationships between higher education and the world of work. It is not accepted
anymore that scholars and students focus their attention only on academic subject
matters as such and that a pursuit of knowledge for its own sake dominates. Also
achievement measurement is expected not only to look whether theories, methods
and disciplinary knowledge is acquired successfully. Rather, we expect that all
actors are aware of both the academic subject matter and its impact, and that they
handle such a dual attention strategically. This implies

誗Permanent reflection of the impact of academic activities ( reinforced by
evaluation, accreditation, achievement鄄oriented remuneration of academics,
competitive research funding, output indicator鄄based institutional funding,
etc. ),

誗explicit training beyond acquisition of knowledge: emphasis on competences
and learning outcomes, training abilities to act successfully and to solve
problems,

誗 fostering professionally relevant areas of competences supplementary to the
academic domains, e. g. social interaction or normative implications of
professional work.

There is a vast academic literature on concepts such as “ knowledge 冶,
“abilities冶 “ competences冶, “ qualifications冶, “ skills冶, “ learning outcomes冶,
etc. , and the popular debate is even more heterogeneous. Whatever term we
prefer, we have to bear in mind that the results of teaching and learning often are
defined on three different dimensions: ( a) the dimension of knowledge, i. e.
knowing and understanding theories, methods and subject鄄matter knowledge of
academic disciplines (e. g. mathematics), (b) the dimension of personal ability,
i. e. “wise冶 or “ smart冶, and ( c) the functional dimension, i. e. the ability to
achieve something on the job or other life spheres, e. g. “problem鄄solving ability冶 .
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The debates on the relationships between study and work are often confusing
because most specialized, academically related issues tend to be defined in terms of
the knowledge dimensions, whereas most general competences are defined in terms
of personal ability or functionally. This shows how uncertain we are to determine
how learning and knowledge affects personality and professional outcomes; these
linkages tend to remain a “black box冶 in the respective debates.

In intending to measure outcomes of teaching and learning in higher
education, we do not primarily look at individual acts of work and performance in
other life spheres. Rather, we are interested in the overall impact of study. As a
consequence of our “ outcome awareness 冶, we are interested to know the
“ professional success冶 of graduates. This can be described in terms of smooth
transition from higher education to employment, high income and high socio鄄
economic status, a position appropriate to the level of educational attainment,
desirable employment conditions ( e. g. employment stability, opportunities for
promotion ), a high utilisation of knowledge, desirable work conditions
( independent, demanding, responsible work ), and a high degree of job
satisfaction.

It should be noted, though, that professional success is not identical with
“output冶 or “outcome冶 of higher education. Rather, other “ intervening variables冶
might explain the success to a considerable extent, notably ( a) different socio鄄
biographic preconditions on the part of the students and graduates, (b) differences
according to learning prior to and outside higher education, (c) differences in the
study behaviour during the course of study in higher education, ( d) a relative
autonomy of the transition from higher education and employment ( e. g. smart
search strategies, “ credentialism冶, difficulties to identify competences), ( e)
independent effects of training and learning at the initial career stage, (f) regional
labour markets (the average income of graduates from one university as compared to
another one might be determined more strongly by the economic conditions of their
region than by the quality of the educational provisions), and ( g) disciplinary
labour markets (a higher income of an engineer than that of a philosopher does not
necessarily indicate a higher level of competence or of academic knowledge).

Many outcome鄄based university rankings or outcome鄄based indicators for
funding neglect the power of these intervenient variables. As a consequence, some
universities are “rewarded冶 and others are penalized for something which is out of
their reach.
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The “Employability冶 Debate

The current “ employability 冶 debate in Europe is so influential and
controversial not just because its calls for a reflection and for taking into
consideration the professional relevance of study. Rather, the debate dominates the
scene, because it seems to suggest that certain interpretations of the relationships
between higher education and subsequent employment and work are the most
desirable ones whereas others are “out冶 . For example, in undertaking a study on
debates and measures regarding “employability冶 at universities in Austria, we came
to the conclusion that the majority of actors consider “ employability冶 as a call of
the Bologna Process to gear study programmes more instrumentally to preparation for
professional tasks than could be accepted on the basis the principle understanding
of Austrian universities, i. e. to lay the foundation for professional action but not
train the professional application of academic knowledge.

Obviously, the term “ employability冶 is totally misleading in two respects.
First, “ employability冶 is a well established term of labour market research and
labour market policy addressing problems of “youth at risk冶, etc. to get employed
at all. In contrast, “employability冶 in the context of the Bologna Process addresses
the question how a very privileged group on the labour market might enhance their
career prospects even further. Second, the term “ employment 冶 refers to the
exchange dimension of the world of work, i. e. to salaries, positions, envisaged
duration of employment in the employment contract, holidays and social benefits
linked to employment. In contrast, the respective debates in the Bologna Process
focus on the quality and relevance of curricula for subsequent work assignments.

Moreover, we note that various meanings are visible when actors and experts
call for increased “employability冶 of graduates:

誗the institutions of higher education should do whatever they can do in order
to enhance the career success of their graduates,

誗students should strive for enhancing the exchange value of their study, i. e.
choosing the university which promise the highest “ credentialist冶 value,
choosing a subject leading to well鄄paid occupations, etc. ,

誗a close link between the substance of study programme and the substance of
work tasks,

誗an emphasis on learning to transfer academic knowledge to action in the
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world of work, e. g. an applied emphasis, fostering problem鄄solving
abilities,

誗enhancing competences not closely linked to academic subject matter, but
highly appreciated in the employment system ( e. g. socio鄄communicative
skills),

誗assistance on the job search process ( information and advice as regards
occupational choice, help to get in touch with employers, coaching for
employment interviews, etc. ) .

Altogether, “employability冶 is mostly understood as emphasizing the value of
competences immediately useful on the job and the subordination of the objectives
of higher education to the employers爷 expectations.

Looking at the current debates in a less biased way, we suggest to employing
the term “professional relevance冶: Institutions of higher education are challenged to
take into consideration in shaping their curricula what learning and enhancement of
competences eventually will mean for their subsequent work. This holds true,
irrespective whether fields of study are traditionally closely linked to certain
occupational areas or not, whether a more theoretical or a more applied curricular
emphasis is preferred and whether one wants to adapt students to the prevailing job
requirements or wants to strengthen their potentials of being change agents.

In fact, we note in the Bologna Process all over Europe a broad range of
proposals for curricular thrusts. Without being able to provide a comprehensive
analysis, it is certainly justified to claim that 11 curricular thrusts are on the agenda
as possible options: (1) Further academic specialisation: for example a higher
selectivity among areas of knowledge, more emphasis on theories and methods, new
interdisciplinary specialisation, etc. ; ( 2 ) general cognitive competences, i. e.
emphasis on generic skills and broad knowledge, emphasis on theories and methods
instead of knowledge areas, learning to learn, etc. ; (3) working styles, e. g.
working under time constraints and perseverance; (4) general occupationally鄄linked
values, e. g. loyalty, curiosity and achievement orientation; ( 5 ) specific
professionally related values, e. g. entrepreneurial spirit, service orientation; (6)
transfer competences, e. g. problem鄄solving ability; (7) socio鄄communicative skills,
e. g. leadership, team work, rhetoric; (8) supplementary knowledge areas, e. g.
foreign languages and ICT; (9) ability to organise one爷 s own life; (10) ability to
handle the labour market, e. g. job search relevant knowledge and good self鄄
presentation to employers in the process of job鄄search and recruitment; and (11)
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international competences; e. g. knowledge and understanding of foreign cultures,
comparative analysis, coping with unknown persons.

Diversification

Most actors and experts believe that expansion of higher education is more or
less automatically linked to its diversification. On the one hand, it is assumed that
the students become more diverse as far as their motives, abilities and job prospects
are concerned and that a diverse higher education system would serve this growing
diversity of students in the best possible manner. On the other hand, we note a
widespread conviction that links between research and teachers get looser: research
tends to move to higher degree of specialisation than teaching and learning;
research might not need to be expanded as much as teaching and learning and that
also quality differences within research are likely to grow; moreover, some actors
and experts believe that research should be more strongly divided than teaching
between universities in terms of a steep institutional hierarchy of universities.

Obviously, there is not any consensus as regards the extent to which higher
education should be diversified vertically and horizontally. For example, German
higher education was characterized by a relatively flat hierarchy of quality among
universities and by emphasising primarily a horizontal diversification between the
theoretical approach of universities and the applied approach of Fachhochschulen
( translated as universities of applied sciences ). Now, a programme, called
“excellence initiative冶, was established to provide a small number of universities
more resources in order to catch the race of “world鄄class universities冶; on the other
hand, many politicians in Germany advocate the relatively high level of a large
number of universities as a special of the German system of higher education.

We also note a tension in those respects in Europe. The so鄄called “Lisbon
Process冶 of the EU member countries striving for a European Research Area seemed
to be shaped by a strong sympathy for steep quality differences among universities.
In contrast, the aim of the Bologna鄄Process to facilitate intra鄄European mobility can
be reached more easily and comprehensively, if the vertical differences between
universities remain small.

We note these controversies, but, surprisingly, the key questions as regards
diversification are seldom asked:

誗What extent of vertical stratification is most suitable for the graduates爷
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future tasks in the world of work and in other life spheres? Do we believe in
an “elite knowledge society冶 or in the “wisdom of the many冶?

誗 Do the overall competences of all graduates at the time of graduation
increase or decline, if we move towards a steeper vertical diversity than
customary in the past?

誗 How do efforts to change the extent of vertical diversity affect the extent of
horizontal diversity? Do, for example, efforts create more steeply stratified
systems undermine horizontal diversity?

Concluding Considerations

The so鄄called Bologna鄄Process in Europe, operationally viewed, is primarily
an issue of the patterns of study programmes and degrees. But functionally viewed,
two other themes play an important role: first, the increase of student mobility,
and, second, new links between study and subsequent employment and work.

The closer the Bologna鄄Process moves to the end of the first period of change—
the realisation of the so鄄called “European Higher Education Area冶 by 2010, the
more the question is raised what the structural change actually has meant for student
mobility and for curricula as well as the links between study and subsequent
employment and work.

As regards the latter, the term “employability冶 has become popular. We note
many actors trying to “sell冶 their hobby notion of the desired links between study
and subsequent work as the “ real meaning冶 of the Bologna Process. Some actors
ardently urge to make study programmes highly instrumental and very closely geared
to presumed prevailing job requirements. Some critics jokingly even state that the
“Marxism鄄Leninism冶 course of Central and Eastern European countries are now
substituted by courses on the “Capitalistic Manifest冶 .

Certainly, it is more appropriate to state that the Bologna Process calls for
professional relevance of study programmes. Thereby, each field of study and each
institution of higher education have to reflect their respective conditions and have to
choose their specific options. Such a general call for professional relevance is not
new and not substantially different from similar calls in the past. However, there is
a widespread awareness now that professional relevance is not anymore primarily a
theme for the vocational training sector and for the applied sector of non鄄university
higher education. Rather, the universities themselves have to take higher education
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expansion seriously through intra鄄institutional diversification: They have to serve
concurrently the training of future scholars, the training of the future professional
elite and the professional preparation of large number of students who eventually
will get middle鄄level occupations. The universities have to reflect how academically
oriented teaching and learning can be professionally relevant for professional
positions academically less demanding than traditional university graduate careers,
but sufficiently demanding that universities serve them in a targeted manner.

Reflection of the professional relevance does not compromise the academic
freedom of university professors. They continue to have options ranging from
academic education for the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake to utilitarian
adaptations to the current employers爷 expectations. The author of this contribution
suggests that universities should consider themselves neither as completely separate
nor a completely sub鄄ordinated to the expectations of the world outside higher
education, but rather as proactive. The university professors have to know the
expectations from economy and society, but they also have to be aware of the
current problems of economy and society in order to be able to educate their
students to be eventual change agents.
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New World, New Learning: Trends and
Issues of E鄄Learning

Harrison Hao Yang
State University of New York at Oswego

Abstract:摇
The rapid technological change and proliferation of information resources

are lineaments of our contemporary society. Multimedia on the Internet,
telecommunications, wireless applications, handheld electronics, social
network software, Web 2. 0, and so forth are all radically redefining the way
people obtain information and the way to teach and learn. Particularly, the
widespread Web 2. 0 applications have the capacity for educational institutions
and corporations involved in training to extend the possibilities of e鄄learning.
Consequently, e鄄learning has become one of the most exciting, dynamic, and
yet challenging fields that we have been facing. What is the e鄄learning? Where
are we now? Where has progress been made? What will the future bring? What
are the key elements of e鄄learning we need to focus on? How will we face and
rise to new opportunities and challenges? In order to shed light on these
questions, this study intends to look at e鄄learning from historical, conceptual,
pedagogical and empirical perspectives. It includes: from web to e鄄learning
and e鄄learning 2. 0; opportunities and practices in e鄄learning; and related
concerns and discussions.

From Web to E鄄Learning and E鄄Learning 2. 0

Digital technologies, especially Web鄄based technologies continue to extend the
reach of settings for education and training by including a more organic, integrated
array of learning experiences and support鄄available “anywhere, anytime, and just鄄in鄄
time. 冶 Similar to CBT (Computer鄄Based Training), IBT (Internet鄄Based Training)
or WBT (Web鄄Based Training), the term e鄄learning gaining popularity in the early
2000s refers to any electronically assisted instruction, but is most often associated



with instruction offered via computer and the Internet. A study (Allen & Seamen,
2009) indicated that almost a quarter of all students in post鄄secondary education were
taking fully online courses in 2008. Further, a report by Ambient Insight Research
(2009) suggested that in 2009, 44 percent of post鄄secondary students in the USA
were taking some or all of their courses online, and projected that this figure would
rise to 81 percent by 2014. Thus it can be seen that e鄄learning is moving rapidly from
the margins to being a predominant form of post鄄secondary education, at least in the
USA.

One of the few essential innovations directly from e鄄learning is the learning
management system (LMS) for the administration, documentation, tracking, and
reporting of training programs, classroom and online events, e鄄learning programs,
and training content. In 2006, more than 50% of Chronicle of Higher Education鄄
surveyed readers reported that, in their opinion, a LMS was the same thing as e鄄
learning. Seen by many as the foundation for building today 爷 s enterprise e鄄
Learning practice, today爷s LMS sits squarely in the evolutionary cross鄄fire as Web
1. 0 (“ the publishing Web冶) morphs into Web 2. 0 (“ the participatory Web冶).
With the advent of Web 2. 0 technologies, such as blogs, wikis, social
bookmarking, and podcasts, have emerged in a rich, interactive, user鄄friendly
application platform that allows users to read, write, create, share, remix,
repurpose, and exchange content to the Web ( Davis, Carmean, & Wagner,
2009).

The emergence of the Web 2. 0 is not a technological revolution; it is a social
revolution ( Downes, 2005). When Web 2. 0 applications specifically focus on
people and on building the community, they are called as social media or social
networking sites. According to researchers (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010), social
media is “a group of Internet鄄based applications that build on the ideological and
technological foundations of Web 2. 0, and that allow the creation and exchange of
user鄄generated content. 冶

Online social networks serve a parallel purpose through Websites intended to
help users meet new people or stay connected with friends and associates (Wandel,
2008). Popular networking sites including MySpace, Facebook and Twitter are social
media most commonly used for socialization and connecting friends, relatives, and
employees. Within one of these social networking sites, learners become part of a
global human network in which they can harness the collective intelligence of people
in the world that could have never been possible previously. Learners can interact
with other learners, gain from their experiences, and then construct their own
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knowledge. According to the Experian Simmons 2010 Social Networking Report.
“Fully two鄄thirds of all online adults today have visited a social networking site

in the last 30 days, up from 53% in 2008 and 20% in 2007. Social networks have
most thoroughly penetrated the young adult market, as nearly 9鄄in鄄10 online 18鄄to鄄
34鄄year鄄olds visit such sites today. But even older Americans are tapping into social
networks, with 41% of online adults age 50 and older making monthly visits to sites
like Facebook, MySpace and Twitter. 冶

Web 2. 0 applications, particularly social networking tools, are deeply
embedded in the lifestyles of digital natives or Generation Y or Millennials who were
born between 1981 and 2000 ( Prensky, 2001a, 2001b). Results of a 2007
national study conducted by the Pew Internet and American Life Project show that
55% all online American youths between the ages of 12 and 17 use social
networking sites for communication. Forty eight percent of teens visit social
networking sites daily or more often. Furthermore, 91% of all social networking
teens say they use the sites to stay in touch with friends they see frequently, while
82% use the sites to stay in touch with friends they rarely see in person ( Pew
Internet & American Life Project, 2007). In 2007, another study, Creating and
connecting: Research and guidelines on online social鄄 and educational鄄networking,
conducted by the National School Boards Association ( NSBA) indicates that
American children are spending almost as much time using social networking sites as
they spend watching television—around nine hours online, compared with 10 hours
of TV. The report was based on online surveys of approximately 1,300 American
children from 9 to 17 years old and over 1,000 parents. In addition, telephone
interviews were conducted with more than 250 school district officials. The findings
of the study indicate that 96% of students with Internet access engage in social
networking. Almost 60% of students say they use the social networking tools to
discuss classes, learning outside school, and planning for college. Students also
report using chatting, text messaging, blogging, and online communities such as
Facebook and My Space for educational activities, including collaboration on school
projects (National School Boards Association, 2007).

Digital native students are the most avid users of social networking sites, but
older students are joining the social networking user ranks as well. Students
typically join one or two social networking sites and do not change their profile
often. They use social networking sites to keep in touch with their friends—most of
whom they have already met in person—and to communicate with their classmates
(Educause Center for Applied Research, 2008). More recently, in 2010, Pew
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Internet Research recently published a study on the future of social networking:
Millennials will make online sharing in networks a lifelong habit. This study was
based on a survey of technology experts over how users of social鄄networking tools
plan to use their favorite services 10 years from now. The Pew study indicates that
Millennials are using social networking tools now and will likely continue to do so
for the next 10 years. Some 67% agreed with the statement:

“By 2020, members of Generation Y ( today 爷 s “ digital natives 冶) will
continue to be ambient broadcasters who disclose a great deal of personal
information in order to stay connected and take advantage of social, economic, and
political opportunities. Even as they mature, have families, and take on more
significant responsibilities, their enthusiasm for widespread information sharing will
carry forward. 冶

Although learning management systems have been a central part of the e鄄
Learning ecosystem for years, the centrality of the traditional LMS is challenged by
Web 2. 0 technologies and / or social media. As a result, what e鄄learning 2. 0
represents has the potential to become far more personal, social, and flexible than
the traditional e鄄learning. As Downes (2005) noted,

摇 摇 What happens when online learning ceases to be like a medium, and
becomes more like a platform? What happens when online learning software
ceases to be a type of content鄄consumption tool, where learning is “delivered,冶
and becomes more like a content鄄authoring tool, where learning is created? The
model of e鄄learning as being a type of content, produced by publishers,
organized and structured into courses, and consumed by students, is turned on
its head. Insofar as there is content, it is used rather than read — and is, in
any case, more likely to be produced by students than courseware authors. And
insofar as there is structure, it is more likely to resemble a language or a
conversation rather than a book or a manual.

Similarly, O爷hear (2006) points out that the early promise of e鄄learning has
not been fully realized. In the traditional model of e鄄learning, learning content is
provided by courseware authors, structured into courses by learning management
system (LMS), and consumed by students. This approach is often driven by the
needs of the institution / corporation rather than the individual learner. With the
advent of Web 2. 0, e鄄learning has the potential to become far more personal,
social, and flexible. E鄄learning 2. 0 takes a “ small pieces, loosely joined 冶
approach that combines the use of discrete but complementary tools and web
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services —such as blogs, wikis, and other social software—to support the creation
of ad鄄hoc learning communities (O爷hear, 2006). E鄄learning 2. 0 can capitalize on
many sources of content aggregated together into learning experiences and utilize
various tools including online references, courseware, knowledge management,
collaboration and search. E鄄learning 2. 0 differs from traditional e鄄learning. Instead
of learners simply receiving, reading, and responding to learning content in
traditional e鄄learning, e鄄learning 2. 0 allows learners to create content and to
collaborate with peers to form a learning network with distribution of content
creation and responsibilities. In addition, e鄄learning 2. 0 allows learners to easily
access content through search, aggregation, and tagging. E鄄learning 2. 0,
therefore, is evolving to one of the most exciting, dynamic, and challenging fields
involving teaching and learning.

Opportunities and Practices in E鄄learning

Learning Management System
Over the past a couple of years, there has been an explosion in the use of

blogs, wikis, podcasting and social networking sites. The trend of using Web 2. 0
technologies and social media has had a major impact on e鄄learning which has been
trying to harness it. On one hand, most of LMSs continue to maintain their typical /
traditional functions, such as serving specific requirements for managing online
courseware assets, tracking results of student tests and content completion, and
making sure the accuracy and availability of the content, etc. On the other hand,
most of LMSs start to accommodate user鄄navigated resources made up of commercial
and user鄄generated content, working as “small pieces, loosely joined,冶 connected
by topical and pedagogical scaffolds, and held together by links and connections
from social and semantic media. As a result, the learning management systems are
beginning to shift from a focus on learning management to learning management,
where the learning is finally taking center stage ( Davis, Carmean, & Wagner,
2009). The report, The Distance Education and E鄄learning Landscape, conducted
(Greenberg,2007) indicated that LMSs would look more like portals and less like
platform over the next five years. More and new functions such as Web 2. 0
collaborative tools would be featured by LMSs, Davis, Carmean, and Wagner
(2009 ) also reported some top evolving LMS issues derived from divers
perspectives and resources, such as: hosted options for LMSs; open sources, open
applications, and open education resources; commercial LMS customers: less
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formal, more holistic; extensibility matters, revising standards, specifications, and
structures, etc.

Blended Learning
Blended learning emerges as perhaps the most prominent delivery mechanism in

higher education, business, government, and military settings. Blended learning
combines face鄄to鄄face (F2F) instruction with computer鄄mediated learning (CML)
and instruction, which provides three main benefits for teaching and learning: (1)
improved pedagogy, (2) increased access and flexibility, and (3) increased cost鄄
effectiveness ( Graham, 2005 ). As early as in 2002, the Chronicle of Higher
Education quoted the president of Pennsylvania State University as saying that the
convergence between online and residential instruction was “ the single鄄greatest
unrecognized trend in higher education today 冶 ( Young, 2002 ). In 2003, the
American Society for Training and Development identified blended learning as one of
the top ten trends to emerge in the knowledge delivery industry (Rooney, 2003).
Furthermore, the report, Current Trends in e鄄Learning Research Report, pointed out a
survey on blended learning and found that a significant majority of respondents爷
organizations (85%) use blended learning for the creation and / or delivery of
educational content (Pulichino, 2005).

Microlearning
Generally, the term “ microlearning 冶 refers to micro鄄perspectives in the

context of learning, education and training. More frequently, the term is used in
the domain of e鄄learning and related fields in the sense of a new paradigmatic
perspective on learning processes in mediated environments on micro levels. It
deals with relatively small learning units and short鄄term learning activities. Unlike
“ traditional 冶 e鄄learning approaches, microlearning often tends towards push
technology through push media, which reduces the cognitive load on the learners
(Wikipedia, 2001 ). Microlearning has been considered as a very flexible,
efficient, relaxed, and effective way for learners to learn. Hug (2005) described
analyzed or generated versions of microlearning from following seven dimensions:

Time: relatively short effort, operating expense, degree of time
consumption, measurable time,subjective time, etc.
Content: small or very small units, narrow topics, rather simple issues,
etc.
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Curriculum: small part of curricular setting, parts of modules, elements of
informal learning, etc.
Form: fragments, facets, episodes, “knowledge nuggets冶, skill elements,
etc.
Process: separate, concomitant or actual, situated or integrated activities,
iterative method,attention management, awareness (getting into or being in
a process), etc.
Mediality: print media, electronic media, mono鄄media vs. multi鄄media,
(inter鄄)mediated forms, etc.
Learning type: repetitive, activist, reflective, pragmatist, conceptionalist,
constructivist, connectivist, behaviorist; also: action learning, classroom
learning, corporate learning, etc.

Mobile Learning
The growth of mobile technologies such as the Kindle, the iPhone and other

smartphones, web鄄enabled tablets, GPS systems, video games and wireless home
appliances, the growth of the mobile web has been amazing. According to the
current Morgan Stanley report ( 2010 ), although the mobile wealth creation /
destruction cycle is still in its earliest stages, the proliferation of better devices and
the availability of better data coverage are two trends driving growth. Better services
and smaller, cheaper devices such as iPhone and iTouch have led to a huge
explosion in mobile technology that far outpaces the growth of any other computing
cycle. Based on the current rate of change and adoption, the mobile web will be
bigger than desktop Internet use by 2015 (see Figure 1 and 2).
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(source: http: / / www. morganstanley. com / institutional / techresearch / pdfs / Internet_Trends_041210. pdf)

Mobile learning has been defined by researchers (O爷Malley, et al, 2003) as
“Any sort of learning that happens when the learner is not at a fixed, predetermined
location, or learning that happens when the learner takes advantage of the learning
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opportunities offered by mobile technologies. 冶 Like other forms of E鄄learning, M鄄
Learning is also collaborative; sharing is almost instantaneous among everyone using
the same content, which leads to the reception of instant feedback and tips. It is
convenient in that it is accessible from virtually anywhere and brings strong
portability by replacing books and notes with small RAMs, filled with tailored
learning contents. In addition, it is simple to utilize mobile learning for a more
effective and entertaining experience (Wikipedia, 2001).

Open Education
As Batson (2009) indicated, “Open education, open knowledge, and open

resources are different faces of the Web 2. 0 revolution in higher education. 冶 Web
2. 0 technologies empower today爷 s websites of higher education institutions in a
great way. There is a growing movement in higher education to create course
materials that are available for use without restrictions of copyright or use fees. This
movement often refers to materials developed in this way as “Open Course Ware冶
(OCW) or “Open Educational Resources冶 (OER).

The term Open Education Resources ( OER) refers to “ digitised materials
offered freely and openly for educators, students and self鄄learners to use and re鄄use
for teaching, learning and research. 冶 (OECD, 2007) The term Open Course Ware
(OCW) refers to publicly available materials which are either a part of, or a
complete course from an educational institution such as a university or college. For
example, iTunes U is probably the most talked鄄about and widely used podcast for
higher education institutions on open education. On May 30, 2007, Apple
Computer爷s iTunes U was announced at Cupertino, California. According to iTunes
U Website,

“iTunes U brings the power of the iTunes Store to education, making it simple
to distribute information to your students and faculty — or to lifelong learners all
over the world. With an iTunes U site, your institution has a single home for all the
digital content created or curated by educators, which can then be easily downloaded
and viewed on any Mac, PC, iPod, or iPhone. 冶

Only a few years old, higher education institutions have formed a huge e鄄
learning delivery network. Various universities / colleges have created their own
iTunes U sites to manage, distribute, and control access to educational audio and
video content and other resources for current students as well as the broader
Internet. The online service is without cost to those uploading or downloading
material. Content includes course lectures, language lessons, lab demonstrations,
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sports highlights, etc. OER Commons (http: / / www. oercommons. org / ) and Open
Courseware Consortium ( http: / / www. ocwconsortium. org / ) have been
accumulating some excellent related resources and information.

Do鄄It鄄Yourself Learning
The use of multimedia and web technology has made individualized learning

and / or related learning technologies more available and effective as an alternative to
formal learning and training. For example, Electronic Performance Support Systems
(EPSS) can help an organization to reduce the cost of training staff while increasing
productivity and performance. According to Bezanson ( 2002 ), EPSS is “ A
performance support system provides just鄄in鄄time, just enough training,
information, tools, and help for users of a product or work environment, to enable
optimum performance by those users when and where needed, thereby also
enhancing the performance of the overall business. 冶 Do鄄it鄄yourself or individualized
learning provides three main benefits for learning and training on: (1) reducing the
complexity or number of steps required to perform a task; (2 ) providing the
specific performance information a person needs to perform a task, and ( 3 )
providing a decision support system that enables a person to identify the action that
is appropriate for a particular set of conditions (Wikipedia, 2010).

Virtual Learning
Virtual worlds based on Web 2. 0 have the potential to provide: teaching,

learning, and training opportunities; rich interactions and communication
environments to improve communication skills and problem鄄solving skills, and an
engaging and low risk environment as an alternative to the real world ( Park &
Baek, 2010). A virtual world usually refers to the online community that often
takes the form of a computer鄄based simulated environment, through which users can
interact with one another and use and create objects ( Bishop, 2009). Virtual
worlds are intended for users to inhabit and interact, and the term today has
become largely synonymous with interactive 3D virtual environments, where the
users take the form of avatars visible to others graphically (Cook, 2009). These
avatars are usually depicted as textual, two鄄dimensional, or three鄄dimensional
graphical representations, although other forms are possible ( Biocca & Levy
1995. )

The report, Getting Started in e鄄Learning: Simulations and Games (2010),
have shown that simulations and games could provide a means for embedding certain
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instructional strategies into instruction, such as: using similar contexts, providing
extensive and varied practice, and make underlying principles clear, etc. which can
dramatically improve transfer from learning to real鄄world performance. A learning
simulation is a structured activity that reproduces important characteristics of a real
environment and situation, which allows learners to experience how reality works in a
virtual environment. A learning game is a structured activity that involves a specific
challenge, information to respond to, and rules for achieving the goal.

A research study by the U. S. Department of Defense (Blunt, 2008, cited by
Getting Started in e鄄Learning: Simulations and Games, 2010) showed that students
in the study who used learning games scored significantly higher than those who did
not. More than 40% of respondents planed to do more games, simulations and
scenarios, complex games, and immersive learning simulations in the next 12
months. One virtual world that has caught the attention of many people is Second
Life (SL). SL was released to the public by Linden Lab in 2003, and quickly
becomes the largest three鄄dimensional virtual world. According to SL site (http: / /
education. secondlife. com / whysl / ), because of the strong sense of “ presence,冶
many prominent educational institutions and organizations understand it and are
creating virtual learning environments to deliver a wide range of courses, field
trips, and events including:

Distance and Flexible Education
Presentations and Discussions
Historical Recreations
Simulations and Role鄄Playing
Multimedia and Games Design
Language Learning Practice

Discussion

The growth of online resources and the advancement of Web 2. 0 technology
are impacting education and training, as well as changing e鄄learning. The previous
section presents some major opportunities and practices in e鄄learning. As shown in
Figure 3 overall, e鄄learning from LMS to virtual learning shifts from a focus on
formal learning to informal learning. Formal learning usually refers to the
hierarchically structured school system that runs from primary school through the
university and organized school鄄like programs created in business for technical and
professional training. Informal learning, on the other hand, refers to a lifelong
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process whereby individuals acquire attitudes values, skills and knowledge from
daily experience and the educational influences and resources in his or her
environment, from family and neighbors, from work and play, from the market
place, the library and the mass media (Conner, n. d. ) . Research indicates most
learning that has a real impact on human performance tends to be informal in
nature. As early as in 1998, a study of time鄄to鄄performance done by Moore (cited
by Wikipedia, 2010) graphically shows the disparity between formal and informal
learning (see Figure 4). More recently, according to a 2009 report by American
Society for Training and Development ( ASTD ) and Institute for Corporate
Productivity (i4cp), Tapping the Potential of Informal Learning, informal learning
clearly has a strong presence in many of today 爷 s organizations. Four in ten
respondents said such learning is occurring in their organization to a high or very
high extent, with another 34 percent indicating that it爷 s occurring to a moderate
extent. More than half of the respondents (56 percent) predicted that the use of
informal learning would increase over the next three years. This expected increase
in informal learning is not surprising in the context of today爷 s technology鄄driven
corporate culture. There is now a need, as well as the ability, to learn on鄄demand
rather than wait for more conventional learning opportunities, which informal
learning addresses.

Figure 3
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Figure 4
(source: http: / / en. wikipedia. org / wiki / Informal_learning)

While the emergent technologies provide more opportunities and possibilities to
e鄄learning, a couple of related issues have been brought up—digital divide and
digital citizenship. It is the belief of educators, administrators, trainers, and
learners that these two issues are extremely critical in terms of the development of e鄄
learning.

Digital Divide
In 1995, the US National Telecommunications Infrastructure Administration

(NTIA) issued the first of four reports under the title “Falling Through the Net. 冶
These reports disclosed the existence and particulars of a digital divide in American that
refers to the gap between people who have and people who don爷 t have access to
digital / modern information technology. Since then variables often investigated in the
context of a digital divide include: socioeconomic ( rich / poor ), racial ( white /
minority), or geographical (urban / rural) . Recent studies view digital divide as a
symptom of a larger and more complex problem—the problem of persistent poverty
and inequality. The divide persists because of market forces, unequal investment in
infrastructure, discrimination, insufficient policy efforts, and culture and content
( Servon, 2002; Warschauer, 2003 ). A framework of reconceptualizing and
analyzing the digital divide contains four sets of related resources: (1) physical
resources, which encompass access to computer and telecommunication
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connections; (2) digital resources, which refer to digital material that is made
available online; ( 3 ) human resources, which revolve around issues such as
literacy and education ( including the particular type of literacy practices that are
required for computer use and online communication); and (4) social resources,
which refer to the community, institutional, and societal structures that support
access to information and communication technology (Warschauer, 2003). The
term global digital divide refers to differences in technology access between
countries.

Digital Citizenship
While the Web is shifting from being a medium, in which information is

transmitted and consumed, into being a platform, in which content is created,
shared, remixed, repurposed, and exchanged, digital citizenship has been received
the increased attention of higher education institutions. According to Digizen. org,

“Digital citizenship isn 爷 t just about recognizing and dealing with online
hazards. It爷s about building safe spaces and communities, understanding how to
manage personal information, and about being internet savvy—using your online
presence to grow and shape your world in a safe, creative way, and inspiring others
to do the same. 冶

Researchers defined digital citizenship as “ the norms of behavior with regard
to technology use. 冶 They identified nine elements of digital citizenship: digital
access, digital commerce, digital communication, digital literacy, digital etiquette,
digital law, digital rights and responsibilities, digital health and wellness, and
digital security. “ Everyone—administrators, board members, teachers, parents
and students—need to be involved in the dialogue about the appropriate use of
technology冶 (Ribble, Bailey, & Ross, 2005). The recent National Educational
Technology Standards for Administrators 2009 (NETS·A 2009) prepared by the
International Society for Technology in Education ( ISTE) has attested the digital
citizenship movement and specialized its Standard V for administrators focusing on
“Digital Citizenship冶. Standard V requests administrators “ model and facilitate
understanding of social, ethical and legal issues and responsibilities related to an
evolving digital culture冶. In order to guide administrators meeting this standard,
NETS·A 2009 Standard V has four indicators covering different aspects of digital
citizenship and responsibility: ( a) ensure equitable access to appropriate digital
tools and resources to meet the needs of all learners; ( b) promote, model and
establish policies for safe, legal, and ethical use of digital information and
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technology; ( c) promote and model responsible social interactions related to the
use of technology and information; and (d) model and facilitate the development of
a shared cultural understanding and involvement in global issues through the use of
contemporary communication and collaboration tools.

In response to the questions on issues and trends of e鄄learning, the present
study investigates e鄄learning from historical, conceptual, pedagogical and empirical
perspectives, including areas: from web to e鄄learning and e鄄learning 2. 0;
opportunities and practices in e鄄learning; and related concerns and discussions.
However, one study focusing on these areas cannot completely capture the dynamics
that happen within e鄄learning. In that sense, this study suggests further research
should be followed and investigated.
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Challenges and Opportunities in a Globalised World
Speech at the Closing Ceremony

of Beijing Forum 2010

Tony Blair
Former Prime Minister of UK

In my experience you don爷 t get to understand a country just by reading its
political speeches, studying its economic statistics, measuring its output. You
understand it best when you understand its culture, its traditions, the special
characteristics that have influenced its society, and most of all its people. China爷s
willingness to engage in this issue will greatly assist East鄄West relations. China has
some sixty different ethnic groups. As I have indicated, its religious diversity is
obvious. So how China charts its path to a harmonious society will not only matter
to the world, but will be something from which we can study and learn. Likewise,
how in different parts of the world, religious faith impacts stability and harmony,
will be a vital Chinese interest.

However, for those of us in the West, for those in the Middle and Far East and
for China, the dilemma is the same: how do we ensure religion and faith play their
proper part as a force for good?

I would suggest seven ways in which we can bring about the greater harmony
between and within civilisations we seek:

First, we need to recognise and encourage religious faith to express its
essential, and in my view more true role, as a source of values, not ideology.
Religion, so expressed, is a guide to mutual love and fellowship. It is a means
through caring and compassion of creating better functioning, more harmonious
societies. Take any of the great religions and you will find there that love of God,
and religious worship, is most often demonstrated by love of neighbour. “Love your
neighbour as yourself冶; “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you冶;
“the person who saves one life, saves the lives of all humanity. 冶 These phrases,
all similar in sentiment, are axiomatic in all major religions. Confucius, a
philosopher not a cleric, said, “never impose on others what you would not choose



for yourself. 冶
Here the boundary between faith and philosophy can be blurred. This is faith

as values, as the denial of self in the wider interests of others. Where faith has
given rise to acts of great mercy or courage, it has nearly always been of this
nature. It has been not about ritual, doctrine, or abstract theology, important
though these can be. It has been about human feeling.

Second, we need to discourage faith where it is defined as a badge of identity
in opposition to others. Of course, for example, someone who is a Christian
believes in the doctrines of Christianity. A Muslim believes in the practice of Islam
as laid down in the Koran. So naturally people will identify themselves with their
faith and the claims it makes. But though I am a Christian and identify myself as
such, I do not and should not disrespect those of a different faith who have taken a
different path to salvation. I recognise that I should be humble in the face of God爷
s purpose and not assume mine is the only truth. So just as we expect to have our
own faith respected, so we should respect the right of others who have a different
faith.

Third, we should study and learn from our own classics and traditions. This is
important because it teaches us about how our own faith and culture has developed.
Faith is not static. It has evolved. Such study makes us understand that there is an
accumulated wisdom and thought that helped create our societies. It reduces the
rather arrogant presumption the twenty first century can sometimes represent, that
history began ten years ago, in the year 2000. Each of our societies can draw on a
rich vein of intellectual, social and philosophical discourse, going back over the
centuries, to explain our past and guide our future. This is history every bit as
real, sometimes more so, than great events or personalities. In China, for
example, this means drawing on the inspiration of philosopher Confucius, and on
the religious traditions of Taoism and Buddhism.

Fourth, I would argue that in this era of globalisation, where opportunities for
material prosperity have never been greater and thankfully so—the need for a sense
of values, of principles, of things grounded in more than simply material advance,
is more urgent than ever. Faith, of course, is not the only source of such values.
Many people who espouse no faith, can equally assert strongly such thinking from a
strictly humanist standpoint. Nonetheless, faith can be a balancing influence as
these opportunities and the economic and social changes they bring transform our
societies. Faith can provide a certain equilibrium, reminding us of our
responsibilities as well as our rights; our duties to others as well as our self鄄
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interest. A prime example would be the environment, where we know or should
know that we hold it in trust for the next generation and have a strong responsibility
to guard it and not spoil it for those that come after us. Faith can give discipline to
life. It can diminish the demands of ego. It can stimulate our conscience. Help us
to forgive; allow us to rise above vengeance or despair. It can urge us to do good,
even when the temptation to do otherwise is strong. It can remind us to ask this
fundamental question: what is life for? In this way, too, it can give the same
meaning and purpose to how we live within our society, accepting that we are more
than simply individuals striving for personal ambition but also members of a
community of others.

Fifth, it is therefore right that faith takes its proper place within the debates
that interest and exercise our people and our societies. Religious leaders should not
try to dictate; but they should have the ability to speak, and to offer their view.

Sixth, to ensure harmony not only within one society but between civilisations,
those of faith must accept that just as they have an equal right to participate, such
participation must respect the fact that today there will be, in most nations, more
than one faith, more than one religious tradition, and that one faith should not try
to exercise control or claim greater privilege of citizenship over another.

Seventh, we have the best chance of obtaining the previous six characteristics,
if we encourage, promote and activate interfaith harmony and understanding. This
is of the essence. If we have more knowledge, we have greater understanding.
With greater understanding comes a larger prospect of peaceful co鄄existence. What
we don爷t know we fear. What we can爷 t understand, closes our mind. It is often
ignorance that is at the root of conflict. So we should create not just the feelings but
the practical methods of co鄄operation that lead to co鄄existence.

The Tony Blair Faith Foundation now operates in many different countries in
the world. We have distinct strands to our work. One is academic — hence the
partnership with Peking University. We began at Yale. We now have seven
universities in our programme: Durham, McGill, University of Western Australia,
National University of Singapore, Yale, Monterrey Tec and of course Peking. We
will have more, including in Asia and the Middle East. Our ambition is to create an
academic discipline, with research and publications around the concept of faith and
globalisation. This takes religion out of the exclusive preserve of the divinity school
and re鄄unites it with the study of society.

Then we have a schools programme. Three days ago, we just brought San
Francisco schools into it. This programme uses the internet technology and carefully
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constructed pedagogical material, to link up high school students of different faiths
and cultures in fifteen countries across the world, from Pakistan, to the UK, from
Indonesia to Australia. As students testify, the results are extraordinary and in
some cases dramatic, in breaking down barriers.

Then we have an action programme that joins faiths together to contribute to
meeting the United Nations Millennium Development Goals. We have started with
the anti鄄malaria campaign. Many poor communities in Africa do not have hospitals
or health clinics. But they all have churches or mosques. They can carry out
practical public health messages to congregations and communities who are not
reached by Government health campaigns. By using their networks and influence,
they can make a real impact on eradicating deaths from malaria, treating all faiths
equally.

Next year, we will have up and running a new website portal which will give a
moving picture of faith in our world today, its trends, its changes and the views of
people within the major faiths.

To have China as a partner in this programme of interfaith study, is an honour
and opportunity. It allows us to prove that to know the world today we need to know
the place of religion within it; that religion may sometimes be a force for bad but it
can also, properly expressed, be a force for good and a source of values we require
to civilise globalisation. Above all, we can show that a Harmonious Society, and
harmony between civilisations, is not an impossible dream, but a practical vision,
one that can inspire us to fulfill our responsibilities and create a better world. This
world should not only be more prosperous materially, but in spirit also.

I believe such a vision is attainable. I and my foundation in partnership with
our friends here in China will work to achieve it.
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Speech at the Closing Ceremony
of Beijing Forum 2010

Zhou Qifeng
President, Peking University

Honorable Mr. Tony Blair,
Honorable President of the Korea Foundation for Advanced Studies Kim Jae

Youl,
Honorable Director of Beijing Municipal Commission of Education Liu Limin,
Distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen,
After two and half days, Beijing Forum 2010 is coming to an end today. In the

past few days, over three hundred scholars from across the world had heated
discussions around the theme “ The Harmony of Civilizations and Prosperity for
All—Commitments and Responsibilities for a Better World冶. They revealed severe
challenges from different angles such as politics, economics, medical science,
environment, humanities and higher education and attempted to overcome
ecological crisis through interdisciplinary dialogues. Their rigorous academic
attitudes and open鄄minded thinking harvested fruitful results for Beijing Forum. The
achievements elaborated on how to promote regional ecological governance and
coordinated development at the international cooperation level, showing their firm
belief in overcoming difficulties and historical responsibilities.

From the aspect of environmental improvement, “ environmental冶 problems
might not be handled and solved by a single country. They should be considered in
a comprehensive perspective from human common interest, instead of selfish
department, regional and national interests.

From the aspect of international politics, the attainment of sustainable
development relies on concerted action of all the countries. By establishing
multilateral negotiation and management mechanisms and operating according to
democratic, fair and justice principles, we can realize coordinated development and
management of global resources and ecological system.



From the perspective of international economics, scholars agreed that we must
reform the current international economic structure to coordinate the interdependent
relations between ecological situation and economy. The future development of
international community must give consideration to both economic and ecological
aspects. At the same time each member of the international community should take
common but differential responsibilities in environmental management, and promote
multilateral cooperation actively, including formulating and obeying international
rules and regulations in trade, investment and so on, conduct constructive
dialogues to eradicate divergences and conflicts among national interests.

Our common homeland is not only a physical space but also the carrier of spirit
and beliefs. From the aspect of culture and belief, scholars stressed care for
individual lives in addition to reform in institutions and systems. We should let
people believe such an idea through education, that everyone enjoys equal rights of
life. No matter what race or nationality people are, human beings live on the same
planet. If everyone realizes that one person爷 s lifestyle and consuming behavior
might have great impact on another person, we will have a better life.

Ladies and gentlemen, Beijing Forum 2010 is now drawing to a close. Scholars
attending the Forum have given brilliant illustrations on the crisis that the earth and
humans are facing and provided many inspiring solutions.

I爷m also delighted to notice that this year Beijing Forum has set up a student
Panel for the first time with the theme “Challenge, Responsibility, Vision: We Are
the Youth in a Globalizing World冶. The student panel encourages young students to
do research on green campus and environmental problems to put their knowledge
into practice. Just an hour ago, they announced The Youth Declaration of Beijing
Forum to express their responsibilities and resolution for actions. Nowadays, the
youth enjoy better education and living standards than their fathers. We are
confident to expect them to create a new future for human beings with more
advanced ideas and international cooperation.

Ladies and gentlemen, what I summarize above is only part of some viewpoints
at the Forum, which I consider as the most valuable treasure for Beijing Forum.
Here please allow me to express my sincere gratitude to every scholar on behalf of
the Organizing Committee and Academic Committee of Beijing Forum, for your
wisdom and strength dedicated to harmonious global development.

Thank you.
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